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Preface
This book is devoted to the basic variational principles of mechanics: the
Lagr ange-D 'Alemb ert different ial var iationa l principle and the Hamil ton
integral variationa l principle. These two variational principles form the
main subject of conte mporary ana lyt ical mechanics, and from them the
whole colossal corpus of classical dynamics can be deductively derived as
a par t of physical theory.

In recent years student s and researchers of engineering and physics have
begun to realize the utility of variational principles and the vast possi
bilities that they offer, and have applied th em as a powerful tool for the
study of linear and nonlinear problems in conservative and nonconservative
dynamic al systems.

The present book has evolved from a series of lectures to graduate stu
dents and researchers in engineering given by the aut hors at t he Depart
ment of Mechani cs at the University of Novi Sad Serbi a , and numerous
foreign universities.

The object ive of the aut hors has been to acquaint t he reader with the
wide possibilities to apply vari ati onal principles in numerous problems of
contemporary analytical mechanics, for example, th e Noether theory for
findin g conservation laws of conservat ive and nonconservative dynamical
systems, application of the Hamilton-Jacobi method and the field method
suitable for nonconservative dynamical systems, the variational approach to
the mod ern optimal control theory, the application of variationa l methods
to stability and determining th e optimal shape in the elastic rod theory,
among others.

In order to reach a level of practical effectiveness , numerous concrete ex
amples are solved in orde r to clarify the vitality of the theory. It is hoped
tha t this book will be useful as a text in graduat e and senior und ergraduate
courses with an emphasis on mechanics and/or applied mathematics and
in graduate engineering courses. The exposition is intended to be sugges
tive rather than (mathematically) rigorous . Thus, the mathematical level
has been kept as elementary as possible. Each chapter starts from widely
understood principles and brings the reader to th e forefront of the topic
in a logical way. An important part of the material present ed was already
published by the aut hors of th is book in th e numerous papers printed in
the current literature for the last 10 or so years, and the reader is directed
to these sources at the proper places in the text .

The book is divided into two parts. The first part contains four chapters .
In the first chapter we consider the basic forms of the Lagrange-D'Alembert
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principle in the form of the central Lagrangian equa tion, Euler-Lagrangian
different ial equations of motion for holonomic and nonholonomic dynamical
sys tems, the Hamilton canonical equations, canonical transformations, and
Poisson's brackets.

The second chapter is devoted to the Hamilton-Jacobi method of inte
grat ion of canonical equat ions. Special attention is paid to the an alysis of
rheolinear oscillations and quadratic conservat ion laws of rh eolinear sys
tems with two degrees of freedom .

In the t hird chapter we study methods of obtaining the conservation
laws of conserva t ive and nonconserva tive dynamical systems by means of
Noether theory. The necessary condit ions for th e existence of conserva
t ion laws are obtained by st udying the invariant properties of the central
Lagr angian equation with respect to the infinitesimal tr ansformations of
generalized coordinates and time, in the presence of the gauge function.
Generally, the generators of space and time transformations are supposed
to depend upon time, generalized coordinates, and generalized velocities.

In the fourth chapte r, we consid er a field method suitable for applications
in conservative and nonconservative dynamics. The essence of the method
is the supposit ion that one component of the momentum vector can be
represented as a field function dep ending on time, generalized coordina tes,
and the rest of th e components of generalized momenta.

The second par t of t he book is devoted to t he Hamil ton integr al vari a
tional principle, and its various applica t ions. It contains four chapte rs.

The fifth chapter is the introductory character for this part.
The sixth chapter contains the variational problems subject to natu

ral boundary conditions, vari able end points, the Bolza problem, and the
J acobi form of the variational principle describing the trajectories of con
serva t ive dynamical systems.

Chapter 7 discusses constrained problems and the variational approach
to opt ima l control theory. The various specified and natural boundary con
ditions are discussed in detail.

Chapter 8 contains applicat ions of vari ational methods to t he problems
of elastic rod theory. The vari at ional methods are used to est imate t he
critical load of elastic columns, to determ ine post critical shape (t he sha pe
aft er buckling) , and to determ ine th e optimal shap e of elast ic rods and
columns. By optimal we mean rods of minimal mass (volume) for specified
buckling load .

We are grateful to Prof. Dragan Spasic and assistant Mrs . Br anislava
Novakovic for helping us in preparing the manuscript.

The book is gratefully dedicated to our children and grandchildren : Mil
ica, Dragutin, Milena, Djordje Mihajlo and Bozidar (B.D.V.) and Jelena
and Milica (T. M.A.)

Novi Sad , June 2003
B. D. Vujanovic
T. M. Atanackovic
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Differential Variational
Principles of Mechanics



Chapter 1

The Elements of Analytical
Mechanics Expressed Using
the Lagrange-D'Alembert
Differential Variational
Principle

1.1 Introduction

The text mat erial of the present chapte r is designed to be a more or less self
contained introduction to analyt ical mechanics expressed in an invar iant form
that is not connected to any privileged coordinate system. To accomplish this
goal we turn first to the Lagr ange-D'Alembert differential variational principle,
whose applica tions are very wide and encompass holonomic and nonh olonomi c
dynamical syste ms and also conservative and purely nonconservative systems as
well. The elements of this part of contemporary analyt ical mechanics in fact,
constitute the content of this chapter.

1.2 Differential Equations of Motion
in Cartesian Coordinates

1.2.1 Free Dynamical Systems

We comm ence our considerations by rega rding the simplest dyn amical system
consist ing of N materi al particles th at are completely free to move in a Cartesian
inertial coordinat e syste m Oxyz. Let us denote the position vector of the i th
particle by r i=xiel + Yie2 + Zie3, where el , e2, and e3 are the unit vectors of

B. D. Vujanovic, et al., An Introduction to 
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4 Chapter 1. The Elements of Analy tical Mechanics

the axes Ox ,ay, and Oz , respectively. In every problem of particl e dynamics
the act ive (applied), impressed forces F , = Fxiel + Fyie2 + Fzie3, acting on
the ith par t icle should be given in advance. Generally, t hese forces are the
functions of t ime t , positi on vect ors ri , and velocity vectors Vi = dr;/dt = ri =
:tie l + Yie2 + Zie 3, namely

F i = F i(t ,rl , ..., r N, v I, .." VN) , i = 1, ...,N . (1.2.1)

Denoting by a, = ~r;/dt2 = r i = Xie l + Yie2 + Zie3 the accelerat ion vector of
th e i t h particle, and applying the second Newton's law of motion, we arrive at
the following simultaneous syst em of differential equations of motion of a free
dynamical system:

miri = F, (t,rI, ..., rN, VI, ..., VN) , i = 1, ..., N, (1.2 .2)

where mi denotes the mass of the ith particle.
For the motion of a free dynamical system, Newton's law supplies all the

dynamical information that we need . Namel y, the problem of find ing the motion
of every particle of th e dynam ical system r, = r, (t ) , i = 1, ..., N, is reduced to
that of integration of a set of N , vectorial (or 3N scalar) differential equat ions
of t he second order (1.2.2). If we are able to integrate t he system (1.2.2) , we
find the positions r, of each particle at time t if the values r, (to) and Vi (to) are
prescribed in advance at th e initial moment t = to.

1.2.2 Constrained Motion. Lagrangian Equations with
Multipliers

Frequently, the particles of a dynamical system are not complete ly free to move
in t he physical space, but are rather forced to be in permanent contact with
some mat erial obj ects th at can be describ ed in a mathematical form (for exam
ple, fixed or moving surfaces, curves, etc.). Such limitations to the freedom of
motion are known as constraints, and they are specified by certain geometrical
or kinematical relations.

Constraints may be classified in various ways, I and we shall use here the
simplest, but very important type of const raints named holonomic constraints,
which are of purely geomet rical charac ter and can be expressed as

f s(t , XI ,Yl ,ZI, ..., XN, YN,ZN) = 0, s = l, ...,k, wherek <3N. (1.2 .3)

The explicit dep endence on tim e in these relations means that physically the
const raints are in motion. Such constraints are usually referr ed to as rheonomic
or nonstationary, in contrast to the cases when they are fixed in space or scle
romic or stationary const ra ints, that is, they do not depend on time t explicit ly,
namely 8fs/&t = O. It is to be noted t hat the case k = 3N is not of any int erest

IThe reader can find a rat her ex haust ive classification of co nstraints as , for example, non 
holon om ic cons tmints. bilatera l, unilateral, etc.• in t he monogr ap hs of Pars [84], Sant illi [951.
a nd Papastavri dis [821. Papastavrid is has also conside red se rvo const raints.
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since we could solve the complete system (1.2.3) and find all 3N coordinates
Xi, Yi, Zi, (i = 1, ..., N) as functions of time t, which means that the motion of
the dynamical system is given in advance.

If the dynamical system is completely mobile without restraints, all 3N co
ordinates Xl,Yl,Zl, .. . ,XN,YN,ZN can vary separately, and such a dynamical
system is said to have 3N degrees of freedom. Naturally, the existence of con
straints reduces the number of independent coordinates. In fact, we can use
the equations of constraints to eliminate as many coordinates as there are con
straints. This would bring the number of coordinates down to the number of
degrees of freedom. Namely, we can eliminate k of 3N coordinates from (1.2.3)
and express them as functions of 3N - k independent coordinates. Then, it is
said that the dynamical system has 3N - k degrees of freedom. Consequently,
the minimum number of the geometrical parameters that uniquely determine
the position of the dynamical system at each moment of time is known as the
number of degrees of freedom. Also, we tacitly assume that the constraints
(1.2.3) are independent, that is, that they have been reduced to the least pos
sible number, which implies that the functions fI, .. ., fk are not connected by
a relation B(fI, ..., fk) = O. In many practical situations the elimination of the
k redundant coordinates can be tedious or difficult, and there are advantages
in retaining more coordinates than the number of degrees of freedom. We will
pursue this possibility in the next paragraph.

Since the particles of the dynamical system are compelled to be in permanent
contact with the given constraints, we have to suppose that, as the result of
interaction between the particles and constraints, there are forces of constraints
R, = Rxiel +Ryie2 +Rzie3 , i = 1, ..., N , acting on the particles. The differential
equations of motion in the presence of holonomic constraints are

miri = F i (t, rI, ... ,rN, vI, ...,VN) + Ri . (1.2.4)

In contrast to the active forces Fi' which are fully specified, the forces of con
straint are not furnished a priori. They are among the unknowns of the prob
lem and must be obtained from the solution we seek. On the other hand, it
is easy to see that the problem posed by 3N differential equations (1.2.4) does
not constitute a sufficient set of equations for finding 3N unknown coordinates
Xl, YI, Zl, .. . , XN , YN, ZN as functions of time and 3N unknown orthogonal pro
jections of the reaction forces R xi, Ryi,Rzi, i = 1, ..., N .

In order to establish a consistent problem we have to introduce some addi
tional assumptions about the character offorces of constraints R;. It is sufficient
to require that the constraints are smooth, that is, that the reaction forces R,
are directed toward the normal of the hypersurfaces (1.2.3) and the magnitudes
of reaction forces are not limited. In addition, it is of vital importance to un
derline some kinematical properties of the constraints.

Let us differentiate the expression (1.2.3) totally with respect to time

~(afs .. afs., afs .) afs_OL !l X, +!l Y, +!l Z, + !l - ,
i=l UXi UYi UZi ut

s = 1, .... k, (1.2.5)
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(1.2.6)s = I, ..., k,

T he velocity vector of the ith particle Vi = Xiel +Yie2+,iie3 satisfies this relation
by all possible velocities t hat th e dynamical system might have. However , t he
velocity vector that is compat ible simultaneously with (1.2.4) and (1.2.5) will be
referred to as the actual velocity vector. Equivalently, t he actual displacement
vector of th e i th pa rticle dri = Vidt = r idt = dXie l + dYie2 + dZie3, which
satisfies at the same time the different ial expression

N
~ (Of' o f. o f. ) of.
~ -0dx, + -,:;-dYi + -,:;-dzi + -;;-dt = 0,
i=1 Xi UYi UZi ut

and th e differential equations of motion (1.2.4) is said to be the actual displace
ment vector of th e it h particle.

Together with the actual velocity and actual displacement vectors, we shall
also introduce a new kind of infinitesimal displacement, usually referred as vir
tual displacement or simply variation, which we denote by

(1.2.7)

This kind of displacement is int roduced in such a way that of smooth constraints
and notwithst anding of scleronomic or rheonomic systems, t he relations

N

L (o f . J: o f. Of . )
- UXi + - OYi + - OZi = 0,
Bx, oY' oz 'i = l t 1. t

s = l , ..., k, (1.2.8)

are satisfied for the arbit rary values of the vector (1.2.7) at the given instant
of time t . T hese displace ments are called virtual to distinguish them from th e
actual displacements dr i occurring in the tim e interval dt . They are the displace
ments that would be poss ible at the constraints (1.2.3) if they were petrified in
the form t hat they have at the inst ant t . Not e also that the virtual displace
ments do not sat isfy the differential equations of motion , and they have purely
geomet rica l significance since they are not influenced by th e forces acting on
the par ticles. Comparing (1.2.8) and (1.2.6) it is evident tha t for the case of
rheonomic systems (af .I at i- 0) the act ual displacement vector of the ith par
ticle dr, and the corres ponding virtual displacement vector ori do not coincide .
Moreover , if the constra ints are scleronomic (of.lot = 0) , it follows that both
vectors are belonging to the same class of displacements. Nevertheless, even
in th e case of scleronomic systems we will make distinctions between these two
classes of displacements.

'Ve now restrict our selves to th e dynamical syste ms for which the total vir
tu al work of the forces of constraints defined as oA = 2:;:'1 R, . Ori is zero:

N N

oA = L R; . ori = L (RxioXi + R yioYi + RzioZi) = 0,
i=1 i=1

(1.2.9)

where we used · to denote a sca lar product of vecto rs. The condition (1.2.9) is
one of the most important properties that is fulfilled for the case in which the
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constraints are smooth and the system is holonomic. Namely, the particles are
compelled to move on the constraints (surfaces, curves, et c.) and the reaction
forces are perpendicular to those surfaces, while the virtual displacement must
be tangent to them, hence the total virtual work vanishes . It should be stressed,
that for the rheonomic systems, the total work done by the forces of constraints
on the actual displacements dr, is not zero:

N

ERi · dr, =f O.
i=l

(1.2.10)

Comparing conditions (1.2.8) and (1.2.9), we conclude that the reaction forces
can be expressed in terms of k multipliers >'5 (t) in th e following way:

k et,
RXi = 2:>'5-8. '

5=1 X,

k et,
ti; = 2:>'5 a--:- '

5=1 Y,
i = 1, ..., N ,

(1.2.11)

where the multipliers >'5 (t) are related to the magnitude of the forces of con
straints. Therefore, the 3N differential equations (1.2.4),

(1.2.12)

become

mi X i

miZi (1.2.13)

These differential equations should be considered together with k equations of
constraints (1.2.3) :

(1.2.14)

Note that 3N differential equations (1.2.13) and k equations of constraints
(1.2.14) form 3N+k equations with 3N+k unknowns: 3N unknowns X l , y}, Z}, .. . ,

X N , YN, ZN and k unknown multipliers >'1 , ..., >'k . They express the equations of
motion for the general, holonomic dyn amical system in a simple and conceiv
able form . They are known as the Lagrangian equation of the first kind . Note
that equations (1.2.13), (1.2.14) are not quite useful in practical applicat ions,
since the process of finding the solution requires simultaneous treatment of the
Cartesian coordinates Xi, Yi , Zi , and also the Lagrangian multipliers >'5' In the
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text that follows, we will transform these differential equations into a different
form in which the Ai do not appear.

As a simple illustration of the preceding theory, consider the triangular prism
with inclination a th at moves with constant speed V on a horizontal plane Ox.
A particle of mass m slides down the smooth inclined face AB under the force of
gravity. The particle in motion is in contact with the moving constraint, which
represents the straight line AB moving parallel to the right, as shown in Figure
1.2.1, with constant velocity V.

a

x

Figure 1.2.1

The equation of constraint is therefore

kx + y - k (Vt + a) = 0,

B

(1.2.15)

where BC = a and tan a = k. This equation represents a particular case of a
holonomi c, rheonomic constraint of the type (1.2.14), for s = 1. The particle has
one degree of freedom since the projections of the virtual displacement vector
are connected by the relation 8y + k8x = O.

From Figure 1.2.1 it is seen that the force of constraint R is permanently
normal to the moving constraint AB and the virtual displacement vector 8r
is orthogonal to R at each moment of time . It is also seen that the actual
displacement dr is not orthogonal to R, and the work done by this force on the
actual displacement dr is not zero.

The Lagrangian equations with multipliers (1.2.13) are of the form

.. \ aj kmx = A- = >.ax '
.. \ aj \

my = -mg + A ay = A - mg, (1.2.16)

where 9 is gravitational acceleration.
From (1.2.15) it follows that, ki = -jj , and combining this with (1.2.16) we

easily find the components of the acceleration vector and multiplier A:

i = -.!5JL = M
1 + k2 '

·· - -~ - Ny - 1 + k2 - ,

mg
A = 1+ k2 · (1.2.17)

If the initial conditions are given in the form

x (0) = 0, y (0) = h, x (0) = V, Y(0) = 0, (1.2.18)
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we find the motion of the particle

Mt2

x = -2- + Vt,
Ne

y=h-- .
2

9

(1.2.19)

With (1.2.19) we can verify that the constraint (1.2.15) is identically satisfied.
According to (1.2.11), the projections of the reaction force Rare

k
R x = k): = mg 1 + k2 '

and the total force of constraint is

(
2 2) 1/2 1

R = Rx + Ry = mg 1/2'
(1 + k2 )

1.3 An Invariant Form of Dynamics, the
Lagrange-D'Alembert Differential
Variational Principle for Holonomic
Dynamical Systems

(1.2.20)

(1.2.21)

The differential equations of motion of holonomic dynamical systems can be
described in a variety of mutually different forms, depending upon the coordi
nate system we employ. In the previous section we have derived the differential
equations of motion in Cartesian coordinates. As mentioned already, the equa
tions on the form (1.2.13) are not generally feasible when working with the
system with many degrees of freedom. Namely, in order to find 3N - k in
dependent coordinates as functions of time, we must solve 3N + k equations
consisting of 3N Cartesian coordinates Xi, Yi, Zi and as many Lagrangian mul
tipliers As, (s = 1, ..., k) as the number of holonomic constraints figuring in the
system.

1.3.1 The Principle

In this section we introduce a single invariant expression known as the Lagrange
D'Alembert differential variational principle from which, due to its generality,
we can derive analytical mechanics as a part of physical theory independently
of any coordinate system we use, which is free of the unknown Lagrangian
multipliers As and reaction forces Ri.

Let us consider N differential equations of motion (1.2.4) together with the
equations of constraints (1.2.3) :

and

mii\ = F, (t, rI, ..., rN , VI, ..., VN) + R;, i = 1, ...,N, (1.3.1)

(1.3.2)
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(1.3.3)

where the forces of constrai nts It; sa tisfy the condition of orthogona lity (1.2.9):

N

LIt; · lir; =0.
; = 1

Multiplying (1.3.1) by the virt ua l displacement vector (i.e., by forming a scalar
product ) and summing over i, we immediately arrive at the following equa
tion which , toget her with the const raints equations, expresses the Lagrange
D'Alembert variational principle:

N

L (m;r; - F;) . 8r; = 0,
i= l

Is(t , X I, YI , ZI, ... , XN, YN , ZN ) = 0, S = 1, ..., k.

Or , written in coordinate form , the equation (1.3.4) reads

N

L [(mix; - Fr;) lix; + (m;y; - Fy;) 8y; + (m;z; - Fz;) liz;]= 0.
;=1

(1.3.4)

(1.3 .5)

(1.3.6)

The significance of the Lagrange-D'Alembert principle can be summarized
in the following few remarks:

(i) This principle is form ulated as a scalar product , which is one of the most
fund amental invar iant s used in physics and geometry, since the scalar product
does not depend on the coordinate system used bu t exclusively on the vect ors
themselves.

(ii) By postulating scalar invar ian t (1.3.4) we actually replaced N vectorial
differential equations of motion (1.3.1) by a single scalar equa tion.

(iii) The differential expression (1.3.4) contains the to tal work of active forces
L:~I F; -br , and the unknown forces of const raints It; do not figure int o it . One
of the important advantages of the Lagrange-D'Alembert principle is the fact
that t he act ive forces entering into equation (1.3.4) are not limited in structure.
Namely, they can be pot ential or purely nonconservative forces.

Besides classical mechanics, the Lagrange-D 'Alembert variational principle
can be employed as a st arting point in different branches of physics that are
not intimately connected with classical mechanics. Namely, in some sense , it
plays a unifying concept in physics due to its invariance and also du e to the
st ruc tural similarity of many physical manifestations with the models of classical
mechanics. At this point it is ofinterest to invoke the rem ark of W. Heisenberg
[53, p. 49], that "the concept of classical physics will always remain the basis
for any exac t and objective science ."

For example M. A. Biot [24) extended the applications of th e Lagrange
D'Alemb ert principle to nonlinear nonstationary heat conduct ion processes, and
V. V. Dobronravov [39] applied this pr inciple to the elect ric machine theory, to
mention just two examples.
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1.3.2 Generalized Coordinates and Their Variations

11

Since the Lagrange-D'Alembert principle is invariant with respect to the arbi
trary coordinate system we can, instead of the Cartesian coordinates used so
far , introduce coordinates of more general type. Namely, we shall introduce new
geometrical parameters qI (t), ...,qn (t), whose number is equal to the number of
degrees of freedom , that is, n = 3N - k (where N denotes the numb er of particles
of the system and k is the number of holonomic constraints). These parameters
are known as the generalized independent coordinates and they uniquely deter
mine the configuration of the dynamical system at the given moment of time.
By the term independent we understand th at the set qI , ..., qn is the minimal
number of coordinates that are potentially able to specify the position of the
dynamical system.

From the definition of the generalized coordinates, it follows that they must
satisfy the following two requirements. First, the position vectors of each par
ticle must be uniquely expressed in terms of generalized coordinates qs (t) , s =
1, ... , n, and time t,

or

ri=ri(t ,qI , .. ., qn ) , i=l , .. ., N , n=3N-k, (1.3.7)

Xi =Xi (t, q1, ..., qn ) , Yi=Yi(t,qr, ... , qn), Zi=Zi(t ,q1 , ... , qn ) . (1.3 .8)

Second, the equations of constraint (1.2.3) must be satisfied identically by
the equations (1.3.8), which means that the sets of independent coordinates
qs , s = 1, ..., n , contain the constraint conditions implicitly in the transforma
tion condition (1.3.7) . Therefore

is(t , ... , Xi (t, q1, .. ., qn) , Yi (t ,qI , ... , qn) , z, (t , q1, ... , qn) , ...) == O.

i = l, .. ., N s = l, .. .,k. (1.3.9)

To illustrate this, we turn to the example considered in the previous section
and shown in Figure 1.2.1. Let us introduce as the generalized coord inate the
distance AM = q. The position of the particle in terms of this coordinate is

X=Vt+qcosex , y=h-qsinex. (1.3.10)

(1.3.11)

Entering with this into the constraint equation (1.2.15), kx+y-k (Vt + a) = 0,
we verify that the identity of the typ e (1.3.9) is satisfied for k = tan ex and
h = a tan ex .

By using (1.3.7), we can tr ansform the Lagrange-D'Alembert principle in
terms of the generalized coordina tes. Differentiating (1.3.7) totally with respect
to tim e we find the following expression for the velocity vector of the ith particle
in terms of generalized coordinates qi and generalized velocities tj;:

. dri n ori. ori
r, = Vi = -;It = L -aqs + -at' i = 1, .. ., N;

s=1 qs
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that is, the velocity vector is the linear function of the generalized velocities.
Since the quantities ari/at and ari/aq5 depend only on the generalized co

ordinates and time, it is easy to verify that the following two functional relations
are valid :

and

i = 1, ...,N, s = 1, ..., n , (1.3.12)

(1.3 .14)

d ari aVi-- = - , i = 1, ...,N. (1.3 .13)
dt aq5 Bq,

The virtual displacement vector (or variation) of the ith particle, according to
(1.3.7), is of the form

n ari
8ri = L a8q5' i = 1, ...,N,

5=1 q5

where the variations of the generalized coordinates are denoted by the symbol
8q5 '

As mentioned previously, the variation as a differential operator does not
produce any infinitesimal change upon time, that is, 8t = O. The variation of
velocity (1.3 .11) is found to be

(1.3 .15)

(1.3 .16)

At the same time, the total time derivative of (1.3.14) (after simple interchange
of dummy indices) is of the form

d n"a2 . n a· d "a2.
dt 8ri = LL a ~. 45 8qp + L art dt (8q5) + L a 5~t8q5 '

5=1 p=1 q5 qp 5=1 qs s=1 q

The difference between the last two expressions gives

8ri - :t 8ri = i: ~;: (84s - ~ (8qs») .
s=1

(1.3.17)

It is to be noted that in the classical variational calculus and integral varia
tional principles of Hamiltonian type, it is generally accepted that the following
commutative rules are valid:

84s - :t (8q5) = 0; (1.3.18)

that is, the variation of velocity is equal to the velocity of variation. However,
in the realm of the differential variational principles and especially in the for
mulation of the Lagrange-D'Alembert differential principle, the commutative
rules (1.3 .18) are not obligatory. Readers can find a very exhaustive discussion
concerning the commutative and noncommutative rules in analytical mechanics
in [68], [751, and [82] .
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1.3.3 The Lagrange-D'Alembert Variational Principle
Expressed in Terms of Generalized Coordinates,
Central Lagrangian Equations

Since by introducing the independent generalized coordinates the constraint
equat ions are elimina ted (see (1.3.9)) , we substitute (1.3.14) into (1.3.4) and
permute the sign of summat ion:

n [N .. ori N ori]~ ~moro·- -~Fo .- 6q =000"0 0 '0 s •
s=1 i = 1 q. i=1 q.

(1.3.19)

Transforming the first term in the following way and using relations (1.3.12)
and (1.3.13), one has

N •. ori
Lmiri '
i = 1 oq.

N!:.-~ m 'ro. ori _ ~ nui» !!:.- ori
dt 0 "0 0" dtoq. i=1 q.

d ~ . ori ~ . ori
dt 0 mir i ' a:- - 0 mir i ' a 'q. i=1 q.

(1.3.20)

Let us introduce the kinet ic energy of the dyn amica l system in terms of the
generalized coordinates

rN = r N(t,q,q)

where q = {ql , ..., qn} ,q = {(1I , ...,qn} . Differentiating this function partially with
respect to generalized velocit ies q. and generalized coordinates q. we have

(1.3.22)

Thus, the equation (1.3.20) reads

N

Lmiri ' ~ri = dd ~T _ ~ , s = 1, .. .,n.
i=1 oq, t vq. oq,

(1.3.23)

s = 1, ...,n .

The second term in the brackets of equation (1.3.19) is usually term ed the
genemlized force of the corresponding genera lized coord inate q., s = 1, ..., n :

~ ori ~ (OXi 0Yi OZi)Q. = 0Fi . -,;- = 0 F xi-';- + Fyi-';- + F zi-';- ,
i=1 vq. i=1 oq; vq. vq.

(1.3.24)
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Since, according to (1.2.1), the active forces F, are functions of position ri,
velocities Vi, and time t, and in accordance with (1.3.7) and (1.3.11), these
vectors depend upon q's and q'e. Using the introduced notation, the virtual
work of the active forces and its transformation to the generalized coordinates
can be represented as

N n

OA(F) = 2:Fi ' <Sri = 2: Qs<Sqs.
i=l s=l

(1.3.25)

From this, it follows that a generalized force can be interpreted as a coefficient
of the independent variations of thegeneralized coordinates <Sq1, ..., <Sqn in the
expression of the virtual work of the applied (impressed) forces.

Generally, the generalized forces are functions of the time t generalized co
ordinates qs and generalized velocities qs:

Qs = Qs (t, q1, ..., qn, 41, ...,4n) , s = 1, ..., n, (1.3.26)

and they belong to the class of purely nonconservative forces.
As the case of special interest let the active forces F, = Fxie1 +Fyie2 +Fzie3

(i = 1, ... , N) not depend on the velocities Xi, Yi, Zi but are functions of Xi, Yi, z,
and the time t. It can happen at the same time that this type of forces is derivable
from a single scalar function usually referred to as the potential function

in the following way:

(1.3.27)

all
FXi=-~,

UXi

all
Fyi = -~,

UYi

all
FZi=-~ '

oz;
(1.3.28)

In this case the generalized forces according to (1.3.7) and (1.3.24) can be written

Qs = _ (all OXi + all 0Yi + all OZi) , i = 1, ...,N,
OXi Bq, 0Yi oqs OZi Bq,

s = 1, ... ,n,

(1.3.29)

which is actually the same expression for the partial derivative of the function
- I1 (t ,Xl> Y1, Zl, ..., XN,YN, ZN) with respect to qs:

all
Qs = --,

oqs
(1.3.30)

where the potential function is expressed in terms of qs by means of the relation
(1.3.8) , that is,

(1.3.31)
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(1.3.32)

Let us suppose that the dynamical syste m is subjected to n nonp otential
forces of the typ e (1.3.26) and also to n potential forces (1.3.30). The expression
(1.3.19) becomes

t (!:...~ - or - Qs + OIT ) Sq, = O.
5=1 dt oqs oqs 8qs

Since, according to (1.3.31), the potent ial forces do not depend upon the gen
era lized velocities qs th e last equation can be written in the form

(1.3.33)

where we introduced a new function L known as the Lagrangian function or
kinetic potential or simply Lagrangian defined as the difference between the
kinetic energy and potenti al function

L = L (t ,q], ..., qn,ql, ..., qn) = T (t ,q], ...,qn,ql , ..., qn) - IT(t ,ql , ...,qn) .
(1.3.34)

T he scalar equation (1.3.33) plays the fundamental role in analytical mechanics
and is usu ally termed the central Lagrangian equation.

Note that the cent ral Lagrangian equat ion can be transformed in a way
tha t can be of interest for add it ional considerat ions. In what follows we will
abandon the commutat ive rules, "the variat ion of generalized velocity is equal
to the velocity of the genera lized variat ion" shown in equation (1.3.18).

Let us calculate the variation of the Lagrangian function (1.3.34):

6L = i: ( oOL Sq, + o8~ 6qs+ 8o~ (6qs)" - o8~ (6qs)" ) •
5=1 qs qs qs qs

(1.3.35)

where we added and subtracted the term (oL j oqs) (6qs)" . By using the iden
ti ty (oL j oqs) (6qs)" = 1; [(oLj8qs) (6qs)] -1; (oLj8qs) Sq, the last equation
becomes

~[(8L d OL) d(8L) OL (d . ) ]6L =~ Oq5 - dt 8qs Sq, + dt 8qsSq, + 8qs dt Sq, - 6qs .

(1.3.36)

Employing the central Lagrangian equation (1.3.35) we find

(1.3.37)

Let us introduce the generalized momentum vector Ps defined by the equat ion

oL
Ps = oqs ' s = 1, ..., n . (1.3.38)
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Note that this (covariant) vector will play a very important role in the subse
quent text. Finally, with (1.3.38), the equation (1.3.37) becomes

d n n n

dt ~Ps8qs = 8L +~Qs8qs + ~Ps [(8qs)" - 8qs].
s=1 s=1 s=1

(1.3.39)

This is the second form of the central Lagrangian equation. According to our
best knowledge the form of this equation was first published by Lurie [68, p.
257] and Neimark and Fufaev [75, p. 133J.

It is of interest to note that the variational equation (1.3.39) can be success
fully employed if the commutativity rule (1.3.18) is accepted. For this case we
have

(1.3.40)

(1.4 .1)

It is of importance to note that the derivation of the differential equations of mo
tion do not depend on whether we accept the commutative or noncommutative
variational rules .

1.4 Euler-Lagrangian Equations

The central Lagrangian equation (1.3.33) is valid for an arbitrary set of gener
alized coordinates qI (t) , ...,qn (t) for which we suppose that they are mutually
independent. Consequently, the corresponding virtual displacements 8QI, ..., 8qn
are mutually independent and (1.3.33) can only be satisfied if the following n
equations hold:

5!.. 88T _ [)T + 8IT _ Qs = 0, s = 1, ..., n .
dt qs 8qs 8qs

These equations are called the Euler-Lagrangian equations, or frequently La
grangian equations of the second kind. They are valid for all holonomic dynam
ical systems. Equations (1.4.1) are the ordinary differential equations of second
order with respect to the generalized coordinates qs. To show this, we write
(1.4.1) in the explicit form, taking into account that kinetic energy, according
to (1.3.21) , is a function of t,qs, and qs:

(1.4.2)

where the potential function IT and generalized forces Qs have the structure
given by (1.3.21) and (1.3.24), respectively.

Note that we have used the generally accepted summation convention, which
means that whenever an index occurs two times in a term, it is implied that the
terms are to be summed over all possible values of the index. Thus, in (1.4.2)
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the summation is performed with respect to the dummy index m. For the rest
of this book the summation convention will be permanently assu med (applied).
From the system of equations (1.4.2) it follows that t he generalized accelera t ions
qs ente r in these equations linearly. We will suppose that the equations (1.4.2)
are solvable with respect to the genera lized accelerations, and to do so, t he
following determinant must be different from zero:

(1.4.3)

(1.4.4)

It is easy to see that if we integrat e th e Euler-Lagrangian equat ions of motion
and find the generalized coord inates as functions of time ql (t ) , ...,qn (t ), then
the motion of the dynamical syste m is complete ly determined. Ind eed , entering
with qs (t) into (1.3 .5) we det ermine the motion of each particle r i = r, (t) , i =
1, ..., N , and the reaction forces follow from (1.3.1) as R , =m ifi (t) --:" F i. 2 From
the previous analysis it follows tha t the Euler-Lagrangian equat ions play the
cent ra l role in the study of motion of holonomic dynamical syste ms, since they do
not contain redundant coord inates, th ey are free of equat ions of constra ints, and
they are ind ependent of unknown Lagrangian multipliers and reaction forces. In
genera l, t he Euler-Lagrangian equations can be considered as the corne rst one
of the whole of ana lytical dynamics, and according to Pars [84, p. 76] they
are "right ly regarded as one of the outstanding intellectu al achievements of
manki nd ."

For the sake of completeness , note that the Euler-Lagrangian equat ions
(1.4 .1) can be written in the form

d 8L 8L
dt 8qs - 8qs = Qs, s = 1, ...,11,

which follows directly from (1.3.33). Here th e Lagrangian function L is defined
as t he difference between the kineti c energy and potential funct ion, as indicated
by (1.3.34). It is of special interest to note that in th e case for which t he genera l
ized nonconservative forces are equal to zero, Qs = 0, that is, the case in which
all active forces acting on the dynamical system are of the potent ial charac ter ,
the Euler-Lagrangian equations of motion depend solely on one function L :

(1.4.5)s = 1, ..., n .
.!!:.- 8L _ 8L _ 0
dt 8qs Bq, - ,

We call this type of dyn amical system the Lagrangian dynamical system. The
fact that the Lagrangian function depends explicitly on the time as indic ated
by (1.3.34) signifies that the dynamical syste m is subjected to th e rheonomic
constraints given by equations (1.2.3). However , if t he Lagrangian func tion is
form ed as the difference between the kineti c energy and potenti al function which
does not depend explicit ly upon time t, t hat is, if

(1.4.6)

2U nder lined indices should n ot be summed .
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which we call the potential eneryy funct ion, and also if the kinet ic energy does
not depend on time t , t hen we call th e dynamical syste m characterized by the
Lagrangian

(1.4.7)

the conservative dynamical system. Note that the Lagrangian dyn amical system
whose Lagrangian function is given by L(qll "" qn, (h , ...,iln, t) Le.BL/ Ot f. 0 is
also nonconservative since the tot al energy is not conserved. This fact will be
discussed in the proceeding paragraphs.

1.4.1 The Structure of the Kinetic Energy. Explicit Form
of Euler-Lagrangian Equations

In this section we will briefly consider the structure of the kinetic energy of a
holonomi c dynamical system in terms of the generalized coordinates and the
structure of the Euler-Lagrangian equations whose form considerably depends
upon the structure of the kinetic energy.

As mentioned previously, the total kinetic energy of a dynamical system is
defined as

1 N
T=2 L m;vr.

;=]

(1.4.8)

(1.4.9)

At the same t ime the velocity of th e ith particle in terms of th e generalized
coordinates qs and generalized velocities qs is, according to (1.3.11),

Br; . Br;
v ; = oqsqs + 7ft ' i = 1, ...,N , s = 1, ...,n.

Enterin g with this into (1.4.8), the kinet ic energy becomes

T = To + T] + T2,

where

(1.4.10)

To ~m;(~;) 2 =F(t,ql , ...,qn), i= I, ..., N ,

N
~ Br; Br; .
~m·_·-q

;=] t Bq, ot s

Ks(t ,q] , ..., qn)q.. s=I , ...,n ,

1 ( ) . . k 12ak s t ,q] , ...,qn qkqs, , s= , ...,n,

(1.4.11)

(1.4 .12)

(1.4.13)

(1.4 .14)

where in the last expression the coefficients ask (t ,q], ...,qn) are given by

N Br; Br;
ask = aks = L m ;- . - .

; = ] Bq, 8qk
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(1.4.15)

It is evident from the structure of th e equa tions (1.4.11) and (1.4.12) that, if
t he dyn amical system is scleronomic, that is, ori!ot = 0, and if the constraints
are not moving constraints, t he t ime does not occur explicit ly in the coefficient s
ask and To and T1are equa l to zero. In this case the kinetic energy becomes

T = T2 = ~akS (ql' ..., qn )qkqs.

From this expression it is seen that the kineti c energy for th e scleronomic dy
namical systems repr esent s a homogeneous quadrat ic form with respect to th e
genera lized velocities qs .

Tak ing into account the form of the kinetic energy (1.4.11)-(1.4.13) let us
write th e Euler-Lagr angian equations. First, we calculate the following expres
sion:

(1.4.16)

Not ing that

[km, sJ qkqs , (1.4.17)

(104.18)

where the symbol

[k 1= ! ( oakS oams _ oakm) = [ k Im , s 2 !> +!> !> m ,s ,
oq-; u qk oq,

denot es the Kristoffel sym bol of the firs t kind. The differential equations of
motion (1.4.1) can now be written in the from

k,s,m

Q _ an _ of _ oKs _ Daks qk
s Bq, Elqs Elt at '

1, ...,n, (1.4 .19)

which are t he explicit form of the Euler-Lagrangian equat ions we have been
seeking.

As mentioned pr eviously, t he generalized accelerations ente r into (1.4.19)
linearl y, and equat ions (1.4.19) can be solved with respect to lis since according
to the equation (1.4.3) the matrix A with elements ams is not singular; that is,

I
o2T I

det oqmoqs = det lams I -I O. (1.4.20)
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Since the matrix A = lams] is a square nonsingular matrix, let us multiply equa
tion (1.4.19) by inverse matrix A-I = [a:;r1] and, taking into account that

-1 {O for k i= r,
aksasr = Dkr = 1 t: k _ (1.4.21)lor - r,

where summation with respect to repeated indices goes from 1 to n , we find

.. -1 [k ] .. -1 (Q all of oKs / oak,.) (1422)
qr + a,r rn, s qkqm = a,r s - oqs - oqs - -rit - -atqk . . .

If we introduce the Kristoffel symbols 0/ the second kind by the relation

(1.4.23)

(1.4.25)

the equation (1.4.22) becomes

.. rr " _ -1 (Q _0 (Il + F) _ oKs _ oaks . ) (2 )
q; + kmqkqm - asr s Bq, at at qk· lA. 4

It is to be noted that the Kristoffel symbols of the first and second kind , (1.4.18)
and (1.4.23), play an important role in Riemannian geometry and geometrical
interpretation of classical mechanics. For an elaborate discussion of the appli
cations of Riemannian geometry in classical mechanics, see, for example, [106]
and [71].

In the case of scleronomic dyn amical systems, the equations of motion (1.4.19)
and (1.4.20) are reduced to the simpler forms

.. [k ] . . Q all 1aksqk+ rn,s qkqm= s - 8' s= , ...,n,
qs

or

(1.4.26)r = 1, ...,n,.. rr" - 1 (Q 0 (Il + F))qr + kmqkqm = a,r s - oq, '

which are the explicit form of the Euler-Lagrangian equations of motion.
At thi s point it is of interest to note that as far as the Lagrangian dynamical

systems are concerned, the prescription for finding the Lagrangian function
L = T - Il is a very important and reliable way to determine the corresponding
Lagrangian function L. However, it is also often possible to find some alternative
Lagrangian functions besides those formed by this rule . This point can be made
by noting that the given Lagrangian function L (t, ql, ...,qn,(it,... ,<in) can always
be replaced by a new Lagrangian L * in the following way:

L*=cL + :/(t,qI, ...,qn), (1.4.27)

where c is an arbit rary nonzero constant and / is a function depending on time
t and the generalized coordinates qj , ...,qn. The Euler-Lagrangian differential
equations formed by means of the Lagrangian function L, and L * are the same

(1.4.28)
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Note that the function f (t, ql , ..., qn) figuring in equation (1.4.27) is frequently
referred to as the gauge function.

Moreover, in many instances it is possible to find a Lagrangian function L*
satisfying the relation (1.4.28) , where L* is not formed by the rule (1.4.27). As
an example, consider the simple harmonic oscillator whose differential equation
of motion is

ij + w2q = 0 (w = given constant parameter) .

Obviously, the rule L = T - IT is equivalent to

(1.4.29)

(1.4.30)

(1.4.31)

(1.4.32)

(1.4.33)

It is easy to verify that the time-dependent Lagrangian function of the form

L = ~ (q + qwtanwt)2

will generate the correct differential equation (1.4.29) . For w = 1 it is also
demonstrated in [92] and [96] that the following two Lagrangian functions,

L 1 = ~ arctan ( ~) - ~ In [q2 (1 + :~) ]

and

1 (qcost - qsint)L2 = 2" (qcost - qsint) In . . ,
q q sm t + qcos t

will also generate the same differential equation (1.4.29) and all three La
grangians (1.4.31)-(1.4.33) are not formed by the rule L = T - IT or the pre
scription (1.4.27) .

The fact that the form of the Lagrangian functions in dynamics is not unique
raises the question of finding functions L for a given holonomic dynamical sys
tem whose differential equat ions of motion are given in advance. This important
problem, usually referred to as th e inverse Lagrangian problem , was first con
sidered by Helmholtz in 1887 and later studied by numerous authors (see, for
example, [95] , [122], and [27]).

Finally, it is of interest to note that the Euler-Lagrangian equations are form
invariant with respect to any one-to-one (i.e., punctual) transformation of two
systems of gener alized coordinates; the "old" generalized coordinates q}, ... , qn
are tr ansformed to the "new" generalized coordinates QI, ..., Qn by

qi =qi(t,Ql , ...,Qn) , i= 1, ...,n. (1.4.34)

Let us consider the given Lagrangian function L (t, ql , ... , qn,ql , ...,qn) . By using
(1.4.34) one has

(1.4.35)
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For the analysis that follows we will need the following two identities, which are
similar to (1.3.12), (1.3.13):

aqi d aqi
aQj - dt aQ)'

Now we have

(1.4.36)

aL' aL aqj aL aqj
aQi = aqj aQi = aqj aQi ·

Hence ,

daL' ( daL) aqj et. (d 8qj)
dt 8Qi = dt 8qj 8Qi + 8qj dt 8Qi .

We also have

From th e last two equations, we have

(1.4.37)

(1.4.38)

Since the determinant det (8qj/8Qi) i- 0, the invariance of the Euler-Lagrangian
equat ions with respect to the point transformation (1.4.34) follows.

1.4.2 Two Important Conservation Laws of the Euler
Lagrangian Equations: Momentum and Jacobi
Conservation Laws

(i) Momentum Integral
The Euler-Lagrangian equations

d 8L 8L
----=0, s=l , ...,n ,
dt aqs Bq;

(1.4.39)

have a very suitable form for finding conservation laws (or first int egrals) of
th e dynamical systems whose behavior can be completely described by the La
grangian function L(t, qi , ... , qn,qI, ...,qn). By the term conservation laws or first
integrals we underst and some specific functional relations between physical and
geometrical parameters figuring in dynamical systems, which are satisfied iden
tically due to the differential equations of motion of the dynamical system in
question. The existence of conservat ion laws can considerably simplify the inte
gration of the differential equat ions of motion. Before discussing two important
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conservation laws that appear frequently in analytical dynamics, we introduce
the generalized momenta Ps by the relation

8L
Ps = Bq,' s = 1, ..., n . (1.4.40)

It can happen very often that there are generalized coordinates that do not
occur in the Lagrangian function L, although their time derivatives (generalized
velocities) do . Such coordinates are usually referred to as ignorable or cyclic
coordinates.

Let qj be an ignorable coordinate, where j is a fixed particular integer. In
this case 8L/8qj = 0, and from the equation (1.4.39) for s = i , it follows that
the momentum or cyclic integral

8L
Pj = -8' = const.qj

(1.4.41)

It is important to note that when L does not depend on qj (j-fixed), it is
invariant under the translation in the jth coordinate; that is,

7jj = qj + C, (C = an arbitrary constant). (1.4.42)

Note also that the existence of a momentum integral is a privilege of a particular
coordinate system in which the motion is studied.

(ii) The Jacobi Conservation Law. Energy Integral
To obtain the second, very important conservation law for the Euler-Lagrangian
equations (1.4.5) , we form the total time derivative of the Lagrangian function
L and combine the result with the differential equations (1.4.5). Thus we have

From this, we find

d (8L , ) 8L
dt 8qsqs - L = -fit '

(1.4.43)

(1.4.44)

If the Lagrangian function L does not depend explicitly upon time, that is,
8L/8t = 0, we arrive at the Jacobi conservation law (first integral)

8L. L E-8'qs - = = const.
qs

(1.4.45)

If the dynamical system can be represented by means of the kinetic and
potential energy, then the Lagrangian function is of the form

L =T-fI. (1.4.46)
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Supposing that the kinetic energy is of the form given by equation (1.4.15),
T = (1/2) aijqiqj, and the potential energy according to (1.4.6) depends only
on qs, we have

aT. .. 2T aL.
?i7qi = aijqiqj = = ?i7qi,
vqi v~

and the Jacobi conservation law (1.4.33) becomes

T + IT = E = const.,

(1.4.47)

(1.4.48)

which is a familiar expression for the conservation of the total mechanical energy:
the sum of the kinetic and potential energy is constant during the motion of the
system if the Lagrangian function is given in the form (1.4.46) and if it does not
depend explicitly upon time, namely aLlot = O. It can also be stated that the
existence of the energy integral is a consequence of the time invariance of the
Lagrangian function L with respect to the time translation

t = t + B, (B = an arbitrary constant). (1.4.49)

Example 1.4.1. Two masses on a string. As an illustration of the foregoing
theory, consider two masses ml and m2 that are connected by a weightless string
of length l. The mass ml can move freely on a horizontal plane, while the string
can move frictionless through a small hole 0 in the plane so that the mass m2

moves vertically. To begin, let at t = 0, the distance of the mass ml from the
hole 0 be r = ro, and the initial velocity vo of this particle be normal to the
string while the mass m2 does not move. The system has two degrees of freedom
and we select as the generalized coordinates the polar coordinates of the mass
mI, r, and 'P as, indicated in Figure 1.4.1.

ll-r
m1

Figure 1.4.1

At the initial moment t = 0, r = ro, and r (0) = O. The kinetic and potential
energy of the system are

T

IT

1 [( ) .2 2 . 2]2 ml + m2 r + ml r 'P ,

-m2g (l - r) m2gr + const. (1.4.50)
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The Lagrangian function is given by
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(1.4.51)

(1.4.52)

L 1 [( ) ·2 2 . 2]="2 ml +m2 r +mlr 'P - m 2gr.

It is obvious that the generalized coordinate 'P is ignorable and the momentum
(cyclic) integral reads

et. 2· C
P<p = o<p = mlr 'P= = const.

Since the Lagrangian function does not depend explicitly on time t, we have
also the energy integral T + IT = E, which in our case becomes

(1.4.53)

Since our dynamical system has two degrees of freedom, we can base our analysis
on two conservation laws (1.4.52) and (1.4.53), ignoring the Euler-Lagrangian
equations of motion.

At t = 0 the constant C is found to be C = mlrOvO, and from (1.4.52) it
follows that

The total energy E is

. rovo
'P = -;:2 ' (1.4.54)

(1.4.55)

Entering with (1.4.54) and (1.4.55) into (1.4.53) we find after simple calculation
the following relation depending only upon variable r :

(1.4.56)

The roots of the quadratic expression with respect to r in the square brackets
are found to be

(1.4.57)

(1.4.58)

Therefore, rl > 0, r2 < 0, and the particle ml will oscillate between the bound
ary circles "o and rl. The equation (1.4.56) can be written in the form

2m2g 1
f2 = 2 (ro - r) (r - rl) (r - r2) = <I> (r).

ml +m2r
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From th is equation it follows that <I> (r) must be positive during moti on . Since
the root r 2 is negative, th e expression

(1.4.59)

is always positive. The right-hand side of (1.4.58) wiIl be positive in the following
two cases:

(a ) rO<r< rl; (b) rl < r < ro . (1.4.60)

The trajectories of the particles ml for the cases (a) and (b) are depicted in
Figure 1.4.2a and b.

\.. \\ r
o

" .....

.................................

. G........•.........•.•.....

<~:~- ---
Figure 1.4.2

A

It is clear that the case (a) is the motion of the particle ml for which , at the
initial moment t = 0, the cent rifugal force of ml is greater than the weight of
the particle m 2, t ha t is,

(1.4.61)

and the radius ro wiIl start to increase from the initial point A if

(1.4 .62)

Similarly, the motion of ml wiIl describe the trajectory represented in Figure
1.4.2b if at t = 0 the weight of the particle m 2 is greater than the centrifugal
force of the pa rt icle ml , so one has the following condit ion for the initial velocity
vo:

(1.4.63)

and the distance of the particle m l will st art to decrease from the initi al dist ance
corr esponding to point A. Finally it may happen that the cent rifuga l force of
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the mass m1 is equal to the weight m29 of the particle m2, and we have the
motion of m1 along the circle of the radius ro for which '

(1.4.64)

Let us briefly describe the motion for the case (a). During the initial increasing
period from A to B the angular velocity <p given by (1.4.54) will decrease;
the velocity and centrifugal force are going to decrease also until the point m1

reaches the point B, where the weight m19 is equal to the centrifugal force. In
the subsequent motion from B to C the regime of motion is going to be the
opposite.

From equation (1.4 .64) it follows that

dr
dt=±--·

J<I> (r)'
(1.4.65)

since <I> (r) > 0 we have to take the plus sign when r is increasing and the minus
sign when r is decreasing. For the case (a) the radius is increasing from ro to
r1 in accordance with the equation

LT dr
t-

- TO J<I> (r)'

The time from A to B (Figure 1.4.2a) is therefore

l
T 1 dr

t1 = TO J<I> (r)'

while the time needed to pass from the extreme point B to C is

l
TO dr r dr

t2 = - r1 J<I>(r) = iTo J<I>(r) = t 1·

(1.4.66)

(104.67)

(1.4.68)

Therefore, the period of this oscillatory motion from the point A to B and back
to C is finally

T

(104.69)

and the amplitude of the oscillation of the mass Tn1 is obviously

a = r1 - rO. (1.4.70)

3The circular motion of the particle ml and stability of the motion for which (1.4.64) is
satisfied is considered in [681, pp. 635-638.
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The integral figuring in (1.4.69) is the elliptic type, and the integration can be
accomplished for given ro, r}, and r2.

It is of interest to note that for this type of oscillatory motion we can use
two equivalent formulas for the approximate period proposed by Pars ([84, p.
10]):

1/2 [(d<P)-1/2 (d<P)-1/2]
Tapprox = 1r (r1 - ro) dr _ - dr _

T-TO r-Tt

or

Tapprox = 1r [A (ro) + A (rdl ,

where

A(r) = [lit(r)r 1
/
2

.

For the case (a), that is, ro < r < r1 ,

with

(1.4.71)

(1.4.72)

(1.4 .73)

(1.4.74)

(1.4.75)A = 2m2g
m1+ m2

Finally, the second generalized coordinate <p can be found from the conservation
law (1.4.54)

(1.4.76)

1.4.3 On the Disturbed Motion and Geometric Stability
of the Scleronomic Potential Dynamical Systems

In this section we shall briefly discuss the problem of stability in the geomet
rical sense , which is based upon Synge's famous work, "On the Geometry of
Dynamics" [1061 . Since the exposition that follows is based strictly on the
tensor calculus, we suppose that the reader is familiar with this mathematical
discipline, although a broad knowledge of this subject is not essential.

As we have seen in section 1.4.1 the kinetic energy of a scleronomic dynam
ical system is given by equation (1.4.15): 2T = aijl'jil'}j. We suppose that the
configuration of the dynamical system is specified by n generalized coordinates,
which we now denote by (qi, ...,qi) . These coordinates define the so-called con
figuration space Vn and introduce the metric of the configuration space in the
form

(1.4.77)
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which is a basic invariant of Vn . Note that the quantity aij (q1, ... , qj) represents
the covariant metric tensor in the configuration space Vn . Note also that the
quantity ds introduced by (1.4.77) is referred to as the basic line element in
Vn and configuration space defined in this way is also the Riemannian space.
Together with the covariant metric tensor aij we can also introduce the con
travariant metric tensor aij (which is denoted by aij1 in equation (1.4.26)), and

we have that aikakj = 5{ , where 5{ denotes the Kronecker delta symbol and
is equal to unity or zero when i and j are equal or different, respectively. Let
us consider an arbitrary scleronomic dynamical system subject to generalized
forces Qi (ql, ...,qn) . Using the tensorial notation we can write the differential
equations of motion of this system in two different forms (already indicated
by (1.4.25) and (1.4.26)) . In the covariant form the differential equations of
motion are (nonconservative forces are equal to zero , Qs = 0, in (1.4.25) and
Qi = -8IT/8qi )

aiih + [jm,i]tfti'" = Qi; S = 1, ... ,n. (1.4.78)

As demonstrated earlier in this section (see (1.4.19)), these equations can be
derived from the corresponding Euler-Lagrangian equations.

The equations of motion can also be written in the contravariant form

;l+r;kljjljk=Qi=aijQj, r=l, ..., n . (1.4.79)

Note that the symbols rim, j] and r;k denote the Kristoffel symbols of the first
and second kind, respectively, introduced earlier in this section.

After this introduction in the tensor notations, we now consider two mo
tions: the undisturbed motion qi (t) and the infinitesimal disturbed motion
xi (t). These two motions take place along the neighboring curves in the con
figuration space Vn . We suppose that the undisturbed motion qi (t) satisfies
identically the differential equations (1.4.79). We call these trajectories, accord
ing to Synge, the natural trajectories C. Let qr, r = 1, ... , n, be a point P of
C and qr + z" the coordinates of the corresponding (simultaneous) point P* of
disturbed natural trajectory C., z" being infinitesimally small. We shall call the
vector with contravariant components xT the disturbance vector. If the distur
bance vector between simultaneous configurations remains permanently small,
we say that the undisturbed motion is stable in the kinematical sense .

In order to obtain the differential equations of the disturbed motion, we
substitute the generalized coordinates qi by qi +xi in (1.4.79) and calculate the
corresponding Kristoffel symbols and generalized forces in the disturbed region
as

(104.80)

where the asterisk denotes the quantities that should be calculated at p•. There
fore, expanding r.A and Q.i and retaining the first powers of small quantities
only, we have

r i r i + m 8 ri.jk = jk X 8x m jk' (1.4.81)
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Thus, the equations of the disturbances are

··i k;j'm 8 r i 2ri ' j . k _ j8Qi
x + X '1 q 8xk jm + jkq X - X 8xj' (1.4.82)

which are usually employed in solving concrete dynamical problems.
As demonstrated by Synge the equations of disturbed motion written in

tensorial form shed light on the geometrical structure of the disturbed motion
theory,"

Let us introduce the so called absolute derivatives of the disturbance vector.
The first absolute derivative of this vector is given as

(a)

oxi . i r i . j k6t =x + jkq X (1.4.83)

( .. )

where :t (.) denotes the absolute derivative with respect to time formed with
respect to metric tensor aij. Differentiation with respect to time leads to

(a) ,
d 0 x'

dt Ot
ooi ri ooj k + ri ii : k + 8 ri ;j 'm kX + 'kq X 'kq X -- 'k'l q XJ J 8qm J

+ (xm + r i q.j xk) ri q.r
Jk mr' (1.4.84)

Substituting ijj from (1.4.79) in this expression we obtain the second absolute
derivative of the disturbance vector in the form [68, p. 624]

.. i ' j ·k ( 8 ri ri r- r: rr)x + q q 8qk jm + ks jm - mr jk

i · ' ·k i k'+2rjkiflx +rjkQ xJ. (1.4.85)

Substituting Xi from this equation into the equation of disturbed motion (1.4 .82) ,
we have after simple manipulations the following equation of disturbed motion
in the contravariant form [106, p. 79J, [68, p. 625J:

(1.4.86)

4Concerning the geometrical interpretation of (1.4 .82) which follows, Synge wrote [106 ,
p. 78]. "The use of the tensorial notation is of greatest importance. The appearance of the
Riemannian curvature tensor makes it difficult to believe that similar results could be obtained
without the use of this method."
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Note that the expression in square brackets represents the Riemann-Kristoffel
curvature tensor

R j - 8 ri 8 ri rs ri ri rs
kjm - 8qj mk - 8qm jk + mk js - ms jk· (1.4.87)

Therefore, the equation of disturbed motion in the contravariant form becomes

where

(a)
2 io X Rim . j ' k i xr Qi&2 + kmj X q q = X V j , (1.4.88)

(1.4.89)
i 8Qi i k

\JjQ = -8. + rjkQqJ

denotes the covariant derivative of the generalized force.
It is convenient to write the equations of disturbed motion (1.4.88) in eo

variant form

(a)
2 i

o X R ·k· j m m'<7 Q 0air &2 + kmjrq q X - X v m r = , (1.4.90)

where Rkmjr denotes the covariant form of the Riemann-Kristoffel tensor Rprmn
=apsR rmn", The explicit form of the Riemann-Kristoffel tensor is

R rsmn
1 82arn 82asm 82arm 82asn----+---------
2 8qs8qm 8qr aqn aqSaqn aqr aqm

+apq ([rn ,p] [sm,q]- [rm ,p] [sn,q]) . (1.4.91)

Note that for the case of the potential forces, that is, Qi = -aITj8qi, where
IT = IT (qI ,...,c") is the potential energy, the equations (1.4.90) become

(a)
2 i 2s X R ·k ·j m m ( a IT r s aIT) m'<7 (8IT)

air ot2 + kmjrq q X = -X 8qm8qr - rm 8qS = -X v m 8qr .

(1.4.92)

We shall call the differential equations of disturbed motion (1.4.88), (1.4.90),
and (1.4.92) the Synge disturbed equations, which are all written in tensorial
(Le., invariant) form .

The Synge disturbed equations form a basis for studying the stability of
motion by geometrical means. In many practical situations the geometrical
method has been used with advantage in various problems of mechanics and
optimal control theory. The reason is that the Liapunov method of stability
analysis, in spite of the fact that it is the strongest and most full method, is
not invariant in all coordinate systems. Namely, the same motion can be stable
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in one coordinate system and unstable in the ot her. That is the reason that
Pars [84, p. 174] st ated that the Liapunov notion of stability "is fruitless in the
classical dynamics because it demands too much. "

The geometrical method for estimating the stability of motion, contrary
to the Liapunov method, is direct integration of the differential equat ions of
disturbed motion, given above. After the integration, the estimate of stability
is done on the basis of th e intensity of the disturbance vector , x2 = aij XiXj .

In the text th at follows, we shall show that th e disturbed equations (1.4.92)
together with the differential equations of motion (1.4.78) can be derived simul
taneously from th e following modified Lagmngian fun ction [110] :

(a )

L- ( . . ) . 8 xi an i
q,q ,x, x = aijqi--. - -a.x .

ut q'
(1.4.93)

Namely, it has been demonstrated that the Euler-Lagrangian equations based
upon the modified Lagrangian function (1.4.93) , considering the generalized
coordinates qi and corresponding disturbances xi independently, produce the
following equations:

(a)
- - 2 i

.:!:.- aL _ aL _ .~ . .k 'j m m ( an) _ 0
dt aqr aqr - a.; 8t2 + Rkm]rq q X + X 'Il m aqr - , (1.4.94)

which are equal to the Synge disturbed equations (1.4.92) in covariant form.
Similarly, the Euler-Lagrangian equ ations formed with respect to the compo
nent s of the disturbance vector xi generate the equat ions of motion (1.4.78),
namely

d aL st. ;;.i [ . .] ;J ·m an 0
-d -a " --a ' =aij'l + Jm, t '1 q + -a ' = .

t x' x' q'
(1.4.95)

Since the modified Lagrangian function L does not depend explicitly on time
t , in [110] it was shown that the energy-ty pe first integral exists in the form
(aL/aqi ) qi + (aL / axi) xi - L = const . This expression written explicit ly leads
to th e following conservation law:

(a)

8 Xi . ' an ka..--q] + - x = const'] 8t aqk . (1.4.96)

Similarl y, ifthe modified Lagrangian function (1.4.93) does not dep end on a gen
eralized coordinat e qi but does depend upon corresponding gener alized velocity
qi (where i is a fixed integer) , we have the cyclic conservation law

aL
aqi = C, = const. , (1.4.97)
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which leads to (see [110])

(a)

8 x
k r j m·k C

aki8t + akj miX q = i = consi,

33

(1.4.98)

This conservation law does not have the tensorial character, which one should
expect, because the cyclic conservation laws are the privilege of special coordi
nate systems only. The reader can find more conservation laws obtained by the
theory of E. Noether in [110]. Note also that applications of the Synge theory
of disturbed motion can be found in [93] .

Recently, in [79], almost the same modified Lagrangian function was estab
lished, the difference being that the authors of [79] allowed that the dynamical
system be rheonomic, that is, the Lagrangian depend on qi, xi , and t.

1.5 A Brief Outline of the Nonholonomic
Dynamical Systems

Thus far we have considered the dynamics of holonomic systems where the num
bers of generalized coordinates q}, ..., qn and corresponding virtual displacements
8q}, ..., 8qn are precisely equal to the number of degrees of freedom of the dy
namical system. Applying the Lagrange-D'Alembert principle and demanding
that the virtual work of the reaction forces (1.3.3) be equal to zero, we have
arrived at the central Lagrangian equation (1.3.33) in the form

8 = 1, ...,n, (1.5.1)

where the summation convention with respect to repeated indices is assumed.
In many problems, we are frequently faced with so-called nonholonomic con

straints which are of a kinematical character. They are mostly given in the form
that is linear with respect to generalized velocities:

A",sqs + B", = 0, a = 1, ..., r, r < n, (1.5.2)

where A",s and B", depend upon generalized coordinates qs (8 = 1, ..., n) and
time t. It may also happen that nonholonomic constraints are the nonlinear
functions of generalized velocities

!",(t,q}, ...,qn ,qI, ...,qn) =0, a=l, ..., r, r<n. (1.5.3)

The term nonholonomic is accepted as another name for nonintegrability of the
differential equations (1.5.2) or (1.5.3) and the impossibility of reducing them
to the form

(1.5.4)
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since in this case we would have a holonomic constraint considered previously.
T hus, t he nonholonomic constra ints are frequently referred to as nonintegrable
constrain ts. For example, the constra int whose equation is of the form

(1.5.5)

is holonomic, since we can integrate this relation and obtain the pure geometric
holonomic const rai nt

qr + q~ + q~ = const .,

while the constraint of the form

(1.5.6)

(1.5.7)

is nonholonomic. It is of interest to note [39, p. 9] that despite the fact that we
are able to show that the particular trajectory of equat ion (1.5.7) satisfies the
relation

qj = t2, q2 = t4
, q3 = 2t2,

we are st ill not able to find th e surface

(1.5 .8)

(1.5.9)

(1.5.10)0 = 1, ...,r).(k, s = 1, ... , n ,

upon which are placed all possible trajectories that sat isfy th e constraint (1.5.7).
It can be demonstrated (see, for example, [68, p. 12]) that the constraints

given by equation (1.5.2) are integrable (holonomic) if t he following condit ions
are satisfied:

8A.. 8 Aak
8qk = 8qs ;

However , if only one of the constra ints (1.5.2) does not sa tisfy these conditions,
th e system must be considered nonholonomic.

It is clear that the virt ual displacements Sq, (s = 1, ..., n ) figuring in the cen
tra l Lagrangian equation (1.5.1) are not independent in the presence of nonholo
nomic constraints (1.5.2), (1.5.3). That means that for nonh olonomi c dynamical
syste ms, it is not possible to select generalized coordinat es equal in number to
the degrees of freedom. Actually, in nonholonomic dynamics th e number of de
grees of freedom er is always less than the number of th e generalized coordinates
n , namely, (number of degres of freedom)= (number of generalized oordinates)
(number of nonholonomic const ra ints ):

er = n - r. (1.5 .11)

In fact , t he virt ua l displacements Sq, have to satisfy the following addit ional
relations introduced by Hertz and H611der :5

A ashqs = 0, (0 = 1, ..., r, s = 1, ..., n), (1.5.12)

5Som e authors (see , for example, Mei Fengxiang [48]) call the condit ions (1.5.12) Appell
Chetaev condi t ions .
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and in the case of non linear nonholonomic constrai nts (1.5.3) these condit ions
read

(1.5.13)°0! a8q s =0 (a = 1, ..., r, s = 1, ..., n ).
qs

We can now use (1.5.12) or (1.5.13) to redu ce th e numb er of virtual displace
ments to their independent number. The method for elimination of these ad
di tional displacements is the well-known procedure of Lagrange multipliers.
Namely, if t he equat ions (1.5.12) hold , then it is also t rue that

.AaAas8qs= 0, (a = 1, ..., r, s=1 , ...,n), (1.5.14)

s =1 , ... ,n-m.a = 1, ..., r,

where .A"" a = 1, ..., r, are Lagrangian undetermined multipliers t ha t are gener
ally functions of generalized coordinates qs and time t. Combining (1.5.1) and
(1.5.14) we find

(~ ;~ - ;~ - Qs - .A",A",s) Sq, = 0, a = 1, ..., r , S = 1, ..., n. (1.5 .15)

The virtual displacements Sq, are not independent as stated above, since they
are also engaged in the nonh olonomic constraints (1.5.12). Moreover, the values
of .Aa are arbit ra ry. Thus, let us select the last m of the virtu al displacements
Sq, by accomplishing the proper choice of th e .A factors, so that

d si. et.
dt oris - oqs - Qs - .A",Aas = 0, S = n - m + 1, ..., n . (1.5.16)

This leaves

(
d et. ei. )
dt oris - oqs - Qs - .AaA",s Sq, = 0,

(1.5.17)

Now all Sq, figuring in equation (1.5.17) are independent and t he coefficient s of
each 8qsmust be equa l to zero. Th erefore, we finally have

(1.5.18)
d et. et.
dt oi]s - oqs - Qs - .A",A",s = 0, s = 1, ..., n , a = 1, ...,r.

These differential equations of motion of nonholonomic dynamical systems should
be considered together with t he nonh olonomic constrai nts (1.5.2) :

A"'srIs + B", = 0, a = 1, ..., r , r < n . (1.5 .19)

They form n + r differential equa t ions with n + r unknown genera lized coordi
nates ql , .. ., qn and .AI, ..., .Ar unknown Lagrangian multipliers.

For the case of nonlinear nonh olonomic constra ints (1.5.3), by repeating the
similar procedure as demonstrated above, we arrive at the differential equa t ions
of mot ion in the form [48]

d et. 8£ 0/",
dt

-o ' --a -Qs-.Aa -
o

· =0, s = 1, ... ,n, a= 1, ... , r . (1.5.20)
qs qs qs
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It is to be noted that the last term in (1.5.18), Q* = A",A",., can be interpreted
physically as the generalized force which acts on the mechanical system in order
to satisfy the given nonholonomic constraints. At the same time, the nonholo
nomic generalized force Q* can also be interpreted as the generalized reaction
force acting on the dynamical system.

In summing up this section it is important to note that a nonholonomic
dynamical system has to satisfy the following three obligatory conditions:

(a) the central Lagrangian equation (1.3.33) with specified Lagrangian func
tion L (t, q , it), which is formed in the same way as for the holonomic systems;

(b) the nonintegrable (nonholonomic) constraints in the form (1.5.2) or
(1.5.3) ;

(c) the Hertz-Holder conditions (1.5.12), (1.5.13) .

For example, if the condition (c) is not prescribed, despite the fact that the
dynamical system is subject to nonintegrable constraints (1.5.2) or (1.5.3), the
system is not nonholonomic and must be considered as a variational problem
in the presence of a given set of differential equations (1.5.2) or (1.5.3) as con
straints. For equations of motion, in this case, see Chapter 4, Section 7.4 of this
book.

Note that the nonholonomic dynamical systems fall into the category of
purely nonconservative systems, since the noholonomic generalized force Q* =
A",A",s cannot be derived from any potential function . Therefore, there is no a
single Lagrangian functions by means of which the behavior of a nonholonomic
system can be completely described.

Let us underline finally that as far as the initial conditions are concerned
in nonholonomic dynamics, we can select the initial position ql (0) , ... , qn (0)
arbitrarily, but the initial velocities til (0) , ..., tin (0) should be chosen in such a
way that the given nonholonomic constraints are satisfied. This means that we
can arbitrarily assign only n - r initial generalized velocities.

The literature devoted to nonholonomic dynamical systems is very wide
reaching since there exist many nonholonomic constraints in physics and engi
neering. For example, an outstanding classical example whose history can be
traced to the times of Hertz is the rolling solid body upon a surface without
slipping. The examples of such motions are : sphere rolling on a fixed surface,
and a circular homogeneous disc rolling over a plane (see example 1.5.2) . The
interested reader can find a variety of nonholonomic dynamical problems clearly
presented in the monograph of Neimark and Fufaev [75] .

Example 1.5.1. Chaplygin sled. A rectangular thin plate can move on the
inclined plate, which makes a constant angle Q with the horizon. A small knife
edge is fixed on the center of gravity C of the plate and has the direction of the
line AB, as shown in Figure 1.5.1. In fact, the plate is moving in such a way
that the velocity Vc of the center of gravity is always directed along the line
AB. The problem is to find the motion of the plate.
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Figure 1.5.1

This example is a simplified version of the so-called Chaplygin sled. (See also
[75, p. HO] and [82]) . The configuration of the plate is determined by three
generalized coordinates: the coordinates of the center of gravity Xc, Yc and the
angle <P between the line AB and the axis x . Since the velocity Vc has the
direction of the line AB we have

Xc = Vc cos <P , Yc = Vc sin <Pi

hence we find that the constraint

f = Yc - Xc tan <P = 0

(1.5.21)

(1.5.22)

is of the linear nonholonomic (nonintegrable) character. Thus, we see that the
system has three generalized coordinates and one nonholonomic constraint, and
our dynamical system has a = 3 - 1 = 2 degrees of freedom.

Given that the mass of the plate is m = 1 and that the axial moment of
inertia of the plate for the axis normal to the plate and passing through the
mass center C is Jc = k2 , the Lagrangian function of the system is

(1.5.23)

where 9 is the acceleration of gravity. The Euler-Lagrangian equations,

read

d aL aL
dt axc - axc
d et. et.
dt ayc - ayc

d et. et.----
dt aep o<p

An,\ (An=-tan<p),

(1.5.24)

-,\ tan c, 9 = 9 sin a = const .,

'\,0=0. (1.5.25)
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From the third equation we find

tp = wt +tpo, (1.5.26)

where w and tpo are arbitrary constants. From the first two equations (1.5.25)
it follows that

Xc + Ye tan tp = g. (1.5.27)

Differentiating the nonholonomic constraint (1.5.22) with respect to time we
obtain

.... Xcw
Ye = Xc tan o + --2-;

cos tp

combining (1.5.27) and (1.5.28) we arrive at the equation

By introducing the new variable

Xc=X ,

(1.5.28)

(1.5.29)

(1.5.30)

the differential equation (1.5.29) is reduced to the linear differential equation of
the first order, whose integration gives

X . g. D= X c = - smtpcostp + costp,
w

where D is an arbitrary constant. Integrating again, we find

9 sin2
tp D .

XC = 2-2- + -smtp+E,w w

(1.5.31)

(1.5.32)

where E is an arbitrary constant. Entering with (1.5.31) into nonholonomic
constraint (1.5.22) and integrating, we have

9 ( 1'2) D KYe = 2w2 tp - "2 sin tp - w cos tp + . (1.5.33)

It is interesting to note that if the initial position and initial velocity are given
in the form

X c (0) = Ye (0) = 0, Xc (0) = Ye (0) = 0, tp (0) = 0, <p (0) = w, (1.5.34)

then the motion of the plate will be given in the form

X c = a2 sin2 wt, Ye = a2 (wt - ~ sin 2wt) , tp = wt , (1.5.35)
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(1.5.36)

Therefore, for the given initial conditions in the form (1.5.34) , the plate rotates
with the constant angular velocity w, and the center of gravity of the plate C
describes the cycloidal trajectors],

Let us now consider the case when the plate is moving in the horizontal plane
xOy for which a = O.

For t his case the Lagrangian funct ion and the nonholonomic constraint are

L 1 ('2 '2) 1 k 2 • 2="2 Xc + Ye +"2 I.{J , Ye - Xc tanl.{J = O. (1.5 .37)

The Euler-Lagangian equat ions are in this case

Xc = -,\ tan e , Ye = >., ip= O.

Repeating the same procedure as in the case a =1= 0 we find

Xc = Dcos (wt + l.{Jo) , Ye = Dsin (wt + l.{Jo), I.{J = wt + l.{Jo ,

where l.{Jo and D are constants. From (1.5.39) we obtain

(1.5.38)

(1.5 .39)

Xc - Xo = D sin (wt + l.{Jo),
w

D
Ye - Yo = -- cos (wt + l.{Jo) ;

w
(1.5.40)

namely, the plate rotates with constant angular velocity w, while the center of
gravity describes a circular orbit

(1.5.41 )

with the constant velocity D . Here xo, Yo are arbitrary constants depending
upon the initial conditions.

Example 1.5.2. The rolling disc. Let us consider the motion of a thin, ho
mogeneous circular disc, which rolls without slipping upon a rough horizontal
plane. Let the mass of the disc be m and its radius a. Introducing a fixed coor
dinate system OX'ljZ, we can describ e the position of the disc by the specification
of five coordinates: Cartesian coordinates x, 'Ij of the point of the plane Oxy in
which the disc is in contact with the plane and three Euler 's angles, B, 'lj;, and
I.{J , which are depicted in Figure 1.5.2
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Figure 1.5.2

Ignoring for a moment the nonholonomic constraint, we first form the La
grangian function for the disc. From Figure 1.5.2 it follows that

Xc = x - asinBsin 1/J, Yc = Y + asinBcos 1/J, Zc = acosB , (1.5.42)

where Xc , uc , and se are coordinates of the center of the disc. Therefore ,

Xc

Ye
Zc

X - aO cos Bsin 1/J - a;P sin Bcos 1/J,

y+ aO cos Bcos 1/J - a;P sin ()sin 1/J,

- aO sin (). (1.5.43)

The kinetic energy of the disc is of the form

T 1 ( '2 ' 2 ' 2 ) 1 (J 2 J 2 J 2)= 2 m Xc + Ye + Ze + 2 ""W"' l + Y'WY1 + ZIW ZI ' (1.5.44)

where Gx}, GYl , and G Z1 are the principal axes of th e disc that ar e not fixed in
the disc. Let J"" = Jy , = A and JZ 1 = G be the principal moments of inertia
of the disc.

From Figure 1.5.2 we conclude that

(1.5.45)

so that the Lagr angian function L = T - IT, with IT = mga cos B, becomes (see
[75, p. 305])

L ; (x2 + y2) + may (0 cos ()cos 1/J - ;p sin() sin 1/J)

-max (0cos Bcos 1/J + ;p sin ()sin 1/J)

1 . 2 2 2 2 1 . 2 2)
+21/J (A cos B+ ma sin B) + 2B (A + ma

+~G (10 - ;Psin B) - mgacosB. (1.5.46)
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The nonholonomic constraints follow from the fact that the disc is rolling with
out slipping upon the horizontal plane. Thus, the rolling conditions are

x = aep cos 1/;, y = aepsin1/; . (1.5.47)

Since the problem is of the scleronomic type, the virtual displacements are the
same as the possible displacements, namely

Ox = aocp cos 1/;, oy = aocp sin 1/;. (1.5.48)

Noting that the generalized nonconservative forces Q's are absent and applying
the equations (1.5.20) to the generalized coordinates x, y, B,1/;, and cp, we obtain,
respectively, the following differential equations of motion of the disc:

:t [mx - ma (0 cos Bsin 1/; + ;p sin Bcos1/;)] = AI>

~ [my + ma (0 cos Bcos 1/; - ;p sin Bsin 1/;)] = A2'

~ [ma (y cos ecos 1/; - z cos e sin 1/;) + (A + ma 2
) 0]

+ma [y (0 sin Bcos 1/; + ;p cos 0 sin 1/;)

-x (OsinBsin 1/; - ;p cos 0 cos 1/;)]

· 2 2
+1/; (A - ma ) sin 0cos1/;

+C;PcosO (ep - ;PsinO) - mgasinO = 0,

:t [(Acos2 B+ ma 2 sin2B) ;p - ma(ysinBsin1/; + xsin 0cos 1/;)

-C sinO (ep - ;PsinO)] + ma [y (0 cosOsin 1/; + ;PsinO cos1/;)

+x (0 cos Bcos1/; - ;PsinBsin 1/;)] = 0,

C~ (ep - ;p sin 0) + aAl cos 1/; + aA2sin 1/; = O. (1.5.49)

Entering with (1.5.47) into (1.5.49) , we can easily eliminate AI, A2,x, and y.
Thus, we arrive at the following three differential equations:

(A + ma2
) B+ (C + ma2

) nwcosB

+An2 sinOcosO - mga sin 0 = 0,

[2AnsinB + Cw] 0- AQcosB = 0,

(C + ma 2
) W - ma 2nocos 0 = 0, (1.5.50)
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where we introduced the notation

(1.5.51)

Stationary States of a Rolling Disc

The differential equations of a rolling disc (1.5.50) and (1.5.51) are very conve
nient for the study of its stationary motions. In fact a rolling disc can perform
(manifest) the following three steady state motions:

(a) the circular motion,
(b) the straight line motion,
(c) rotation of a disc about its vertical diameter.

The rolling disc will perform the circular motion under the following conditions:

0=00 = const ., 0 = 00 = const., ;p = n = const ., (1.5 .52)

whence, taking into account (1.5.51), we conclude that w = const. For this case,
the equation (1.5.51h becomes

(1.5 .53)

This equation represents the condition that has to be satisfied for the circular
motion of a disc. Combining (1.5.43), (1.5.47), and (1.5.52), we have

Xc = awcos(nt + c), YC = awsin(nt + c), (1.5.54)

where c is a constant of integration. Integrating these equations we find

Xc =; sin(nt+c)+xco , (1.5 .55)

where Xc" and uc; are also arbitrary constants. Therefore, the trajectory of a
center of the disc is a circle :

2 2 (aw)'2(Xc - XCo ) + (YC - YC,,) = n . (1.5 .56)

Readers can find the conditions of stability of circular motion of a rolling disc,
in [84, p. 122] and [75, p. 305].

We determine next the first-order stability for the straight line motion (case
(b] and rotation of a disc about its vertical diameter (case (c». Let us introduce
small disturbances ~ (t) , 1] (t) , and ( (t) by the relations

O=Oo+~(t) , n=no+1](t) , w=wo+((t), (1.5 .57)

where Bo, no, and Wo denote the constant stationary values (1.5.52). Entering
with (1.5.57) into (1.5.50) and retaining only the first-order terms in ~,1], and
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<: , we arrive at the following equations of the disturbed motion:

(A + ma2) ~ - [(C + ma2) Dowo sin 00 + AD~ cos 200 + mga cos 00] ~

+ [(C + ma 2) Wocos 00 + ADosin 00] 1] + (C + ma2) no cos 00 = 0,

(2ADosin 00 + Cwo) ~ - Ai]cos 00 = 0,

(C + ma2) ( - ma2Do~ cos 00 = 0. (1.5.58)

We use now (1.5.58) for th e stability analysis .
(a) Stability of straight line motion. The disc will perform a straight line

motion in which the plane of the disc remains vertical and rotates with the
constant angular velocity, th at is,

00 = 0, no = 0, <P = Wo = const. (1.5.59)

The disturbed motion satisfies equations (1.5.58) that in the present case become

(A + ma 2) ~ - mga~ + (C + ma 2) wo1] + (C+ ma2)

• 2 .
Cwo~ - Ai] = 0, (C + ma )( = 0.

From (1.5.60h we obtain <: = const. Integrating (1.5.60h we find

Cwo
1] = A~ + cons t .,

and therefore, by substit ut ing this into (1.5.60h we find

.. [c(c+ ma
2)

2 mga]
~ + A (A + ma2) Wo - A + ma2 ~ = cons t.

0,

(1.5.60)

(1.5.61)

(1.5.62)

(1.5.63)

From this it follows that the disc will perform small harmonic oscillat ions about
the vertical diameter if th e expression in brackets is positive, namely, if

2 mgaA
Wo > C (C + ma 2 ) ,

which is the condition of the first-order stability of a circular motion.
(b) Stability of the rotation about the vertical diameter. The disc will rotate

about its vertical diameter with a constant angular velocity und er the conditions

00 = 0, Wo = 0, ;p = no = const .

The equat ions of distributed mot ions (1.5.58) become

(A+ma2)E+(AD~-mga)€+(C+ma2)nO=0,

Ai} =0, (C +ma2)(-ma2~ =0.

(1.5.64)

(1.5.65)

From (1.5.65h we conclude that 1] = const . Repeating the same procedure as
in the previous case , we arr ive at the differential equation

.. 1 2 2 2]
~+ A 2 [Ao o - mga+ ma 00 ~=const .

+ ma
(1.5.66)
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Therefore, th e cond it ion of the first-order stability for the rotation about the
vertical diameter is

2 mga
no > A 2 ·+ma

(1.5.67)

1.6 Some Other Forms of the Equations of
Motion

In our previous considerati ons we have used th e Euler-Lagrangian differential
equations of motion of holonomi c and nonholonomic dynamical systems. In
fact, th ese differential equations occupy the central positi on in all analytical
mechanics due to their invar iance with respect to th e arbitrary select ed coor
dinate system in which a dynamical process is taking place. However , in the
evolution of the dynamics and especially in the field of nonholonomic mechan
ics severa l various forms of differential equations of motion, different from the
Euler-Lagrangian equat ions, are discovered. Here, we briefly discuss two kinds
of differential equat ions that are equally valid in holonomic and nonholonomic
dynami cs and also have invariant properties with respect to arbitra ry selected
coordinate systems. If considered in the realm of holonomi c dynamics they
are fully equivalent to the Euler-Lagrangian equa tions, bu t have qu ite different
forms.

1.6.1 The Gibbs-Appell Equations: Holonomic
Dynamical Systems

Let us consider a holonomic dynamical system consisti ng of N material pa rt i
cles, whose position in each moment of time can be specified by n generalized
coordina tes ql , ..., qn. The position of every particle can be expressed in terms
of qs and t:

ri = r i (t ,ql , ..., qn ) .

The velocity and acceleration vectors of the it h par ticle are

dr , . or i . ori
V i = --;It = oqs qs + {it ' s = 1,2 , ...,n,

and

(1.6.1)

(1.6 .2)

(1.6 .3)

From these relations it is easy to verify that th e following functional relations
hold:

d Bv; {)vi
--=-,
dt oqs oqs

d oa; aVi
---2
dt oqs - Bq, '

(1.6.4)
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It is easy to verify that the relations (1.6.4h and (1.6.4h can be prolonged with
respect to time derivatives

a ri aVi a(n )r i

aqs = aqs = . . . = a(n)
qs

d a
(n ) a(n- I )
r i n r i

dt a(n- I) = n - 1 a (n-2) ·
qs qs

(1.6.5)

Remembering that the kinetic energy of the dynamical system is T = (1/2) L:,;:I
mi (Vi · Vi), we write the centra l Lagrangian equation (1.3.33) in the form

(1.6.6)

where the summation with respect to the dummy index s = 1, ..., n is assumed
- all

and -Qs = -Qs + aq. ·
Performing the partial derivati ves as indicated in (1.6.6) and the total dif

ferentiation with resp ect to time in the first term of (1.6.6), we find

[
N ]a Vi d Bv; aVi -
'" ( m .a . . - + rn. v. . -- - m ·v· . -) - Q Sq = 0Z:: ,. a · , , dt a · , , a s s .
~I ~ ~ ~

(1.6.7)

By using (1.6.4h th e second and third terms are equal and can be omit ted.
Employing (1.6.4h we ar rive at the equa tion

N ( aai _)L miai' a::- - o, Sq, = 0,
i= 1 qs

whence

[
a N 1 _ ]a::- L "2 m i (a, . a i) - Qs Sq, = O.
qs i= 1

We now introduce the Gibbs-Appell func tion or energy of acceleration

1 N
S = "2 L rn, (Ri · Ri) ,

i= 1

(1.6.8)

(1.6.9)

(1.6.10)

whose structure in accordance with (1.6.1)-(1.6.3) in terms of the generalized
coordina tes is of the form

(1.6.11)

Thus, we arr ive at the central dynamica l equation in the Gibbs-Appell form

( as - )
Biis - Qs Sq; = 0, s = 1, ...,n . (1.6.12)
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(1.6.13)

Since we have supposed that the system is holonomic, all virtual displacements
bq, (s = 1, ..., n) are mut ua lly independent and arb itrary, and thus we have the
following system of differential equations of motion known as the Gibbs-Appell
equations:

as ..
-a" = Qs, S = 1, ...,n.

qs

From the ana lysis just performed it is clear that the Gibbs-App ell equations
for the case of holonomic dy nam ical systems are fully equivalent with the Euler
Lagrangian equations (1.4.1). As we have seen the principal function in t he
Euler-Lagrangian equa t ions is th e kineti c energy of the dynamical syste m. while
the principa l function in the Gibbs-Appell equations is the energy of accelerat ion
(1.6.10) or (1.6.11).

It is to be not ed th at in computing the energy of acce lera t ion by means
of formula (1.6.10) it is necessary to ret ain only those terms that contain the
second derivati ves of the generalized coordinates iis.

In genera l. for the case of holonomic and scleronomic dynami cal systems the
acceleration vector given by the equation (1.6.3) is of the form

ar; .. a2r;. . N k
a; =-a qS+ -aa qsqm, i= 1, .... , s , ·,m= 1. ..., n

qs qs qm
(1.6.14)

since, for the scleronomic case a2ri/aqsat = O. a2ri/at2 = O. Entering with
(1.6.14) into (1.6.10), we find after a simple but laborious calc ulation that the
energy of acceleration can be expressed in the form (for more details see [68, p.
163])

(1.6.15)

(1.6.16)

(1.6.17)

where

N ar; ar;
ask =aks = L m;- . -

i = 1 aqk Bq,

are the coefficients already defined by equation (1.4.14) and

[k 1
- 1 ( aUkS aams aakm )ms - --+-- ---, - 2 aqm aqk aqs

are the Kri stoffel symbols of the first kind int roduced by equation (1.4.18). From
the first term in equation (1.6.15) it is evident th at t he coefficients of the terms
of the secon d degree in the iis in S are the same as the corres ponding coefficients
of the terms of the second degree in cls in the kinet ic energy t defined by (1.4.15).
T he second term in (1.6.15) which is linear in the genera lized acceleration must
be determined independe nt ly.

For th e simple mot ions of a rigid bod y, the calculation of acceleration energy
is very simple.
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(a) If a rigid body is moving translatory, every particle has the same
acceleration and s is found to be

s = ~.M [ ..2 ··2 + ..2]2 xe + Ye Ze , (1.6.18)

where M is the tot al mass M = " L ;:1 m i of the body and where ae is the
acce leration of t he mass cente r of the body C, t ha t is, a~ = [x~ + ii~ + z~] .

(b ) If a rigid bo dy rotates aro und a fixed axis Oz, the energy of acceler
at ion is

s - ~J ·· 2- 2 z'P , (1.6.19)

where Jz is the moment of inertia about the Ozaxis and 'P is the angle of rotation
of the body.

(c) For a rigid lamina moving in a plane, the energy of accelerat ion is
found to be

S - ~ '1 [..2 ..2] ~J ·· 2- 2 " < X e + Ye + 2 e'P , (1.6.20)

where ae = [x~ + ii;]1/ 2 is the acceleration of the center of gravity of the lamina
and J e is the mom ent of inertia of th e lamina about its cente r of gravity C.

It is to be noted that P. Appell (see [6, p. 341]) has suggested that the
differential equa tions (1.6 .13) can be derived by introducing the function

and t ha t t he equation of moti on can be obtained from t he equations

(1.6.21)

BR
Bib = 0,

BR BR
Bih = 0, ..., Bijn = o. (1.6.22)

It was demonstrated (see also [84, p. 201]) that the expression R is minimal
with respect to the generalized accelerat ions iis.This fact can be connected with
the so-called Gauss principle of least constrai nt, which we will not consider in
this text. The interested reader will find more details about the Gauss principle
in [84], [122], [75], and [6], to mention just a few references.

Example 1.6.1. A particle on an elastic string. Let us consider the motion of
a material particle of the mass m t hat is faste ned to an elastic massless spring of
t he spring elastic constant c whose ot her end is fixed as shown in t he diagram.
The motion of t his system is sit uated in the vertical plane xOy (see Figur e 1.6.1 ).
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Figure 1.6.1

Let the unstretched length of the spring be 10 . In the position of (vertical)
equilibrium state th e weight of the particle is equa l to the elastic force m g = cl«,
where f st is the deform ation of the spring in the equilibrium position. Hence ,
t he length of th e spring in the state of equilibrium is 1= lo+mg/c. Let us denote
by z (t) t he stretch in t he spring beyond its equilibrium position. Therefore, the
length of t he spring at an arbit rary instant of tim e is

x

y

m g
L (t ) = 10 + - + z (t) .

c

The position of the particle in the Car tesian syst em xOy is

(10 + ~g + z)sin B,
(10 + ~g + z)cos O.

(1.6.23)

(1.6 .24)

Thus, the system has two degrees of freedom and t he genera lized coordinates
are selecte d to be ql = z (t ) , q2 = 0 (t) .

From (1.6.24) we find

i:
.. . · 2

zsin O+ (l + z) BcosO+ 2i:BcosO - (I + z) 0 sin O,
.. . · 2

z cosB - (I + z ) BsinO - 2i:BsinB - (I + z ) 0 cos O. (1.6.25)

(1.6.26)

The energy of accelera t ion is (the terms not containing second derivatives of
generalized acceleration are omit te d)

1 2 2 .. 2 · 2 ...
5 = "2m[z + (l+ z) B - 2 (I +z)Oz +4 (l +z)i:BO].

To find t he generalized forces Q z and Qo we note that th e spring is linear and
t he elastic force is propo rtional to the to tal deformation of the spring, t hat is,
Fe! = C (1st + z) = c (mg / c + z) . The directio n of thi s force is depict ed in Figure
1.6.1. The projections of elast ic and gravit ational forces are

x = - c (m g/ c + z)sinB, Y = -c (m g/ c + z)cos O. (1.6.2 7)
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The virt ual displacements Ox and oy are found from (1.6 .24) to be
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Ox

oy

sin e oz + (10 + mq] «+ z) cose oe,

cos e oz - (lo + mq]« + z) sin e oe. (1.6.28)

Therefore , the virtual work of the active forces F el and mg is

8A = X b« + Y oy = [-cz - mg (1 - cos e)]6z + [- mg (I + z) sin e]oe. (1.6 .29)

The generalized forces are therefore

Qz = - cz - m g( l - cos e) , Qo = -mg(l + z)sin e. (1.6.30)

The Gibbs-Appell differential equat ions oS/o'i - Qz = 0 and oS/oe - Qo = 0
lead to the following system of nonlin ear differential equations:

· 2
m'i - (l +z) e +cz +mg (l -cos e)

(l + z)e+ 2ziJ + g sine

0,

0, (1.6 .31)

where the second equation is divided by t he .common factor m (I + z). If the
pendulum is performing small vibrations, the system (1.6.31) becomes

'i + (c/m) z = 0, e+ (g/l) e= 0,

whose solution is easily found to be

z = A sin ( Jc/m t + et) , e= B sin (Viii t + tJ) ,

(1.6.32)

(1.6.33)

where A,et,B , and tJ are constants of integrat ion .
Note that the sma ll but still nonlinear vibr ations of thi s problem have been

st udied by means of asymptotic met hods in [76, pp .185-189] .

1.6.2 The Gibbs-Appell Equations: Nonholonomic
Dynamical Systems

The Gibbs- Appell equations play a very imp ortan t role in nonholonomic dynam
ics since they can generate much simpler differenti al equat ions in compar ison
to t he Eul er-Lagrangian equations for nonholonomic systems (1.5.18) . Namely,
we shall demonstrate that the cent ral dyn amical equa tion (1.6.12) can be t ra ns
form ed into a form t hat leads to t he differenti al equations which are free of the
undetermined Lagrangian mul tipliers.

Let us consider a dynami cal system whose posit ion at an arbit rary moment
of time is specified by n generalized coordinates qs, .. ., qn . At the same time let
us suppose that the syste m is subjec ted to T nonholonomic constra ints in the
form (1.5.2) :

A",sqs + Ba = 0, et = 1, ..., T, T < n , (1.6.34)
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where the coefficients Ao k and Bo are given functions of the generalized coordi
nates q. (s = 1, ...,n) and time t. As demonstrated before , the virtual displace
ments Sq, are satisfying the Hertz-Holder conditions (1.5.12)

(1.6.35)

Thus, the system has a = n-r degrees of freedom. Let us divide the generalized
velocities and virtual displacements Sq, into two groups: dependent generalized
velocities qm and dependent virtual displacements oqm whose number is equal
to the number r of nonholonomic constraints, and independent generalized ve
locities qp and independent virtual displacements oqp whose number is equal to
a = n - r, that is, number of degrees of freedom. From (1.6.34) and (1.6.35)
we can express the dependent generalized velocities and dependent virtual dis
placements in terms of independent ones as

qm = ampqp + bm, m = 1, ..., r, p = r + 1, r + 2, ... , n

and

oqm = ampoqp, m = 1, ..., r, p = r + 1, r + 2, ..., n .

Differentiating (1.6.36) totally with respect to time, we have

(1.6.36)

(1.6.37)

(1.6.38)

where Am denotes the group of terms that are independent of the generalized
accelerations qs-

In analogy with the variational equation (1.6.37) we suppose that the virtual
accelerations oqs satisfy the conditions

oqm=ampoqp, m=1, ...,r, p=r+1 ,r+2, ...,n . (1.6.39)

Employing (1.6.38) , we can transform the Appell function S in terms of 3n-r+1
variables: t ,ql' ...,qn,ql, ·..,qn,qr+l , ...,qn, namely

whence

s S (t,ql, ,qn ,q1l ,qn ,ql, ...,qn ,)
S· (t, ql, ,qn, ql, ,qn ,qr+l, ...,qn) , (1.6.40)

as "00 as' "00aq.oq, = aqp uqp , s = 1, ..., n p = r + 1, .. ., n .

This system of equations is equivalent to

as as'
-aoo oq'=-aoo oqp, s=1 , ...,n p=r+1, ...,nq. qp

for all virtual displacements that sa tisfy (1.6.35).

(1.6.41)

(1.6.42)
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To find transformed (independent ) generalized forces Q; we employ the fol
lowing equation:

Qsoqs = Q; oqp, s = 1, ...,n, p = 1'+ 1, ..., n , (1.6.43)

where we employed th e equation (1.6.39) .
By using equations (1.6.42) and (1.6.43), t he cent ra l dynamical equat ion

(1.6.12) becomes

(
8S+ )
8ijp - Q; oqp = 0, p = r + 1, ...,n. (1.6.44)

Since all oqp are mutually independent and arbitrary, we arr ive at the Gibbs
Appell equat ions for nonh olonomic dynamical systems

8S·
EJijp = Q; , p = r + 1, ... , n. (1.6.45)

The number of these equat ions is equa l to th e numb er of degrees of freedom a =

n-r. Together with th em , we must consider simultaneously the I' nonholonomic
const ra ints (1.6.34) or (1.6.36) . The most important property of the Gibbs
Appell equations is th e fact th at they are free of th e Lagr angian und etermined
multipliers, and at the same time, as has been noted by L. A. Pars [84, p. 202]
"T he Gibbs-Appell equations provide what is probably the simplest and most
comprehensive form of th e equations of motion so far discovered."

As a simple illustration of the meth od, let us consider the exa mple treated
in sect ion 1.5 and depicted in Figure 1.5.1, which has been solved by the Euler
Lagr angian equations with undetermined multipli ers.

Since the plate moves in the plane xOy the energy of accclerations, according
to (1.6.20) reads

(1.6.46)

Differentiating the nonholonomic const ra int (1.5.22) with respect to time we
have Ye = Xc t an cp + rpIc/ cos2 cp . Thus, t he coordinate y is th e dependent co
ordina te and Xc and cp are independent coordinates (comp are with equation
(1.6.38)). En tering wit h thi s into (1.6.46) we find

S•- '~ ( X~ 2 " sin cp .. ) ~ k2 ..2- 2m 2 + cpxc 3 X s + 2 ip >,cos ip cos cp
(1.6.47)

where th e irre levant term s not containing the second derivati ves are discarded.
Since the act ive force m g is performing the virt ua l work only along the x-axis,
we find that 0A = mg sin 0: ox, and hence

Qx = Q~ = m g sin 0:, Q~ = O. (1.6.48)
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The Gibbs-Appell equations as'/axe = Q;, as·/at.p = Q~ lead to

Xe .. sin t.p
--+t.pxe - 
cos2 t.p cos3 sp

IjJ

From the second equation we find

t.p=wt+t.po,

g sina,

o. (1.6.49)

(1.6.50)

where wand t.po are constants of integration. Then, the (1.6.49h becomes

Xe + wXe tant.p = gcos2 t.p (g = gsina), (1.6.51)

which is precisely the equation (1.5.29), whose solution is presented in section
1.5.

1.6.3 Kane's Equations

Euler-Lagrangian equations (1.4.1) are derived from the Lagrange-D'Alembert
principle (1.3.4). Two important concepts were used in the process of deriva
tion : the concept of virtual displacements introduced in section 1.2, and the
orthogonality condition for the constraint forces (1.3.3). There is another ap
proach to analytical mechanics, introduced by Kane in 1961 (see [57]), in which
equations of motion are derived without the concept of virtual displacement.
We briefly give an outline of the derivation of Kane's equations.

The starting point in Kane's approach is also D'Alembert's principle, which
states that the active and inertial forces in the mechani cal system are in equilib
rium (see [52]). The conditions of equilibrium may be expressed in two different
ways. First they could be express ed (as did Lagrange, motivated by analytical
st atics of Bernoulli) as a requirement that the sum of works of all forces on
virtual displacements be equal to zero, or (see (1.3.1))

N

L (miri - F, - R;) · 8r i = O.
i=1

(1.6.52)

Equation (1.6.52) together with the definition of ideal constraint (1.3.3), that
is, I:~1 R , . 8ri = 0, leads to Euler-Lagrangian equat ions (1.4.1).

The second interpretation of D'Alembert's principle is obtained if conditions
of equilibrium are expressed as the requir ement that the resultant force and
resultant couple are equal to zero (Newton's definition of equilibrium) . In this
case we obtain (see [52, p. 218])

N

L (miri - F i - R.;) = 0,
i = 1

N

Lri x (miri - F', - R.;) = 0,
i=l

(1.6 .53)
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(1.6.54)

(1.6.55)

where r , are position vectors of material points relative to an arb it rary fixed
coordinate system . Kane's equat ions are obtained if (1.6.53) is projected on
specially chosen dir ections (see [55, p. 416]). These directions are the part ial
velocity vectors of a point i relative to the generalized coordinate qs and are
given as (see (1.6.4))

(i) OVi
V· = - s = 1, ...,n .

q., oqs '

Note that from (1.6.4) it follows t hat v (i) = ~ = ~ = ~. By takin g theq., q., q., q.,

scalar product of mir i and F , - R , with vt,) for each i and summing, the
following relation is obtained:

N N
"m'r . V\i) = " (F..OVi + R- . OVi )L... " q. L... ' ''' . ' 0 . .
i= l i=l uqs qs

The reaction forces are also assumed to sat isfy 2: ::1Ri'~ = 2:::1 R i '~ = 0,
so that from (1.6.55) we obtain

Qs + Q; = 0, S = 1, ..., n , (1.6.56)

where Qs are generalized app lied forces and Q; are generalized inertia forces,
t hat is

N

Q* " .. Bv; d er fJT
s = - L... miri . --a:- = - dt --a:- + 8 '

i= l qs q, 'l»
(1.6.57)

where T = ~ 2: ::1 Vi . Vi is the kinetic energy. In writing t he last equality in
(1.6 .57), we used (1.3.23).

Equations (1.6.56) are K ane 's equations . The generalized forces and gen
eralized inerti a forces in equation (1.6.56) , for the case of a rigid body, could
be determined eit her from (1.6.57) or in the following way. Suppose w and a
are angular velocity and ang ular acceleration of t he body expressed in term s of
generalized coordinates qs and generalized velocit ies qs' Let I be the iner t ia ten
sor of t he body ca lculated for the body's mass cente r and let wq., = ow/oqs be
the partial angular velocity vector. Then the generalized forces and generalized
inertia forces are given as (see [55, pp . 365-379])

Vf, . (~Fi) + wq., ·~rf xFi ,

vf, .(tmi) aC+ wq., · [- I · a - w x (I ·w)],
,=1

(1.6.58)

where rf denotes t he position vector of the point of application of the ith force
with respect to mass cente r , aCis the accelera t ion of the mass cente r, and vf,
is the partial velocity vector of the mass center.
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The procedure of forming Kane's equat ions will be demonstrated in the nex t
example.

Example 1.6.2. Double rod pendulum. Consider a syst em shown in Figure
1.6.2 consisting of two equal homogeneous rods 1 and 2 hav ing equal lengths l
and mass m . The system moves in vert ical plane in a constant gravity field . As
generalized coordinates we take the angles between the vertical direction and
the rod axes , B1 and 82.

B

The position vectors of th e mass cente rs of the rods are

where e1 and e2 are un it vectors along the x and y axes, respectively. By
differenti ating (1.6.59) we determine the velocities of the mass cente rs as

(1.6.60)

where the vectors ei IJ = - sin Bie1 + cos Bie2 , i = 1,2 , are oriented along the
axis normal to the rod (see Figure 1.6.2) for the i th rod. The partial velocity
vectors (1.6.54) now become

l l l
2e1IJ = -2 sinB 1e1 + 2cosB1e2,

le1 IJ = -l sinB\e\ + l cosB\e2 ,

(2) l l . l
0, VIJ' = -e2IJ = --smB2e1 + -2 cos B2e2.

2 2 2
(1.6 .61)

The active forces are weights of the rods so that
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where 9 is acceleration of gravity. It could be shown easily that the kinetic
energy of the system reads

(1.6.62)

From (1.6 .61) and by using (1.6.57), the generalized active and inertia forces
are

Qo, (l) (2) ( l . l )FI'YiJ J +F2·YiJ \ =mgel ' -"2smBlel+"2cosBle2

+mgel' (-lsinBlel + l cos Ble2) = -~mglsinB],

F
I

. y\l) + F 2 . y(2)
O2 O2

mgel . ( -~ sin B2el + ~ cos B2e2) = -~mgl sin B2,

d 8T 8T---. +-
dt 8BI 8BI
4 2" 1 2" 1 2' 2

-"3ml BI-"2ml B2COs(BI-B2)+"2ml B2sin(B2-BI),

d 8T 8T---. +-
dt 8B2 8B2
1 2 " 1 2 " 1 2. 2

- - m l B2 - -ml BI cos (B2 - BI) - -ml BI sin (B2 - BI)3 2 . 2 .
(1.6.63)

From (1.6.56) and (1.6.63) we obtain the Kane's form of the equation of motion
as

4·· 1·· 1 · 2 3g
"3BI + "2B2 cos (B2 - BI) - "2B2 sin (B2 - BI) + 21 sinBI 0,

1 .. 1 ·· 1 ·2 9
"2 cos (B2 - Bd BI + "3B2 - "2BI sin (BI - B2) + 2isin B2 O.

(1.6.64)

1.7 Nielsen and Mangerone-Deleanu
Differential Equations

Another class of the differential equations of motion of the holonomic dynam
ical systems, which are also fully equivalent to the Euler-Lagrangian equa
tions, are known as the Nielsen and Mangerone-Deleanu equations. Let us
consider a dynamical system that has the Lagrangian function of the form
L = L (t , tn , ..., qn,(iJ, ...,qn) and at the same time is subject to the nonconserva
tive forces (nonpotential forces) Ql l " 'l Qn depending upon time, the generalized
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coordinates q. , and generaliz ed velocities ql, ...,qn. The Eul er-Lagrangian equa
tions are

d et. et.
dt Oqi - Oqi = Qi , i = 1, ..., n.

Let us consider the tim e derivative of L ,

i. et.: et. . et.
= 7>7"qi + ~qi + n;- ,

uqi uqi uc

whence

ei. si.
Oiji = Oqi ·

Finding the derivative with respect to time of this expression, we have

d ei. d et. et.
dt Oiji = dt Oqi = Oqi + Qi ,

where we have used equat ion (1.7.1). From the facts

and

we find

ei d et. et.
-=--+-.
Oqi dt Oqi Bq,

Using (1.7.3) and (1.7.4) , the last equation becomes

o£ _ 2.!!:.- o£ _ .
Oqi - dt Oiji Q,

or

(1.7.1)

(1.7.2)

(1.7.3)

(1.7.4)

(1.7.5)

(1.7.6)

(1.7 .7)

(1.7.8)

(1.7.9)

These differential equa t ions are equivalent with the classical Euler-Lagrangian
equat ions, and we shall refer to them as the generalized Nielsen equations. They
contain only the first derivative with respect to time of the Lagrangian function
L.
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If the dynamical system contains only the fully nonconservative forces and
t he Lagrangian fun ction is j ust equal to the kinet ic energy of the dynam ical
system, the equat ion (1.7.9) becomes

(1.7.10)

For this case, from the equation (1.7.4) we have

(1.7.11)

Entering with this into (1.7.10), we arr ive at th e differenti al equations known
as the Nielsen differential equa tions (see [77])

at aT
-. - 2- = Qi, i = 1, ...,n.
aqi Bq;

(1.7.12)

It is our opinion that t he generalized Nielsen equa tions (1.7.9) der ived here have
some advantages in comparison to t he Nielsen equations for t he following two
reasons : (i) T he generalized Nielsen equations depend upon one function L,
whil e t he Nielsen equations contain T and T. (ii) For t he case of Lagrangian
dynamical systems for which the nonconservative forces are equal to zero, that
is, Qi = 0, the generalized Nielsen equations become

2~ aL _ aL _
dt aqi aqi - 0, i = 1, ... , n , (1.7.13)

while the Nielsen equa tions gt, - 2g~ = 0 describe only t he inertial motion of
the dynamical system, that is, the motion of a system that is not sub jected to
any external forces and is characte rized by the kinetic energy only.

It is possible to show th at by introducing consecut ive t ime derivat ives of the
.. .. . (p)

higher order of the Lagrangian function L, L , ..., L and repeating a procedure
similar to th e one used abov e, we can derive differential equations of motion
t ha t depend uniformly upon the corresponding derivative of the Lagrangi an
function L . All those differential equat ions are fully equivalent to the "classical"
Euler-Lagrangian equatio ns (1.7.1) .

For example, let us consider t he second derivative with respect to t ime of
the Lagrangian functi on L = L (t, q ,q)6:

(1.7.14)

6For the sake of s implici ty, we consider here t he case of the dynamica l system with one
degree of freedom. T he transiti on to t he case of many degrees of freed om is trivial.
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ot. et.
oif = oq' (1.7.15)

Differentiating this with respect to time and using the Euler-Lagrangian equa
tions (1.7.1), one has

d et. d 8L et.
dt o'if = dt 8q = Q + Bq '

where Q denotes the nonpotential force.
From (1.7.14) we find

ei (82L .. 82L. 82L ) 8L
8q = 2 8q2 q + 8q8q q + oqot + oq '

(1.7.16)

(1.7.17)

The expression in the parentheses is equal to 1t ~~ .Hence, employing again the
Euler-Lagrangian equations, we have

or

8L d 8L et. et.
8q = 2dt 8q + 8q = 2Q + 3 8q

~ (ot _38L) = Q.
2 oq 8q

(1.7.18)

(1.7.19)

If we had n generalized coordinates, we would have, instead of (1.7.19), the
following expression:

~ (~; -3~~) = Qi, i = 1, ...,n. (1.7.20)

We shall refer to thes e differential equations as the generalized Tzenoff equations .
In fact Tzenoff [109] derived the special form of these equations for which L = T ,
namely,

~ (~~ -3::) =Qi , i=l, ...,n. (1.7.21)

In order to unify the generalized Tzenoff equations with respect to the time
derivatives of the Lagrangian function, we substitute 8L/8qi from (1.7.16) into
(1.7.20) and obtain

d ot ot
3dt o'ifi - Oqi = Qi, i = 1, ... ,n. (1.7.22)
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Finally, considering the structure of the equations (1.7.9) and (1.7.11) derived
from the i. and L, we can derive t he general case of the differential equat ions
of motion containing the arbitrary derivative of the Lagrangian function:

(p) (p )
d 8L 8L

(p + 1) dt (p+l) - <;;) = Qi, i = 1, ..., n, p = 0, 1,2, 3, ...,
8 qi 8 qi

(1.7.23)

which we shall refer to as th e generalized Man geron-Deleanu differential equa
tions of the holonomic dy namical system possessing t he given Lagr angian func
tion L and a set of purely nonconservative generalized forces Qi. It is obvious
from (1.7 .23) that for p = 0 we obtain the "classical" Euler-Lagr angi an differ
ent ial equations, for p = 1 t he generalized Nielsen equat ions (1.7.9) , and for
p = 2 the generalized Tzenoff''s equations (1.7 .22) . It is also to be noted that
on the basis of the classical Nielsen differential equa tions (1.7 .12) and (1.7 .21)
we can derive the case for t he arbitrary derivative of t he kinetic energy, nam ely,

[

(p) ]1 8T er
- --(p+l)- = Qi ,
P 8(P) aqi

qi
i = 1, ...,n, p = 1,2 ,3 , .. .. (1.7.24)

These equations are known as the Mangeron-Deleanu differential equations [69] .
As far as the holonomic dynamical systems are concerne d, all differential

equations derived in thi s paragraph are complete ly equivalent to the ordinary
differential equations of Euler and Lagrange (1.7.1). However , some authors
[39], [48], [34] have demonstrated that Nielsen , Tzenoff, and Mangeron -Deloanu
equations can be adva ntageously used in nonholonomic mechanic s, especi ally
when we are faced with the nonl inear nonholonomic constraints and nonholo
nomic constraint s containing the second t ime derivatives of the genera lized co
ordinates.

1.8 Hamilton's Canonical Differential Equations
of Motion

Thus far, we have considered the differen tial equations of motion of holonomic
and nonholonomic dynamical systems which have been exclusively t he differen
ti al equations of the second order with respect to t he generalized coordinates qi .
In this section, we shall derive the famous different ial equa tions of mot ion known
as the Hamiltonian or canonical differential equat ions, which are of the first or
der with respect to the generalized coordinates qi, and a new set of quantities
named generalized m om enta Pi , defined by t he relations

8L
Pi = -8 " i = 1, ...,n .

qi
(1.8.1 )
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If the following determinant is different from zero:

(1.8.2)

we can solve n equations (1.8.1) with respect to generalized velocities qi in terms
of time t, generalized coordinates qi, and generalized momenta Pi, to obtain

(1.8.3)

These equations represent the first group of the canonical equations, which we
will represent in a different form in the course of our analysis.

Let us now introduce a new function called the Hamiltonian junction or
simply the Hamiltonian defined as7

(1.8.4)

Entering with (1.8.3) into (1.8.4) , we can express the Hamiltonian function in
terms of t, qi, and Pi:

(1.8 .5)

From (1.8.4) it follows that the Lagrangian function of the transformed system
can be written as

(1.8.6)

Our further considerations will be based upon one of the forms of the central
Lagrangian equation given by (1.3.33) or (1.3.39) . For example, let us consider
the central Lagrangian equation (1.3.39)

:t (Pi 6qi) = 6£ + Qi6qi+ Pi [(6qi) - 6q;] . (1.8.7)

Taking into account (1.8.6) this equation can be easily transformed into canon
ical variables

:t (Pi6qi) = 6 [Piqi - H(t,q1, ...,qn ,P1, ...,Pn)]+ Qi6qi + Pi [(6qi) - 6qi] '

(1.8 .8)

Note that the purely nonconservative forces Qi (t, q1,...,qn, q1, ..., qn) figuring
into (1.8.7) are expressed in terms of the canonical variables qi and Pi by means
of (1.8.3):

(1.8.9)

7The transformation from the Lagrangian position coordinates ql, .. ., qn to 2n canonical
variables ql , ..., qn,PI, ... .p« is usually referred to as the Legendre tmnsformation.
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From (1.8.8) we find

Pi8qi + Pi (8qi)'

when ce

f/i8Pi + Pi8qi
oH oH .

-",8qi - ",8Pi + Qi8 qi + Pi [(8qi) - 8qi] ,
oq, UPi

(1.8.10)

(
. e n ) (. OH )Pi + Oqi - Qi Sq; + - qs + oPs bp, = O. (1.8.11)

Since the genera lized coordinat es q; and genera lized moment a Pi should be con
sidered mutually ind ependent , t he var iat ions 8qi and 8Pi are also mutually in
dependent and arbitra ry. Thus, from (1.8.11), it follows th at

. o H
qs = "',ups

i = 1, ..., n . (1.8.12)

(1.8.13)

These are the Hamiltonian canonical differential equations of motion .
It is easy to demonst rate that the first grou p of these equations is equivalent

to (1.8.3) . Calculating the partial derivative of (1.8.4) with respect to Pi , we
find

oH = f; + p/Ji _ o~ o fj .
0Pi 0Pi oqj OPi

Using (1.8.1) and (1.8.3), t he last two terms on the right-hand side cancel, and
we arrive at the first group of canonical equations (1.8.12).

If the dynamical system is not exposed to nonconservative forces, t hat is, if
Qi = 0, t he most frequent form of the canonical equat ions is

. oH
'l» = ops '

. o H
Pi = - Bq; ' i = 1, .. .,n. (1.8.14)

It is to be noted that the time derivative of the Hamiltonian function (1.8.5)
can help us to understand the physical meaning of the function . From (1.8.5)
we find

dH oH . oH. oH
dt = Oqi qi + op/i + at·

Substituting (1.8.12) into thi s equat ion one finds

dH = oH o.+ o H.
dt 0Pi at

(1.8.15)

(1.8.16)

Thus, if the genera lized nonconservative forces are absent, Qi = 0, and th e
dynamical system is scleronomic (i.e., oL/ot = oH/ot = 0), t hen it follows tha t
t he Hamiltonian function is a const ant of moti on:

(1.8.17)
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By using the Jacobi conservation law (1.4.45), (8L/8qi) qi - L = const., and
comparing this with (1.8.5)and (1.8.1), it is evident that the Hamiltonian func
tion represents the Jacobi conservation law expressed in terms of 2n canonical
variables qi and Pi. If the dynamical system is of such a nature that L = T - IT
the Hamiltonian function (1.8.17) (under the condition Qi = 0) is the constant
of motion and represents the total mechanical energy H = E = const .

In subsection 1.4.3 we have defined a cyclic coordinate qj as one that does not
appear explicitly in the Lagrangian function. It is easy to see that if a generalized
coordinate does not appear in a Lagrangian function the same coordinate will
be absent from the corresponding Hamilton's function H . Therefore, for the case
of the cyclic coordinate that does not occur in H, the corresponding momentum
is constant: Pj = -8H/8qj = 0; that is,

Pj = const . (j is a fixed number, and Qj = 0). (1.8.18)

It is clear that the general solution of the canonical system (1.8.12) is of the
form

qi

Pi

qi (t ,Cl, ,C2n) ,

Pi (t, Cl, , C2n) , (1.8.19)

where Cl, ..., C2n are constants of integration that can be determined from the
given initial conditions qi (0) and Pi (0) .

Note that from (1.8.6) the following relations follow immediately:

8L

8qi
i = 1, ...,n. (1.8.20)

The space of 2n dimensions whose point is defined by 2n coordinates qi and
Pi (i = 1, ...,n) is referred to as the phase space. The motion of the dynamical
system can be interpreted as the motion of a point in the phase space. The
structure of the phase space can be geometrically described as the Cartesian
orthogonal space of the dimension 2n. Naturally, the space defined by 2n + 1
coordinates qi,Pi, and t is called the extended phase space.

We note that the forming of canonical equations of motion is based strictly
on the given Lagrangian function L and the given nonconservative forces Qi of
the dynamical problem in question. It is interesting that we can easily derive
the canonical equations of motion from the Lagrangian function expressed in the
form (1.8.6) and the given generalized nonconservative forces Qi = Qi (t, qi,Pi) .
Considering the generalized coordinates qi and generalized momenta Pi as mu
tually independent parameters, it is easy to see that the Euler-Lagrangian equa
tions

d 8L 8L
dt Ogi - Oqi = Qi, (1.8.21)

will generate exactly the canonical equations (1.8.12) .
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The formal procedure for forming canonical equations discussed above will
be illustrated by the following example.

Let us consider a mass m that has one degree of freedom; that is, its location
at any time is specified by one coordinate q (t) . We shall study the vibration
problem for which the mass is subjected to the restoring force -cq and the
viscous damping force - bq, and thus the differential equation of motion is of
the form

mij = - cq - bq.

We shall write this equation in the standard form

where

(1.8.22)

(1.8.23)

~ =2k
In '

(1.8.24)

The parameter k is called the damping coefficient and w is called the circular
frequency of the oscillator.

Despite the fact that the system is nonconservative since the damping force
is not of potential nature, a Lagrangian function exists and is of the form

(1.8.25)

(1.8.26)

Namely, it is easy to verify that the Euler-Lagrangian equation (oL/oq)" 
oL/oq = 0 will generate the differential equation (1.8.23) . The generalized
momentum according to (1.8.1) is found to be

oL . 2kt
P= oq = qe ,

thus

According to (1.8.4) the Hamiltonian function is

H = pq - L (t, q, q) = ~le-2kt + ~w2q2e2kt.

(1.8.27)

(1.8.28)

The canonical equations of motion according to (1.8.12) are of the form

. oH -2kt
q=op=pe , (1.8 .29)

Since the Hamiltonian function (1.8.28) depends explicitly on time, this function
is not a constant of motion. In fact , totally differentiating (1.8.28) with respect
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to time and entering into the resulting expression with qand pgiven by (1.8.29),
we obtain

(1.8.30)

Since in this problem the nonconservative force Q = 0, it is easy to verify that
the equation (1.8.16), H = aH/at, holds . However, employing the canonical
equations (1.8.29) , the right-hand side of (1.8.30) can be written in the form

H = -k(prj +pq) ,

and we arrive at the conservation law of the form

H + kqp = const. = C,

or writing explicitly using (1.8.28),

(1.8.31)

(1.8.32)

(1.8 .33)

If the damping coefficient is equal to zero, k = 0, we arrive at the harmonic
oscillator whose canonical equations are

and the corresponding Hamiltonian

1 2 1 2 2
H = 2P + 2W q = const .,

(1.8 .34)

(1.8.35)

which follows directly from (1.8.33) by setting k = O.
It is easy to express the conservation law (1.8.33) in terms of the generalized

coordinate q. Substituting p = qe2kt from (1.8.26) into (1.8.33) we find the
following conservation law in Lagrangian form whose differential equation of
motion is given by (1.8.23):

(1.8.36)

This conservation law has been obtained by means of the Noether theorem in
[111] (see also [122]).

1.9 Canonical Transformations

We have seen at the end of subsection 1.4.2 that the Euler-Lagrangian equations

51:.. aL _ aL = 0,
a a i = 1, ..., n ,

dt qi qi
(1.9.1)
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are invariant under the one-to-one point transformations of the generalized co
ordinates

qi = qi (t ,QI, ...,Qn), i = 1, ...,n . (1.9.2)

Namely, by substituting (1.9 .2) into the Lagrangian function L (t, qi, qi) we find
the new Lagrangian function L*(t, Ql , ...,Qn, 01 , ..., On) whose Euler-Lagrangian
equations

d 8L* 8£*
--.- - -- = 0, i = 1, ...,n,
dt 8Qi 8Qi

(1.9 .3)

are generating the same dynamical trajectories of the dynamical system.
In this section we discuss the question of finding the class of transformations

of the generalized coordinates qi and generalized momenta Pi for which the
canonical equations (1.8.14) will preserve their canonical form."

Considering the generalized coordinates qi and generalized momenta Pi as
completely independent , we introduce the transformations from the "old" vari
ables qi,Pi to the "new" variables Qi , Pi by the following relations:

Qi

Pi

Qi (t ,q1, ... ,q",p1, ...,p,,) ,

Pi (t,ql , ..·,q" ,PI, ..·,Pn) ' (1.9.4)

We will suppose that this transformation is reversible (nonsingular) and that
we are able also to find from (1.9.4) the following relations:

qi

Pi

qi (t , Q1, , Qn, PI , , Pn) ,

Pi (t, QI, , Qn , PI, , Pn)· (1.9.5)

It is evident that the transformations (1.9.4) or (1.9.5) are much more general
in comparison with the point transformations (1.9.2) .

The direct substitution of the transformation (1.9 .5) into the Hamiltonian
function H = H (t, qi, p;) will not preserve the Hamiltonian form of the result
ing equations as was the case in th e Euler-Lagrangian forms described above.
Therefore, our aim is to find such transformations (1.9.4) or (1.9.5) for which
the "old" canonical equations

. 8H<:»:'Pi

. 8H
Pi=-

8qi
(1.9.6)

will be transformed into the form-invariant canonical equations

. 8H*
Qi = 8Pi'

. 8H*
Pi = - 8Qi' (1.9 .7)

8Unfortunately the theory of ca nonical transformations is valid only for the dy
namical systems that are not subject tu generalized nonconservative forces, that is,
Qi (t, qi, ... , qn,pl, .. .,Pn) = O.
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where H* = H* (t ,Ql , ..., Qn, PI , ..., Pn) is the new Hami ltonian function (ob
tained by substituting (1.9.5) into the Hamiltonian function (1.8.5)) whose form
will be determined in th e course of analysis. The transformations that meet
th ese conditions are known as canonical transformations.

In order to determ ine cano nical transformations we will use the fact demon
strated in the last section that the equations (1.9.6) can be der ived as the
Eule r-Lagrange equations (see (1.8.21)) whose Lagrangian function is specified
by (1.8.6) :

(1.9.8)

It is clear that the transformed canonica l equations (1.9.7) can be derived from
t he Lagrangian function of the form

(1.9.9)

Keeping in mind that L* is formed by means of the transformations (1.9.5),
we must ensure that the equations (1.9.6) and (1.9 .7) will generate the same
dynamical trajectories. In sect ion 1.4 (see (1.4.26) and (1.4.27)) we have demon
strated that two Lagrangian functions are going to produce the same differential
equations if t heir difference is equal to a total time derivative of a gauge func
tion. In our case , the gauge function must genera lly be a function of all old
variables qi,Pi, new variables Qi , Pi, and time t , namely,

or

. dF
PiQi - H * = Pi!;i - H - dj" '

(1.9.10)

(1.9.11)

Multiplying (1.9.11) by dt and calcu lating t he total derivative of F, we find

( Pi - ~~ ) dq, + (- Pi - :~J dQi

(
* 8F ) 8F 8F+ H - H - - dt - - dPi - - dPi = O.

8t 8Pi 8Pi

T his equation will be identically satisfied if

(1.9.12)

8F 8F
Pi

8qi
, Pi = - 8Qi '

H* ( 8F)H+7Jt '
(p" q.)- ( P" Q .)

8F
0, 8F =0. (1.9.13)

8Pi 8Pi
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From (1.9.13h it follows that the gauge function depends only upon old and
new generalized coord inates an d t ime, namely,

(1.9.14)

It should be noted that a fortunate select ion of the gauge function F whose
nam e in the t heory of canonical transforma t ion is trad it ionally denoted as the
genemting func tion can considerably simplify findin g of the solution of a canon
ical system of differential equations of mot ion. Sometim es it is convenient to use
generating functions whose struct ure is different than t hat given by (1.9.14).

For example, let us consider th e case in which we wish that the generating
function depends up on the old generalized coordina tes qi and new momenta Pi .
St arting from (1.9.11) multiplied by dt , we have

PidQi - H *dt = p.dq, - H dt - dF. (1.9.15)

Using the identity PidQi = d (PiQi) - QidPi , we write (1.9.15) in the form

d (F + PiQi) = Pidqi + QidPi + (H* - H ) dt .

The expression F + PiQi represent s t he new generating function

and we have

(1.9.16)

(1.9.17)

aF2
Pi=-a'qi

H* (t ,o.,P;) = ( H + a~2 ) . (1.9.18)
(q ;,p;)-(Q;,P;)

An alogously we can find the following two generat ing functions depending upon
Qi, Pi and Pi , Pi , respectively.

(i) If

we have

(1.9.19)

(ii) If

aF3»<:»:'Pi

aF3
Pi = -aQi ' (1.9.20)

we have

(1.9.21)

aF4
qi =--a '

Pi
H * = H + aF4

.
at

(1.9.22)
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Example 1.9.1. Linearly damped oscillator. Let use consider again the case
of a linearly damped oscillator considered in the last section. The differential
equations in canonical form are found to be (see (1.8.29))

(1.9.23)

with the corresponding Hamilton's function

Let us introduce a generating function of the form

1
F = F 1 (t,q,Q) = -z/ (k+ fHanQ) e2k t

,

where

From (1.9.13) we find

p = O~l = _q (k + fHanQ) e2k t ,

Expressing old canonical variables in terms of new ones, we find

(1.9.24)

(1.9.25)

(1.9.26)

(1.9.27)

(2P
q = e-ktv n cosQ, p = ekt (-k~ cosQ - V2pnsin Q). (1.9.28)

Entering with this into the Hamiltonian function (1.9.24) we find

Pk2
2 . 2 pw2

2
H(q,p)~(Q,P) = n cos Q + 2PkcosQsinQ + pnsm Q + n cos Q.

(1.9.29)

Similarly,

(
OFl ) 2Pk2

2 •7ft = --n cos Q - 2PksmQcosQ .
(q ,p)-(Q,P)

(1.9.30)

Therefore, according to (1.9.13h , the new Hamiltonian function is of the form

H* (t ,Q,P) =

(1.9.31)
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Using the relation (1.9.26) we finally have

H* = P0..

The canonical equations in the new coordinates are

69

(1.9.32)

. BH'
P = - BQ = 0, (1.9.33)

whence

Q=0.t+C, P =B, C=const ., B =const. (1.9.34)

Now it is evident that the expressions for the canonical transformations (1.9.28)
represent, at the same time, the general solution of the damped oscillator, whose
canonical differential equations of motion are given by (1.9.23) . Thus we have,
by combining (1.9.28) and (1.9 .34),

q

p =

(2BVn e-
k t

cos (nt + C) ,

e- k t (-k~ cos (nt + C) - J2B0. sin (nt + C)) . (1.9.35)

It is easy to verify by repeating the same procedure that if we select the gener
ating function in the form

(1.9.36)

the new Hamiltonian function will have more a simple form than that given by
(1.9.32), namely,

H' = 0,

and the new canonical equations will be

Q=C, P=B,

(1.9.37)

(1.9.38)

where C and B are constants of integration. The important question of how
to find the generating function whose transformed Hamiltonian is equal to zero
will be considered in the subsequent text .

1.10 Poisson Brackets, the Conditions of
Canonicity of a Given Transformation

In the previous section we have seen how to find new canonical equations if one
of the four generating functions is given in advance. Let us briefly discuss the
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quest ion of how to know if a given tmnsform ation between the old and new
canonical variables of t he form (1.9.5) is canonical.

Before we give the answer to this question we sha ll introduce so-ca lled Pois
son brackets, which play the vital par t in the Hamiltonian description of ana
lytical mechanics.P

Let us consider two functions U and V dep ending upon time and canonical
variables qi and Pi:

U

V

Let us define the expression

U (t ,ql , ···qn,PI , .··, Pn),

V (t, ql , ···qn,PI , ···,Pn)' (1.10.1)

(1.10.2)

which is referred to as th e Poisson bracket of the functions U and V and which
is denot ed as

n ( {JU {JV {JU {JV )
(U, V)q ,p = t; {Jqi {JPi - {JPi {Jqi = - (V,U)q,p '

T he following identities can be eas ily verified from the definit ion

(U, U)q,p = 0, (U, V + K )q,p = (U,V )q,p + (U, K )q,p ,

and

(1.10.3)

(1.10.4)

(1.10.5)

where Dij is th e Kronecker delt a symbol. The identit ies (1.10.4) and (1.10.5)
are usually nam ed the basic Poisson brackets .

It is easy to verify that the canonical differential equa tions

. {JH
q; = -{J ,

Pi

. {JH
Pi=-- ,

{Jqi ,
(1.10.6)

can be expressed by means of Poisson brackets in the form

qi = (qi' H)q,p ' Pi = (Pi,H)q,p ' (1.10.7)

One of the most important properties of th e Poisson bracket s is th eir invariance
with respect to canonical tr ansform ations. Namely, it can be demonstrated (see,
for example, [68, pp . 512-5 18]) that

(U,V)q,p = (U, V) Q,P , (1.10.8)

9For a more complete desc ription of t he Poisson bracket t heory, sce , for exa mple, [68, pp.
512-5181·
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if the transformation from th e old canonical variables qi,Pi to the new canonical
variables Qi , Pi is canonical. This fact can be employed to verify if a given
transformation is canonical or not canonical.

If the invari ance property (1.10.8) holds , then it must be valid for the basic
identities (LlOA) and (LlO.5), namely,

(qi,qj\ ,p

(Pi,Pj )q,p

(qi,Pj)q ,p

(qi,qj)Q ,P = 0,

(Pi,Pj)Q,P = 0,

(qi ,Pj)Q,P = Oij , (LlO.9)

where we understand that the given transformation is of the form

qi

Pi

qi (t, QJ , , Qn, PJ, , Pn) ,

Pi (t ,QJ, ,Qn , PJ, , Pn) . (LlO.1O)

Therefore, if the given transformation (1.10.10) is canonical it must satisfy the
relations (1.10.9) , and this is the test of canonicity of the given transformation.

As an example, let us consider the transformation (1.9.28):

P= ek t
( -kf!: cos Q - V2PQSin Q) , (LlO.11)

and confirm that it represents a canonical transformation. Since the dyn amical
system has only one degree of freedom (i.e., n = 1) there exists only one relation
(1.1O.9h, and it reads

Dq Dp Dq Dp
(q,p) Q,P = DQDP - DPDQ'

Thus,

(q,p)Q ,P = ~ sin Q cos +sin2 Q - ~ sinQ cosQ + cos2 Q = 1,

and the transformation (1.10.11) is canonical.

(LlO.12)

(LlO.13)



Chapter 2

The Hamilton-Jacobi
Method of Integration of
Canonical Equations

2.1 Introduction

In this section we shall briefly discuss the famous Hamiltou-Jacobi method ,
which repr esents a genera l and effective method of integration of the Hamilton
canonical differential equat ions

Ch = ~H , Pi = - ~H , i = 1, ..., n, (2.1.1)
UPi oq,

where H = H(t ,ql , ..., qn,Pl, ...,Pn) is th e Hamil toni an function. In writing
(2.1.1) we assumed that the nonconservative (nonpotent ial) genera lized forces
are equal to zero :

(2.1.2)

Note that for Qi 1= 0, t he Hamilton- J acobi method is not applicable.
We will demonstrate th at the integrati on of the syste m (2.1.1) can be re

placed by an equivalent problem of finding a complete solution of a nonlinear
partial differential equation of the first order, referred to as th e Homilton-Jacobi
partial different ial equation.

2.2 The Hamilton-Jacobi Partial Differential
Equation

We introduce a scalar field function called principal func tion

(2.2.1)

B. D. Vujanovic, et al., An Introduction to 

Modern Variational Techniques in Mechanics and Engineering

© Birkhäuser Boston 2004
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which depends on time t and generalized position coordinates qi. Let us define
the generalized momentum vector Pi to be the gradient of this scalar function

8S
Pi=- ·

8qi

From the definition of the Hamiltonian function (1.8.6) we have

(2.2.2)

(2.2.3)

Using (2.2.2) and adding and subtracting the term 8S/at on the right-hand side
of (2.2.3), we find

L( ..) 8S 8S . 8S H ( 8S 8S )t,ql, .·.,qn,q}, ...,qn =-8 +-8.qi - -
8

- 1,q}, ..., qn' -8 " "' -8 .
t q, t ql qn

(2.2.4)

We will now split this equation into two parts. The first part, taking into
account the identity dS/dt = 8S/at + (8S/8qi) Cli, will be

namely,

S =JLdt .

(2.2.5)

(2.2.6)

This expression represents the so-called Hamilton action integml and plays the
central role in the variational description of analytical mechanics, which will be
discussed in the next part of this book. The remainder of (2.2.4) gives

(2.2.7)

This is the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation, which is formed by
replacing the generalized momenta Pi in H by 8S/8qi and adding the term
8S/8t so that the result of the equation is zero.

We shall now prove the Jacobi theorem, which states that if we know any
complete solution of equation (2.2.7) containing n nonadditive arbitrary con
stants and one additive constant, namely,

(2.2.8)

then the general solution of canonical system (2.1.1) is given by the equations

8S
-8 =Pi,qi

8S
8C

i
= B i = const., i = 1, ..., n, (2.2.9)

where B, are new arbitrary constants.
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Let us note that the additive constant Cn +1 in (2.2.8) is not an essentia l
par ameter in the Hamilton-Jacobi method. Namely, since th e principal fun ction
S does not enter directl y into the Hamil ton-Jacobi equation, and since only the
par tial derivatives of S figure to it , we can see that one constant should appear
additively in the complet e solut ion, as indicated in (2.2.8). However, since
according to the J acobi th eorem (2.2.9) we need only the partial derivatives
of S , the addit ive constant Cn +1 does not play any role in our considerat ions.
Therefore, th e complete solutio n suitable for the application of the Hamilton
Jacobi theory is actually of th e form

(2.2.10)

where C, are nonadditive constant s that are considered mutually independent
parameters. The mutual independence of constants Ci , i = 1, 00 " n , means that
we have the condition that the Jacobian determinant is different from zero:

(2.2.11)

The proof of the Jacobi theorem consists in demonstrating th at the solut ion
(2.2.9) sa t isfies th e canonical differential equa tions (2.1.1). To demonstrate this,
we start with the Hamil ton- Jacobi equat ion (2.2.7), into which we substitute a
complete solut ion (2.2.10) to obtain an identity of th e form

8S (t ,q, C) H ( . 8S (t, q, C) ) _ 0
'" + t ,q" '" - .ut uqj

(2.2.12)

The different iati on of this equat ion with respect to various par ameters will gen
erate new identities.

Let us differenti at e partially with respect to Ci t he last expression

8S(t,q,C) + 8H 82 S (t, q, C) _ 0
8t8Ci 8pj 8qj8Ci - ,

i ,j= 1, oo., n . (2.2.13)

Taking the total time derivative of the second group of equations (2.1.1), we
arrive at

~ [8S(t,q,C)]
dt 8Ci

i,j

82S(t,q,C) 82S(t ,q,C) ·_0
8WCi + 8Ci8qj qJ - ,

1, ...,n. (2.2.14)

The last two systems of equations represent a nonhomogeneous syste m of linear
equations with respect to 88H and qJ', respectively. The coefficients of these two

Pl
systems are equa l, and according to (2.2.11) are different from zero. Therefore
the roots of both syste ms have to be identic ally equa l, namely,

. 8H
qj = -;:;-- , j = 1, ' 00 ' n.

UPj
(2.2.15)
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This means that the first group of Hamilton's differential equations (2.1.1) are
identically satisfied.

In order to demonstrate that th e second group of canonical equations (2.1.1)
are identically satisfi ed too , we find the partial derivatives with respect to qi of
the identity (2.2.12) and use (2.2.15) to get

(2.2.16)

We compare this equation with the total time derivative of the first group of
equat ions in (2.2.9):

(2.2.17)

Entering with (2.2.17) into (2.2.16) , we prove that the second group of canonical
equations,

. 8H
Pi =--,

8qi
(2.2.18)

are also identically satisfied, which completes the proof of the Jacobi theorem
(2.2.9) .

Therefore, we can conclude that the problem of integration of the Hamilton
equations of motion (2.1.1) is replaced by the problem of finding a complete
solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation (2.2.7). Namely,
if a complete solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is known , we can find
the motion of the dynamical system without any additional integration by using
only the operations of simple partial differentiation and algebra.

Let us note at the end of this section that the Hamilton-Jacobi method of
integration of the canonical differential equations of motion comprises one of
the central pillars of analytical mechanics, theoretical physics, invariant embed
ding theory, and many modern branches of engineering, such as optimal control
theory. Contrary to the widespread opinion that the problem of integrating a
partial differential equation is usually more complicated than that of equations
of motion (2.1.1) , numerous authors have made it a point to emphasize that the
canonical ordinary differential equat ions of motion "may be difficult to integrate
by elementary methods, while the corresponding partial differential equation is
manageable" [30, p. 107]. Similarly, Arnold [7, p. 261] made the explicit state
ment that the Hamilton-Jacobi method is "the most powerful method known
for exact integration, and many problems which were solved by Jacobi cannot
be solved by other methods."
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2.3 Some Applications of the Hamilton-Jacobi
Method

2.3.1 Linearly Damped Oscillator

In order to illustrate the Hamil torr-Jacobi method, the linearl y damped oscilla
tor problem will aga in be considered. It was shown in sect ion 1.8 th at for this
problem the Hamiltonian function is (see (1.8.28))

and the canonical equat ions of mot ion are

q= pe- 2k t , jJ = _ w2 qe2k t .

The corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi equation is

(2.3.1)

(2.3.2)

(2.3.3)

To find a complete solut ion of th is equation, let us seek a principal function in
the form

1
S = -'jJ (t )q2c2k t ,

where 1 (t ) is to be determ ined. Substitutin g th is into (2.3.3) we find

j + 2kl +12 + w2 = 0,

whence

f (t) = - k - !1t an (nt + C) ,

where C is a constant of integration and

!12 = w2 - k 2 , w > k .

Therefore, the complete solut ion of (2.3.3) is found to be

1
S = - -l [k+ !1tan(!1t + C)]e2k t

.
2

Applying the Jacobi theorem (2.2.9) , we have

p = ~~ = - q [k + !1tan (!1t + C)] e
2k t

and

fJS q 2 fl e2k t

fJC = - 2 cos? (fit + C) = B = const .,

(2.3.4)

(2.3.5)

(2.3.6)

(2.3.7)

(2.3.8)

(2.3.9)

(2.3.10)
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q = (-2BIn) 1/2 e-k t cos (nt + C) . (2.3.11)

This is a well-known solution of the linearly damped oscillator whose differential
equation is of the form

(2.3.12)

Substituting (2.3.11) into (2.3.13), we find that the generalized momentum is

p = k (_2Bln)I/2 ek t cos (nt + C) - (_2Bn)I/2 ekt sin (nt + C), (2.3.13)

and the equations (2.3.11) and (2.3.13) comprise the general solution of the
canonical system (2.3.2).

It is important to note that the principal function S is at the same time the
generator of a canonical transformation to constant coordinates and momenta.
Namely, if we take the constant C to be the new (constant) coordinate

C=Q (2.3.14)

and consider the principal function (2.3.8) as the generator of the canonical
transformation

1
F = -"2/ [k+ ntan(nt + Q)], (2.3.15)

then the new Hamiltonian function H* (t, P,Q) = (0: + H) Q p will beq,p- ,
equal to zero and Q = C and P = B as demonstrated before by the equations
(1.9.37), (1.9.38) .

2.3.2 Simple Harmonic Oscillator

For the case of a simple harmonic oscillator when the damping coefficient is
equal to zero , k = 0, the canonical equations

(2.3.16)

and the corresponding Hamiltonian function

(2.3.17)

induce the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of the form

(2.3.18)
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Naturally, a complete integral of this equation can be obtained directly from
(2.3.8) by putting k = 0, that is,

1
8 = -2q2w tan (wt + C), (2.3.19)

and applying the Jacobi theorem we obtain the solution of the canonical system
(2.3.16) in the form

q = (-2B /W)1/2 cos (wt + C) , p = - (_2Bw)1/2 sin (wt + C) , (2.3.20)

where Band C are arbitrary constants. However, since the simple harmonic
oscillator represents a conservative dynamical system we can find another com
plete integral based on the fact that the motion is conservative. Namely, since
from the Hamiltonian (2.3.17) it follows that H = E = const., where E is the
total mechanical energy, we will seek a complete solution of (2.3.18) in the form

8 (t, q) = -Et + F (q) , (2.3.21)

where F (q) is to be determined. Inserting (2.3.21) into (2.3.18) we reduce the
problem to an ordinary differential equation of the form

(
dF ) 2dq + w2q2 = 2E = const.,

whence

F (q) = JJ2E - w2q2dq + D, D = const.

Thus, a complete solution of (2.3.18) is found to be

8 = - E t +JJ2E - w2q2dq + D,

(2.3.22)

(2.3.23)

(2.3.24)

where E is a nonadditive constant parameter and D is an additive constant that
can be ignored without loss of generality. It is to be stressed that whenever the
Hamiltonian [unction. does not depend upon t explicitly the complete solution of
the Hamilion--Jacobi equation can be supposed in the form (2.3.21). Naturally,
in the case of the systems with many degrees of freedom we can take

Applying the Jacobi theorem to the expression (2.3.24) we find

88 = - t +J dq = B = const.
8E J2E _w2q2

Integrating, we have

1 . wq B-t + - arcsm-- =
w J2E

(2.3.25)

(2.3.26)

(2.3.27)
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J2E ( -)q= --sin wt+E ,
w

13 = wE = const. (2.3.28)

It is easy to see that the second equation asIaq = p gives

p = V2E - w2q2 = V2E cos (wt + B) . (2.3.29)

2.3.3 The Case When a Particular Solution of the Riccati
Equation is Available

We have seen in this section that a very convenient form for finding a complete
solution of the rheolinear dynamical systems with one degree of freedom is
S(t,q) = (1/2)f(t)q2, as suggested, for example, in equation (2.3.4) . As a
consequence of this supposition we have to solve a Riccati differential equation
of the type (2.3.5).

However, in numerous problems a particular solution of the corresponding
Riccati equation can be easily found, and this fact can be an important help
in finding a complete integral of the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi partial
differential equation. In general, the method that follows is simple, and we shall
demonstrate it by means of a few examples taken from [561 .

Example 1 [56]. Let us find a general solution of the rheolinear differential
equation

(2.3.30)

where a = canst . It is easy to verify that this equation can be derived from
the Euler-Lagrangian equation (dldt) (aLlai]) - aLlaq = 0, where Lagrangian
function is of the form

1 .2 1 q2
L = -q t + -2- + atq .

2 t

The corresponding Hamilton's function is found to be

1 p2 1 q2
H = - - - - - - atq .

2 t 2 t

The Hamilton-Jacobi differential equation is therefore

as + ~ (as)2 _ ~ q2 _ atq = O.
at 2t aq 2 t

(2.3.31)

(2.3.32)

(2.3.33)

The central point of the method that follows is that we are going to seek a
complete solution of this equation in the form

1
S(q ,t) = 2!l (t)q2 + h (t)q + h (t), (2.3.34)
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where it (t) , h (t) , and 13 (t) are unknown functions of time t . Entering with
(2.3.34) into (2.3.33) we find

(2.3.35)

Since this relation must be satisfied for arbitrary q and t, we arrive at the
following system of Riccati equations:

. 1 2 1
h + - 11 --t t

i2 + ith - at
. 1 2

13+ 2/ 2

0,

0,

o. (2.3.36)

Instead of trying to find a general solution of (2.3.36)1, we try to find a particular
solution of the form

(2.3.37)

where A and m are unknown constants. En tering with (2.3.37) into (2.3.36h
we arrive at

(2.3.38)

This equation will be identically satisfied for m = 0 and A = ±1. Taking the
root A = 1, we find that

it (t) = 1. (2.3.39)

Entering with this it into (2.3.36h,3 we easily find after integration that

1 2 1
h (t) = "3 at + "tC,

1 2 4 1 1 2-2h = - - a t - - Ct + - C t
72 3 4 '

(2.3.40)

(2.3.41)

where C is a constant of integration and where an addit ive constant in th e
expression for h (t) is not written since it is irrelevant.

According to (2.3.34), (2.3.39), and (2.3.40)1,2, a complete solution of the
Hamilton-Jacobi equ ation (2.3.33) reads

S (t q C) = ~q2 (~at2 + ~c) q - ~a2t4 - ~Ct + ~C2C2 .
" 2 3 t 72 3 4

Applying the Jacobi theorem (2.2.9h (i.e., 8S/8C = B = const .), we have
T- -kat + ~Ct-2 = E, or

1 1
q = -at2 + B t - _Cl

3 2 '

which is the general solut ion of the differential equat ion (2.3.30) .

(2.3.42)
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Example 2 [56] . As another example, consider the differential equation

.. 3 . 4 q 5t 0q- -q + - - = .
t t2 (2.3.43)

The Lagrangian function corresponding to this equation reads

(2.3.44)

and the corresponding Hamiltonian reads

The Hamilton-Jacobi equation is given as

( )

2as 1 3 as 2 -5 -2- + -t - + 2q t - 5qt = O.at 2 aq

(2.3.45)

(2.3.46)

Let us suppose, as in the previous example, that S (t, q) has the form (2.3.34).
Entering with (2.3.34) into (2.3.46) and grouping terms with q2, q, and free
terms, we arrive at the following system of Riccati equations:

0,

0,

o. (2.3.47)

Assuming the form (2.3.37), it is easy to verify that equation (2.3.47h has a
particular solution in the form h (t) = 2t-4 . Substituting this into (2.3.47h,3
and integrating we find [z (t) = 5t-1 +Ct-2 and h (t) = -¥t2-5Ct- ~C2Int,

where C is a constant of integration and an additive constant in 12 (t) is dis
carded. Therefore, a complete solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.3.46)
is

It is easy to verify that the equation as/ac = B = const . leads to

q = 5t3 + Ct2ln t + Bt2
,

(2.3.48)

(2.3.49)

which is a general solution of (2.3.43).
Example 3 [56). Let us find, by applying the Hamilton-Jacobi method, a

general solution of the differential equation

q" + ~q' _ aq2 _ 0 a = given constant.
t t 2 - ,

(2.3.50)
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The Lagran gian funct ion corr espo nding to thi s equation is

1 ,2 1 2
L = 2tq - taq ,

so t hat the Hamiltoni an reads

1 1
H = -2 p 2 + _aq2 .

t t

T hus, the Hamilton-Jacobi equat ion becomes

8S 1 ( 8S ) 2 1 2- +- - + - aq = 0.
8t 2t 8q t
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(2.3.51)

(2.3.52)

(2.3.53)

Let us suppose, as in t he previous two examples, that a comp lete solut ion of
t his equation can be represented in t he form (2.3.34) . Substituting (2.3.34) into
(2.3.53) and equating terms with q2, q, and free terms, we obtain the following
syste m of Riccati equat ions:

. 1 2 2a
I, + t f l + T

. 1
h + tfI h

. 1 2

h + 2/2

0,

0,

0. (2.3.54)

In the analysis t hat follows we assume that a2 > °so that

2a2 = b2
, (2.3.55)

with b real. Let us try to find a part icular solution of (2.3.54h in the form
h = At m

, wit h A and m constants . For this case it is easy to see that (2.3.54)1
admits a particular solution

f l (t ) = ib, i = vCl.

Integrating (2.3.54h,3 we find

(2.3.56)

h (t ) = er » = C e - i b ln t , (2.3.57)

where C is a const ant and an addit ive constant in the expression for h is
disca rded . Therefore, a complete solut ion of the Hamilton-Jacobi equat ion
(2.3.53) becomes

. C2
S (t q C) = !..bq2 + qC e- i b 1n t + _ e - 2i b ln ' ,

1 ' 2 4ib
(2.3.58)

By applying t he J acobi theorem 8S/8C = B = consi , and recalling the well
known relat ions

eib 1n t

e -ib lnt

cos (b In t ) + i sin (bin t) ,

cos (bIn t ) - i sin (b In t ) 1 (2.3.59)
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q (t) = A cos (blnt) + Dsin (bin t),

where we introduced new constants

A = B - (2~)' D = iB - (~) .

(2.3.60)

(2.3.61)

The reader will easily show, repeating exactly the same procedure, that in the
case when

2a = _k2 < 0,

the complete integral of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is of the form

(2.3.62)

(2.3.63)S ( C) k 2 C -k C
2

-2k
t,q, = 2q + qt + 4k t .

From the Jacobi theorem it follows that the solution of the equation (2.3.50) for
2a = _k2 is

( )
k C_k

q t = Bt - 2kt . (2.3.64)

We note that the interested reader can find numerous solutions of the rheolinear
dynamical systems obtained by means of the Hamiltori-Jacobi method, in [21J.

2.4 The Oscillatory Motion with Two Degrees
of Freedom

In this section we consider the application of the Hamilton-Jacobi method in
the study of oscillatory motion of a scleronomic dynamical system with two
degrees of freedom, whose differential equations of motion are given in the form

(2.4.1)

where ml and m2 are masses and a, b, and c are given constant coefficients. To
ensure that the motion of this system is oscillatory, we suppose that ac - b2 > 0,
and a > 0 and c > O. In order to reduce the number of physical parameters
entering the system, we divide both sides of equation (2.4.1) with ml and obtain

where

.. by- 0 1 .. -b 0x + ax + =, AY + x + cy = , (2.4.2)

- b
b=-,

ml
(2.4 .3)
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(2.4.4)

The system (2.4.2) can be derived from the Euler-Lagrangian equations (dldt)
8L18i; - 8LI8x = 0, (dldt) 8L18i; - 8LI8y = 0, whose Lagrangian function is

L = ~ ( i;2+ ~1?) - ~ (ax2 + 2bxy + cy2) .

Accomplishing the Legendre transformation, the corresponding Hamiltonian be
comes

The canonical equ ations of motion are

i; = Px , i; = Apy, Px = -ax - by, py = - bx - cv ·

The Hamiltorr-Jacob i partial differential equat ion becomes

8S 1 (8S) 2 1 (8S)2 1 -- + - - + -A - + - (ax 2 + 2bxy + cy2) = 0.
8t 2 8x 2 8y 2

(2.4.5)

(2.4.6)

(2.4.7)

We suppose that a complete solution of this equat ion can be obtained by a trial
pr incipal function of the form

1 1
S(t , x,y) = 2h (t) x2 + 212 (t)y2 + f3 (t) xy , (2.4.8)

where !l (t) ,12 (t) , and 13 (t) are unknown functions of tim e t. Substituting
(2.4 .8) into (2.4.7) and equating to zero terms with x2, y2, and xy , we arrive at
t he following system of Riccat i equat ions:

0,

0,

O. (2.4.9)

Multiplying (2.4.9h by a constant parameter 2'\ , (2.4.9h by ,\ 2 , and adding
these equations with (2.4.9h , we obtain

(2.4.10)

Repeating the same procedure with parameter 11 = const ., we also have

(2.4.11)
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In order to be able to integrate these two Riccati equations formally, we will
split them into two parts by introducing new constant parameters n2 and w2 .

Thus, we separate (2.4.10) into the following two equations:

(It + )..13)' + (/1 + )..13)2 + n2

).. (13 + )..12) ' + A (13 + vd + a+ 2)"b + )..2c- n2

Similarly, we decompose (2.4.11) into the following system:

(It + f.lh) ' + (It + f.lh)2 +n2

f.l (13 + f.lh) ' + A (13 + f.lld + a+ 2f.lb + f.l2 C - n2

0,

O. (2.4.12)

0,

O. (2.4.13)

By integrating each equation in (2.4,12), (2.4.13) we obtain, respectively,

h+)..h

)..12+13

h+f.lh

f.lh+h

-n tan (nt + Cl) ,

_Ja + 2)"b :)..2C - n2

[
A (a + 2)..b + )..2c- n2) C ]

x tan 2 t+2 ,x
-w tan (wt + C3 ) ,

_Ja + 2f.lb:f.l2C- w
2

[

A (a + 2f.lb + f.l2 C- w2) C ]
x tan 2 t+ 4 ,

f.l
(2.4.14)

where Cl, ..., C4 are arbitrary constants.
From (2.4.14h and (2.4.14h we find

nf.l )..wh -,- tan (nt + Cl) - -,- tan (wt + C3 ) ,
A-f.l A-f.l

n w
h --,- tan (nt + Cl) + -,- tan (wt + C3) .

A-f.l A-f.l

Solving (2.4.14h and (2.4.14)4 with respect to 12 and 13, we also have

(2.4.15)

12 =

a+ 2)"b + )..2C - n2

A()..-f.l)2

(2.4.16)
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and

>.2 (0: + 2pb + p2C_ w2)

A (>' - p)2

(2.4.17)

Equating corresponding te rms for h from (2.4.15h and (2.4.17), we find

(2.4.18)

>.2 (0: + 2p5 + p2c- w2)

A

A (0: + 2p5+ p2c- w2)

IL2

A (0: + 2>'b+ >.2c- n2)

>.2

w

w

Cl C2 ; C3 = C4 ,
,----------
p 2 (0: + 2>.5 + >.2c_ n2)

A

Whence

p2 (0: + 2>'b + >.2c)
A + IL2

>.2 (0: + 2pb+ p2c)
A + >.2

A (0: + 2>'b + >.2c)
A+ >.2

A (a + 2pb + p,2c)
A + p2

(2.4.19)

From the last two expressions it also follows that

(2.4.20)

and the sign will be determined later.
Using the relations given above, we can write express ions (2.4.16) in a simpler

form :

(2.4.21)

We have now to ensure t ha t the differential equations (2.4.9h ,2.3 are satisfied for
h ,12 , and h given by (2.4.15)d2.4.17), and (2.4.15)z. Thus, by substituting
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(2.4.15h and (2.4.15 h into (2.4.9h we find

(2.4 .22)

where

1/J1 = nt + Cl, 1/J2 = wt + Ca·

The expression (2.4.22) is identically satisfied for

a-Ac
A+ 11 = -----r-.

(2.4 .23)

(2.4.24)

In obtaining (2.4.24) from (2.4.22) we employed (2.4 .19) in equat ing to zero the
first group of terms in the square brackets .

Note also that exact ly th e same relations (2.4.24) follow from (2.4 .9h and
(2.4.9 )a.

It is evident from (2.4.24) that the parameters A and 11 are roots of the
quadratic equat ion

namely,

Z2 _ Ac_- ii Z _ A = 0,
b

(2.4 .25)

(2.4.26)

Thus, all parameters A,11, n, and w entering into it (t) ,12 (t) , and fa (t) are
expressed in terms of th e given quantities a,b,c, and A defined by (2.4 .3) .

Therefore , a complete solution of the Harnilton-Jacobi equation (2.4 .7) given
by (2.4 .8), (2.4 .15), and (2.4.17) is of the form

1 [ nil AW ] 2S(t , x ,y,CI ,Ca) = 2 A-Il tan 1/J1 - (A-Il) tan 1/J2 x

+~ [1l(A
n_ll)

tan 1/J1 - A(A
W_Il)

tan 1/J2] y2

+ [- A~ 11 t an 1/Jl + (A~ 11 ) tan 1/J2 ] xy , (2.4.27)
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or, collecting te rms with tan 'l/J I and tan 'l/Jz, we write the principal function in
more compact form :

To find a general solution of the canonical system (2.4.6), we apply the J acobi
theorem (2.2 .9): BS/BC1 = B I = con8t ., BS/BC3 = Bz = con st ., which leads to

where

(2.4.29)

[
( )]

l /Z2B1J-L A - J-Ln = K I = cons t ., [_ 2B zA~A - JL)] l /Z = Kz = const.

(2.4.30)

Solving (2.4 .29) wit h respect to x and y, we obtain the general solution of the
dynamical system (2.4.1) . To find the momenta px and Pv we use Px = BS/Bx
and py = as/ay , which completes the calculat ion of the motion of the system.

Note that t he qu antities JLX ~ Y and AX - y figuring in (2.4.29) denote the
normal coordinates of t he oscillatory dynam ical system. Thus, findin g a com
plete solu tion of the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation (2.4.7) repre
sents a method for reducing t he syste m to normal coordina tes by means of the
Hamilton-Jacobi method. In the next section we will present a much simpler
way to st udy the oscillato ry system by means of t he Hamilton-Jacobi method
in which we previously reduce the dynamical equa t ion to the normal form . St ill,
t he method of solut ion of such systems demonstrated here has much more me
chanical significance .

Example 2.4.1. A system with two degrees of freedom . As an illustration we
shall work out a particular example. Two masses m1 = m and mz = 2m slide
without friction on a horizont al plane. They arc connected by three springs of
spring constant k1 = k , kz = 2k , and k3 = 2k, as shown in Figure 2.4.1.

k,=k
m,=m

k,=2k
m,=2m

~=2k

~ ---~

x y

Figure 2.4.1
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Let us take as coordinates two absolute displacements of the masses x and y .
Then, in terms of these coordinates the kinetic and potential energies are given
by

T

n

Thus, in accordance with (2.4 .3) we have

3ka=-,
m

- 2k
b=-- ,

m
4kc=-,
m

(2.4.32)

The canonical differential equations of motion (2.4.6) are of the form

x = Px, iJ = ~py , Px = -3Kx + 2Ky, py = -2Kx - 4Ky,

where K = k/m.
The Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation (2.4 .7) reads

as 1 (as)2 1 (as)2 1 2 2- + - - + - - + - (3Kx - 4Kxy + 4Ky ) = o.
at 2 ax 4 ay 2

From (2.4.26) parameters>. and J-L are found to be

1
>. = 1, J-L = --,

2

and the frequenci es nand w from (2.4 .19) are

n2 = K , w2 = 4K.

A complete solution of (2.4.34) given by (2.4.28) becomes

(2.4.33)

(2.4 .34)

(2.4.35)

(2.4.36)

S = - 2V;< [G + y) 2 tan (JKt + Cl) + (x - y)2 tan (2JKt + C3)] .

(2.4 .37)

The equations as/aC1 = B l = const . and as/aC3 = B2 = const . are giving

~ + Y = y'B; cos ( JKt + Cl)' x - Y = VB; cos (2JKt + C3), (2.4.38)

or

x ~JB;" cos (JKt + Cl) + ~VB; cos (2JKt + C3) ,

Y ~y'B; cos (JKt + Cl) - ~VB;cos (2JKt + C3). (2.4.39)
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The second pair of equat ions , Px = as/ax,py = as/ay, by using (2.4.38) , lead
to

Px - ~JKBl sin ( /Kt + Cl) - ~JKB2coS (2/Kt + C3) ,

Py - ~JKBl sin (/Kt + Cl) + ~ JKB2 cos ( 2vKt + C3 ) .

(2.4.40)

The equations (2.4.39) and (2.4.40) represent the genera l solution of the canon
ical syste m (2.4.33). The four arbit rary constants Cl ,C3 , B l , and B2 should be
det ermined from the given init ial conditions x(O) ,y(O) ,Px(O) , and Py (O).

Example 2.4.2. An application of the Homdton -Jacobi method to the vibra
tion theory. As th e last illustrative example of applicat ion of t he Hamilton
Jacobi method to the vibr ation theory, let us consider again the dynami cal
system with two degrees of freedom. Suppose tha t the dyn ami cal system is
subjected to th e potential forces and that the Lagrangian function L = T - IT
is of the form

The Lagrangian equat ions of motion are

(2.4.41)

all ch + a12ch + c ll q l + C1 2q2

a12 ih + anih + C12Ql + C22Q2

0,

o. (2.4.42)

Since the kinetic and potential energ ies are positive definite quadratic forms, we
must have

> 0,

> 0,

a22 > 0,

C22 > 0, (2.4.43)

The direct use of the Hamil ton-Jacobi method in the dynamical system given
by (2.4 .42) should be very complicated, and th e transform ation to the form
convenient for the Hamil ton-.Jacobi ana lysis is necessary.

Let us multiply the second equat ion (2.4.42) by a constant multiplier A and
add to the first

(all + Aa12) ih + (a12 + Aan) ch + ( Cll + AC12 ) Ql + ( C12 + AC22) Q2 = 0
(2.4.44)

or
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We write (2.4.45) as
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Denoting by

n2 = CII + AC12 ,

all + Aa12

it is clear that under the condition

a12 + Aa22 = C12 + AC22 = K
all + Aa12 CII + AC12 '

we can write the differential equation (2.4.46) in the form

(2.4.46)

(2.4.47)

(2.4.48)

(2.4.49)

To find the multiplier A we have from (2.4.48) the following quadratic equation:

A2 + a22 cII - allC22 A + a12cll - all C12 = O.
a22 c12 -a12c22 a22 c12 - a12c22

(2.4.50)

Denoting the roots of this equation by A(i), i = 1,2, we find that the circular
frequencies from (2.4.47) are

n2. = CII + A(i)C12

(,) all + A(i)a12 '

and the parameter K becomes

i = 1,2, (2.4.51)

Finally, if we introduce the normal coordinates by the relation

(2.4.52)

(2.4.53)

we have reduced the initial system of differential equations (2.4.42) to the form
that follows from (2.4.49):

(2.4.54)

Now it is relatively easy to analyze the uncoupled system (2.4.54) by means of
the Hamilton-Jacobi method.

Since the Lagrangian function for the system (2.4.54) reads

(2.4.55)
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the corresponding Hamiltonian is

The Hamiltou-Jacobi pa rti al differential equation is
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(2.4.56)

(2.4.57)

The Hamiltonian function (2.4.56) does not contain the time explicitly, and
H = E = con st . The Hamilton-Jacobi equat ion does not contain the product
terms but only the squared ones, so we are faced here with a so-called completely
separable system. Thus, we seek a complete solution of (2.4.57) in th e form

(2.4.58)

where E is th e "total mechanical energy" of the transformed system (2.4 .54).
Substituting (2.4.58) into (2.4.57) one has

[
2 ] [ 2 ]1 ( dF] ) Q 2Q2 1 ( dF2 ) Q 2Q2 = E = const.2 dQ] + ]] + 2 dQ2 + 2 2

(2.4.59)

It is seen that the motion corresponds to two completely independent systems,
each of which has only one degree of freedom . Thus

and

where the relation

[( )
2 ]1 dF] 2 22 dQ] + Q] Q] = a] = cons t .

[( )
2 ]1 dF2 2 22 dQ2 + Q 2Q2 = a 2 = consi,

a ] +a2 = E

(2.4.60)

(2.4.61)

(2.4.62)

(2.4.63)

holds .
Since the complete integral of (2.4.57) contains only two nonadditive con

stants, we shall express one of the pa rameters a ] or a 2 in terms of E and the
second as a2 = E - a] . From (2.4.58) and (2.4.60), (2.4.61) it follows th at

as _ dF1 _ . I 2 2
aQ] - dQ] - V2a] - Q]Q] l

as dF2 I 2 2
aQ2 = dQ2 = V2(E - a ] ) - Q2Q2·
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(2.4.64)

Separat ing variabl es and integrating we find a complete solution of (2.4.57) as

S(t,QI ,Q2,E,OI,) = - E t + J)201 -rliQidQI

+J)2(E - od - rl~Q~dQ2 '

Applying the Jacobi th eorem, that is, taking the partial derivative of S with
respect to 0 1, we find

Thus, we obtain

(2.4.66)

This equation represent s the tmj ectory in the orthogonal space of the normal
coordinates (QI> Q2) '

The partial derivative of S with respect to E leads to

(2.4.67)

(2.4.68)

Integrating, we find

)2(E - ad
Q2 = rl

2
sin [rl2t+ B2rl2] .

To find QI (t) we enter with (2.4.68) into (2.4.66), and employing the identity
arcsin X = X - 2n7l' ,n = 0, 1, ..., we find after simple calculation tha t

The genera lized momenta (2.4.63) are of the form

~ cos [rl lt + (B I + B2) rlll = 01>
)2(E - (1) cos [rl2t + B2rl2] = 02.

(2.4.69)

(2.4.70)

To find th e "old" varia bles ql and q2 from the equati on (2.4.53) for i = 1,2 we
find

(2.4.71)

The four arbit rary constants E , 0 1 , BI> and B 2 can be determined from the
given initi al conditions ql (0) = a, q2 (0) = b, lit (0) = C,q2 (0) = d.
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It is interesting to note that for ni = n~ = n2 , th at is, for the differential
equat ions in normal coordinates

(2.4.72)

we can derive these equations from the Lagrangian function formed as the dif
ference between the kinetic and potent ial energies, that is,

(2.4.73)

and solve th e corresponding canonical equat ions of motion by the Hamilton
Jacobi method using as the starting point the form of the complete solution
suggested by (2.4.58) . However, the system of equations (2.4.72) can be equally
derived from the Lagrangian function of the form

(2.4.74)

whose structure has a bilinear character . The Hamiltonian function based upon
Lagrangian (2.4.74) is

whose canonical equations of motion are

(2.4.75)

Q2 = Pi ,
? 2 = - n2Qr. (2.4.76)

The corresp onding Hamilton-Jacobi equation reads

as (as) (as ) 2at + aQr aQ2 +n Qr Q2 = o. (2.4.77)

To find a complete solu tion of this partial differential equation we select a trial
function of the form

(2.4.78)

where E is a constant . Enterin g with this into (2.4.77) we arr ive at

(2.4.79)

Equating with zero and integrating the terms in the squa re bracket s, we find

(2.4.80)

where C is an arbitrary constant. Substituting (2.4.80) int o (2.4.79) and inte
grating, we find

(2.4.81)
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(2.4 .82)

Therefore, a complete solut ion of (2.4.77) is found to be

/ E . (Qln)s (t ,QI , Q2,E ,C ) = Q2V C - n2Qi + narcsm VC - Et .

Applying the Jacobi theo rem, we find that the equation as/aE = B I = const .
leads to

QI = .;; sin(nt+nBd · (2.4.83)

Similarly, as/ac = B2 = const . gives the equation of the trajectory in the
QI,Q2 space

EC-3/2QI Q2

2J 1 - (~f + 2VCJ1- (~f = B2 = const.
(2.4.8 4)

By simp le manipulation and squaring, t he form of the tr ajectory can be written
as

(2.4.85)

(2.4.86)

T hus, the material point whose differential equations of motion are of the
form (2.4.72) describe the elliptical trajectory in the plane QI , Q2 . Substituting
(2.4.83) into (2.4.84) we find the coordinate Q2 (t) in the form

Q2 = E,rnsin [n (t + B I ) ] + 2VCB2cos [n(t + B I ) ] .
nvc

Finally, it is easy to verify that the second pa ir of equations PI = as/aQI and
P2= as/8Q2 give

PI Jc cos[n (t + Bd]- 2nVCB2sin [n (t + B I ) ] ,

P2 VCcos[n (t + Bd] . (2.4.87)

2.5 Application of the Hamilton-Jacobi Method
to the Study of Rheolinear Oscillations

In this section we study the problem of finding t he quadratic conservation laws
and the motion of a rheo linear (i.e ., t ime-dependent) harmonic oscillator with
a single degree of freedom whose Hamiltonian funct ion is given in the form

(2.5.1)

where x (t) is a position coordinate, p is the momentum, and a (t) ,b(t) , and
m (t ) are arbitrary sufficiently smoo th functions of time t . We will suppose that
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t hese functi ons are of such a nat ure t hat the solution of the canonical differential
equatio ns of motion , which follow from (2.5.1) via Hamil ton 's equations

. 8H 8H
x= ap =a(t) p+b(t) x , p=-a;;= -b(t)p -m(t)x, (2.5.2)

are oscillato ry when a, b, and m are held constant.
Our object ive is to find a complete integral of the Hamil ton-Jacobi equat ion

(2.5.3)

Sin ce the dynamic al system has one degree of freedom the principal function is
of the form

S = S(t , x ,I),

where I is a non additive constant . According to the J acobi th eorem

(2.5.4)

8S
8x =p,

8S
8J = J( = const . (2.5.5)

In order to reduce the problem to a simpler form we introdu ce a canonica l
t ransformation that t ransforms t he "old" variab les x,P into t he "new" variables
X , P whose generating function is

(2.5.6)

where the unknown functions of t ime A (t) and B (t) are going to be determined
in t he course of ana lysis . According to (1.9.13)1,2 the funct ion F1 impl ies the
following transformati on rules p = 8Ft/8x , P = - 8Ft/8X, whence

P =B (t ) x , (2.5.7)

and the inverse transformation is of the form

A (t )
p = -B(t)X+ B(t)P. (2.5.8)

By means of this canonical transforma t ion we find the new Hamiltonian function
H = (8Ft/at + H) (x ,pl_(X ,l' ) , which is of the form

H= 2~2 (A + aA 2 + 2bA +m) p 2 + ( -aA - b - ~ ) p X + ~aB2X 2.

(2.5.9)

It is easy to see that under t he condit ions

A+ aA2 + 2bA + m - aB 4

i3 + aAB + bB

0,

0, (2.5.10)
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the new Hamiltonian function will be reduced to a much simpler form,

whose canonical equations are

(2.5.11)

X =aB2 p,
• 2p= -aB X. (2.5.12)

Note that this system admits the following quadratic conservation law:

X 2 + p2 = I = const . (2.5.13)

The new Hamilton-Jacobi equation, which corresponds to the new Hamiltonian
function (2.5.11), is

as B2[! (as)2 !X2] = 0at + a 2 ax + 2 '
(2.5.14)

where S is new principal function .
To find a complete integral of (2.5.14) we suppose that it is of the form

(2.5.15)

where C is a constant. Entering this into (2.5.14) we have

(2.5.16)

(2.5.17)

Integrating, we find that a complete solution of the new Hamilton-Jacobi equa
tion (2.5.14) is

- C J 2 X ( 2)1/2 C . XS = -2 aB dt +"2 C - X + 2 arcsin ,;c'

Applying the Jacobi theorem we easily verify that the equation

as K- = - = const .ec 2

gives

X = JCsin (J aB 2dt + K) .

(2.5.18)

(2.5.19)

The second equation arising from the Jacobi theorem, that is, P = as/ax =
dr.p/dX, gives

p = JCcos (J aB 2dt + K) . (2.5.20)
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(2.5.22)

To find the old coordina tes x and p in te rms of time t we ente r wit h (2.5.19)
and (2.5.20) into (2.5.8) to get

x = B~t) VC cos (J aB2dt +K) (2.5.21)

and

p = - B VC sin (J aB2dt + K) + ~VC cos (J aB2dt
+ K) ,

where A (t ) and B (t) are any solut ion of the system of aux iliary differential
equations (2.5.lOh ,2 subject to arbit ra ry initial condit ions.

We can reduc e this syste m of nonlinear equations to a single (nonlinear)
equation of the second order by intr oducing a new function w (t ) by the relation

Thus, we obtain

1
B (t) = ( ) 1/ 2 '

W t a
(2.5.23)

(2.5.25)

1U 1 a b
A (t) = - + -- - -. (2.5.24)aw 2 a2 a

Entering with (2.5.23) and (2.5.24) into (2.5.10) we get the second-order auxil
iary equation

.. ( 1 a 3 iL2
. ab 2 ) 1w + -- - -- - b + - - b + am w - - = O.

2 a 4 a2 a w3

T he genera l solut ion of the canonical system (2.5.2) can be expressed in the
form

x VCwa l
/
2

cos (J 1~; + K) ,
P -VC+/2 sin (J d; +K)wa w

+ VC (a~2 + ~ ~~3 - :1~2 ) cos (J ~; + K) , (2.5.26)

where ui (t) is any solution of the auxiliary equa tion (2.5.25).
If the expressions for A and B given by (2.5.24) and (2.5.23) are substit uted

into (2.5.7), the conservat ion law (2.5.13) can be written in th e form

[ (
. l ' bw ) ]2 2_ 1/2 W aw x _

I - wa p - a l / 2 + '2 a3/ 2 - a l / 2 x + aw2 - const . (2.5.27)

It is evident from (2.5.19), (2.5.20), and (2.5.13) that the constant I is equa l to
the constant C figur ing in (2.5.17).

Remark. It is of interest to note th at we can also find a complete int e
gra l of the Hami lton-Jacobi equat ion (2.5.3) directly, without passi ng to the
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tr ansformed Hamilton-Jacobi equat ion (2.5.14) (see also [124]). In order to ac
complish this, we nominate the generating function F1 given by (2.5.6) as t he
pr incipal function, that is, F1 = S. Then , from (2.5.6), it follows that

aF1 as
p = ax = ax = A (t) x - B (t) X . (2.5.28)

Combining the first equat ion (2.5.7) with the conservation law (2.5.13) we have

_ as _ A B (I B2 2) 1/2p- ax - x - - x .

Integrating this partially with resp ect to x one arrives at the equat ion

(2.5.29)

1 2 1'; 2 IB . x
S (t, x, I, A, B) = 2Ax - 2Bx 1- (Bx) - 2"" arcsm .Ji + U (t), (2.5.30)

where U (t) is an arbitrary function of time. Substituting this expression into
(2.5.3) we find

~ (A+ aA2 + 2bA + m - aB 4
)

- xJI - (B x )2 (3 + aAB - bB) - GlaB 2 + U) = O. (2.5 .31)

This express ion has to be sat isfied ident ica lly for all values of x , and the terms
in the parentheses must van ish. Therefore, we arrive again at the equat ions
(2.5.lOh.2 and

(2.5.32)

Employing the same transformations to the new function w (t ) as in equations
(2.5.23)-(2.5.25), we finally arrive at a complete integral of th e Hamilton-Jacobi
equation (2.5.3) in the form

x
2( W it b) x / ( X) 2

S (t ,x ,I,w) = 2 ~ +2a2-;: -2wal/2yI- wal/2

I (X) I Jdt
-2arcsin wal/ 2I I/2 -2 w2' (2.5.33)

where w (t) is any solution of the auxiliary equation (2.5.25) . It is easy to verify
that the Jacobi theorem (2.5.5) generates the same solution of the canonical
system (2.5 .2) as those indicated by equat ion (2.5.26) .

It is of interest to note some special cases following these general considera
ti ons.

(a) The Lewis invariant. As a case of spec ial interest , let us consider the
harmonic rheolinear oscillator for which a (t) = 1, b (t ) = 0, m (t ) = w2 (t) ,
where w (t) is the time-depend ent circular frequ ency of the oscillato r.
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The differential equations in the canonical form are

The general solution of this system follows from (2.5.26), namely,
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(2.5.34)

x v71Ocos (/ ~; + K) ,
p = -v7~sin (/ ~; + K) + v7wcos (/ ~; + K), (2.5.35)

where 10(t) is any solution of the auxiliary differential equation

1V+W2(t)1O-~=0,
W

which follows directly from equation (2.5.25).
The conservation law (2.5.27) now becomes

1= (wp -1iJx)2 + er = const .

(2.5.36)

(2.5.37)

This conservation law has been obtained by Lewis [66], and the general form of
this conservation law was found by Symon [105] using quite a different approach,
which is not connected with the Hamilton-Jacobi method.

It is important to note that, if the circular frequency w (t) is slowly varying,
we can take w~ 0 and a solution of (2.5.36) to the zeroth order in time derivative
as

1
10~ lW' (2.5.38)

and the conservation law of the slowly varying harmonic oscillator takes the
form

1 (p2 w
2 ) E- - + _x2 = - = const.,

w 2 2 w
(2.5.39)

where E = (p2/2 + w2x 2/2) = H denotes the total mechanical energy of the
harmonic oscillator.

The expression (2.5.39) is usually referred to as the adiabatic invariant of
the slowly varying harmonic oscillator.

Note also that for the case when the circular frequency is constant, the
auxiliary differential equation

.. 2 1 01o+W 10 - 3 =
10

(2.5.40)
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has the genera l solut ion in th e form 10

(
1 ) 1/ 2

w2 = w2 + A2 + B 2 + A cos (2wt ) + Bsin(2wt) , (2.5.41)

where A and B are arbitrary constants . If the constants A and B are equal to
zero we arrive again to the approximation (2.5.38).

We not e that th e conservation law (2.5.21) and corresponding auxiliary equa
tion (2.5 .36) have been discussed also by Courant [30].

(b) Bessel pendulum. As an example, let us consider the so-called Bessel
pendulum whose Hamiltonian function is given by

and whose canonical equations are of the form

x= 7, p= - (t - :t) x .

Comparing these equa t ions with (2.5.1) and (2.5.2), we have

(2.5.42)

(2.5.43)

1
a (t ) = - ,

t
b(t ) =O,

1
m(t) = t --.

4t
(2.5.44)

Thus, t he auxiliary equa t ion (2.5.25) becomes

1
w+w - 3" = O.

w
(2.5.45)

(2.5.46)

The general solution (2.5.41) of this equation for A = B = 0 is w = 1 and the
conservat ion law (2.5.27) is of the form

I = ~ (p + ~) 2 + tx2 = consr.

The motion of th e Bessel pendulum is, according to the first equation (2.5.26) ,
given by

x = If cos (t + K) , (2.5.47)

where I and K are arbitrary constants . This solution is a general solution of
th e Bessel differential equation of the second order ,

.. . ( 1) 0tx + x + t - 4t x = , (2.5.48)

IOT he gene ra l so lution of (2 .5.40) in t he form (2.5.41) is found in the section 3.8, pp. 148
149.
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which is obtained by elimination of momenta p from the canonical system
(2.5.43) . The momentump (t) can be obtained from the second equation (2.5.26)
or by means of the conservation law (2.5.46) by substituting (2.5.47) into it.

(c) Elevated (inclined) pendulum. As another example let us find the adi
abatic invariant of a pendulum of a constant length l and the bob of mass m
mounted upon an elevated (inclined) frictionless plane, whose angle of elevation
a is a slowly variable function of time during many periods of small oscillations
of the pendulum (see Figure 2.5.1) . The position of the point is given by the
equations

x = l cos 8, y = h - l cos 8 cos a, Z = h -l cos 8 sin a .

Considering h, l, and a as constants, the kinetic energy of mass m is

(2.5.49)

(2.5.50)

(2.5.51)

Since the pendulum performs small oscillations, that is, the angle 8 remains
small, the potential energy of the point is

IT = mg (h - I cos 8) sin a R:; ~mgl82 sin a,

z .4.

x r-- - - -L
~

Figure 2.5.1

where g is the gravitational acceleration. The constant term mgh sin a is dis
carded and due to the assumption of small oscillations, we used cos 8 R:; 1-82/2.

Forming the Lagrangian function L = T - IT, the Euler-Lagrangian equation
with respect to the generalized coordinate 8 leads to

d 8£ 8£ " g
--. - - = 8+ -8sina =O
dt 88 88 I

(2.5.52)
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(2.5.53)

where w = \1'7 sin Cl . Thus, we suppose that the circular frequency is a slowly
varying function of time . The solution of the equation (2.5.53) is

e = Ccos(wt + K) , (2.5.54)

(2.5.55)

where C is the amplitude and K is the initial phase. Entering with this solution
into the expression for the total energy E = E + Il, we find

E = ~mglC2 sin Cl .

According to equat ion (2.5.39) the adiabatic invariant is of the form E /w =
const ., namely,

~ = C2 J sin Cl = const.
w

(2.5.56)

From this expression we conclude that the amplitude of the oscillations of the
inclined (elevated) pendulum whose angle of elevation Cl is a slowly varying
function of time, and is changing according to

C ~ const . sin- 1j 4
Cl . (2.5.57)

Finally, let us consider the vertical pendulum whose length l is changing adia
batically (see Figure 2.5.2) and find the corresponding adiabatic invariant.

x

i
m

y

Figure 2.5.2

Repeating the same reasoning as in the previous example we see that the fre
quency and total energy of the small oscillations of the pendulum follows directly
from (2.5.53h and (2.5.55) for Cl = 1r/2. Namely,

w = If E = ~mglC2 . (2.5.58)
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Therefore, the adiabat ic invariant reads

E 1- = _ m gl /2Z3/2C2 = const .,
w 2

whence

C ;:,; const. Z- 3/4,
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(2.5.59)

(2.5.60)

where C is the amplit ude of the oscillat ions of the vertical pendulum whose
length Z is a slowly varying function of t ime.

(d) Th e case of viscous dissipation . The general time-dep endent Hamilto
nian (2.5.1) conta ins the special case of the dynami cal system subject to time
dep endent viscous forces that will be discussed here.

Let us write th e canonical system of different ial equations (2.5.2) in La
grangian form , that is, by eliminat ing the momentum p we obtain

By taking

.. . ( a) ( ab b' b2 ) 0X + X -;:; + x -; - - + am = .

-~ = 2k (t ), b = 0, am = w2 (t) ,
a

(2.5.61)

(2.5.62)

we have th e differential equation of a rheolinear dissipati ve dynamical syste m
in the form

!i + 2k (t )±+ w2 (t) X = 0, (2.5.63)

(2.5.64)

where k (t) is th e time-dependent damp ing coefficient and w (t) is the circular
frequency.

From (2.5.62) we find

a(t) CexP [- 2 / k (U) dU] , b(t)=O ,

m(t ) = b W2 (t) exP[2jtk(U)dU].

Therefore, for given k (t ) ,w (t) , and C = 1, the Hamil tonian (2.5.1) becomes

The canonical equations of motion are of the form

x = p exp [- 2 / k (u) dU] , P= _w2exp [2 / k (u) dU] x.

(2.5.65)

(2.5.66)
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To find a general solution of this system by means of the Hamilton-Jacobi
method, we note that the corresponding partial differential equation is

: + ~ (~~) 2 exp [-2/ k (u) dU] + ~w2 (t) x
2exp [2/ k (u) dU] = 0,

(2.5.67)

and using the general form of the principal function given by (2.5.33) and
(2.5.64), we find that the complete integral of (2.5.67) becomes

_~ It du
2 w2 '

S(t,x ,,1,w) = ~2 (~ _ k) exp [21\(u) dU]

-~; 1 - (;f exp [2 It k (u) dU]

x 1-(X/W)2[2/k(U)dU]

1 . [x exp (2 t k (u) dU)]
-2 arcsm w11/2

(2.5.68)

where w (t) is any solution of the auxiliary equation (2.5.25) which is, subject
to (2.5.64), of the form

ill + (w2
- k2

- k) w - ~3 = O. (2.5.69)

It is easy to verify that the equation 8S/81 = K/2 = const. generates x(t) in
the form

X=-1
1

/
2wexp[-/ k(U)du]sin(/ w:(u) +K), (2.5.70)

while p = 8S/8x leads to

p = _11
/
2 (w-kw)exp [/\ (u) dU] sin (It w:(u) +K)

- 1~\xp [It W:(U)] cos [/ w:(U) + K] . (2.5.71)

Finally, the conservation law (2.5.27) for the case considered here is of the form

1 = {pw exp [-/ k (u) dU]

-x (w - kw) exp [It k (u) dU]r
+ (:;_)2 exp [2/ k(U)dU] = const . (2.5.72)
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(2.5.73)

Note that this quadratic conservation law of the rheolinear dissipative oscillator,
together with the auxiliary equat ion (2.5.69), was obtained in [85] and [123] by
using a completely different approach.

(e) The case of viscous dissipation and the forcing term. Let us consider t he
linear t ime-depende nt syst em whose Hamiltonian function is of th e form

H (t , x ,p) = ~p2e-2F + [~ q (t ) X2 - h(t) X] e2F,

where F(t) = t k(u)du and q(t) and h(t) are given functions of t ime. The
canonical system of differen t ial equations of mot ion are

:i:: = pe- 2F, p= [- q(t )x + h(t )J e2F. (2.5.74)

Under cert ain conditions, t he equations (2.5.74) can represent a time-dependent
oscillato r whose dissipation is charact erized by the damping coefficient k(t), and
an external force is denoted by h(t) .

The Hamil torr-Jacobi partial differential equation is

as 1(as)2 [1 ]at + 2 ox e- 2F + 2q(t )x2 - h(t)x e
2F = 0. (2.5.75)

We shall suppose that a complete solution can be sought in t he form (see [127])

S(t ,x ,1) = ~A(t)x2 + E( t )x + ~ [I + I« t ) + 2C(t)x]3/2 + A(t ,1), (2.5.76)

where A(t), E(t ), I«t) , and C( t) are unknown functions of time, I is an arb it rary
constant I = const ., and A(t ,1) is an unknown function of t and I. Substitut ing
(2.5.76) into the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.5.75) we find

0, (2.5.77)

where () = I + I< + 2Cx .
Equation (2.5.77) will be sati sfied for each x and t if t he terms in round

br acket s are equal to zero . Thus, we arrive at t he following system of equat ions :

.4.+ A2 + qe2F

E+ AEc 2F + C3e- 2F _ he2F

k +2ECe- 2F

(; + ACe-2F

A+ ~ e-2F (E 2 + I C2 + I<C2)
2

0,

0,

0,

0,

0. (2.5.78)
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In order to analyze this system we first introduce two unknown functions w (t)
and III (t) and connect them with functions A (t) by the relation

Jt [A (u) e-2F + k (u)] du = In [w (t) cos III (t)J .

Differentiating (2.5.79) with respect to time we obtain

Entering with this into {2.5.78h we have

ill 2 "2 ( .. w.); + q - k - k - III - III + 2; III tan III = O.

(2.5.79)

(2.5.80)

(2.5.81)

Let us select the function III in such a way that "it + 2*q, = O. Integrating this

condition twice we find III = Cl t ~ + C2, where Cl and C2 are arbitrary
constants. However, for the sake of simplicity, we can take Cl = 1 and C2 = O.
Therefore

Jt du
III = w 2 (u) ,

and the equation (2.5.81) becomes

(2.5.82)

(2.5.83)

This equation plays the basic role in our consideration and we will refer to it as
the auxiliary equation. The function A(t) given by (2.5.80) now becomes

( w 1 ) 2FA(t) = ; - w 2 tan III - k e ,

where III is given by (2.5.82).
The equation (2.5.78)4 leads now to

dC dw- = -- + tan IlIdlll + dF.C w

(2.5.84)

(2.5.85)

Integrating, and setting the arbitrary integration constant equal to 1, we find

eF
C(t)---

- wcoslll'

where the integration constant C' is taken to be unity.

(2.5.86)
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Repeating the same procedure of integration we obtain from (2.5.78h and
(2.5.78h

E(t)

K(t)

e
F it ( 1 )( ) w( ) h(lI)w(lI) cos iJI(lL)e

F
- 2() iJI() du,

1U t cos t 1U 1I cos 1I

it 1
-2

w2(~) cos? iJI(O

x [i~ (h(lI)W(1L)CosW(lI)e
F

- W2(1L)c~s2 W(lI)) d1L] d~ .
(2.5.87)

It is to be noted that the functions F(t) ,E(t), C(t), and K(t) are functions of
time, and they do not contain the constant l , so that the integral expression

(2.5.88)

will be ca lled irrelevant term = (i .t.), since in the further analysis the Jacobi
theorem is not influenced by this term. Finally, integrating (2.5.78)s we find

(2.5.89)

Therefore, the complete solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential
equation (2.5.75) in the form (2.5.76) is

S(t,x,I) =

(2.5.90)

(2.5.91)

where A(t) , E(t), K(t) , and C(t) are given by (2.5.84), (2.5 .87)1,2, and (2.5.86),
respectively.

Applying the Jacobi theorem we find

as 1 1/2 1 it 2 2F Mof = '2 (I + K + 2Cx) - '2 C (u)e- du = 2" = const .,

where M / 2 is a new arbitrary constant. Therefore

( ) _ f + K(t) 1 [it 2 -2F ] 2
X t - - 2C(t) + 2C(t) C (lI)e du + M (2.5.92)

The momentum is fully determined from the second equat ion of the Jacobi
theorem:

as
p = ox = A(t) x + E (t) + C(t ) [f + K(t) + 2C(t) X]1 /2 . (2.5.93)
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Example 2.5.1. Let us consider the Hamiltonian funct ion [127]

H = 2~~ t ) + ~f(t)j(t)x2 - Q(t) f(t)x , (2.5.94)

where f(t ) and Q(t) are arbitrary functions of t ime t. The canonical equations
are

p ..
:i: = j2 ' p = - f (t)f(t )x + Q(t )f(t) . (2.5.95)

Comparing this syste m with the general canonical form (2.5.74) we find that
the dyn amical parameters are

j(t)
q(t) = f(t) '

j(t)
k(t) = f(t) '

Q(t )
h(t) = f(t) ' (2.5 .96)

The auxiliary equat ion (2.5.83) becomes tU - l /w 3 = 0, whose solut ion is found

to be w(t) = (1 + t 2)1/2. Therefore, IJI = t w~(u ) = arctan t, sin IJI = t/(1 +
t 2)1/2, cos lJl = 1/(1 + t2)1/2. We also find eF = f (t) . Note that

It (rh(U)W(U)cos lJI (u)]eF - w2(u) c~s2 1J1(u) ) du = ItQ(u )du - t ,

(2.5.97)

and

I
t 1

w2(Ocos2 1J1(O

x [/~ (h(U)W(U)cos lJI(u )e
F

- w2(u) c~s2 1J1(U) ) dU] dE,

/ (/~ Q(U)dU) dE, - ~ . (2.5.98)

It is easy to verify that

C( t ) c::1JI = f( t) ; K(t) = -2 [It(/~ Q(U)dU) dE, - i] ,
t = ItC2(u)e- 2Fduo (2.5.99)

Thus, from (2.5.92) we have

R + Mt 1 It(/~ )x(t) = f (t ) + f (t) Q(u)du df" (2.5. 100)

where R = M 2 - I = const . The linear momentum p(t) we can calculate from
(2.5.93) .
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2.6 A Conjugate Approach to Hamilton-
Jacobi Theory. The Case of Rheolinear
Systems
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In the study of rheolinear dynamical systems it can be of interest to apply the
so-called Legendre's dual transformation to the principal function S (t, qt , ..., qn)
and form a new principal function V (t ,Pt , ...,Pn) and corres ponding conjugated
Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equat ion. The Legendre transformation will
be accomplished from th e genera lized coordinates qi to conjuga ted variables
Pi considering time t as a passive parameter tha t does not participate in the
following transformation.

Let us suppose that the principal function S is given and let us int roduce
new coordinates Pi by the relat ions

as
Pi = ;:;- .

oq,

We suppose that we can solve these equations with respect to qi:

and we int roduce the new the function V (t ,pl, ...,Pn) by the relation

V = qip; - S.

(2.6.1)

(2.6.2)

(2.6.3)

Substituting (2.6.2) into this relation we express the new function V in terms
of t and Pi alone as

(2.6.4)

Differentiating (2.6.3) and t aking into account th e last equation we have

av+ avdp, = q.dp, + dq, (p ,_ as ) _ as dt
at api ' " " aqi at' (2.6 .5)

whence

as
at

av
qi= api ' (2.6.6)

Therefore, the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation (2.2.9),

can be transformed to its conjugated form:

(2.6.7)

(2.6.8)
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If we are able to find a complete solution to (2.6.8) in terms of t,Pi, and n
nonadditive constants Ci ,

then the general solution of the dynamical system

(2.6.9)

. fJH
qi = -fJ '

Pi

. fJH
Pi=-- ,

fJqi
(2.6.10)

can be obtained by means of the Jacobi theorem whose form is given by the
relations

fJV
qi = -fJ '

Pi

fJV
fJC

I
= K, = const . (2.6.11)

Let us apply our considerations to the rheolinear dynamical system whose
Hamiltonian is of the form

(2.6.12)

and corresponding differential equations in canonical form are given by (1.8.14).
The Hamiltorr-Jacobi equation in conjugated form is

(2.6.13)

To find a general solution we introduce a canonical transformation F2 in the
form of an incomplete quadratic function which is conjugate to the generator
F I introduced in (1.9.36):

1 2
F2(t,x,X)=-B(t)xX+"2C(t)X, (2.6.14)

where B (t) and C (t) are unknown function of time. By applyingp = fJF2/fJx, P
= - fJF2/ fJX , we find

x = _E-.
B'

C
P= Bx+ 'BP. (2.6.15)

As previously, we can show that the new Hamiltonian H (t, X, P) admits a
conservation law of the form (2.5.37), namely,

(2.6.16)

Expressing (2.6.16) in terms of the old coordinates by means of (2.6.15), we find

(2.6.17)
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Integrating this expression partially with respect to p, one has

(2.6 .18)v = - 2~2P2 + 2~2 J IB2 - p2 + ~ arcsin CI)2B) + f (t) ,

where f (t) is an arbitrary function of time. Substituting (2.6 .18) into (2.6.13)
and equating to zero the like powers of p, we obtain the following system of
ordinary differential equations:

. . 2
C 2CB C -1 2
B2 - Ff3 + -gtW + 1

BB -C
w2

. Iw 2

f + 2B2

0,

0,

o. (2.6 .19)

The structure of these equations indicates that the function B (t) can be taken
as a basic auxiliary variable. Putting C , given by (2.6.19}z, into (2.6.19)1, we
obtain the auxiliary equation

(2.6.20)

Therefore, the complete solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.6.13) is
found to be

(2.6.21)

V (t,p,B ,I) ..». +LJI B2 _ p2
2Bw2 2B

[ . ( p ) [ Jt w
2

(u)
+2" arcsm ]1/2B - 2" B2 (u) du o

Applying the Jacobi theorem, we find from equation x = oV/op after squaring
the following quadratic conservation law:

I =Iz = (f)2 + (BX+ ~pr = const .,

where B (t) is any solution of the auxiliary equation (2.6.20).
Equation OV/8I = J( yields

(2.6 .22)

_ 1/2 . (Jt w
2

(u) )
p -I BSIll B2(u)du +J(. (2.6.23)

Combining this with (2.6.22), we find that the position coordinate is given by

BJI /2 . (j.t w2 (u) ) [1 /2 (Jt w2 (u) )
X =-~ Sill B2 (u) du + J( + B cos B2 (1L) du + J( ,

(2.6.24)
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which completes th e general solution of the canonical system (2.5.34).
Since the Lewis invariant (2.5.37)

It = (wp - wx)2 + (~/ = const .,

and the conservation law (2.6.22) of the time-dependent oscillator

:i:= p, jJ= _w2 (t) X ,

(2.6.25)

(2.6.26)

(2.6.27)

are of different structures, it is of interest to examine under what conditions
these two quadratic first integrals will be equivalent.

Forming the difference It - 12 we have

(
1 iJ 2) 2 (. BB)- + - - w p + 2 ww + - px

B2 w4 w2

+ ( B
2

- w
2

- ~2 ) x
2
.

Therefore , the conservation laws I) and 12 will be equivalent if the following
system of ordinary differential equat ions is satisfied:

and

. 28B=w w2 _ -
B2 '

(2.6.28)

. BB
ww=-~ . (2.6.29)

(2.6.30)

It is easy to verify that th e last equation can be considered as a direct conse
quen ce of the system (2.6.28). It is also easy to show that by eliminating B
from (2.6.28) we arrive at the Lewis auxiliary equation (2.5.36)

.. 2 1 0w+w w- 3 = .
w

Similarly, by eliminating w from (2.6.28), the resulting differential equation is
identical with (2.6.20).

Substituting wand iJ given by (2.6.28) we arrive at a new "hybrid" quadratic
conservat ion law of the dynamical system (2.6.26) in the form (see [85])

(2.6.31)

where w and B are any solution of the auxiliary system (2.6.28) .
Therefore , the conservation laws (2.6.22) and (2.6.25) are fully equivalent if

the auxiliary functions w (t) and B (t) satisfy the system of ordinary differential
equations (2.6.28). Otherwise, the y can be considered as mutually independent.
Thus, if w (t ) and B (t ) are not limited by the differential equations (2.6.28)
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then from two conservation laws 11 and Iz we are able to find the solution
of the dynamical system (2.6.26) by purely algebraic means , which will now
be demonstrated. Namely, if h and Iz are independent, these conservation
laws can be employed for finding the motion of the dynamical system without
integrating the canonical differential equations (2.6.26) by calculating x (t) and
p (t) from independent conservation laws hand 12 , However, to do this , we have
to know some solutions of auxiliary equations (2.6.20) and (2.6.30) . Since both
auxiliary equations are nonlinear, it is difficult to find solutions of this system
in a closed form for arbitrary initial condit ions. Thus, we will employ numerical
procedures by means of a computer.

Let us consider the following time-dependent oscillator formul ated as an
initial-value problem

±=p, p= -w(t)2x , x (0) = 1, p(0)=2, 0:::;t:::;5 , w(t)= et
/
2.

(2.6 .32)

The problem is to find x (t ) and p(t) from the expressions hand Iz given by
(2.6.22) and (2.6.25), namely,

2 ( X)2h = (wp - WX) + - ,
1lJ

(2.6.33)

Here, wand Y are solutions of the auxili ary system , given as an initial value
problem,

w= Y, w (0) = 1,

Furthermore,

. 1 2
Y = - - w (t)w ,

w
Y (0) = w(0) = O. (2.6.34)

(2.6.35)

where Band Z are solutions of the auxiliary syste m, given also as an initial
value problem

13 = Zw 2 (t) , B (0) = 2,
. w2

Z= -B+
B 3'

Z(O) = 1, (i.e., 13 (0) = 1).

(2.6.36)

Note that the initial conditions w (0) ,w(0) , B (0) , and 13 (0) listed in (2.6.34)
and (2.6.36) are selected arbit rarily. The only restriction is that they do not
satisfy the differential equations (2.6.28) and (2.6.29) at t = O.

The system of differential equations (2.6.34) and (2.6.36) has been integrated
numerically using the Runge-Kutta method. The time step is taken to be
6.t = 10-6 . In each step of th e calculation the values of x and p have been
found from (2.6.33) and (2.6.35).

The results of calculations, that is, x and p versus time are depicted in
Figure 2.6.1 in the time interval 0 :::; t :::; 5. In order to check the accuracy
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of the calculations the dynamical system (2.6.32) has been directly integrated
numerically and £2 norms have been calculated for the difference of the so
obtained solutions, that is,

(2.6.37)

and

[

5 ] 1/2
Ilx - PI ilL, = 1(x (t ) - P I (t))2 dt , (2.6.38)

where Xl and PI are the values of x and P obtained from the direct integration
of (2.6.34) and (2.6.36) and X2 and P2 are obtained as the algebraic solution of
the conservation laws (2.6.33) and (2.6.35). Both norms (2.6.37) and (2.6.38)
are practically equal to zero (the largest values of both norms are found to be
at t = 5 and are of t he order 4 x 10-7 ) .
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2.7 Quadratic Conservation Laws of Rheolinear
Dynamical Systems with Two Degrees of
Freedom

In this section we outline a method for finding the quadratic conservation laws
of th e dynamical system described by the Hamiltonian of the form

1 11
H = 2A(t)P; + 2e(t)p~ + 2 [a(t) x2+ 2b(t )xy + m( t )y2] , (2.7.1)
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where x and y are position coordinates and Px and Py are t heir conjugate mo
menta ; A(t ), 8 (t ),a(t), b(t ), and m(t) are prescrib ed functions of tim e that are
continuously differenti able functions, ot herwise t hey are arb it ra ry.

Since the coefficient b(t ) is sup posed to be different from zero we named this
case a "coupled dyn amical system." Note that quadratic conservation laws of
the rheolinear "uncoupled dynamical system" (with b(t) = 0 and also A(t ) =
8(t) = 1) have been studied in detail by num erous aut hors (see, for example,
[51] and [971 and references cited therein) .

Our method for find ing conservation laws can be briefly descr ibed as follows.
F irst , we introduce the canonical transformations

(2.7.2)

for t he Hamiltonian (2.7.1), by means of which we transform (2.7 .1) into an
absolute form-invar iant Ham iltonia n:

fJ = ~ A(t)P~ + ~8(t)P~ + ~ [a(t)X2 + 2b(t)XY + m(t )y 2
] . (2.7 .3)

Not e that to find a particular canonical transformation (2.7.2), which transforms
t he Ham iltonian (2.7.1) into t he new Ham iltonian (2.7.3) , is an essent ial part
of our theory.

Second, t he canonical different ial equations based upon Hamiltonians (2.7.1)
and (2.7.3) are

X A(t )px, X = A(t )Px,

if 8 (t )py, Y = 8 (t )Py,

Px -a(t) x - b(t)y , Px = - a(t )X - b(t)Y,

py - b(t )x - m (t)y, Py = - b(t )X - m(t)Y. (2.7.4)

It is easy to verify t hat the eight different ial equations (2.7.4) admit the
conserva t ion law of t he form

1 = xP; - X px + yPy - YPy = const .,

and for the special case in which

A(t) = 8(t), a(t ) = m(t) , b(t) i= 0,

(2.7 .5)

(2.7.6)

dynamica l syste m (2.7.4) admits the angular moment um- type conservation law
of the form

1= xPy - X Py+ yPX - Ypx. (2.7.7)

Thus, by supposing that we have succeeded in find ing a concrete form of the
canonical transform ation (2.7.2) we are able to express conservat ion laws in
terms of the original variables (x , y ,Px,Py) by findin g the inverse transformat ion
(2.7.2).
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Following the method just described, we introduce the generating function
of the form

1 1
F = 2 [A(t)x 2 - 2B(t)xX + C(t)X2] + 2 [a(t)y2 - 2{3(t)yY + ,(t)y2]

-K(t)xY - D(t)yX - T(t)xy - S(t)XY, (2.7.8)

where ten functions A(t), ..., S(t) are unknown functions of time to be deter
mined . This generating function specifies the equations of the canonical trans
formation (2.7.2) in the following way:

8F 8F 8F 8F
Px = 8x' Py = 8y' Px = - 8X ' Py = - 8Y ' (2.7.9)

Substituting (2.7.8) into the last system of equations, we express the old vari
ables in terms of the new ones:

1
x X [-{3Px + DPy - ({3C + DS)X + ({3S + ID)YJ ,

1
y X [KPx - BPy - (CK +BS)X - (KS + B,)Yj ,

1
P» X {-(A{3 + TK)Px + (AD + TB)Py

- [A({3C + DS) + T(CK + BS) + .6.B] X

+ [A({3S + ID) + T(KS + B,) - .6.K] Y} ,
1

Pv .6. {(T{3 + aK)Px - (T D + aB)Py

+ [T({3C + DS) + a(CK + BS) - .6.D] X

- [T({3S + ID) + a(KS + B,) + .6.{3] y}, (2.7.10)

where

.6.(t) = D(t)K(t) - B(t){3(t). (2.7.11)

(2.7.12)

Expressing the new Hamiltonian fI = H +8F/8t in terms of the new variables
X , Y, Pg , and Pv , where H is given by equation (2.7.1) , we obtain

fI = 2~2 [VIP~ + V2P~ + N1X
2 + N2y 2

-2N3XY - 2Ql PxPy + 2Q2X Px

-2Q3XPy -2Q4YPX +2Q5 Y Py] .

The functions VI, V2, ...,Q5 are determined from the condition that the Hamil
tonian fI must be absolute form-invariant . Thus, by comparing the expressions
(2.7.1) and (2.7.3), it is obvious that the following system of equations must be
satisfied:

A(t).6.2 , V2 = 8(t).6.2,

a(t)~2, N2 = m(t)~2 ,

-b(t).6.2, Qi=O, i = 1, ..., 5, (2.7.13)
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or, written explicit ly in the same sequence, this system is

VI ,82 (A + AA + eT2 + a) + K 2(6: + 8a2 + AT 2 + m)

+2K ,8(1' + AAT + 8 Ta - b),

V2 D2(A + AA2 + 8T2 + a) + B 2(6: + 8 a2 + AT2 + m)

+2B D(1' + AAT + 8Ta - b),

NI C2V
1 + S2V2 + 2CSQ1 + ~2 (C + AB2 + 8D2)

+2C~ [B.13 - DK + AB(A,8+ KT) - 8D(T .13 + K a )]

+2S~ [BD - DB + AB(AD + BT) - 8D(DT + B a)] ,

N2 S 2VI + ,2V2 + 2CSQI + t.2 (r + AK2 + 8 .132
)

+2S~ [.BK - K ,8 - AK(A,8 + KT) - 8 ,8(T,8+ K a)]

+2,t. [.BB - KD - AK(AD + BT) + 8 ,8(DT + Ba)] ,

N3 S CV1 + ,SV2 + (C, + S2) Q1

+ S t. [B,8 - DK + AB(A .13 + KT) - 8D(T,8+ K a)]

+,~ [B D - DB + AB(AD + BT) - 8D(TD + B a )]

+Ct. [.BK - K .13 - AK(A,8+ KT) + e ,8(T ,8+ K a)]
+S~ [.BB - KD - AK(AD + BT) + 8 ,8(TD + B a )]

+~2(S - ABK - 8 D,B),

Q1 ,8D( A + A A2 + 8 T 2 + a) + BK(6: + 8 a2 + AT2 + m)

+ (DK + B ,8)(1' + AAT + 8Ta - b) = °
Q2 CV1 + SQ 1

+~ [B,8 - DK + AB(A,8+ KT) - 8D(T,8+ K a) ] = 0,

Q3 SV2 + CQ1

+~ [BD - DB + AB(AD + BT) - 8D(DT + B a )] = 0,

Q4 S V1 + , Q1

+~ [.BK - K ,8 - AK(A ,8+ KT) + 8 ,8(T ,8+ K a )] = 0,

Q5 ,V2 +SQ1

+~ [.BB - KB - AK(AD + BT) + 8 ,8(DT + B a )] = 0.

(2.7.14)
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To analyze this system of ten differential equations with ten unknown func
t ions A,B,C,a,(3" ,K,D,T, and S we proceed as follows.

Since, according to equations (2.7.13), VI = !I.6 2 , V2 = 862 , and QI = 0,
we write the equations (2.7.14)6-(2.7.14)10 in the form

13(3 - DK + !l.B(A(3 + KT) - 8D(T(3 + Ka) + !l.C6

BD - DB + !l.B(AD + BT) - 8D(DT + Ba) + 8S6

iJK - K(3 - !l.K(A(3 + KT) + 8(3(T(3 + Ka) + !l.S6

iJB - KB - !l.K(AD + BT) + 8(3(DT + Ba) + 8,6

When solved for derivatives, this system can be written as

0,

0,

0,

O. (2.7.15)

13 +!l.B(A - C) +6(SK - DT)

D - !I.(BT + CD) + 8(Da + S(3)

iJ+ !I.(DS - KT) + 6(3(a -,)

K + !I.(AK + BS) - 8(T(3 + K,)

0,

0,

0,

o. (2.7.16)

where the explicit form of 6 given by (2.7.11) has been taken into account.
Substituting equations (2.7.15) into (2.7.14}s and supposing that 6 i= 0 we

arr ive at the equation

S - !I.(BK + CS) - 8(D(3 + S,) + b = O. (2.7.17)

Similarly, combining equations (2.7.15 ) with equations (2.7.14)a and (2.7.14)4,
we obtain, respectively,

(2.7.18)

and

(2.7.19)

By adding equation (2.7.15)1 and (2.7.15)4 and keeping in mind that 6 =
K D - B(3 , we also have

b. + 6(!l.A + 8a) - 6(!l.C + 8,) = O. (2.7 .20)

Finally, solving equations (2.7.14h, (2.7.14h , and (2.7.14)6 for mutual terms
A+ !l.A2 + 8T2+a,a + 8a2+ !l.T2+m, and T +T(!l.A + 8a) - b, we obtain

A+ !l.A2+ 8T2+ a

a + 8a2 + !l.T2 + m

T+T(!l.A+8a) -b

!l.B2+ 6K2,

!l.K2 + 8(32,

-!l.BD - 8K(3. (2.7.21)

In order to reduce the number of unknown functions, we take

C= -A, , = -a, S= - T , K = D. (2.7 .22)
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For this case , four equations (2.7.16) are reduced to the following t hree equa
tions:

i3
i<
/3

- 2AAB + 20KT,

A(BT - AK ) + 0 (T (3 - K O'),

2AKT - 200'(3, (2.7.23)

while the six equations (2.7.17)-(2.7.19) and (2.7.21) are redu ced to the following
t hree equa tions:

A+ AA 2 + 0 T 2 + a

Qc + 0 0'2 + AT2 + m

T + T(AA + 0 0') - b

AB2 + 0K2
;

AK2 + 0 (32;

- K (AB + 0 (3). (2.7.24)

The remaining equa tion (2.7.20) is reduced to

A+ 2~(AA + 0 0') = 0,

where

b. = [(2 - B(3.

(2.7.25)

(2.7.26)

Thus, ten differenti al equations (2.7.14) are reduced to six different ial equations
(2.7.23), (2.7.24) wit h six unknown functions A,0', (3, K ,B , and T. The seventh
differential equation (2.7.25) is a direct consequence of t he differential equations
(2.7.24) and can be usefully employed as a charact erist ic compatibility condition.

The inverse transformation of (2.7.10) is now

1
X = is: [- (A(3 + [(T )x + ((3T + O'[() y + (3px - K py] ,

y

Px

Py

1is: [( A[( + BT )x - (K T + B O' )y - Kp x + B py] ,

~ {[B([( 2 - T 2) - (3(A2+ B 2) - 2A[(T] x

+ [[«([(2+ T 2) + T(A(3 + Ba) + [«(Aa - B (3)] y

+(A(3 + [(T) px - (AK + BT)py} ,
1
~ {[[«([(2 + T 2) + T(A(3 + B a ) + [«(Aa - B(3)] x

+ [(3 (K 2 - T 2) - B (0'2 + (32) - 2[(TO' )] y

- (T fJ + J(O')Px + ([(T + B O' )py} . (2.7.27)

Therefore, t he conservation law of t he rheolinear dynamical system whose mo
t ion is described by t he canonical equat ions of t he Ham iltonian (2.7.1) which
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are given explicitly by the left column of the differential equations (2.7.4) is, in
accordance with the equation (2.7.5) of the form

I xPx - Xpx + yPy - YPy

1 { 2 26. -(Jpx - Bpy + 2Kpxpy

+ [B(K2 - T 2) - (J(A2+ B2) - 2AKT] x2

+ [(J(K2 - T 2) _ B(a2 + (J2) _ 2KTa] y2

+2 [K(K2 + T 2) + T(A(J + Ba) + K(Aa - B(J)] xy

+2(A(J+ KT)xpy - 2(T(J+ Ka)ypx

+2(KT + Ba)ypy} = const ., (2.7.28)

where the six functions A(t) ,B(t) ,a(t),(J(t), K (t) and T(t) are any solutions
satisfying the six differential equations (2.7.23), (2.7.24). Therefore, since the
auxiliary equations contain as many equations as unknowns, they will always
have solutions in terms of the arbitrary, prescribed initial conditions.

The structure of the auxiliary differential equations (2.7.23), (2.7.24) shows
that due to the non linearity of these equations, finding an exact or approximate
closed form solution is not an easy task. Nevertheless, each solution (exact, ap
proximate, or numerical) of this syst em will generate a conservation law (exact,
approximate, or numerical) of our rheolinear dynamical system in the form of
equation (2.7.28) .

2.7.1 An Alternative Form of the Quadratic
Conservation Law

The conservation law (2.7.28) can be expressed in an alternative form that, in
some sense resembles the corresponding conservation law of a single-degree-of
freedom dynamical system studied in the proceeding section.

Instead of the functions A(t), B(t), a(t), (J(t), and T(t), let us introduce new
functions of time PI (t), P2(t),W(t), M(t), I' [z), and II(t) by means of the follow
ing tr ansformation formulae :

-c _ _1_ PI 1 P2 II(t)
A - A(t) PI' a = -'Y = 6(t) P2 ' (J = ~ '

T = -8 = W(t) K = D = M(t) B = r(2t ) ., , (2.7.29)
PIP2 PIP2 PI

Equation (2.7.25) is now reduced to the integrable form

d6. = -2 (dP1 + dP2 ) . (2.7.30)
6. PI P2

Integrating, one has

n
6. = 2'2 ' n = const .

PIP2
(2.7.31)



(2.7.32)
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At the same time we also have

~ = K Z_ B{3 = MZ(t) -; ry)II(t) .
P1PZ

Therefore, we conclude that the functions M(t), I'(r) , and II(t) satisfy the rela
tion

M Z(t) - r (t)II(t) = n = cons t . (2.7.33)

Substituting equat ions (2.7.29) into the auxiliary relations (2.7.23), (2.7.24) we
obtain, respectively,

(2.7.34)

It is easy to see that relation (2.7.33) is a conservat ion law for the system of
differential equations (2.7.34).

Finally, the quadrati c conservat ion law (2.7.28) expressed in new vari ables
becomes

Unfortunately, it seems that th e system of auxiliary equations (2.7.34) is of a
more complicated structure th an the corresponding system of auxiliary equa
tions (2.7.23) , (2.7.24) . T he main reason for th is fact is that equat ions (2.7.34h,6
are of the second order .
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2.7.2 Some Examples

(a) Uncoupled oscillator. As an illustrative example let us consider the uncou
pled linear oscillator for which b(t) = O. The canonical differential equations of
motion are

:i;

Px
For this case we first take

A(t)px,
-a(t)x,

iJ = 8(t)py ,
py = -m(t)y. (2.7.36)

K(t) = T(t) = O.

Hence, the auxiliary system (2.7.23) is reduced to two equations:

i3 = -2AAB, /3 = -280:[3,

and the set of equations (2.7.24) is reduced to two equations:

A+AA2 +a = AB2
j a+ 80:2 +m = 8[32 .

(2.7.37)

(2.7.38)

(2.7.39)

Therefore, the quadratic conservation law of the rheolinear system (2.7.36) is,
according to equation (2.7.28),

1 = ~ [(Px - Ax)2 + B2x2] + ~ [(py - o:y)2 + [32 y2] , (2.7.40)

where A(t), B(t), o: (t ), and [3(t) are any solution ofthe auxiliary system (2.7.38) ,
(2.7.39), subject to arbitrary initial conditions.

However, for this degenerate case, the conservation law (2.7.40) together with
the auxiliary conditions can be split into two mutually independent conservation
laws

1 [ 2 2 2]11 = 13 (Px - Ax) + B x ,

with the auxiliary conditions

A+ AA2+ a = AB2, i3 = -2AAB,

and

with auxiliary conditions

a+ 80:2+ m = 8[32, /3 = -280:[3.

(2.7.41)

(2.7.42)

(2.7.43)

(2.7.44)

In analogy with the one-degree-of-freedom system (see (2.5.23)) , by taking
B = 1/pi ,[3 = 1/ P~, where PI and P2 are new unknown functions of time, we
find from (2.7.42) and (2.7.44), that A = pI! (A(t)PI) and 0: = P2/ (8(t)P2) and

.. A. A2 .. El . 8 2

PI - -API + AaPI = 3 ' P2 - -8P2 + 8mP2 = 3· (2.7.45)
PI P2
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The conservation laws (2.7.41) and (2.7.43) become

(2.7.46)

Not e that for A(t) = 8( t ) = 1, the auxiliary conditions (2.7.45) and conservation
laws (2.7.46) are identical with the results of Giinter and Leach [511.

As an alternative possibili ty (see [123]) for finding conservation laws of the
uncoupled dynamical system (2.7.36), we take

B( t) = fJ(t) = T(t) = O. (2.7.47)

For this choice, the auxiliary condit ions (2.7.23), (2.7.24) are reduced to

K=-K(AA+8a), A+AAz+a=8Kz, o +8a 2 +m =AKz,
(2.7.48)

and th e conservation law of th e system (2.7.36) is

(2.7.49)

(2.7.50)

where K , A, and a constitute a solut ion of the auxiliary equa tions (2.7.48) sub
ject to the arbitrary initial conditions.

Similarly, as in the previous case, on taking A = PI/ (ApI)' a = pz/ (8pz) ,
t he first equation of th e set (2.7.48) is reduced to th e integrable form

dK _ dpI _ dpz

K PI pz

Int egrating, we find

K =~, M = const . # O.
PIPZ

The last two equations (2.7.48) are redu ced to

(2.7.51)

(2.7.52)

I =

The conservation law (2.7.49) now becomes

1 [ PI pz PI
M PIPZPxPy + A 8 xy - A PZ XPy

Pz ] x y- - PIYPx +M--,
8 PI PZ

(2.7.53)

where PI' Pz are any solut ions of the system (2.7.52) for arbit rary initial condi
t ions , and M is an arbitra ry constant.
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(b) Semicoupled oscillator: A(t) = 8(t),a(t) = m(t) . Let us consider the
dynamical system whose Hamiltonian is of the form

(2.7.54)

with arbitrary A(t),a(t), and b(t).
For this case, if we take

A = 0: , B = (3 = 0, S = -T, D = -K, C = -A, 'Y = -A, (2.7.55)

the auxiliary system of equations (2.7.23), (2.7.24) is reduced to

k + 2AAK = 0, t + 2AAT - b = 0, .A + AA2 + a = A(K 2
- T 2),

(2.7.56)

and for this case, the angular momentum-type conservation law (2.7.7) will be
of the form

I = 2~ [p; - p~ - (T 2 - K 2 - A2)x2 + (T 2 - K 2 _ A2)y2

+2A(ypy - xPx) + 2T(ypx - XPy)] . (2.7.57)

Taking A = PI (Ap) as in the previous case, the first equation of the system
(2.7.56) can be integrated to give K = M / p2, where M is a constant of integra
tion. The last two equations of (2.7.56) cart-be written as

. 2
.. AP 2 (M 2 )P - - - + Aap = A - - T p .Ap p3

(2.7.58)

Thus, the conservation law (2.7.57) can be represented in the form

I = 2~ { (ppx - ~r-(ppy - ~r
+ [T2 (y2 _x2) +T(ypx -XPy)]

+M
2 (~r -M

2 (~r} · (2.7.59)

It is easy to see that for the special case b(t) = 0 the first auxiliary equation
(2.7.58) is satisfied for T = O. Note that for T = 0 and A(t) = 1, the second
auxiliary equation (2.7.58) and the conservation law (2.7.59) become identical
with the so-called Fradkin-Leach tensor [51] and [63].

(c) A numerical example. As indicated previously, the possibility of finding a
quadratic conservation law of the rheolinear dynamical system with two degrees
of freedom with the given Hamiltonian function in the form (2.7.1) strictly de
pends upon our ability to find any solution of the auxiliary differential equations
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(2.7.23), (2.7.24). It is obv ious, taking into account t he nonlinear structure of
t hese equa tio ns, that a solution cannot in genera l be found in a closed form
in terms of known functions. Similar difficulty arises in finding approximate
solut ions in a closed analytical form due to t he relatively large number of aux
iliary equations . Besides that, even in the case of a single degree of freedom,
t he approx imate ana lysis of t he corres ponding auxiliary equation like (2.6.30),
as demonstrated by num erous aut hors, is a rather difficul t mathematical task.

Here, we analyze a concrete dynamical rheolinear system employing purely
numeri cal pro cedures.

Let us consider t he rheolinear dynamical system defined as an initial valu e
pr oblem

:i; 3(1 + t2)px, x(O) = 1,

iJ 2 (1 + D Py, y(O) = 3,

Px - 35etx - 22(1 + t2)y , Px(O) = 1,

py - 22(1 + t2)x - 14(1 + t3 )y, py(O) = 2,

0 ::; t s 6. (2.7.60)

In accordance with t he previo usly introduced notation, we have

A(t) 3(1 + t2
) ,

8 (t) 2 (1+ D '

a(t) 35et
,

b(t) 22(1 + t2
) ,

m(t) 14(1 + t3
) . (2.7.61)

To obtain a solution of t he aux iliary system (2.7.23), (2.7.24) we have to pre
scribe some init ial condit ions for t he variables A,a, {J ,K ,B , and T. For the
problem in question , we assume

A(O) = 0, a(O) = 0, T (O) = 0,

and from (2.7.24) it follows that

A(0)B2(0) + 8(0)K2(0) = a(O) = 35,

A(0)K2(0) + 8 (0){J2(0) = m(O) = 14,

K (O ) [A(O)B(O) + 8(O){J (O) ] = b(O ) = 22.

Solving this syste m using equations (2.7.61) for t = 0, we obtain

B (O) = 3, K (O ) = 2, {J(O) = 1,

(2.7.62)

(2.7.63)

(2.7.64)

which, together with (2.7.62), comprise the complete set of the initi al condit ions
for auxiliary variables.
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The differential equations of the dynamical system (2.7.60) and six auxil
iary differential equations (2.7.23), (2.7.24) are integrated numerically using the
Runge-Kutta method. The step size of the dimensionless time has been taken
to be t:.t = 10-6 . The motion of the dynamical system, that is, x(t) , y(t),Px(t),
and py(t) , is depicted in Figure 2.7.1. The value of the conserved quantity I ,
given by equation (2.7.28), has been calculated in each step of integration and
its closeness to the value along the exact trajectory I = 19 is assessed in Figure
2.7.1.

21

I

o

-20 L--..L._...l.----JL....---l..._...L..---l_-l.._..L----L_......J

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

t
Figure 2.7.1

The values of th e auxiliary variables B, K, A, f3, and et are not presented in
Figure 2.7.1.

It is of special interest to note that the conservation law obtained can be
advantageously used as a reliable indicator of the quality of numerical solution
of the rheolinear system (2.7.60). In Figure 2.7.2. the solution of the dynamical
system is shown for values of the dimensionless time t 2:: 6.

45

-45
o 2 4 6 8 10

t
Figure 2.7.2

It is a well-known fact that every numerical solution of a system of ordinary
differential equations inevitably brings some errors into results. If the range of
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the independent var iable is large, t he accumulat ion of erro r can be of such an
order that the numerical soluti on becomes quite unr eliable. In a comment of
the adaptive step-size control for the Runge-Kutt a method , Press et al observed
that "somet imes accuracy may be demanded not directly in t he solut ion itself,
but in some related conserved qu antity that can be monitored" [88, p. 554].
The value of t he related conservation law has been calculated in each step and
shown in Figure 2.7.2. The results shown clearly demons trate t ha t t he solut ion
of the dynam ical system can be considered correc t until , approximately, t = 10.
After this period, t he value of t he conservat ion law starts to decrease rapidly,
and the solut ion becomes inaccur ate.



Chapter 3

Transformation Properties
of the Lagrange-
D'Alembert Variational
Principle: Conservation
Laws of N onconservative
Dynamical Systems

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we shall demonstrat e t hat the Lagrange-D'Alemb ert differential
variational principle can be used for t he study of conser vat ion laws of conserva
t ive and purely nonconservative dynamic al systems. T he basic idea of this ap
proach is to consider the transformation properties of the Lagrange-D'Alemb ert
principle with respect to the infinitesima l t ransform ation of the genera lized co
ordinates and t ime. It is of int erest to not e that for the Lagrangian and Hamil
tonian dynamical systems (i.e., for t he syst ems that are complete ly described
by the Lagrangian or Hamiltonian functions and in which t he nonconserva
t ive forces are absent, Qi = 0) the way of obtain ing the conservatio n laws is
identical with the famous theory of Emmy Noether , which is based upon the
transformation properties of the Hamiltonian action int egral t Ldu. However ,
the approach based upon the Lagrange-D'Alemb ert differential variational pr in
ciple admits the possibility to include int o consideration purely nonconservative
dynamical systems for which Qi =I o.

B. D. Vujanovic, et al., An Introduction to 

Modern Variational Techniques in Mechanics and Engineering

© Birkhäuser Boston 2004
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3.2 Simultaneous and Nonsimultaneous Virtual
Displacements (Variations), Infinitesimal
Transformations

For the sake of completeness we will briefly describe the forms of the infinitesimal
transformations (variations, virtual displacements) used in the proceeding text.
Let the position of dynamical system with n degrees of freedom be specified by
the set of generalized coordinates

(3.2.1)

which are supposed to be continuous functions of time.
The symbol 6 will denote the simultaneous variation: a representative point

A that is on the actual path at time t and is correlated to an infinitesimally
close point B occupied at the same time t in the varied path by the relation

iji(t) = qi(t) + 8qi, (3.2.2)

where iji(t) and qi(t) are the coordinates of the point B and A , respectively (see
Figure 3.2.1).

q

q(t)

q(t)

q (t)

C varied path

actual path

i

i (Jl1t..._._ 1__.__._.._ _.._._.._.__.._.__ _. •
t M t
Figure 3.2.1

Note that the infinitesimal quantities Sq, are identical to the components of
virtual displacement vector introduced in section 1.2.

At th e same time, in order to consider a much broader class of infinitesimal
transformations, we introduce a new kind of variation by supposing that the
time t suffers an infinitesimal deformation /::"t, such that

t = t+/::,.t. (3.2 .3)
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If the motion on the act ual path is given by qi(t), we will determine the corre
sponding infinitesimally close motion on the varied path, which is taking place
in accordance with the holonomic const ra ints acting on the syste m by q(t). Let
us define the nons imultaneous (generalized) variation by the equat ion

CJ.qi = qi(t) - qi(t) = qi(t + CJ.t) - qi(t) . (3.2.4)

Developing term q(t+CJ.t) into a Taylor series and retaining the first-order terms

only, one has qi(t + CJ.t) ":j iji(t ) + qi (t) CJ.t , and hence (3.2.4) can be written in
the form

CJ.qi = bq, + qiCJ.t , (3.2.5)

where we have employed (3.2.2). The geometrical interpre tat ion of (3.2.2),
(3.2.3) , (3.2.4) , and (3.2.5) is provided in Figure 3.2.1.

We note that the relation (3.2.5) can serve as a useful pattern for finding the
nonsimultaneous var iations of any scalar vector or tensor functional L( t, q , q),
where q = {ql ' ..., q,,} and q = {ql ' ..., q,,} . In fact , it is easy to show that

where

CJ.L( t ,q, q) =8L(t ,q , q) + L(t ,q , q)CJ.t , (3.2.6)

Also,

and

CJ.L(t ,t , q , q)

8L(t ,q , q)

(
- _ dCi(t)) ( dq(t))L t , q(t) , dt - L t, q(t) ,----;ti

8L 8L 8L
-;:;-CJ.qi + ~CJ.qi + "7}CJ.t.
uqi oq ut

L (t ,Ci(t) ,d~~t)) _ L (t ,q(t) ,d~~t))

8L 8L .
-;:;-8qi +~8qioq, uq

(3.2.7)

(3.2.8)

L( . ) 8L 8L . 8L ..
t , q , q = [jt + 8qiqi + 8qiqi·

We note that from (3.2.6) it follows that

CJ.qi = 8qi + qiCJ.t.

Differentiating (3.2.5) with respect to tim e we find

Combining the last two equ ations we find

(3.2.9)

(3.2.10)

(3.2.11)

(3.2.12)
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As usual in variationa l calculus and also accepting the commutative rules (1.3.18),
that is, 8qi = (8qi)" , we see th at

(3.2.13)

and this equation indicates that the symbols of nonsimultaneous var iations are
not commutat ive, namely,

~d( · ) - d~ ( ·) # o. (3.2.14)

Note for completeness tha t the formula (3.2.6) can also be applied to the "action
type" functionals tha t are defined in the form of a definite integral ,

l
t l

~ L(t ,q , q )dt
to

l
t l r~ L(t ,q , q)dt = 8 L(t ,q , q)dt + L(t ,q, q)~tl :~ ,

to tu

where

= 1~' L (t,q(t),d~~)) dt

t ' ( dq(t ) )- lto L t, q(t ),----;ft dt

and to = to + ~t (to ) ,t] = t ] + ~t(td . Also,

l
t l

8 L(t ,q , q )dt =
t o

Consequent ly

t ltl8 L(t ,q , q )dt = 8L(t, q, q)dt.
tu to

(3.2.15)

(3.2.16)

(3.2.17)

(3.2.18)

At this point we are going to interpret equat ions (3.2.2) and (3.2.5) as the
infinitesimal transformations of generalized coordinates qi(t) and time t. Let us
suppose that the infinitesimal transformations are of the form

qi(t) + eFi(t, q(t) ,q(t) ), i = 1, ... , n ,

t + ef (t ,q(t ),q(t)) , (3.2.19)

where t he functions Fi(t, q(t ),q (t )) = Fi(t ,ql , ...,qn,q], ...,qn), i = 1, ... , n, and
f (t ,q (t ), q(t )) = 1(, q] , ...,qn,ql , ..., qn) are also called genera tors of the infini tes
imal t ra nsforma tion of space and time, respectively. The parameter e is a small
constant positive number . Comp aring (3.2.19) with (3.2.4) and (3.2.3) we have

~q; = eF;(t ,q(t ),q(t )), ~t = ef tt ,q(t ),q(t )). (3.2.20)
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The infinitesimal transformations of generalized coordina tes and time (3.2.19)
const it ute th e general infinitesimal transform ation in which the space and time
genera tors F; and f are supposed to be functions of generalized coordinate s qi,
genera lized velocities qi, and time t . From (3.2.5) and (3.2.13) with the notation
(3.2.20) , we find

e [Fi(t ,q(t), q(t)) - qi!(t ,q(t) , q(t))] ,

e [pi (t ,q(t) ,q(t)) - q;j(t ,q(t) ,q(t))] . (3.2.21)

Finally, note that in the case when t he time t is not vari ed (i.e., ot = 0) the
operators 0 and II coincide , t hat is,

qi(t ) = qi(t) + Sq, = qi + cFi (t , q(t) ,q(t)) , l = t. (3.2.22)

By using the t ransformation rules (3.2.21) we shall transform th e Lagr ange
D'Alembert pr inciple into a form th at reveals possibilities to obtain conservation
laws of conserva t ive and nonconservative dynamical syste ms.

3.3 A Transformation of the Lagrange-
D'Alembert Principle

Let us consider a dynamical system of N par t icles subject to holonomi c con
straints . We sha ll assume that the given impressed forces F 1 , .. . , F N act at some
points of the system . The virtual displacements of these points are denoted by
or l , ..., 8rN . According to the Lagrange-D'Alembert principle of virtual work ,
we have (see (1.3.4))

N

L (miFi - F i) ' or i = O.
i = 1

(3.3.1)

Introducing the generalized coordinates (3.2.1) in such a way that every po
sit ion vector can be expressed as a function of these coordinates and time
r i = ri(t ,qll ...,qn) and ap plying the procedure described in sect ion 1.3, we
find (see equat ion (1.3.33)) that

(~ 8L _ 8L _ Q,') "q' = 0 i = 1 n (3.3.2)dt 8qi 8qi v t , . .. , ,

where L = L(t ,q(t) ,q(t)) is th e Lagrangian function and Qi = Qi(t,q(t) ,q(t))
are the component s of the nonconservati ve (nonp otential) genera lized forces,
which are supposed to be arbitrary functions of time t , genera lized coordinates
qi , and generalized velocities qi .

We write equat ion (3.3.2) in the form

d ( 8L ) 8 L . 8 L
dt 8qi8qi - 8qi 8qi - 8qi bq, - QiOqi = 0, (3.3.3)
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where we have used commutativity rule Dqi = (d/dt) Dqi . Taking into account
(3.2.5) and (3.2.10), that is, Sq, = 6.qi - qi6.t and Dqi = 6.qi-iji6.t, the equation
(3.3.2) becomes

d [OL .] (OL . et. OL)dt Oqi (6.qi - qi6.t) - Oqi 6.qi + Oqi 6.qi + 7ft6.t

(
OL .. oi. . OL)II. Q(II. ' 11. ) 0+ Oqi qi + Oqi qi + at ut - i uqi - qiu t = .

Denoting by

(3.3.4)

6.L

i (3.3.5)

(3.3.7)

we write equation (3.3.4) in the form

~ [~~ (6.qi - qi6.t) + L6.t] - 6.L - L(6.t)' - Qi (6.qi - qi6.t) = O. (3.3 .6)

By adding and subtracting the total time derivative of an arbitrary function
cF(t, q(t), q(t)), we can write (3.3.6) in the form

:t [~~ (6.qi - qi6.t) + L6.t - cp]

- [6.L + L(6.t) · + Qi (6.qi - qi6.t) - cF] = 0,

which is the transformation of the Lagrange-D'Alembert principle we have been
seeking. As in the Noetherian theory based upon the integral variational princi
ples, we are referring to the function P(t, q(t), q(t)) as a gauge-variant junction.

3.4 The Conditions for the Existence of a
Conserved Quantity of the Given Dynamical
System

From the equation (3.3.7) , which represents the transformed form of the Lagrange
D'Alembert principle, it is obvious that if the relation

6.L + L(6.t) ' + Qi (6.qi - qi6.t) - EF = 0

is satisfied, the dynamical system admits a conservation law of the form

~~ (6.qi - Qi6.t) + L6.t - eP = C = const .
vqi

(3.4.1)

(3.4.2)
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Introducing the generators F, and f of the infinitesimal transform ations defined
by equations (3.2.19) , we can write (3.4.1), (3.4.2) in the form

and

8L 8L ( . .) 8L · .
8qi F; + 8iti F; - itd + at f + L f + Qi (F, - qd) - P = 0

88~ (Fi - (id) + Lf - P = cons t .
qi

(3.4.3)

(3.4 .4)

(3.4 .5)

Note that the equation (3.4.3) is usually referred to as the generalized basic
Noether identity.

Thus, we can st ate th e following.
For every infinitesim al transformation of the generalized coordinates and

tim e of the form (3.2 .18) and for every gauge fun ction P(t , q( t) , q(t)) that satisfy
the scalar equation (3.4.3), there exists a conserv ation quantity of the form
(3.4.4).

Note that this statement for th e case when the dyn amical system is fully
specified by th e Lagrangi an function L(t, q(t) ,q(t)) and Qi = 0 can be consid
ered identical with th e famous th eorem of Emmy Noether [78], whose results
have been based upon the invariant properties of the Hamilton act ion integral
t Ldt wit h respect to the infinitesimal transformations of genera lized coordi
nates and time, with th e generators depending only upon the genera lized coor
dinates. Equations (3.4.3) and (3.3.4) were first derived in [37] starting from a
generalized form of Hamilton's variat ional principle. The invariant form of the
Lagrange-D'Alembert pr inciple present ed here have was first derived in [112]
(see also [122J , where (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) were obt ained by studying invariant
properties of Gauss and Jourdain differential variat ional principles) . It is also of
interest to note th at the generalized Noetherian approach to th e study of con
servation laws has been exte nded to more complex dynamical systems whose
st ructures demand introduction of quasi coordinates [36]. Djukic was the first
to introduce the gauge functions in his st udy of Noether' s theorem (see [35]).

The relations (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) can be easily expressed in the Hamiltonian
canonical vari ables qi and Pi.

Recalling th e relations introduced in sect ion 1.8,

Pi ;~ , ;~ qi - L = H(t ,qi , ... , q",PI , ... ,p,, ),

8L 8H 8L 8H
8qi - Bq; ' at - at'

we write (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) in canonical form :

8H . . 8 H ( 8H) .
- Dqi F; + p.F; - H] - atf + Qi F, - 8Pi + P( t ,q(t) , p(t)) = 0 (3.4.6)

and

1 = p.F, - H f + P = const. (3.4.7)
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Naturally, we suppose tha t the generators of the infinitesim al transformations
Fi , f , the gauge function P, and the generalized forces Qi are functions of time
t and the cano nical variables qi and Pi , i = 1, ...,n .

Thus, we can formulate a similar result as stated above.
If the space and time genemtors Fi(t ,q(t) , p(t» , f(t, q(t) ,P(t» and the gauge

function P(t ,q(t) , p (t)) satisfy Noether 's identity (3.4.6) identically along the
dynamical tmjectory of the dynamical system

. oH
qi=- ,

°Pi
Pi = - ~H + Qi(t ,q(t),P(t» ,

oq,
i = 1, ...,n, (3.4.8)

then there exists a conseruation law (3.4.7).
It should be noted that th e term "along the trajectory" means that we

are able to express the acceleration vector qi in terms of t ,qi, and qi by using
the Euler-Lagrangian equations of motion and to substitute th is into Noether's
identity (3.4.3). Similarly, for the dynamical problems expressed in the canonical
variables, we are generally able to express qi and Pi by means of (3.4.8) in terms
of qi,Pi , and t and to substitute this into Noether 's identity in canonical form
(3.4.6) .

As has been shown (see, for example, [122J and the references cited therein),
the basic Noether identity (3.4.3) can be considered from the various points
of views. Frequently, this identity can be transformed into a system of partial
differential equat ions. If any solution of this system is available, a conservat ion
law of the dynamical system follows immediately.

3.5 The Generalized Killing Equations

As noted at the end of the previous sect ion, the basic Noether identity can be
decomposed into a system of partial differential equations. These equations are
frequently linear partial differential equat ions of the first order with respect to
generators Fi , f and gauge function P.

For exa mple, let us suppose that the set of n + 2 functions Fi , t, and P
depend s only upon time t and generalized coordinates qi:

F; = Fi(t ,q(t)) , f = f(t , q(t)), P = P(t ,q(t)) , i = 1, .. ., n , (3.5.1)

where q = {ql' ..., qn} and the generalized forces are absent, th at is, Qi = O.
Entering with this into the basic Noether identity (3.4.3) , we find

. (Of of .) si. et.
L(t,q(t) ,q(t)) f)t + Oqi qi +aiJ+ Oq/i

et. ( OFi oFi . o f . Of . . ) oP OP. ( )+-. - + -q' - -qi - -qiq ' - - - -qi = O. 3.5.2
Oqi f)t oqj J at oqj J ot Oqi

Specifying the form of the Lagrangian function, this equation can be transformed
into a system of par tial differential equations by equating to zero terms of the
corresponding degree of q(t).
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For exa mple, let us consider a rheonomic dynamical system with n degrees
of freedom whose Lagrangian functi on is of the form

L = T - IT = ~g (t ,q) + a;( t, q) qi + ~9ij (t ,q) qiqj - IT (t ,q) . (3.5.3)

Entering with this into (3.5.2) and grouping the terms according to degree of q ,
we have

(3.5.4)

for i , 5 , r, p = 1, ...,n. Note that the expression in parentheses with coefficients
qsqr and qsqrqp is written in symmetric form .

Equating each factor of the various powers of q to zero, we obtain the fol
lowing syst em of partial differenti al equations of the first order , which we refer
to as the generalized Killing equations :

These equ ations were first derived for the case P = 0 in [111] , and the case
P =1= 0 was reported in [35]. The reason why we call th is syste m the genera lized
Killing equat ions lies in th e fact that thi s syste m for the case of free, t ha t is,
inertial motion of a dynamical system can be reduced to th e Killing equat ions
well known in Riemannian geometry and genera l relativity.

To show this, we suppose that the following condit ions are satisfied:
(a) The Lagr angian function does not depend upon time: oL/at = o.
(b) The time is not varied , i.e., f = O.
(c) The space generat ors Pi do not depend upon time t, i.e., of/ot = o.
(d) The gauge function P is equal to zero: P = O.
(e) The pot ential energy IT (t ,q) = O. Therefore, according to (3.5.3) the

Lagrangian function becomes L = ( ~) giA i(/j . Thus, th e motion is iner tial.
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With these suppositions, the equations (3.5.5h,2,4 are identically equal to
zero, and the equation (3.5.5h becomes

{)9sr er; er; ( )
-{)Fi + 9iS-{) + 9ir-{) = 0, i , s , r = 1, ...,n, 3.5 .6

qi qr qs

which are classical Killing equations. Because 9ij = 9ji, they constitute a system
of n (n + 1) /2 independent equations, and in the general case they do not have
a solution. However, if for some particular dynamical system the solution exists,
according to (3.4.4) the dynamical system has a linear conservation law of the
form

9ijFiqj = I = const . (3.5.7)

Note that for more complicated dynamical systems and more complex forms of
the generators of infinitesimal transformations and the gauge function, we are
faced with a more complicated system of partial differential equations that stem
from the basic Noether identity (3.4.3) .

However, very frequently, we are able to find the conservation laws directly
from the basic Noether identity, without reducing it to the system of generalized
Killing equations.

For example, we are easily able to find two important conservation laws: the
J acobi conservation law and the cyclic integral of th e scleronomic dynamical
system, which are derived in section 1.4.

Example 3.5.1. Jacobi conservation law. Let us consider the scleronomic dy
namical system whose Lagrangian function is L = L (q( t) ,q(t)), where q = {q1>
..., qn} and the nonconservative forces Qi are absent.

It is easy to verify that for

f = A = const., Fi = 0, P = 0, (3.5.8)

(3.5.9)

the basic Noether identity (3.4.3) is identically satisfied. Therefore, from (3.4.4)
it follows that

L {)L . E
- -{)'qi = = const .,

qi

which is identical to the Jacobi integral (1.4.45) . From (3.5.8) it follows that the
infinitesimal transformation which leaves the Lagrange-D'Alembert principle
invariant is of the form

qi = qi , t = t + cA , (3.5.10)

which is the time translation mentioned in section 1.4 (see equation (1.4.48)) .
Similarly, considering the equivalent dynamical system expressed in canon

ical variables whose Hamiltonian function is H = H (q, p) and Qi = 0, for
Fi ,!, and P given by (3.5.8), we see that the basic Noether identity (3.4.6) is
identically satisfied and from (3.4.7) we obtain that

H (q, p) = const., (3.5.11)
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which is identical with the pr eviously obtained result (1.8.17) obtained by a
different reasoning.

Example 3.5.2. Conservation of the generalized momentum. If the La
grangian function L does not depend upon a specific generalized coordinate,
say qI, but it depends on (h, then if Qi = 0, the basic Noether identity (3.4.3)
will be identically satisfied for the infinitesimal transformations of the form

ifl = ql +EA, ifa = qa , E= t , et = 2, ...,n,
whose generators are obviously

FI = A = const., Fa = 0, f = o.

(3.5.12)

(3.5.13)

(3.5 .14)

(3.6.1)

Again, the basic Noether identity will be identically satisfied for P = const .
and from (3.4.4) it follows that the conserved quantity that corresponds to the
infinitesimal transformat ion (3.5.12) is

8L
-;:;-:- = const .,
oq,

which is the well-known int egral of momentum or cyclic int egr al discussed in
section 1.4.

3.6 The Basic Noether Identity and Integrating
Factors of Equations of Motion

The basic Noether identity (3.4.3) is of a very complex structure and can be
connected with almost all vit al and important parts of analyt ical mechani cs.

In this section we demonstrat e that thi s identity is intimately related to the
integrating factors of the differential equat ions of motion of holonomic noncon
servative dynamical syst ems .

Rewriting (3.4 .3) in the form

8L . si. ( DL) . et. .
Oqi Pi + Oqi Pi + L - Oqi qi f + at f + Qi (Pi - qd) - P = 0,

and transforming the first and third terms by using Leibniz's rule uv = (uv)' 
ItV, we have

.:!:- [o~ Fi + (L _o~ qi) f _ p] +Fi (OL _.:!:- O~)
dt Oqi Oqi Oqi dt Oqi

d ( DL . ) 8L .
- dt L - Oqi qi f + atf + Q;(Fi - qif) = O. (3.6.2)

It is easy to demonstrate by differentiation with respect to time t hat t he follow
ing identity holds:

(:3.6 .3)
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Substituting this into (3.6.2) one has
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(3.6.5)

Note that the expression in square brackets on the right-hand side is, according
to (3.4.4), a constant for every solution Fi , f, and P of the basic Noether identity
(3.6.1). Thus it is evident that the expression iF; - 4i1) can be interpreted as
integrating factors of the Euler-Lagrangian equations

d et. st.
dt aili - aqi - Qi = 0, i = 1, ..., n .

More precisely, the terms (Fi - 4d) i= 0 are generally proportional to the
integrating factors, since the Euler-Lagrangian equations (3.6.5) can contain
the differential equations of motion (DEM) multiplied by some scalar factors
B(i) (t, q(t), q(t)) . Written symbolically, we can express (3.6.5) in the form

(DEM)i B(il (t, q(t) , q(t)) = 0, (3.6.6)

where the summation convention with respect to indices i does not hold. There
fore, the actual integrating factors are

(Integrating factor)(i) = B(i) (t, q(t) , q(t)) (Fi - 4i1), (3.6.7)

(3.7.1)

(3.7.2)

where index i is not summed.
Note that a rather exhaustive account of the theory of integrating factors of

nonconservative dynamical systems and related conservation laws are published
in [38] from a different point of view.

3.7 Quadratic Conservation Laws of Euler's
Equation

Let us consider the famous Euler's differential equation

.. a. b 0
X+ t:x+tix= ,

where q = x is a generalized coordinate and a and b are real constant parame
ters . This equation can be derived from the Euler-Lagrangian equation whose
Lagrangian function is

L = ~:iha - ~bx2ta-2 .

Note that the scalar factor B(t, x, x) mentioned at the end of the last section is

(3.7.3)
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since (see (3.6.6))
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(3.7.4)

In order to study qu adratic conservat ion laws of thi s equat ion, with respect to
generalized velocity X, we shall suppose that the time generators j , the space
generator F, and the gauge function P are, respectively, of the form

(3.7.5)

(3.7.6)

where A, K ,R ,m, p, and s are unknown constants to be determined.
The basic Noether identity and the corresponding conservation law in our

notation are (see (3.4.3) , (3.4.4))

8L 8L · ( 8L) . 8L .
8x F + 8x F + L - ox x j + at - P = 0

and

~~F+ (L- ~~ x) -P=I = const. (3.7.7)

Substituting (3.7.5) into (3.7.6) and equating to zero terms with x2,xx, and x,
we obtain, resp ectively,

-bKta+p - 2 - ~Amta+m-3 - RSt' -1 _ ~Ab(a - 2) ta+m- 3 0,

Kpta+p - 1 - 2Rt S 0,

K ta+ p - ~Amta+m-l + ~aAta+m-l O.

(3.7.8)

These equations will be compatible with respect to the exponents for

p = m - I, s = a + m - 2.

Thus, equations (3.7.8) become

1 1
-bK - -Amb - -Ab (a - 2) - Rs

2 2
Kp-2R

1 1
K - -Am + -aA

2 2

From (3.7.10h,3 and (3.7.9) we obtain

0,

0,

o.

(3.7.9)

(3.7.10)

1
R=-A(m -1)(m -a) ,

4
(3.7.11)
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and (3.7.10h becomes
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(m - 1) [4b + (m - a) (a + m - 2)] = O.

This cubic equat ion has three root s t ha t are given as

(3.7.12)

m l = 1, m2 = 1 + J(a - 1)2 - 4b, m3 = 1 - J(a - 1)2 - 4b. (3.7.13)

A simple inspect ion shows that the constant A can be taken to be A = 1 since
I ,F , and K are depending linearly on this constant, which is evident from (3.7.5)
and (3.7.11).

The generators of t ransformat ions and the gauge function are

I( i)

Multiplying both sides of (3.7.7) with -1, for ease , and substituting (3.7.14) we
find for each given par ameters a and b the following t hree quadratic conse rva t ion
laws:

1 1
ri;2 ta+m(i ) - '2 [m(i ) - a] t a+m(i )-I x :i:

x2

+4 {2b + [m (i ) - 1] [m(i) - a]} ta+m(i )- 2

i = 1,2 ,3 .

= -/(i ) = const .,

(3.7.15)

(3.7.16)

For the arbitrary a and band m(l) = 1, th e gauge function P(1) = 0, and we
have the following conservat ion law:

1 .2 a+l 1 (1 ) a ' 1b 2 a- l I t'2 x t - '2 - a t xx + '2 x t = - (I ) = cons .,

while the ot her two conservation laws, for m(o), a = 2,3 given by (3.7.13),
beco me

~ :i:2ta+m ( ..) - ~ [m(ol - a] ta+m (" j - Ix:i:

2+: {2b+ [m(o) - 1] [m(o) - a]} ta+m
( ,, ) - 2

= -1(0 ) = const ., a = 2,3 , (3.7.17)

where a and b are also arbit rary.
It is now easy to verify that for each given B(i ) , I (i) , and F (i ) we can find the

corresponding integrat ing factor of t he differential equat ion of motion .
For t he sake of simplicity let us find the integrating factor of the differential

equa tio n (3.7.1) that generates the conserva tion law (3.7.16). For t his case
m(1) = 1,/(1) = t , F (1) = ~ (1 - a) x , and since B = t" (see (3.7.3)) we have
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on the basis of (3.6.7) that the integrating factor of (3.7.1) is in accordance to
(3.6.7):

(Integrating factor)(1) = e(F(1) - /(1)x) = ~ (1 - a) tax - xta+1
• (3.7.18)

Therefore, it is easy to verify that the following relation holds:

As a concret e example, let us consider the case

.. 6 . 4 0
x + t;X+ (i x = ,

(3.7.19)

(3.7.20)

for which a = 6 and b = 4. From (3.7.13) it follows that the exponent m has
the values m (1 ) = 1 ,111(2) = 4 , 111(3) = -2. From (3.7.16) and (3.7.17) it follows
that the differential equa tion (3.7.20) possesses the following three quadratic
conservat ion laws:

1 5
2 x2t7 + 2 xxt6 + 2x2t5

! x2 t 10 + x±t9 + ~ x2t82 . 2 '

~ x2t4 + 4xxt 3 + 8x2t2

- 1(1) = const .,

- 1(2) = cons t.,

- / (3) = con st ., (3.7.21)

It should be not ed tha t all t hree conservat ion laws (3.7.16), (3.7.17) and conse
quently three conservat ion laws (3.7.21) are not mutually independent . In fact ,
we can consider any two of th e conservat ion laws (3.7.21) as mutually inde
pend ent, and the third one should be a consequence of the first two arbit ra rily
selected.

To demonstrate this, we note th at t he differential equat ion (3.7.20) has two
linear conservat ion laws of the form

(3.7.22)

which can be considered as the genera l solution of (3.7.20). From (3.7.22) it
follows that

(3.7.23)

which confirm our statement .
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3.8 Quadratic Conservation Laws of the
Scleronomic Duffing Oscillator

In t his section we consider the possibility of finding the conservation laws of the
Duffing oscillator whose differential equation of motion is

!i:+ k:i: + w2x + Xz" = 0, (3.8.1)

where k,W, >., and n are given constant parameters.
One of the basic supposit ions for treating this problem is that we will assume

that the velocity can be represented as a field depending on time t and position
x , namely,11

:i: = rf> (t, x ) . (3.8.2)

Despite the fact that the dynamical system (3.8.1) can be completely derived
from a Lagrangian function , we will treat it as a purely nonconservative system
whose Lagrangian function is L = !:i:2 - !w2x2 - n~l xn+1 , and the nonconser
vative force is Q = - k:i:.

If we select the generators of the infinitesimal transformations in the form
F = -1 , 1= 0, and the gauge function P = rf> (t , x) , Noether's identity (3.4.3)
becomes

or, in explicit form ,

8L .
8x F + QF+ rf> = ° (3.8.3)

(3.8.4)

In the next chapter we will call this quasi-linear differential equation the basic
field equation. Note that the equation (3.4.4) in this case reduces to an identity
(- :i: +:i:= 0), from which it follows that the constant appearing in (3.4.4) is
equa l to zero . This fact means that we can consider the basic supposition
(3.8.2) as a conservation law of the dynamical system (3.8.1). Note also that
by combining (3.8.1) with (3.8.2) we can immediately derive partial differential
equation (3.8.4). However, we have demonstrated here that the method based
upon th e theory of this chapter has a rather operative possibility. To find an
incomplete solution of (3.8.4) (which in fact represents a conservation law of the
dyn amical system (3.8.1)), we select the solution in the form

:i: = rf> (t,x ) = Ax + [11 (t) + W (x))l/2, (3.8.5)

(3.8.6)

where A and I are constants and I (t) and W (x) are unknown functions. En
tering with this into (3.8.4) we find

I (i + 2kl + 2AI) + (AxW' + 2AW + 2kW)

+VR [2x (A2 + kA + w2
) + (W' + 2>.xn

) ] = 0,

11 Note that this supposition will be widely used in t he next chapter of this book.
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where JR = (I f + W)1/2 and prime denotes the differentiation with respect to
x . By equating to zero the terms in round brackets, we arrive at the following
system of generalized Killing 's equa tions:

j + 2kf + 2Af

A2 +kA+w2

Integrating (3.8.7}4 we obtain

0, AxW' + 2kW + 2AW = 0,

0, W' + 2AXn = O. (3.8.7)

(3.8.8)W (x) = _~xn+ 1 .
n+1

Substituting this into (3.8.7)z we find the following relation between the coeffi
cients k,A , and n:

k=_A n + 3
2 .

Now, from (3.8.7h it follows that

A = ±/ 2 w.
n+1

(3.8.9)

(3.8.10)

Taking the minus sign, th at is, selecting the damping factor to be positive, we
see that the coefficient k , the natural frequency w, and the nonlinear exponent
n are not independent:

k = n +3(_2_) 1/2 w.
2 n+1

Finally, integrating (3.8.7h one finds

(3.8.11)

(3.8.12)

Therefore, from (3.8.8), (3.8.10)-(3.8.12), and (3.8.5) it follows that th e nonlin
ear , damped Duffing oscillator

.. n+3g . 2 \ n 0
X + -2- --wx + w x + " x =

n+1

has th e conservation law

g V 2A± = - --wx + Ic-V2(n+l )wt ;r,n+l,
n+l n +l

or

[(x+ / 2 wx ) 2 +~xn-H] eV2(n+1)wt = I = const.
n+l n + l

(3.8.13)

(3.8.14)

(3.8.15)
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(3.8 .16)

(3.8.17)

For example, let n = 7, for which k = (5/2) w. Thus, the differential equation

i: + ~Wj; + w
2x + >..x7 = 0

possesses, according to (3.8 .15) , the quadratic conservation law of the form

[(x+ ~wx) 2 + ~x8] e4>.t = I = const.

As a next concrete example, let us consider the case of a conservative dynamical
system for which k = O. From (3.8 .11) it follows that n = -3. Therefore, we
conclude that the differential equation

.. 2 >.. 0x+w x+-=
x3

has quadratic conservat ion law

(3.8.18)

(3.8.19)

(3.8.20)

[(j; - iwx)2 - ~ ] e2iwt = Cl = const. ,

where i = yCT. Since the differential equation (3.8.18) is invariant with respect
to transformation x = -x, t = -t, we have another conservation law of (3.8.18)
in the form

[( j; + iwx )2 - :2] e-2iwt = C2= const .

Two first integrals (3.8.19), (3.8.20) are independent, and we can use them to
find the general solution of (3.8 .18). Adding (3.8.19) and (3.8 .20) and multiply
ing the result by x 2 , we have

By subtracting (3.8.19) and (3.8.20) we have

. Cl 2iwt C2 -2iwtxx=-e --e .
4iw 4iw

Integrating we find

2 Cl 2iwt C2 -2iwt + D
x = 4w2 e - 4w2 e ,

(3.8.21)

(3.8.22)

(3.8.23)

(3.8 .24)

where D is a constant of integration which dep ends on Cl and C2 • To find the
constant D , we substitute (3.8.22) into (3.8.23) to obtain

D_hcIC2 _~
- V4 w2 w2 '
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Employing ei X = cos X + i sin X we can write (3.8.23) in the form

2 . J1ClC2 Ax = A cos 2wt + B sm2wt + ---2- - 2 '
4 w w

where

A = _ Cl + C2 B = i -Clw~ C2.
4w 2 '
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(3.8.25)

(3.8.26)

(3.8.27)

(3.8.28)

Finally, since A 2+ B 2 = 4~' ClC2 , we can write the genera l solut ion (3.8.25) of
the differential equation (3.8.18) in the form

x2
= JA 2 + B 2 - :2 + A cos 2wt + B sin 2wt,

which is, for A = -1 identi cal with the solution of the equat ion (2.5.40) given
by (2.5.41) .

It should be noted th at the scleronomic differential equat ion (3.8.18) admits
t he total energy conservation law of th e form

:i:2 x2 A 1- + w2 _ - -- = E = const
2 2 2 x 2 .

Naturally, all three conservat ion laws (3.8.19) , (3.8.20), and (3.8.28) are not
mutually independ ent. They are connected by the relation

(3.8.29)

which is easy to verify by direct calculation.

3.9 Conservation Laws of the Arbitrary Degree
of a Purely Dissipative Dynamical System

Let us consid er a purely nonconservat ive dissipative dynamical system whose
differential equat ion is of the form

x= X(t,x ):i:.

Treating this system as purely nonconservat ive, we have

x2

£ =2' Q(t , x , x)=X (t , x) x .

(3.9.1)

(3.9.2)

As a trial form of t he space and time generators of the infinit esimal transfor
mations, we take

(3.9.3)
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where A , B ,a, and b are unknown constants and S (t ,x) is an unknown function
of time t and the position x . We also suppose that the gauge function P is equal
to zero.

By noting that the time derivatives of the generators F and f along the
dynamical system trajectory are

F=BbxbX(t,x), j=A(~~+ ~~ +asx)xa
,

the Noether identity (3.4.3)

becomes

(3.9.4)

(3.9.5)

B (b+ 1) Xxb+l - !A aS x' a+3 - A [! as + (~+ 1) Sx] xa+2 = O. (396)
2 ax 2 at 2 . .

Taking

a = b - 2,

the Noether identity becomes

[BX(b+ I)X - ~A~~] xb+l - Axb [~~ +SX G+ 1)] =0.

(3.9.7)

(3.9.8)

Since the terms in brackets are independent of the velocity X, we arrive at the
following system of partial differential equations, which represents the general
ized Killing system:

1 A as
2B(b+l)ax =X(t,x), (3.9.9)

The parameters A and B are free, and we select, for example,

Thus, we obtain

A= -2,
1

B=--.
b+l

(3.9.10)

and

as
X(t x) =--, ax

a: -bS~~ =0.

(3.9.11)

(3.9.12)

The gener ators of the infinitesimal transformations are

(3.9.13)
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Referring to equation (3.4.4), we conclude that the dynamical system

.. as ( ) .
x = - ox t,x x

has the conservation law of the form

' b+ I
X .b
-b- + S (t, y) x = 1= const .,

+1
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(3.9.14)

(3.9.15)

where S (t , x) is any solution of the partial differential equation (3.9.12) and b
is an arbitrary constant parameter b =1= - 1.

If we introduce a new function U (t ,x) by the relation

1
S (t ,x) = "bU (t, x) ,

the equation (3.9.12) is reduced to a standard form ,

A rather broad class of solutions of this equation is known to be

x+tU = R (U) ,

where R (U) is an arbitrary function of U.
For example, if R (U) = U2 /2, from the previous equation we have

Thus,

(3.9.16)

(3.9.17)

(3.9.18)

(3.9.19)

(3.9.20)

Therefore, from (3.9.14) and (3.9.15) it follows th at the differential equation

.. 1 1 .
x= -- x

b J(t2 + 2x)
(3.9.21)

has a conservation law of the arbit rary degree (in our case b + 1) with respect
to x:

± b+ I 1
b+1 +"b [t +V(t2+2x)]±b =I=const. (3.9.22)
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3.10

Chapter 3. Transformation Propert ies

Polynomial Conservation Laws of the
Generalized Emden-Fowler Equation

In this section we shall consider the existence of conservation laws of the gener
alized Ernden-Fowler equation

.. + b . + A <> t k °X "t x x = , (3.10.1)

(3.10.2)

where b, A, a , and k are constants. Note that this equation appears in many
branches of physics and engineering, for example, in stellar dynamics, quantum
mechanics, and fluid dynamics. The closed form solution of the Emden-Fowler
equa tion is rather scarce and the search for conservation laws, which can in
many respects shed light on the physical mechanism of the dynamical problem,
has its full vindication; In the following presentation we pursue [129] .

Our interest will be focused upon the problem of finding conservation laws
of the fourth degree with respe ct to generalized velocity X, which we shall refer
to as the polynomi al conservat ion laws. Recently, more interest in polynomial
conservation laws of the fourth degree has been aroused in theoretical physics
and quantum mechan ics (see, for example, [2] and [3]).

The different ial equation (3.10.1) can be derived as an Euler-Lagrangian
equa tion for the Lagr angian L given by

L = ~x2tb _ _ A_X <> + l t k+ b.
2 a+ 1

The crucial step in searching for conservation laws of any kind is the selection
of th e generators of the infinitesimal transformations F (t ,x, x) ,I (t, x, x) and
th e gauge funct ion P (t, x , z} . Naturally, the structure of these functions has
to be selected in such a way that the conservation law of the given degree can
be obtai ned. According to our experience, t he generators of the infinitesimal
transformations must contain as a basic germ the expression of the "total en
ergy" of the dyn amical system, namely E (t ,x, x) = (8L j 8x) x - L , that can be
multiplied by some function th at depends upon th e dynamical variables.

Let th e generat or of the infinitesimal space transformation be equal to zero,
th at is, F = 0, and the generator of the infinit esimal time transformation be
given as th e total energy of the dynamical system multiplied by the factor t'":
th at is,

Let the form of th e gauge functi on be given by

P = 10 (t, x) + h (t, x) x+ h (t ,x):i;2 ,

(3.10.3)

(3.10.4)

where 10, ...,h are unknown functions of the position and t ime to be determined
in the course of ana lysis.
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The total time derivative of I and P along the dynamical trajectory are

(3.10.5)

j(t, x ,x)

P(t , x , .1:)

m -b ' 2b+m-I .\(k+b +m) a+1k+b+m
- 2-x t + x t ,

a+l

010 '" k . (010 ofr bl 2'j o k)- - .\frx t + x - + - - - 1 - A 2X t
at ox at t

·2(Ofr oh b a k)+x - + - - 2-h - 3.\hx t
O.T at t

· 3 (Oh oh 3b f ) ofa · 3+x - + - - - 3 + - x .
ox at t ox

The basic Noether identity (3.4.3) becomes

[
010 'I a k .\2(2k +2b+m) 2a+2 2k+2b+m- 1]
- - A I X t + x t
at (a +1)2

. [810 es, b a k]+X Eh + at - t Ir - 2.\hx t

+ X2 [81r + oh _ 2~f _ 3.\f xa tk + .\ (k + m)xa+1tk+2b+m-I]
ox 8t t 2 3 et + 1

+ :i;3 [Oh + oh _ 3~ fa] + x4 [8h+! (m _ 2b) t2b+m - I ] = O.
ox at t ox 4

(3.10.6)

Since the expressions in brackets do not depend on x, equating the different
powers of x to zero we get the following set of first-order partial differential
equations

oh +! (m _ 2b)t2b+m - I

ox 4

oh + afa _ 3~ fa
ox at t

air + oh _ 2~ j _ 3'f "'t k + .\ (k + m) a+1tk+2b+rn- I
ox at t 2 A 3

X
et + 1 x .

810 air b a k- + - - - f1 - 2.\hx t
8x at t

afo 'f a k .\2 (2k + 2b+ m) 2a+2 2k+2b+rn- I<> - A I X t + 2 X t
ut (a+1)

0,

0,

0,

0,

o.

(3.10 .7)

Integrating (3.10.7)r with respect to x and neglect ing an arbitrary function of
t , we find

1fa (t , x ) = - 4 (m - 2b) xt2b+rn
-

I
. (3.10 .8)
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Substituting this into (3.10 .7h and integrating, we obtain

(3.10.9)

Repeating the procedure, we find from (3.1O.7)J and (3.10.7)4 that

(3.10.10)

!I (t , x)

!o(t ,x)

_!:.. (m - 2b)(b - m + 1) (2 - m) x3t2b+m- 3
24

->. (3O'm - 6O'b + 7m + 4k - 6b)
4(0'+1)(0'+2) ,

1
96 (m - 2b) (b - m + 1) (2 - m) (b+ m - 3)x4t2b+m-4

x<>+3tk+2b+m- 2 [(2b - m)(b - m + 1)
+>.-----

4 0'+3

(3O'm - 6bO' + 4k - 6b) (k + b+ m-I)]
+ (0'+ 1)(0' +2)(ga +3) .

Finally, equation (3.1O.7}s becomes

x4 t2b+m - 5
96 [(m - 2b) (b - m + 1) (2 - m) (b+ m - 3) (2b+ m - 4)]

x<>+3tk+2b+m-3 [(2b - m) (b - m + 1)
+>' 4 (k+2b+m-2) 0'+3

+ (3O'm - 6bO' + 7m + 4k - 6b)(k + b+ m-I)]
(a + 1)(0' + 2)(0' + 3)

x <>+3tk+2b+m-3
+>' 24 (m - 2b)(b - m + 1)(2 - m)

+>.2 x2<>+2t2k+2b+m-1 [(3O'm - 6bO' + 7m + 4k - 6b)
4(0'+1)(0'+2)

+ _2k_+_2b_+"'2m_] = O. (3.10.11)
(a + 1)

A simple inspection shows that this equation will be identically satisfied if the
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following algebraic syste m is satisfied:

(m - 2b)(b - m + 1) (2 - m) (b + m - 3) (2b + m - 4) = 0,

(k+ 2b + m-2) [(2b- m )(b - m +l )
a+ 3

+ (3am - 6ba + 7m + 4k - 6b)(k + b + m-I)]
(a+ l) (a + 2)(a+3)

1+6" (m - 2b) (b - m + 1) (2 - m) = 0;

3am - 6ba + Tm.+ 4k - 6b 2k + 2b + m 0------,------,-,------,--- + -
4(a+l)(a+2) (a+l )2 - .

(3.10.12)

T herefo re, t he problem of findin g first int egrals is reduced to an algebraic prob
lem with three equations which depend upon four constant s k, a , b, and n . Not e
t hat the equation (3.10.12h can be writ ten in th e form

( a +D[m (a + 3) - 2b (a - 1) + 4k] = O. (3.10.13)

I =

Since the gau ge functi on P (t , x , :i:: ) given by (3.10.4) is fully determined , t aking
into account the time generator f (t , x ,:i:: ) of the infini tesimal transforma tion in
the form (3.10.3), t he conservation law of the four th degree of t he dynamical
sys te m (3.10.1) with respect to :i:: given by t he general expression (3.4.4) becomes

~ :i::4t2b+m _ ~ (m - 2b) x:i::3t2b+m-l
44·

+ [_~ (m - 2b) (b - m + 1) x 2t2b+m- 2 + Ax,,+l t k+2b+m] :i::2
8 a + l

- [~ (m - 2b) (b - m + 1) (2 - m) x3t2b+m-3
24

\ (3am - 6a b + 7m + 4k - 6b) <>+2 k+ 2b+m - 1] .
+ A ( X t x

4 a+ l ) (a + 2)
1+96 (m - 2b) (b - m + 1) (2 - m) (b + m - 3) x4 t2b+m-4

1 \ ,,+3 k+2b+m -2 [ (2b - m)(b - m + 1)
+-AX t

4 a+ 3

+ (3a - 6ab + 7m + 4k - 6b)(k + b + m -I)]
(a + l )(a + 2) (a + 3)

2<>+2
+A2 X 2 t2k+2b+m = con st . (3.10.14)

(a + 1)
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Example 3.10.1. As a typica l example, let us consider the case

m = 3 - b, (3.10.15)

which satisfies equa tion {3.10.12h- Substituting this into (3.1O.12)J we ob tain

90 2 + 420 + 45 - b (90 2 + 180 + 5) + 12k ( 0 + ~) = 0

or

Discarding the case 0 = -5/3, we have

b 3
k = 4 (30 + 1) - 4 (o + 3) .

(3.1O.16)

(3.10.17)

(3.1O.18)

Substituting (3.10.15) and (3.10.18) into (3.1O.12h, we find after a laborious
algebraic calculation

3 { 1 [ 6 3 30 + 1 ] }(b - 1) - (30 + 5) -- - - - 1 = O.
4 0 + 3 2 (o + 1)(0 + 3)

(3.1O.19)

(3.10.20)

Supposing that b i=- 1, we find 0 = -7. Thus, k = 3 - 5b. Substituting this and
m = 3 - b into (3.1O.1) and (3.10.14), we find that the differential equation

x+ ~x +~t3-5b = 0
t x7

has a conservat ion law of the form

I =

For the case b = 0, it follows that the differential equat ion

.. \ 1 0
X + A7"2 =

x t

has a conservation law

(3.10.22)

I =
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which is the same conservation law as obtained by Airault [2] by some undefined
method.

Note that for b = 1 the polynomial conservation law (3.10.21) reduces to a
quadratic, namely,

1= ! :ih4 _ !>.x-6±2t2+ ~>.2x-12 = (!±2t2 _ !>'x_6)2 = con st .
4 6 36 2 6 '

(3.10.24)

which means that the differential equation

.. X \ 1 0x+ - + A- - =
t x 7t2

(3.10.25)

(3.10.27)

has a conservat ion law of the form

1 2 2 >."2 x t - 6x6 = cotis t, (3.10.26)

Consider now the case a = -5/3 and m = 3 - b, which means that the
equation (3.10.12h becomes

14b3
- 3b2 (3k + 20) - 3b (27k 2 + 102k + 82)

- (54k 3 + 243k2 + 333k + 140) = O.

This is an algebraic relation between par ameters band k. As an example, some
numerical valu es for b, k, and m = 3 - b are given in Table 3.10.1.

Table 3.10.1

No. b k m= 3 - b
1 0 - 5/6 3
2 0 -7/ 3 3
3 0 -4/3 3
4 - 5/ 7 0 26/7
5 -2 0 5
6 7 0 10
7 -3/4 - 5/6 15/4
8 9/2 -5/6 15/2
9 3/ 2 - 7/3 3/2
10 9/7 - 7/ 3 12/7
11 3/7 - 4/3 18/7
12 3 -4/3 0

For example, select ing the dat a from the seventh case, we find , by using (3.10.14),
t hat the differential equation

.. 3 x 1
x - "4 t + >. x5/ 3t5 / 6 = 0 (3.10.28)
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has a conservat ion law of the fourth order

I =

Similarl y, for the case b = 3, k = - 4/ 3, and m = 0 given in the 12th case of the
table, it follows th at the differential equation

.. 3± ,1 0
x + - + 1\ 5/ 3 4/3 =t x t

(3.10.30)

has a fourth-degree conservation law of the form

(3.10.31)

I = ! ±4t6 + ~x±3t5 + 3 ( X2t4 _ !AX-2/3tI 4/ 3) ±2
4 2 2

+ ( 2x
3t3 + ~ Ax

l
/3t ll/

3) ±

+~ ' x4/ 3t8/3 + ~ , 2x-4/3t IO/3 t41\ 41\ =c~s .

Exampl e 3.10.2. As another example, let us consider the case for m = 2. It
is evident that t he algebraic equation (3.1O.12h is identically satisfied. Then,
equation (3.1O.12)a reduces to

(3.10.32)

where th e common multiplicative fact or 0:+5/3 has been dropped. Substituting
(3.10.32) into (3.1O.12h, we see that this equation is identically sa tisfied for the
arbitrary values of 0: and b (except for 0:= -1 , -2, -3 and b = 1). For example,
t aking 0: = 3 and b = 4, it follows that k = 1.

Therefore, the differenti al equation

(3.10.33)

has th e conservat ion law of the form

I =

(3.10.34)
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Chapter 4

A Field Method Suitable
for Application in
Conservative and
N onconservative Mechanics

4.1 Introduction

As demonstrated in t he last several paragraphs, t he Hamil ton-Jacob i method
can be advantageously used in many pr actical sit uat ions as an exact method
for solving the canonical differential equations of mot ion. In addition , a variety
of approximate methods can be built up , based upo n this method , for solving
nonlinear problems for which an exact, complete solu tion of the Hamilton-J acobi
nonlinear partial differential equa tion is not available. An exha ustive review of
applicat ions of the Hamilton-Jacobi metho d is pr esented in the monographs of
Kevorkian and Kole [60] and Neyfeh [76].

As indicat ed previously, the metho d of Hamilton and Jacobi can be employed
only with those dynamical sys tems described by the Lagr ang ian or Ham iltonian
function, and purely non conservative (non-Hamiltonian) syste ms remain outside
of the area" treated by this method.

In this chapter we shall discuss a field method suitable for findin g the motion
of conservative or purely nonconservative dynamical systems , which is conceptu
ally different than the method of Hamilton and J acobi , The main charac terist ic
of the field method presented here is that we are dealing with a single qu asi
linear partial differenti al equa tion whose complete solution leads to the general
solution of corresponding differential equat ions of motion. It is well known that
finding a complete solution of a quasi-linear partial differential equation is much
mor e man ageable in comp arison with the nonlinear part ial differential equatio ns
of the Hamilton-Jacobi type.

B. D. Vujanovic, et al., An Introduction to 

Modern Variational Techniques in Mechanics and Engineering

© Birkhäuser Boston 2004
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4.2 The Field Concept and Its Partial
Differential Equation

In this section we demonstrate a method for solving the system of ordinary
differential equations of motion of a rheonomic dynamical system

Xn{t ,Xl, ···,Xn), (4.2.1)

One of the central points in this study is the supposition that we are able to
consider one of the variables entering in the system (4.2.1) , say Xl, as a field
function depending upon the time t, and the rest of the variables, X2 , ..., Xn,
that is,

X l =U{t,X2, ...,Xn) . (4.2.2)

This supposition was introduced in a series of papers (see [113]-[117]) and ap
plied to various problems of Hamiltonian and non-Hamiltonian (nonconserva
tive) dynamics and vibration theory (see also [122]) .

By differentiating (4.2.2) with respect to time t and using the last (n - 1)
equations (4.2.1), we write the first differential equation of (4.2.1) in the form

8U 8U
-8 +-8X i(t ,U,X2, ...,Xn)-X1{t ,U,X2, ...,Xn) =0, i=2,3, ..., n .

t Xi

(4.2.3)

We shall call this quasi-linear partial differential equation of the first order the
basic field equation.

Instead of integrating the system of ordinary differential equations (4.2.1)
directly, we shall demonstrate that we can find a general solution of (4.2.1)
from a complete solution of the basic equation (4.2.3). The complete solution
of (4.2.3) is of the form

(4.2.4)

which, in addition to the variables t, X2 , ..., Xn, contains n arbitrary constants
Cl, ..., Cn and satisfies identically the basic field equation (4.2.3) for all admis
sible values of parameters t , X2 , ..., Xn,Cl , ..., Cn.

We shall now demonstrate that if a complete solution (4.2.4) of the basic
field equation (4.2.3) is available, then the solution of the system (4.2.1) follows
immediately without any additional integration. However, there are several
ways to obtain the solution of the dynamical system (4.2.1) by means of (4.2.4) ,
and we will demonstrate these ways briefly.
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4 .2.1 The Bundle of Conservation Laws
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(4.2.5)

As demonstrated in [103] every complete solution of a quasi-linear partial dif
ferential equ ation can be expressed in the form

00 (t , Xl , ..., Xn) + DIOl (t ,Xl , ...,Xn) + . ..
+Dn-lO n- l (t , X}, ..., Xn) + Dn = 0,

where

00 (t, X l, , X n )

01 (t ,Xl ' ,X,, )

Ko = const .,

K l = const.,

K,, -l = const . (4.2.6)

are a compl ete set of the conservation laws of the dynamical system (4.2.1) , and
n constants D l , . . • , D" are constant paramet ers depending upon the const ants
C}, ..., Cn figuring in the complete solution (4.2.4). Therefore, every complete
solution of the form (4.2.4) can be precomposed in the form (4.2.5) from which
we find the general solution of the dynamical system (4.2.1) in the form (4.2.6) .
It is clear from (4.2.5) and its equivalent (4.2.4) that these two expressions
represent a bundle of conservation laws of the dyn amical system (4.2.1) , that
is, a scalar equation that contains a complete set of conservation laws (first
integrals) fast ened together by means of the arbitrary constant parameters Di ,
which st and to mark these conservation laws.

Note also that we can recover all n conservation laws of (4.2.1) by giving
particular values to n - 1 constants C, in (4.2.4) in their relevant domain and
allowing one of them to be arbitrary. For example, we find n conservation laws
of (4.2.1) from (4.2.4) in the following way:

X l Ul (t , X2, ,x ", Ct} , C2 = C3 = . . . = Cn = 0,

Xl U2(t , X2 , ,.Tn,C2) , CI2=C3= "' =Cn=0,

4 .2.2 The Initial Value Problems

Let the variables of the dyn ami cal system (4.2.1) be specified at the time instant
t = 0 as

X a (0) = aa , o = 1, ...,n, (4.2.8)

where aa are given constants.
By substituting (4.2.8) into (4.2.4) and expressing one constant, say Cl in

terms of aa and C«, Cl< = 1, ..., n , i = 2, ..., n , we obtain

(4.2.9)
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We sha ll refer to t his form of a complete solutio n of the basic field equat ion
(4.2.3) as the conditioned form solution.

We now prove the following statement that is the cent ral result of this chap
ter.

The initial value problem (4.2.1) and (4.2.8) has the solution given by (4.2.9)
and n - 1 algebraic equations

8u
8Ci =0, i = 2, ..., n (4.2.10)

under the condition that the following determinant is nowhere zero in the rele
vant domain of Xi and Ci, that is,

i,j=2, ...,n. (4.2.11)

(4.2.12)

To prove this statement we assume that (4.2.10) holds. By differentiating
(4.2.1O) with resp ect to time, we find

82u 82u
8C

i8t
+ 8Ci8x j Xj = 0, i , j = 2, ..., n.

Sub stituting (4.2.9) into (4.2.3) we obtain an identity. Making the partial deriva
tives of this identity with respect to C, one has

8
2u

+~XJ. + (~8Xj _ 8X])~ = 0, i ,j = 2, ...,n, (4.2.13)
8CiBt 8Ci8xj 8xj 8u Bu 8Ci

Since t;;; = 0 by assumption, we find by combining the last two equations

(4.2.14)

and since (4.2.11) is also satisfied , we conclude th at th e last n - 1 equat ions
(4.2.1) are satisfied for th e arbitrary values of the constant par ameters Ci . To
show that the first differential equat ion (4.2.1) is sati sfied, we calcul ate the total
time derivative of (4.2.9) by using the last n - 1 differential equations (4.2.1) :
x] = 8u/8t + X i8u/8xi. Substituting this into (4.2 .3) we conclude that the first
equat ion of the dynamical system (4.2.1) is satisfied, which completes the proof
of our st atement .

At this point the following comments are of interest .
(a ) From the foregoing discussion it is obvious that the theory presented

here can be equally applied to both non-Hamiltonian (nonconservative) and
Hamiltonian dynamical syste ms for which we can form corresponding Hamilton
Jacobi par t ial differential equat ion.

(b) However , in cont ras t to the Hamilton-Jacobi par tial differential equation,
which is always nonlin ear, the basic field equation (4.2.3) is quasi-linear and its
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analysis for finding complete (or incomplete) solutions is, as a rule, considerably
simpler in comparison with the Hamilton-Jacobi method.

(c) The main point of the method presented is in the fact that one of
the dynamical variables (generalized coordinate, say x I) is interpreted as the
basic field. Thus, the corresponding field equation is more intimately con
nected with the dynamical problem than the Hamiltonian principal function
S = S (t, Xl , ... , X,,) , which is not by itself a constituent of the dynamical prob
lem

(d) For the case of linear rheonomic (time-dependent) dynamical systems, a
complete solution of the corresponding basic field equation can be sought in the
form

"
Xl = II (t) + :E f; (t) Xi,

i=2

(4.2.15)

where the unknown functions f; are functions of time.
To illustrate the foregoing theory we turn to a simple example of the har

monic oscillator whose differential equations of motion are

Xl (0)

. 2
X2 = -w Xl,

(4.2.16)

Taking the coordinate Xl as th e basic field

Xl = U (t, X2), (4.2.17)

(4.2.18)

the basic field equat ion reads

8U 8U 2
--U-w -X2=0.
8t 8X2

Since the dynamical problem (4.2.16) is linear, we seek a complete solution in
accordance with (4.2.15) in the form

XI = U (t,X2) = fr (t) + h (t)X2' (4.2.19)

Entering with this into (4.2.18) and equating to zero terms with X2 and free
terms, we obtain the following system

. 2 2h -w 12 - 1
• 2II -W fIh

0,

O. (4.2.20)

Integrating, we find

1 - C2
I - cos (wt + Cr)'

1
h = - tan (wt + Cl) ,

w
(4.2.21)

where Cl and C2 are constants of integration. A complete solution of (4.2.18)
reads

(4.2.22)
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To obtain the bundle of conservation laws given by equation (4.2.5) , we multiply
(4.2.22) by wco s(wt + Cl), develop sin(wt + Cl ) and cos (wt + Cl ) , and group
corresponding terms, so that

X2 . D ( . X2 ) D 0Xl cosw t - -z; smwt + I Xl smwt + -z; cos wt + 2 = , (4.2.23)

where D I = - tan C l, D2 = -Cd cos Cl . According to (4.2.6), two conservation
laws of dynamical system (4.2.16) are of the form

X2
Xl cos wt - - cos wt

w
. X2

Xl sm wt + - cos wt
w

Ko = cons t .,

K I = const ., (4.2.24)

where Ko and K I are constants that can be determined from the given initial
condit ions (4.2.16).

As shown in (4.2.7) , we can find two conservation laws from (4.2.22) by
putting Cl =f. 0, C 2 = 0 and Cl = 0, C2 =f. O. Thus we have, respectively,

Xl

Xl

X2
- t an (wt + Cl) ,
w

X2 C2-tanwt+-- ,
w cos wt

. C (W XI)i.e., I = - wt + arctan X2 '

. G X2 . tI.e., 2 = Xl cosw t - - sm w .
w

(4.2.25)

Finally, to find the solution of the dynamical system (4.2.16) for the given initial
condit ions Xl (0) = all X2 (0) = a2, we enter with this into (4.2.22) and express
C 2 in terms of C ll t hat is, C 2 = al cos C l - (a2Iw) sin Cl. The conditioned form
of th e complete solution becomes

In accordance with (4.2.10) we easily obtain that the equa tion 8ul 8CI = 0
und er the condition (4.2.11) , th at is, 82ul8x28CI =f. 0, gives

X2 a2- = -al sinwt + - cos wt .
w w

(4.2.27)

Substituting this into (4.2.26) , the parameter Cl completely disappears and,
after some elementary calculation, we obtain

a2 .
Xl = al coswt + - Sill wt .

w
(4.2.28)

4.3 A Non-Hamiltonian Rheonomic System

To demonstrate that the field method presented in this cha pter can be applied to
the dynamical syste ms th at do not have Lagr angian or Hamiltonian struc ture,
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we consider a dynamical rheonomic system whose physical manifest ations are
described by the following system of three differenti al equations of the first order
[56]:

x y - z ,

if x+y + t ,

Z x + z +t. (4.3.1)

Taking as t he field fun ct ion :c = U (t, y ,z), we arr ive at the basic equ ation of
the form

au au au
&+ ay (U+y +t)+a; (U+z+t) -y+ z =O. (4.3.2)

Since the problem is linear, we seek a complete solution in the form suggested
by (4.2.15), namely,

x = U (t , y , z ) = h (t )Y + f2 (t) z + h (t ) . (4.3.3)

Entering with this into (4.3.2) and grouping terms with y , z and free te rms, we
obtain the following syste m of equa t ions:

t. + h (h + [z + 1) - 1

j2 + f2 (h + f2 + 1) - 1

j3+ h (h + h) + (h + h) t

0,

0,

O. (4.3.4)

By adding the first two equations we find that

d 2
dt (/1 + h) + (11 + h) + (h + h) = o.

Integrating, we have

e- t

h +12 = c -t '
2- e

(4.3.5)

(4.3.6)

where C2 is a constant of int egration. Entering with th is int o (4.3.4lJ and
integrating, we have

f _ C1e- t + C2 - te- t

1 - C2 _ e- t '

where Cl is a constant. From (4.3.6), (4.3.7) it follows that

f2 = e- t
- C1e- t + te-t

- C2 .

C2 - e- t

Substituting (4.3 .6) int o (4.3.4)s and integrating, we have

f
e-t (t + l ) C3

3 = + --,----'----;-
C2 - e- t C2 - e- t '

(4.3.7)

(4.3.8)

(4.3.9)
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x =

where C3 is a constant.
Therefore, a complete solution of (4.3.2) is

(
Cle- t + C2 - te - t

)
U(t,y,z,CI,C2,C3) = C2- e- t y

(
e- t - Oie:' + te:' - C2) e-t (t + 1) C3

+ z+ + .
C2 - c t C2 - e-t C2 - e-t

(4.3.10)

Let us write this expression in the form of the bundle of conservation laws
suggested by (4.2.5). Multiplying (4.3.10) by C2 - e-t and grouping free terms
and the terms multiplied by Cl and C2, we find

- [x - yt + z (t + 1) + t + 11 e-t + Cl (y - z) e-t

+C2(-x+y-z)+C3 =0, , (4.3.11)

whence we obtain the following complete set of the conservation laws of dynam
ical system (4.3.1):

[x - yt + z (t + 1) + t + 1]e- t

(y - z) e-t

-x +y - z

K I = const.,

K2 = const.,

K3 = const., (4.3.12)

where K I , K 2 , and K 3 are arbitrary constants that can be determined from
the given initial conditions, which completes the calculation of the solution of
(4.3.1).

4.4 Some Examples with Many-Degrees-of
Freedom Dynamical Systems

To illustrate the foregoing theory we consider in this section a couple of problems
with two degrees of freedom.

4.4.1 Projectile Motion with Linear Air Resistance

Consider the motion of a heavy particle of the unit mass moving in a vertical
plane with linear air friction depending on the velocity. If x and y denote the
horizontal and vertical axes, respectively, the differential equations of motion
are

x = -kx; ii = -ky - 9,

where k and 9 are given constants. Let the initial conditions be

x(O)=O, y(O)=O, x(O) =vocosa, y(O)=vosina,

(4.4.1)

(4.4.2)
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where Vo is the initial velocity of the particle and Q is the initial angle of incli
nation.

Introducing new variables

(4.4.3)

we arr ive at the following system:

Xl X3,

X2 X4,

X3 - kX3,

X4 - kX4 - g . (4.4.4)

Let us suppose that the variable Xl can be inte rpreted as a field depending on
t and the rest of the variables X2, X3 , and X4, namely,

(4.4.5 )

Differentiating this with respect to time and using (4.4.4) , we arrive at the field
equat ion

DU DU W W- + - X4 - kX3- - (k X4 + g) - - X3 = o.
Dt DX2 DX3 DX4

(4.4.6)

In accordance with remark (d) given in section 4.2, we seek a complete solution
in the form

Xl = U = h (t) X2 + h (t) X3 + 14 (t) X4 + 15(t) .

Entering with this into (4.4.6) we find

(4.4.7)

(4.4.8)

This expression will be satisfied identically for th e arbit ra ry values of Xi , i =
2,3,4, if

whence

15

i2
i3- kh-l

i4 + h - k/4
i5- gl4

0,

0,

0,

0, (4.4.9)

(4.4.10)
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where C2 , .. . , C5 are constants of integration. Therefore, the complete solution
of (4.4.6) is found to be (after grouping terms with respect to constants)

(4.4.11)

This form of a complete solution is equivalent to (4.2.5). On the basis of (4.2.5)
and (4.2.6), we have the following complete system of conservation laws:

1
-Xl + "kX3 K I = const .,

1 1
X2 + "kX4 + "kgt = K 2 = const .,

1
-X3e"t K3 = const .,
k

!.x ekt + 2-gekt K constk 4 k2 4 = .,

(4.4.12)

where Ki, i = 1, ...,4, are constants that can be determined from the given
initial conditions (4.4.2). After simple calculation we finally find the motion of
the particle

vocosa (-kt) gt (g vosina) ( -kt)
Xl --- 1 - e X2 = -- + - +--- 1 - e

k ' k k2 k '

-kt 9 (g .) -kt (44 13)X3 e vocosa, X4 = -"k + "k + vosma e , ..

which completes the calculation of motion of the system.
To demonstrate how to find the conditioned form solution given by (4.2.10)

we substitute the initial conditions (4.4.2) into (4.4.11) and express the constant
C5 in terms of C2, C3 , and C4 :

(4.4.14)

Substituting this into (4.4.11) and separating terms with the constants C2 , C3
and C4 , we obtain

Xl 1 1 (111.)-vo cosa - -x3 + C2 X2 + -X4 + - gt - -vo sma
k k k k k

(
1 kt 1 )+C3 "ke X3 - "kvocosa

C (
1 kt 9 kt Vo sin a 9 )+ 4 -X4e + -e - --- - - .
k k2 k k 2

(4.4.15)
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This expression is equivalent to t he condit ioned form solution of the basic equa
t ion given by (4.2.10) . It is quite clear that the equations (4.2.11) , namely,

8Xt _ 0
8C

2
- ,

8 Xl = 0
8C2 '

(4.4.16)

will generate the expressions for X2 (t) ,X3 (t) , and X4 (t) given by (4.4.13), and
entering with this into (4.4.15) we obtain Xl (t) . It is also clear that all constants
C2 , C3 , C4 , and Cs remain und etermined.

Remark. It is interesting to not e that the system of original differential
equations (4.4.1) can be derived from the Lagrangian of the form

(4.4.17)

Thus, the corresponding Hamiltonian reads

(4.4.18)

The canonical differential equations are

(4.4 .19)

Therefore, the general solution of this system can be found by means of the
Hamiltori-Jacobi method. The Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation is

8S 1 (8S)2 1 (8S)2at + "2 8x «: " +"2 8y e-
k t + sue" = O. (4.4.20)

However , to find a comp lete solution of this nonlinear equation is much more
difficult in comparison with the quasi-linear equation (4.4.6) . Note also that
despite the fact that the dynamical system is linear, we have no way of knowing
in what form the comp lete solution of (4.4.20) shou ld be sought. Let us seek a
comp lete solution of (4.4.20) in the form

(4.4.21)

where lJt (t) , A (t) , and f (t) are unknown functions of time and K is an ad
justable constant . Substituting (4.4.21) into (4.4.20) and equating to zero free
terms and terms of various powers of X and y , we arrive at t he following system:

~ + ~ f2ek t 0,
2

A +kA +A2 0,

i+kf +KF +y 0,

Kk + K O. (4.4.22)
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Integrating, we find a complete solution to (4.4.20) in the form

where Cl and C2 are constants. It is easy to verify that the first group of
equations of the Jacobi theorem

(4.4.24)

where B l , B2 are constants, generates the equations of motion of the particle,
having coordinates x (t) and y (t) , namely,

(4.4.25)

Finding the constants Cl, C2, Bi ; and B2, these expressions become identical
with X l (t) and X2 (t) given by (4.4.13) .

From the remark just stated, the following are demonstrated.
(a) The field method described in the previous section can be applied to

nonconservative dynamical systems notwithstanding if they are describable by
the Hamiltonian or not.

(b) For linear dynamical systems, application of the field method is, as a
rule, more simple in comparison with the method of Hamilton and Jacobi.

4.4.2 Application of the Field Method to Nonholonomic
Dynamical Systems

As another example of application of the field method, let us consider the one
discussed in section 1.5, where a rectangular plate can move on the inclined
plane (the so-called Chaplygin sled problem); see Figure 1.5.1.

Keeping the same notation, the differential equations of the problem are
given by the system (1.5.25):

-.xtanep, (g=gsina=const.) ,

.x,

0, (4.4.26)

where .x is an undetermined Lagrangian multiplier and the nonholonomic con
straint is prescribed in the form

Ye- Xc tanep = O. (4.4.27)
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Differentiating (4.4.27) with respect to time and substituting the result into the
first two equations of (4.4.26), we find that

>. = Xeef + 9sin <p cos ip. (4.4.28)

Integrating the equation (4.4.26h and using the initial conditions (1.5.34), the
first two equations of the system (4.4.26) become

Ye
-Xew tanwt + 9 cos2 wt,

xew + gsinwtcoswt. (4.4.29)

To solve this system of simultaneous equations, we employ the field method.
Let us denote by

(4.4.30)

Therefore, we have the following completely nonconservative system of differen
tial equations of the first order:

Xl X2,

X2 - x2w tan wt + 9cos2 wt,

X3 X4,

X2W + gsinwtcoswt . (4.4.31)

Let us suppose that the coordinate Xl can be represented as a field depending
upon time and the rest of the coordinates X2, X3, and X4:

The basic field equation becomes

EJU EJU 2 EJU--;:) +;:;- (-X2wtanwt + gcos wt) + ;:;-X4
ut UX2 UX3

+ ~U (X2W+ gsinwtcoswt) - X2 = O.
uX4

(4.4.32)

(4.4.33)

Since the problem is linear we can on the basis of (4.2.16) suppose that the
complete solution can be presented in the form

Xl = 11 (t) + 12(t) X2 + 13 (t) X3 + 14 (t) X4 '

Entering with this into (4.4.33) we have

(4.4.34)

jl + !2gcos2wt + f4gsinwtcoswt + X2 (j2 - 12wtanwt + f4W -1)
+x3A + X4 (j4 + h) = O. (4.4.35)
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This expression will be satisfied for the arbitrary Xi , = 2,3,4 if

il + 12gcos2wt + !4g sin wt cos wt

i2 - 12wtanwt + f4W - 1

i3

i4+f3

Integrating, we find

0,

0,

0,

O. (4.4.36)

gC3 (wt 1. ) g. 2-- - + -SIllWtCOSWt - -Sill wt
w2 2 2 2w2

gC2 . C--sIllWt+ ],
w

C3 1 C2
- (wt tanwt + 1) - C4 tanwt + - tanwt + --,
w w ~~

C3,

C4 - C3t , (4.4.37)

where Cl, ..., C4 are arbitrary constants.
Therefore, the complete solution of the field equation (4.4.33) is found to be

9 X2 (X2 g . )-- + -tanwt+C2 -- - -Slllwt
2w2 w coswt W

+C3 ( - :: - ~2 sinwtcoswt - X4 t + x2ttanwt + : + X3)

+C4 (X4 - X2 tanwt) + Cl' (4.4.38)

Since, according to (1.5.34) and (4.4.30), the initial conditions are

X l (0) = X2 (0) = X3 (0) = X4 (0) = 0, (4.4.39)

we find, entering with this into (4.4.38), that Cl = O. Hence the expression
(4.4.38) is at the same time the conditioned solution.

Applying the rule (4.2.11) we find that the equations

(4.4.40)

will generate the following expressions

9 . tX2 - - sin ccrcos ci
w

X2 9 gt
X3 + - + X2ttan wt - X4t - - - -

W 2w2 2w
X4 - x2tanwt

and from the rest of (4.4.38) we obtain

9 . 2 X2
X l = - 2w2 Sill wt + ;; tallwt ,

0,

0,

0, (4.4.41)

(4.4.42)
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which comprise the solution of the problem. By solving these equations with
respect to Xi , i = 1, ..., 4 we finally have

9 . 2
2w2 Sill wt ,

~2 ( wt - ~ sin 2wt) ,

X2 = Jl. sin wt coswt,
w

9 . 2 t
X 4 = - Sill W .

W
(4.4.43)

It is of int erest to not e t hat Mei Fenxiang (see [42]-[47], [48]), in his numer
ous papers devot ed to the study of modern nonh olonomic dynamic al pro blems ,
adopted the field method presented here as a bas ic too l in his ana lysis and
demonstrated that this method has important advantages in comparison to
ot her methods of integration.

4.5 Nonlinear Analysi s

In t his section we demonstrat e that the field method presented in thi s chapter
can be advantageou sly applied to t he study of motion and conserva tion laws of
nonlinear dynamical problems. However , in contrast to linear t ime-dependent
pr oblems for which we can suggest a rather general procedure, t he complete
solut ions of nonlinear problems wit h one degree of freedom is frequently difficult
and strongly individual. To explain these facts, we t urn first to some nonlinear
examples in which a complete solution of t he corres ponding bas ic field equat ions
can be obtained.

(a) Let us consider t he nonlinear problem [125]

. a (tx2 - x d 2
XI = X2 , X2 = t3 (4.5.1)

where a is a constant . Taking as the basic field th e coordinate X2 , namely,

X2 = F (t , x d ,

the basic field equation becomes

(4.5.2)

2
8F + F 8F _ a (tF - xIl = 0. (4.5.3)
8t 8 :1: 1 t 3

It is easily seen that F = xI/t is a particular solut ion of (4.5.3). Therefore, it
seems natural to try with a complete solut ion in t he form

F(t , XI) = X + f (X) 8 (t ) , X = X l

t '
(4.5.4)

wher e f (X ) and 8 (t) are unk nown functions. Substitu ting (4.5.4) into the basic
equation (4.5.3), we obtain two separated gro ups of terms, each of which should
be equate d to an arbitrary constant AI :

S (t) 1 df (X)
82 (t ) + 8 (t) = - ----;[){ + a f (X) = M = const . (4.5.5)
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Integrating separately, we find
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1
S(t) = -Gt-+-M-' f(X) = M + Dea X ,

a
(4.5.6)

where G and D are new arbitrary constants. Thus the complete solution of
(4.5.3) becomes

(4.5.7)

where we have introduced two independent constants Cl = G/ D and C2

M/ (aD) . Writing (4.5.7) in the form of bundle of the conservation laws

eaX (X2 - X-I)
( X) + C2 X + Cl = 0,

X2 - t X2-

we find that in accordance with (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) , the expressions

(4.5.8)

(X2 - X)t
(X2 - X-I)

X2 -X

K l = const .,

K2 = const . (4.5.9)

represent two independent conservation laws of the dynamical system (4.5.1).
(b) Let us consider the nonlinear initial value problem

'2.. x 0x--;;= ,

The basic differential equation is

x(O) = a, x(O) = b. (4.5.10)

where

p=x=U(t,x) .

Let us suppose that the variables x and t are separated, that is,

U = F (x) f (t).

Therefore, one finds

.L = -F' + !.. = -C = const.
j2 x

(4.5.11)

(4.5.12)

(4.5.13)

(4.5.14)
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Integrating, we find f = 1I (Ct - Cn ,F = Cx In x + C2x, where C; and C2
are constants of integra t ion. Hence

u= Cx lnx+ C2
Ct - C;

(4.5.15)

(4.5.16)

(4.5.17)

where Cl = CUC, C2 = C2IC. Applying the initi al condit ions and expressing
C2 in terms of Cl, a, and b, we find

u _ x [In (xla ) - bCr/a]
- t -Cl '

which is a conditioned form solution . The equat ion aul OCI = 0 gives

In (~) - b~ = O.

Substituting this expression into (4.5.16), th e pa ra meter Cl disappears and one
has the momentum

p = b= = bebt l a .
a

(4.5.18)

(c) Incomplete solut ions of basic equation. It is imp ortant to note that
incomplete solutions of the basic field equat ion for the case of dynamical systems
with one degree of freedom represent the conservat ion laws of th at dynamical
syste m and can be important in dynamical analysis of linear and nonlinear
dynamical syst ems [125] . The rather general representation of an incomplete
solution of the basic field equation can be antic ipated from the form of the
Hamiltonian funct ion. Here we br iefly describ e this representation. Let us
suppose that the dyn amical system has th e Hamiltonian of th e form

1 N
H = '2/ 8(t ) + LIIdx) A;(t) ,

i=l

(4.5.19)

where 8 (t) , Ai (t) , IIi (x) , and N are specified. Naturally, the Hamiltonian
(4.5.19) is not a constant of mot ion since the problem is not conservat ive. Cal
culat ing p from (4.5 .19), we have

[

N ] 1/ 2

P = 2~ - ~8II;(x) Adt) , 2HI8 # cons t . (4.5.20)

We shall demonstrate th at a rather broad class of dynamical syste ms which
possess Hamiltonians of th e form (4.5.19) also possess the incomplete solutions
of th e basic field equation in th e form

[

N ] 1/ 2

P = <I> (t ,x) = A (t) x + C (t ) 1-8II;(x).\; (t) , (4.5.21)
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where 1 is a constant of motion and A (t) , B (t) , and C (t) are unknown func
tions of time that are to be determined in the course of analysis. Since (4.5.21)
contains only one constant I, it is clear that this expression represents an in
complete solut ion of the corresponding field equation.

Let us apply the foregoing consideration to the case of a dynamical system
whose differential equation is given by

x + 2k (t )x+ q (t ) x = At (t ) x", >.=const . (4.5.22)

(4.5.23)

(4.5.24)

Not e that Ranganathan [901 considered a class of dynamical problems which,
when reduced to a single degree of freedom, are of the type (4.5.22).

Taking as the basic field x= If> (t, x ), the basic field equation becomes

81f> 81f>
8t + If> 8x + 2klf> + qx = At (t) z" .

As suggested by (4.5.21) , we suppose that an incomplete solution (a conservation
law) of this equation can be selected in the form

[
>.D (t) x"+I] 1/2

x = lf> (t , x ) = A (t )x + C (t ) I-B(t)x2 + ,
n+1

where A (t), B (t) , C (t), and D (t) are adjustable functions and 1 is a constant.
Substituting (4.5.24) into (4.5.23), we obtain

x (A + A 2 + 2kA + q - BC2
) + i>.x" (C 2 D - 2/)

+* { 21C ( g + A + 2k) - BCx
2

(2g + ~ + 4A + 4k)

+>.x"+ICD [2g + ~ + (n + 3) A + 4k]} = 0, (4.5.25)

where

[
>.DX"+I] 1/2

A=2/-Bx2+--

n+1
(4.5.26)

Equating to zero terms with various powers of x , we arrive at the following
syste m of differential equations

A+ A2 + 2kA + q - BC2

C2 D - 2/

g+A+2k

(; B
2C + B +4A+4k

{: D
2C + D + (n + 3) A + 4k

0,

0,

0,

0,

o. (4.5.27)
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To ana lyze this system, we int roduce a new function w (t) by t he relation

177

A (t) = ~ - k (t) .
w

Entering this into (4.5.27h and int egrating, we find

C (t) = Q e[- I' k(U)du ] , C = const .
w

(4.5.28)

(4.5.29)

Combining (4.5.27h and (4.5.28) with (4.5.27h we obtain iJ/D + (n + 1)(w/w
- k)= O. Integrat ing, we find

D (t) =~e[(n+l) 1" k(u)du j D- twn + 1 , = cons. (4.5.30)

Since the auxil iary equations (4.5.27) are not restricted by any initial or bound
ary conditions, we are free to introduce any particular values for t he integration
cons tants. T hus, by taking C = 1 and D = 2, the relation (4.5.27h gives

f (t) = _ l _ e [(n+ l ) J' k(u)dul .
w n +3

(4.5.31)

Similarly, combining (4.5.27h and (4.5.27h with (4.5.27)1, one has after inte
gration

B(t) = ~e[2r t k(u)du j ,
w2

(4.5.32)

where we selected the integration constant lJ = 1.

Subs t ituting (4.5.28), (4.5.29), and (4.5.32) into (4.5.27h we have the aux
iliary equation in the form

(4.5.33)

By substituting A (t) , B (t) ,C (t ) , D (t) , and f (t) given here in (4.5.24), we can
formulat e the following theorem.

The dynamical system

x+ 2k (t )±+ q (t) x = V (t) xn

has a quadratic conservation law in the form

(4.5.34)

± = (~ _ k)x + ~e[-I' k( u)duj {I_(; )2e[2J' k(u )du]

}

1/ 2
+~ (.:.) n+ 1 e [(n + l ) It k(u )du] ,

n+ 1 w
(4.5.35)
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if f(t) is given by (4.5.31) and w(t) is any solution of the auxiliary equation
(4.5.33). This conservation law can be written in a more traditional form as

I = { [xw - x (w - kw)]2 + (:~Y} e[2I' k( u) du)

_~ (~) n+l e[(n+l ).r' k( u)du] = const .
n+ 1 w

As an illustration, several examples are in order.
Example 4.5.1. Let us consider the dynamical system

x+ ~ + ;t x = AX
n f (t) ,

(4.5.36)

(4.5.37)

where a and Aare given constants and f (t) is a function that will be specified
later. For this case, we have q = a/2t , k = 1/4t, and the auxiliary equation
(4.5.33) becomes

.. (a 3) 1 0
w + 2t + 16t2 w - w3 = . (4.5.38)

A particular solution of this equation is found to be w = (2t/a)1/4 . Therefore,
according to (4.5.31) , f (t) must be of the form

(
a ) (n+3)/4 1

f (t) = 2 t ' (4.5.39)

The quadratic conservation law (4.5.36) of the dynamical system (4.5 .37) for
f (t) given by (4.5.39) is

.2 (a) 2 (a)(n+3)/4 x
n
+

1
I = x t + - x - 2A - --.

2 2 n+ 1
(4.5.40)

Example 4.5.2. Let a dynamical system be describ ed by the differential
equation

(4.5.41)

Note that the linear part of thi s equation, that is, A = 0, describes the equi
librium configuration of an elastic rod with variable cross section (see [56, p.
447]).

Since k (t) = 0 and q (t) = b2 / (a2 + t2 ) 2 , the auxiliary equa t ion is

(4.5.42)
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(4.5.43)

(4.5.44)

(4.5.45)

whose particular solution is w = (a 2 +t2)1 /2 / (a 2 +b2)1 /4. Equation (4.5 .31)
gives

(a2 + b2)( n+3}/4

f (t) = ( 2 2)(n+3)/2 .
a + t

Therefore, according to (4.5.36) we find that the dynamical system (4.5.41) with
f (t) given by (4.5.43) has a quadrat ic conservation law of the form

I = [x(a2 + t2 ) 1/2 - xt (a2 + b2f l /2f

x2 (a2 + b2) x n+1 (a 2 +b2)( n+3}/4
+ - A--~--~~=

2 (a 2 + t2) n + 1 (a 2 + t2)(n+l} /2 .

Not e that th e case n = - 3 and a = 0 were considered in [90]. For this case , th e
differential equation (4.5.41) becomes

b2 A
x+tJx = x3 '

and has the conservation law

b2 x 2 t 2

1= (t± - x)2 + 72 + Ax 2 = const. , (4.5.46)

which is identical to the result report ed by Ranganathan [90J.
Example 4.5.3. Let us consider a dynamical syste m whose differenti al equa

tion is of the form

x+ ± tan t + xcos2 t = A X
n cos2 t. (4.5.47)

(4.5.48)

(4.5.49)

The linea r case A = 0 was considered in [56]. For this case , we have k (t) =
(1/2) tan t ,q (t ) = cos2 t , and th e auxiliary equat ion is

" (2 1 2 1
) 1 0w + cos t - - t an t - -- w - - = .

4 2 cos2 t w 3

A particular solut ion of thi s equat ion is w = (cos t) - 1/2 . Since according to
(4.5.31), f(t ) = cos2 t , we have the conservation law of (4.5.47) in the form

i;2 x n +1
I=-2-+ x 2 - 2A- - .

cos t n + 1

4.6 Conservation Laws and Reduction to
Quadratures of the Generalized
Time-Dependent Duffing Equation

In this section we attempt to answer th e following question: Under what con
ditions will t he time-dependent differential equat ion

(4.6.1)
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possess, the quadratic conservat ion laws and, simultaneously the solution to
(4.6.1) be obtained by quadratures? Here Qi> ...,Q4 are constants and l i (t)
are supposed to be power-type functions of time t. Note that for Q2 = 0, the
equation (4.6.1) falls into the class of Duffing equation widely used in physics
and engineering, while for Ql = Q3 = Q4 = 0 and Ql = Q2 = Q4 = 0 the corre
sponding equations can be classified as the Emden-Fowler equations. Thus, we
will conditionally call (4.6.1) the generalized Duffing equation. We shall demon
strate that for a large class of dynamical systems for which the functions f; (t)
are of the power form, that is, t. (t) = tk . , i = 1, ...,4, the differential equation
(4.6.1) has conservation laws with respect to velocity ::i; which by application of
the Hamilton-Jacobi method can be reduced to quadratures.

By supposing that the linear momentum (i.e., velocity) can be represented
as a field depending on time and position x , namely, ::i; = if> (t, x) , we write the
basic field equation in the form

aif> aif> 2 3
at + if> ox + Qd! (t) x + Q2h (t) x + Q3h (t) x + Q4!4 (t) = O. (4.6.2)

As demonstrat ed in the previous section regarding finding a quadratic conser
vation law of (4.6.1), we can find an incomplete solution of equation (4.6.2) .

Thus, we seek an incomplete solution in the form

::i; = if>(t,x)=P(t)+A(t)x

+C (t) [1+ K (t) + M (t) x + B (t) x2

+D (t) x3 + E (t) x 4 ] 1/2, (4.6.3)

where P (t) , A (t) , ..., E (t) are unknown functions of time and 1 is an arbitrary
constant. Substituting (4.6.3) into (4.6.2), we have

P+ AP + ~C2M + Q4/4 (t) + x [A + A2 + BC2 + o.t, (t)]

+x2 [~C2D + q2h (t)] + x3 [2EC 2 + Q3h (t)]

+2~ [21 (G +AC) + (CK +2GK + 2AC K +CMP)

+x (CM + 2GM + 3ACM + 2BCP)

+x2 (BC + 2GB + 4ABC + 3CDP)

+ x3 (CD + 2GD + 5ACD + 4CEP)

+x4 (CB + 2GE + 6ACE)] = 0, (4.6.4)

where

(4.6.5)
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Equating coefficients of equal powers of x, we arr ive at t he following sys te m of
auxiliary differential equations of the first order:

. 1 2
P + AP + zCM + Q4f4 (t)

A+ A2 + B C2 + Qdl (t)

3 2 )zCD + Q2h(t

2EC2 + Q3h (t)

G + AC

ck + 2GK +2ACK + CMP

CM + 2GM + 3ACM + 2B CP

BC + 2GB + 4AB C + 3CDP

CD + 2GD + 5ACD + 4CE P

CB + 2GE + 6ACE

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0. (4.6.6)

Therefore, we have obtained eight differential equations with eight unknown
functions P,A ,C, K , M , B, D , and E , and two algebraic equat ions, (4.6.6) 3,4'
It is clear that every solution of t his system will generate a conservation law
of the dynami cal system (4.6.1). However, it should be not ed that t here exists
some difference between t he constant I introduced in (4.6.3) and the integrat ion
constant s obtain ed in the process of int egration of t he auxiliary syste m (4.6.6).
The constan t I can be specified from the given initial condit ions of t he dynamical
equat ion (4.6.1) , while t he int egration constants ste mming from the int egration
of the aux iliary system must be selecte d arbit rarily since t he syste m (4.6.6)
is not confined by any initi al or boundary condit ions. It is also clear t hat the
auxiliary system cannot be int egrat ed generally for the arbitrary functions f i (t)
and coefficients Qi , i = 1, ... , 4.

We shall seek a solution of the auxiliary system in t he form of the power
fun ctions of tim e. Namely, we suppose that the form of the unknown functions
introduced in (4.6.3) are

A (t)

K (t)
D (t)

AoC a
,

Kot - k ,

Dot- d ,

B(t) = BoC b
, C (t ) =CoC c,

M (t) = MoCm
, P(t) =por p

,

E(t ) = Eor e
, (4.6.7)

where Mo, rn, ..., Eo and e are constants . Subst ituting A (t) and C (t) int o
(4.6.6)5, we find

(4.6.8)

This equ ation will be identically sat isfied for c = Ao and a = 1. Thus

(4.6.9)
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Repeating t he sam e procedure, we find from equa tio n (4.6.6)6 that e = 4Ao and
t herefore

E (t ) = EOC 4Ao.

From equation (4.6.6)6, we find that

(4.6.10)

Kok = PoMo,

so that by using (4.6.6h one has

p- k+m = 1, (4.6.11)

Mo (Ao - m) + 2BoPo = 0, b - m + p = 1.

From (4.6.6)s we have

(4.6.12)

Bo (2Ao - b) + 3DoPo = 0, - b+ d + P = 1, (4.6.13)

so that (4.6.6)g implies

Do(3Ao - d) + 4EoPo = 0, e - d + p = 1.

Also, from (4.6.6h we find that

t-p
-

1 (- pPo+ AoPo) + ~C~MoC2Ao- m + Q414 (t ) = 0.

(4.6.14)

(4.6.15)

If the function 14(t) is selected as 14 (t) = t-p - 1 = t-2Ao- m, equat ion (4.6.15)
is reduced to

(4.6.16)
1 2

Po (Ao - p) + '2 CoMo + Q4 = 0, m - p = 1 - 2Ao.

By using (4.6.11h-(4.6.14h and (4.6.16h, we find

p 2 - 3Ao, m = 3 - 5Ao, d = 1 + Ao, b = 2 - 2Ao,
k = 4 - 8Ao, e = 4Ao. (4.6.17)

Therefore,

14 (t ) = t3Ao-
3

.

From (4.6.12h-(4.6.14h we have

(4.6.18)

(4.6.19)

B _ 6EoPJ
o - (2Ao _ 1)2'

K
_ EoP6

0- 4 '
(2Ao - 1)

4EoPo
2Ao - i :

4EoPJ
(2Ao - 1)3 '

Do

Mo

Combining (4.6.17) and (4.6.19) , equation (4.6.16h becomes

2EoC~pJ - 2 (2Ao - 1)4 Po - Q4(2Ao - 1)3 = O. (4.6.20)
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Similarly, (4.6.6h becomes

[
- A + A2 + 6 EoCgPJ ] r ? + Q f (t) = O.

o 0 (2Ao _ 1)2 1 1

Selecting

!I (t) = t - 2 ,

we have

Similarly, by taking

h (t) = r l
-

3 Ao
, h (t) = r 6Ao

,

equa t ions (4.6.6h and (4.6.6h are reduced to

Q = 6EoCgpo
2 2Ao - 1'

Combining t hese two equat ions we get

1 Q2
Po = :3 (2Ao - 1) Q3 ·

Equations (4.6.20) and (4.6.23) now become

1 Q~ 2 2 Q2
27 Q~ + :3 (2Ao - 1) Q3 - Q4 = 0

and

Q~
Ao (Ao - 1) = -QI + 3Q3 .
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(4.6.21)

(4.6.22)

(4.6.23)

(4.6.24)

(4.6.25)

(4.6.26)

(4.6.27)

(4.6.28)

Finding Ao from (4.6.28) and substit ut ing it in (4.6.27), it is seen that the
coefficients Qi ,i = 1, ... , 4, are not independent but must sat isfy the following
algebraic equat ion

(4.6.29)

W ithout loss of generality we can take Co = 1, and from (4.6.25h it follows
t hat

(4.6.30)
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(4.6.31)

A (t)

C (t)

D (t)

M (t)

Therefore, finding Ao and Po from (4.6.28) and (4.6.26) , the group of parameters
given by (4.6.19) can be expressed in terms of the coefficients Qi. Recalling
(4.6.9) and (4.6.17) we find that the functions (4.6.7) can be expressed as

AOC
1

, P (t) = -~ (2A o - 1) ~:t3AO-2 ,

1 Q4
t-Ao K (t) = __ ~t8Ao-4

, 162 Q~ ,

2Q3 lQ2__~t5AO-3 B (t) = __~t2Ao-2
27Q5' 3 Q3 '

_~Q2t-AO-l , E (t) = _ ~3C 4Ao.

We can now formulate the following result: if the coefficients Ql , ..., Q4 in the
differential equation

(4.6.32)

(4.6.33)

i; =

satisfy the algebraic equation (4.6.29), the dynamical system (4.6.32) admits a
conservation law in the form (4.6.3), namely,

- ~ (2Ao - 1) Q2 t(3Ao-2) + AoxC1
3 Q3

+CAo [1 _~Q3 (xt-AO + ~ ~: t(2AO-l») 4] 1/2 ,

where Ao is a solution of the equation (4.6.28) and 1 is an arbitrary constant.
It is of interest to note that for the classical time-dependent Duffing equation

Q2 = Q4 = 0, that is,

(4.6.34)

the algebraic equation (4.6.29) is identically satisfied for the arbitrary Ql and
Q3. The expression (4.6.33) gives the following conservation law:

(4.6.35)

where Ao is a root of

Ao(Ao - 1) + Ql = O. (4.6.36)

As an example, consider the case treated by Ranganathan [90], for which Ql =
2/9, Q3 = a/9, where a is a constant. One of the roots of (4.6.36) is Ao = 1/3.
Therefore , the differential equation (4.6.34) becomes

..+ 2 t-2 + a 3t-2 0x gX gX = , (4.6.37)
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whose conservat ion law, according to (4.6.35) , is
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(4.6.38)

which is the same as the result obtained in [90] , using a different method. For
the second root of (4.6.36) , t hat is, Ao = 2/ 3, it follows tha t the differential
equat ion

(4.6.39)

has a conservati on law

(4.6.40)

Note that the ana lysis of th e auxiliary equat ions (4.6.6) offers many possibilities
for obtain ing solutions in the class of power functions of time considered here.
Therefore, t he differential equations (4.6.32) and (4.6.34) and their conservation
laws (4.6.33) and (4.6.35) are just some of many possibilities. We do not be
lieve that all possible cases and subcases can be exhaust ively present ed in this
monograph. Thus, we will discuss some cases that should be interesting to a
wide circle of readers.

4.6.1 The Case of Arbitrary Q' s (P = 0)

For the cases considered previously in this sect ion, it was shown that the con
st ant coefficients Qi , i = 1, ... ,4, are not independent ; that is, they have to
satisfy the algebraic equation (4.6.29). In addit ion, it is evident th at the con
servation law is not valid for the case Qa = O. To avoid th is dr awback, we seek a
conservation law of th e dynamical syste m (4.6.1) in the form (4.6.3) with P = 0
in the auxiliary equations (4.6.6). Repeating exact ly the same procedure as in
the previous case, we arr ive at th e following result: the differential equat ion

(4.6.41)

has the conservation law

x =

(4.6.42)

where Ql , ..., Q4 are arbitrary constants .
For example, considerin g again the case Q z = Q4 = 0, we find that the

differential equation

(4.6.43)
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has a conservation law in the form
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where Ql and Q2 are arbitrary.

4 .6.2 The Case Q3 = 0 (E = 0)

(4.6.44)

We mentioned previously that the case Q3 = 0 should be considered separately,
which follows from (4.6.27) and (4.6.28). It is evident from (4.6.6)4 that if
Q3 = 0, then E (t) = 0, and the equation (4.6.6ho is identically satisfied. Thus,
the relevant equations for finding the functions P (t) ,A (t) ,C (t) , K (t) ,M (t) •
B (t) , and D (t) are (4.6.6h- (4.6.6h and (4.6.6h-(4.6.6)g . By supposing that
these functions are of the form (4.6 .7) and repeating the same procedure as
before, we find

P (t)

K (t)

B (t)

pot(5A,,-3) , A (t) = AOCI, C (t) = t-Ao,

Q2PJ t(12Ao-6) M (t) = Q2PJ t(7Ao-4)
12 (2Ao - 1)3 ' (2Ao _1)2 '

Q2PO t(2Ao-2) D (t) = - ~Q t-3Ao. (4 6 45)
(2A o - 1) , 3 2 . •

The functions of time figuring in the differential equation (4.6.1) are found to
be

(4.6.46)

where Ao and Po are roots of the algebraic equations

0,

0, (4.6.47)

and the coefficients QI, Q2, and Q3 are arbitrary.
Entering with (4.6.45)-(4.6.47) into (4.6.1) and (4.6.3), we can formulate the

following result.
The differential equation

(4.6.48)

has a conservation law in the form

:i: = pot(5Ao-3) + AoxC I

+t-A" {I _~Q [XcAO _ Po t2(2AO_I)]3}1/2
3 2 2 (2Ao - 1) ,

(4.6.49)
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where Po and Ao are roots of the algebraic equations (4.6.47), I is an arbi
trary constant to be det ermined from the given initi al conditions prescribed to
(4.6.48), and Ql , Q z , and Q4 are a given set of constant par am eters.

As a special case, let us consider the case Ql = Q4 = 0 and Qz = 1. From
(4.6.47) we find Po = 12 (2Ao - 1)3 and 49Aij - 49Ao+ 12 = O. The solution of
these equations read

AO( I )
4 12

7' P O(1) = 343 '

Ao(z)
3 12

(4.6.50)
7' PO(Z) = - 343 .

Therefore, from (4.6.48) and (4.6.49) it follows that the differential equation

x =

has a conservation law

_~t-6/7 + ~XCl
343 7

1/ 2

+ C 3/7 [I_ ~ ( xt-4/7 _ 4
69

tZ/7) 3] ,

whi le the differen tial equation

possesses a conservat ion law in t he form

(4.6.51)

(4.6 .52)

(4.6.53)

i: =

(4.6.54)

Note that both conservation laws have been found by Leach, Marthens, and
Maharaj [64] using t he method of the Lie point symmetry analysis.

4.6.3 Reduction t o Quadratures by M eans of the Hamilton
Jacobi M ethod

In this section we shall demonstrate that the conservation laws obtained in the
previous section can be used as a st art ing point for the reduction to quadratures
of the corresponding dynamical syste ms.

First , we note that the dynamical system (4.6.32) can be writt en in t he
canonical form

:i: p ,

jJ -Ql xt-Z - Qz xZt -3Ao- l _ Q3x3t - 6Ao - Q4t (3Ao-3). (4.6.55)
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(4.6.56)

It is easily seen that this system has the Hamiltonian structure and that the
Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation is

as 1 (OS)2 1 2 2at + 2" ox + 2"Q1 X C

+!Q2x3t-3AO-1 + !Q3x4t-6Ao + Q4xt3AO-3 = 0,
3 4

(4.6.58)

:i; =

where the linear momentum p is a gradient of the field function S (t ,x), that is,
p = os/ox.

It is easy to verify that by differentiating this equation partially with respect
to x and denoting by oS/ox = <jJ (t, x) , we arrive at the basic field equation of
the system (4.6.55) for p = <jJ(t,x):

~~ + <jJ~: + Ql xt-2 + Q2x2C3Ao-1 + Q3x3C6Ao + Q4t(3Ao-3) = O. (4.6.57)

Taking into account this connection we can employ the incomplete solution of
this quasi-linear equation in the form (4.6.33) , namely,

oS 1 Q2 (3A -2) - 1
P = <jJ (t , x ) = ox = -3 (2A o -1) Q/ 0 + Aoxt

H - A•[I - ~Q' (,,-A. + ~ ~: "M.-',r]"" ,

(4.6.59)

S(t,x,I) =

as a starting point for finding a complete solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equa
tion (4.6.56). Thus, by partially integrating (4.6.58) with respect to x , we find

_! (2Ao - 1) Q2 xt(3Ao-2) + !Aox
2C 1

3 Q3 2

J
xt - AO + ~ ~ t ( 2AO - l ) ( 1 ) 1/2

+ 1- 2"Q3y4 dY

+8 (t,I) ,

where

(4.6.60)Y = xCAo + ! Q2 t(2Ao-l) dY = CAodx,
3Q3 '

and 8 (t , I) is a function of time and the constant I . Substituting (4.6.59) into
the Harnilton-Jacobi equat ion (4.6.56), one arrives at

iJ (t , I) + ~It-2AO + V (t)

_ xt3Ao-3 [2.- Q~ + ~ (2Ao - 1) Q2 - Q4]
27 Q5 3 Q3

1 [ 1 Q~]+2" A o (A o - 1) + Ql - 3Q~ = 0, (4.6.61)
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where

v (t) = [2- Q2 (2A _ 1)2 __1_ Q~] t6A ll- 4 .
18 Q~ 0 324 Q~
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(4.6.62)

The expressions in th e square brackets in (4.6.61) are equal to zero due to
(4.6.27) and (4.6.28). Therefore, the equation (4.6.61) is redu ced to

e(t, 1) + ~It-2All + V (t) = O. (4.6.63)

Not e that the fun ction V (t ) plays the role of a characterist ic gauge function ,
which has no influence in our considerations. Namely, since it does not contain x
or l , it will not affect the application of the .Jacobi theorem p = as/ax, as/af =
B = const. Thus, in the sub sequent text, the group of terms ste mming from
t V (u) du will be denoted as irrelevant terms (i.t.) and in sub sequent analysis
will not be written expli citly. Integrating (4.6.63) , we find th at th e principal
funct ion (4.6.59) represents a complete solution ofthe Hamilton-Jacobi equation

S (t, x ,I)

(4.6.64)

Applying the Jacobi theorem, we find th at t he equation as/af = B = cons t .
leads to

J
xt -All + * ~ t("All - ' ) dY Jt - 2A

-----"..-1/""2dY - u "du = B = const .,
(I - ~Q3Y4 )

(4.6.65)

which together with (4.6.58) completes the solut ion of the canonical syste m
(4.6.55).

Not e that all differenti al equat ions and corresponding conservation laws con
sidered in this section can be redu ced to quadratures by the process described.
Since the treatment of each case is the same as for th e case just considered, we
will not rep eat all the details here, bu t give only the final results.

(a) For th e Duffing equation (4.6.34) and the conservat ion law (4.6.35),

(4.6.66)

and

(4.6.67)
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the corresponding Hamiltou-Jacobi equation is (with Q2 = 0)

( )

2
8S 1 8S 1 2 -2 1 4 -6Ao- + - - + -QI X t + -Q3X t = O.
8t 2 8x 2 4

(4.6.68)

A complete solution of this equation is of the form (xt- Ao = Y)

(4.6.69)

S(t, x ,I)
xl -A" 1/2

~Aox2Cl+ j [I - ~Q3Y4] du

-~I j lC2Aod~ + i.t .,

where Ao is a root of (4.6.36). The Jacobi theorem, 8S/8I = B = const., leads
to the solution of (4.6.66) in the form

(4.6.70)J
XI - A O dY jl

-----::-1/""'2 - {-2Aod~ = B = const .
[I - !Q3Y4]

(b) For the differential equation (4.6.37) and its conservation law (4.6.39),

2 (a) 1/2X = -xt-1 + C 2 / 3 1- _ x4C 8 / 3 (4.6.71)3 ~ ,

the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is

8S 1 (8S)2 1 2 -2 a 4-4- + - - + -x t + -x t = O.
8t 2 8x 9 36

(4.6.72)

A corresponding complete solution is found to be (Ao = 1/3)

(4.6.73)

where Y = xt-2/ 3 . According to the Jacobi theorem a general solution of
(4.6.71h is

(4.6.74)

Similarly, the solution of (4.6.39), x+ ~xC2 + ~x3C4 = 0, can be represented
xl-2f 3 - 1/2

as J (I - TIiy4) dY - 3t-1/ 3 = B = const., where Y = xt-2/ 3 •

(c) The differential equation (4.6.41),

x+ QIXC2 + Q2x2C5/2 + Q3x3C3 + Q4C3/2 = 0, (4.6.75)

can be transposed into the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
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(4.6.76)

By integrating (4.6.42) with respect to x, we find a complete solution of this
equation in the form

S (t , x ,I) =

(4.6.77)

where Y = x t- 1/2. Applying the J acobi theorem as/a1 = B = const ., we arrive
at the general solut ion of (4.6.75) in the form

j
x t -

I f 2 dY
------------------1~/~2 -In t
[I - 2Q4Y + (~ - Q1Y2) - ~Q2y3 - ~Q3Y4]

= B = const . (4.6.78)

(4.6.79)

S(t ,x,I) =

(d) Repeating the same process of solut ion by means of the Hamilton-Jacobi
method, we find that the solut ion of the differential equation (4.6.48) , x +
Q1xt-2 +Q2x2t-5Ao +Q4t(5Ao-4) = 0, can be reduced to quadr atures. Namely,
integrat ing (4.6.49), we find that the complete solution of the corresponding
Hamilton-Jacobi equat ion is,

poxt( 5Ao-3 ) + !Aox 2C 1
2

j
x t - A O_ ,...,...!..l.L- t 2( 2A O- 1) ( 2 ) 1/2

~ (2Ao-l ) 3
+ 1 - 3Q2Y dY

1 I jtt - 2Audt .- "2 ." ." + i.t .,

where

Y = x t - Ao _ Po t2(2Ao- 1), (4.6.80)
2 (2Ao - 1)

and Ao and Po are roots of (4.6.47). Apply ing the Jacobi theo rem as/a! =
B = const ., we find that the genera l solution of (4.6.48) can be writ ten as

j
xt -AU _~_"d2 ( 2AO - I ) dY jt

:l \:.!Ao-l ) A
-----..,..= - C 2 ° d~ = B = const .
(I - ~Q2Y3 ) 1/2

(4.6.81)
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For example, for the differential equation of Emden-Fowler type given by {4.6.51},
{4.6.53}, for which the coefficients A0(1,2) and PO(I ,2) are given by {4.6.50}, we
have that the general solutions are , respectively,

j
x t - 3/ 7 _6t" / 7 / 49

dY -1/7 _ B-
----:-1/;;::2 + 7t - - const. ,
(I - ~y3)

with Y = xt-3 / 7 - 6t2 / 7/49 for the differential equation (4.6.51) and

jx t -
3/ 7

+6t -" /7 / 49 dY 1/2 + 7t- 1/ 7 = B = const.,

(I - ~y3)

{4.6.82}

(4.6.83)

where Y = xt - 3 / 7 + 6t-2 / 7/49 for the differential equation (4.6.53). Note that
the same results were obtained by Leach, Martens, and Maharaj in [64] using a
group-theoretical method.

4.6.4 The Case When a Particular Solution of the Riccati
Equation Is Available

We have seen in the preceding paragraphs that one of the vital points in applying
the field method is to find a solution of the corresponding Riccati equation.
However, in dealing with the linear rheonomic equations with one degree of
freedom, we are frequently able to find only some particular solutions of this
equation. In this part we shall demonstrate that the field method presented here
can be successfully applied if some particular solutions of the Riccati equation
are known .

The following two examples taken from [56] will demonstrate this case.

Example 1 [56] . Let us consider the following linear rheonomic equation:

.. 1. 1 tx + -x - -x = a, a = cons .
t t 2

Taking as a field function :i:= cjJ (t ,x) , the basic equation is of the form

8cjJ 8cjJ 1 1- + cjJ- + -cjJ - -x - a = O.
Bt 8x t t 2

Since the problem is linear, we seek a complete solution in the form

:i:= cjJ (t , x) = 11 (t) x + h (t) .

(4.6.84)

(4.6.85)

(4.6.86)

Entering with this into (4.6.85) and grouping the terms with x and free terms,
we obtain the following system of Riccati equations:

. 2 1 1
!I + 11 + t!I - t 2 = 0,

. 1
[z +!Ih + -12-a = O.

t
(4.6.87)
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Let us seek a particul ar solution of (4.6.87h in the form

193

(4.6.88)

where A and m are unknown constants . Substituting (4.6.88) into (4.6.87) I , we
have

(4.6.89)

This equ ation is satisfied for

Therefore, th e particular solutions of (4.6.87) are

f {l ) - t - I f( 2) - - t- I
I - , I - .

Entering with this int o (4.6.87h and integrating, we obtain

(4.6.90)

(4.6.91)

f
{ l ) _ at3 Cl
2 - 3 + t2 '

(4.6.92)

(4.6.93)

where Cl and C2 are constants of integration. Therefore, from (4.6.86) we have
the following conservation laws:

. -I at Cl I
x =xt + - + - , x= -xC + at+C2 .

3 t2

Equating the right-hand sides of these equations, we find that the genera l solu
t ion of (4.6.84) is

1 2 Cl C2t
x = -at - - + - .

3 2t 2
(4.6.94)

Example 2 [56] . Let us consider the following linear rheonomic equa tion:

.. a 0x + (i x = j a = const . (4.6.95)

Taking the field function in the form x = 1> (t , x ) = !I (t) x + h (t) and repeating
the same process as in the previous exa mple, we arrive at t he following system
of Riccati equations:

(4.6.96)

Supposing the same form of a particular solution as given by (4.6.88), the first
Riccati equation gives

(4.6.97)
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Entering with this into (4.6.96h, we find after a simple integration

f~l) = CIC(~+ib), f~2) = C2C(~-ib), (4.6.98)

where i = A and Cl and C2 are arbitrary constants. Also, in writing (4.6.98),
we assumed that a > 4, so that

1 2- -a=-b
4

with b real. Therefore, the two conservation laws

become

(4.6.99)

(4.6.100)

. (1 + ob) Cl +CCl -iblntx= 2 z X le, . (1 'b) t - I +Ct-liblntx= 2-t x le ,

(4.6.101)

where we have used the relations t ib = eiblnt and t-ib = e-iblnt . Equating the
right-hand sides of the equations in (4.6.101), we obtain the solution of (4.6.95)
in the form

where

x = tt [Acos (blnt) + Bsin(blnt)], (4.6.102)

A= C2 -Cl
2ib '

B = Cl +C2
2b . (4.6.103)

Repeating exactly the same procedure, it can be easily verified that, for the
special cases when

the solution of equations

are, respectively,

a = -6, a = -12,

x- 6~ = 0 x- 12~ = 0v "> t2

(4.6.104)

(4.6.105)

(4.6.106)



Chapter 5

The Hamiltonian
Variational Principle and
Its Applications

5.1 Introduction

In the first part of this monograph we considered the differential variational prin
ciples, espec ially t he Lagrange-D'Alembert principle. This principle is based
upon the local characte ristics of motion ; that is, t he relations between its scalar
and vector charac te rist ics are considered simul taneously in one particular in
st ant of t ime. The problem of describing t he global characterist ics of motion
has been reduced to the int egration of differential equat ions of motion .

In the second part of this book, we consider in some det ail the integral vari a
tional principle of Hamil ton (Hami lton 's principle of stat ionary action) in which
the global characteris tics of mot ion occupy the cent ra l place. In addit ion, the
Hamiltonian principle contains in itself some inherent stat ionary and even opti
mal characteristics by means of which the motion and evolution of the dynamical
system can be interpret ed as insepar able aspec ts of the Hamiltonian action. Due
to these fact s the Hamiltonian principle can be considered the corne rstone of
modern analytical mechanics. Note t hat the mathematical apparat us used in
applications of the Hamiltonian principle is applied variational ca lculus. Con
versly, many problems occurring in physics and engineering, formulated with
the methods of the calculus of vari ations, can be interpret ed as characteristic
formulations of the Hamiltonian principle. One import ant charac terist ic of the
Hamiltonian principle is that all problems t rea ted by it are naturally defined
as the boundary value problems since as a pr erequisite, the dynamical syste m
should be completely specified at the initial and terminal time (begining and the
end of time int erval) in which the motion is t aking place. Let us note also t hat
by employing the aforementioned global and optimal properties, the Hamilto-

B. D. Vujanovic, et al., An Introduction to 

Modern Variational Techniques in Mechanics and Engineering

© Birkhäuser Boston 2004
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nian principle can be reliably used in determining approximate solution in many
linear and nonlinear boundary value problems.

5.2 The Simplest Form of the Hamiltonian
Variational Principle

Let us consider a holonomic dynamical system whose position at any instant of
time t can be specified by n independent generalized coordinates, qi (t) , ..., qn (t),
where n is the number of degrees of freedom of the dynamical system. We
first consider the so-called Lagrangian systems in which all physical manifes
tations and behavior are completely describable by the Lagrangian function
L(t , q1, ... , qn , (it , ... ,tin).

Let the configuration of the dynamical system be given at two instants of
time, to and tl, such that

qi (to) = Ai , i = 1, , n,

qi (td = Bi, i = 1, , n,

configuration A,

configuration B, (5.2.1)

where A i and B, are a given set of constants and [t1' to] is a given interval of
time in which the motion of the dynamical system is taking place. For example,
we can imagine that these two configurations are the result of an experimental
determination of the position of the dynamical system at the initial and terminal
instants of time. Otherwise, if we select completely arbitrary configurations A
and B, it can happen that there does not exist any actual trajectory joining
these configurations.

Let us suppose that for a given dynamical system there exists a motion that
(a) joins configurations A and B ,
(b) satisfies the differential equations of motion,
(c) is in full agreement with the holonomic constraints, and
(d) is unique.P

We refer to this motion as the direct or actual trajectory of the dynamical
system. Parallel with the direct trajectory, we also introduce virtual or varied
trajectories qi (t) , which are defined as a one-parameter bundle of curves defined
for all t E [tl, toJ :

qi (t) = qi (t) + Sq; (t) = qi (t) + eh, (t), (5.2.2)

where hi (t) are arbitrary continuously differentiable functions of time and Sq, =
eh; (t) , i = 1, .:., n, are variations or virtual displacements of the dynamical
system (which are identical to already introduced "simultaneous" variations or
virtual displacements in section 3.2). Note that parameter e in (5.2.2) is an

12If the actual trajectory is not unique, that is, if between two fixed configurations A and B
there exists a finite or infinite number of actual trajectories connect ing the initial and terminal
configurations for the same time interval [to , tIl , we then say that the actual path contains
conju.gate points or kinetic foci (see Example 6.5.1, pp . 233-235) .
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infinitesimally small, constant . Note also that for f = 0, all curves (5.2.2) are
identical to the actual trajectory. Let us suppose that the actual and varied
trajectories are passing through the initial and terminal configur ations A and
B, which is equivalent to the following requirements:

Sq; (to) = Sq; (t 1) = 0, i = 1, ...,n . (5.2.3)

This situation is depicted in Figure 5.2.1, where the actual trajectory APB and
AFB are depicted together with the initial and terminal configurations A and
B .

q
variation (jq(t) _

P

AL---,p

varied trajectory q(t)

B
!

~ actual trajectory q(t)

I
t1

Figure 5.2.1

One of the remarkable prop erties of the variations introduced here and in
the applied variational calculus is that the operators of variations 0 and differ
entiation with respect to time are commutative (see also (1.3.18}):

OrI; = :tOqi' (5.2.4)

Hamilton's action integral for the given time interval [to , td of a holonomic
dynamical system is defined to be

r1 = L (t ,ql , ..., q«,rib ...,rIn) dt ,
tn

(5.2.5)

where L denotes the Lagrangian for the dynamical system. Note that the ex
pression (5.2.5) is frequently called the fun ctional or path fun ctional.

Hamilton's principle states: Among all varied paths (admissibl e trajectories)
connecting the given configurations A and B for a given time interval [to,tlJ,
the actual motion mak es the action int egral I stationary, that is,

(5.2.6)

We will demonstrate that th e Hamiltonian principle (5.2.6) leads immediately
to the Euler-Lagrangian differenti al equat ions of motion. Indeed, recalling the
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expression for the Lagrangian variation of the action integral (3.2.17), we have

t6 L (t , q , q) dt =
to

1:1 [L (t,q,di) - L (t , q ,q)] dt

lt
l

(8L 8L) ltl

a.6qi + a:-:6qi dt = suu = O.
to q. q. t ll

(5.2.7)

Here, q = (ql ' ..., qn). Employing (5.2.4) and integrating by parts, we find

8L It' lt l

(8L d 8L)6I = -8'.bq; + -8. - -d -8'. 6qidt .
q, to to q; t q.

(5.2.8)

(5.2.9)

Taking into account the boundary conditions (5.2.3) and employing the fact
th at th e variations Sq; are completely arbitrary inside the interval (to , t 1 ) , the
condit ion 6I = 0 yields

.!!:.- 8L _ 8L =0, i = 1, ...,n,
dt 8qi Bq,

which are Euler-Lagrangian equations of motion already considered in the first
part of this monograph (see section 1.4). However, these n differential equa
tions of the second order should be obligatory considered together with the
2n boundary conditions (5.2.1). Thus, every dynamical problem formulated by
means of Hamilton's principle, should be considered as a boundary value problem
(two-point boundary value problem).

In the simplest formulation of the Hamiltonian principle, the problem es

sentially consists of selecting the actual traj ectory qi (t ) ,i = 1, ..., n , satisfying
the boundary conditions (5.2.1), along which the functional (or action integral)
affords an extreme value. Such a trajectory is termed the extremal tmjectory.
In light of these facts, we can restate Hamilton's principle in the following form:
For the dynamical systems which are completely describable by means of the La
gm ngian function , the actual mot ion gives the extremum to the action integml
(5.2.5).

Thus far we have considered the formulation of Hamilton's principle in which
th e Lagr angian function L plays the leading role. It is also of interest to express
the action integral in the canonical variables. By performing th e Legendre
transformation of the Lagrangian L (see (1.8.6)) we introduce the Hamiltonian
action integral in the form

l
t l

l ean = [Piqi - L (t,ql , ...,qn,ql , ...,qn)] dt.
tll

(5.2.10)

This action integral should be considered under the condit ions that the time
interval (to, t 1 ) is completely specified and that th e boundary conditions are the
same as in the previous case, that is,

(5.2.11)
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where Ai and B, are given constants.
It is easy to verify by th e elementary calcula t ions th at the Hamiltonian

pr inciple M ean = 0 leads to

oIean [(qi - ~~) 0Pi

- (Pi + ~:) Oqi] dt = 0,

which leads to the Hamiltonian canonical equat ion of moti on

(5.2.12)

. 8H
qi = -;:;--,

UPi
i = 1, .. .,n . (5.2.13)

Note that by determining vari ati on of (5.2.10) we have considered the canonical
variables mutually ind ependent . Thus, these vari ables are independently varied
in (5.2.10) .

As indicat ed previously, th e Hamiltonian vari ational pr inciple provides only
the necessary condit ion for the extremality of th e Hamiltonian action integral
along the act ual trajectory of the dynamical system. However, the question of
the character of th e extremum (if it exists) can be judged on the basis of the
sign of the second variation 02 I . The necessary condit ion for th e act ion int egral
(5.2 .5) to attain a min imum is tha t the second vari ation is nonnegative; that
is, 021 ;:::: 0 along the actual .trajectory of the dynami cal syste m. A sufficient
condit ion for the functional I given by (5.2.5) to at tain (a local) minimum is
that th e second vari ati on is strongly positive; t hat is, 02 I ;:::: , (1Ioqll) Il oqll ,where
, (T) is a nonnegative function on (0, 00) such th at limr_oo ,(T) ---+ 00 and 11·11
is any norm on a linear space to which oq belongs (see [81, p. 39].

It can be shown that for sufficient ly small time intervals (to, td th e positivity
of the second variation , th at is, 021 > 0, guara ntees th at I is minimum on the
actua l trajectory of the dynamical system, when the Lagrangian L is t aken to
be the class ical energy difference T - Il , where T is the kinetic and Il is the
potential energy.

To prove this, we compute the second variati on of t he action integral

where

i , j

1 82 L 82L 1 82 L
-2-8'8 ' OqiOqj +-8'8 OqiOqj + -2-88 OqiOqj ,qi qj qi qj qi qj
1, ...,n.

(5.2.14)

(5.2.15)

(5.2.16)

Using the following est imation for the variation of the generalized coordinates
(see [68, p. 650] for i = 1, ... , n ,to < t < tl,

10qi (t )1= 11t 1

Oqi (t) - < (tl - to) sup 10qi (t)1 ,
to t E[ to ,td
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and ignor ing in (5.2.14) all terms containing factors (tl - to) and (tl - to)2 , we
obtain

(5.2.17)

(5.2.18)

However, for the case of the scleronomic dynamical systems, the Lagrangian is
of the form (1.4.45). Thus, we have

82L 82r
8qi8qj = [)qi8qj = aij.

Therefore,

(5.2.19)

and since aijoqioqj is a positive definite quadratic form with respect to variations
of the generalized velocities, we conclude that aijoqioqj (t) > 0 for all t E (to, t1) .

Let us note that this argument is strongly dependent upon the properties
of the Lagrangian formed as the difference between the kinetic and potential
energies.

It can be shown (see [54, pp . 78-80]) that for the case when we employ in the
action integral canonical variables qi (t), Pi (t) , given by (5.2.10), the equivalent
statement of (5.2.9) is expressed in the following min - max principle: For short
time intervals, the trajectory qi (t) ,Pi (t) ,i = 1, ..., n , in a conservative field of
force affords a solution of the min - max problem

Example 5.2.1. The Brachistochrone problem. As an illustration let us solve
the famous problem of brachistochrone, where a material point slides on a
smooth wire between two given points A and B in a constant gravity field.
We shall restrict the curves to lie in the half-plane Axy, and the y axis is drawn
vertically downward as depicted in Figure 5.2.2.

AI

I

I ~J 9

Figure 5.2.2

y(B)

B

x
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Let us suppose that the init ial velocity of the par ticle is zero (for nonzero
ini tial velocity, see [9]) and that XA (0) = 0, YA (0) = O. The total energy
E = (m v2 /2) - mgy O. Thus, we have that the velocity of the particle
is

v = J±2 +iP= J2iY. (5.2.20)

Now, we have ± = ..J2iiYj J 1 + (y/)2, where z = dxjdt andy' = dy jdx. Whence,

dt = J1 + (y /)2dx /..J2iiY . Therefore, t he problem is to find t min = min , T of
the action integral (functional )

with

r: 1 r: VI + (y/ )2
T = J« L(x , y , y' ) dx = V29 Jo y dx,

y (0) = 0, Y (XB) = YB,

(5.2.21)

(5.2.22)

and where y B is a given constant .
Since the functional (5.2.21) does not depend upon independent vari able

x explicit ly, t he Lagrangian functio n L ad mits the J acobi conservation law
y'8Lj8y' - L = const. , which in our case leads to

1-,=== = C = con st .
.;yJ1 + (y,)2

(5.2.23)

This differenti al equation can be reduced to the form y' = f (y) and th en to
sepa ra te variab les. However , it is much simpler to introduce the angle u between
the tangent at the curve y (x) and the x axis as an independent variab le. Thus,

, dy
y = - = t anu.

dx
(5.2.24)

Employing the relation cosu = (1 + tan2 u) -1 / 2 , equation (5.2.23) becomes

cos? U 1
y = --c- = 2C2 (1 + cos 2u). (5.2.25)

Differenti ating this, we have dy = (-2jC2 ) (sin ucosu )du. Entering with this
into (5.2.24), we have dx = (-2 cos2 udujC2) , whence by integration we arrive
at

1 .
x=D- 2C2 (2u+sm2u) ,

where D is an arb it rary constant of int egration.

(5.2.26)
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The equations (5.2.26) and (5.2.25) are the equations of the cycloids in the
parametric form, a curve generated by a point on a circle rolling without slipping
on a horizontal line.

It is easy to show that th e angle u (t) is a linear function of time. Indeed,
from Figure 5.2.2 it follows that

dx . ;;:c::
dt = x = y2gycosu;

It was also shown that

dy !2= .- = y~gysmu.

dt
(5.2.27)

dx = (_2-) cos2u:
du C2 '

dy ( 2).du = - C2 smucosu. (5.2.28)

From the equations {5.2.27h and (5.2.25), we have

dx du M: (cos2u) 1/2
du dt = y2g ~ cosu, (5.2.29)

whence

du = -~ /29 = K = canst.,
dt 2

(5.2.30)

that is,

u = Kt + M, M = canst. (5.2.31)

Let us denote the values of the angle u at the point A and B by

u (A) = a , u (B) = {3. (5.2.32)

(5.2.33)

YA

YB =

Then, by employing (8.2.28) and (8.2.27) at the boundaries A and B , we have

0= D - (2~) (20' + sin 20') ,

0 - cos2
a

- C2 '

D - C~2 ) (2{3 + sin 2{3) ,

D - (2~2 ) (2{3 + cos 2{3) .

From these four (complicated) algebraic equations we can find four constants,
C, D , a , and {3 in terms of the given values for XA , YA, XB , and YB .

Finally, noting that

1 + tan2u 2 2
cos~ u (-2cos udu) = -C2du ,
rt»:

(5.2.34)
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we find from (5.2.21) t hat the minimal t ime of travel of t he particle is

m~nT = t lll in = Jg~2 (0< - f3 ) ,

and that completes the solution.

205

(5.2.35)

5.3 The Hamiltonian Principle for Nonconser
vative Force Field

In the previous section we postulated t he Hamiltonian principle supposing that
the behavior of the dynamical system in question can be complete ly described by
the single function: the Lagrangian function L(t ,q1, ...,qn , (il , ...,4n) ' However,
if the dynamical system comprises purely nonconservative forces Qi(t ,qi , ... , qn,
41, ..., 4n), i = 1, ..., n , t he form of t he Hamiltonian principle has quite a different
st ruct ure, and the ext rema l propert ies of the actual t rajectories are lost.

Let us begin our considerations from the Lagrange-D'Alembert differential
vari ational principle for t he holonomic nonconservati ve dynami cal system, which
is, according to (1.3.33) , of t he form

( 5!:.- 8L _ 8L - Q .) 8q.=0 i = I , ... ,n,
dt 84i 8qi t t ,

where , as usual , the rep eated indices shou ld be summed. Now, we have

d ( 8L ) 8L 8L- - 8q· - - (8q·)· - - 8q· - Q·8q· = O.
dt 84i t 84i t 8qi t t,

(5.3.1)

(5.3.2)

Employing the commutativity rule (5.2.4) and recallin g, in accordance with the
notation introduced in (3.2.8) , t hat 8L = (8L/8qi) bq, + (8L/84i) 84i, we have,
afte r integrating over t he t ime int erval [to, t 1 ],

8L ItI l tl8l8qi - (8L+ QiOq) dt= 0.
1-1. to tll

The first term vanishes, since Sq, vanishes at to and t 1 , and thus

l
t l

(6L + Qi6q) dt = O.
tu

(5.3.3)

(5.3.4)

The equation (5.3.4) is a mat hematica l express ion of Hamilton's principle for
nonconservative dynamical systems.

The variational equation (5.3.4 ) can be writ te n in the for m

r8l + Qioqdt = 0,
tu

(5.3.5)
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where 8I =1= 0 is given by (5.2.6), namely,

t8I = 6Ldt .
to

(5.3.6)

It is clear that for Qi = 0, the Hamiltonian principle represents a natural prob
lem of variational calculus, and for this case, the equations of motion of the
dynamical system (the actual trajectories) are the extremals of the variational
problem. These extremals make the action integral minimal (for short intervals
of time) . However, the variational equation (5.3.4) contains n + 1 functions L
and Qi, i = 1, ..., n, and does not possess any extremal qualities in itself. In
fact, the equation (5.3.4) represents merely an integrated form of the Lagrange
D'Alembert principle. Therefore, all optimal (extremal) characteristics of the
dynamical systems, for the case of nonconservative systems, are lost . We can
therefore state (5.3.4), that is, Hamilton's principle for a purely nonconservative
dynamical system as: Along the actual trajectories of a purely nonconseruative,
holonomic dynamical system, the time integral of the function 6L + Qi6qi is
equal to zero (see [122, p. 32]).

5.4 The Functional Containing the Higher
Order Derivatives

As a simple generalization of the previous considerations, let us suppose that
the action integral, or, more precisely the Lagrangian function, contains the
derivatives of the generalized coordinates higher than the first order, namely,

I = 1:1

L (t,q,q,q , ...,(ql) dt . (5.4.1)

For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the case of a dynamical system with
one degree of freedom , supposing that the Lagrangian function depends on the
first and second derivatives:

l
t l

I= L(t,q,4,ij)dt.
to

The variation of this action integral is

AI t (8L A 8L A ' 8L A
OO

) du = auq+ Fuq+ [puq t.
to q q q

(5.4.2)

(5.4.3)

2
Employing the commutativity rules 64 = ft6q and 6ij = {kr6q, the second term
is transformed in the usual way:

(5.4.4)
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We next transform the third term in (5.4.3) twice, as follows:

Entering with (5.4.4) and (5.4.5) into (5.4.3) , and integrat ing, we have

[(
OL d OL) OL .]It1

8J = F - dt -;y: 8q+ -;y:8qq q q ~

l t
l

( OL _ :!: oL !:.. OL) 8 dt
+ o· dt o · + dt2 0·· q .

~ q q q

The st ationary condit ion 8J = 0 leads to the Euler- Lagra ngian equation

and the boundary condit ions at the ends of the interval , to and t l , are

(5.4.6)

(5.4.7)

(
OL d OL) et. :
oq - dt oq 8q + oq 8q = 0, at t = to and (5.4.8)

The boundary conditions will be ident ically satisfied if the following two bound
ary conditions are given in advance:

(5.4.9)

where A ,B , C, and D are give n const ants.
In a similar manner , we can demonstrat e th at for the functional (5.4.1) the

Euler-Lagrangian equation reads

si. d et. d2 et. d3 et. d4 ei.
oq - dt oq + dt2 oq - dt3 o·il + dt4o·if - . . . = o. (5.4.10)

Note, finally, that equation (5.4.7) is an ordina ry differenti al equat ion of the
fourth ord er , and the Euler-Lagrangian equation corresponding to the func
tional given by (5.4.1) is of 2nth order.

5.5 The Functional Depending upon Several
Independent Variables

In this section we sha ll demonst rate that Hamilton 's principle does have impor
tant applications in set t ing up part ial differenti al equations aris ing in various



(5.5.1)
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branches of physics and engineering. We commence our considerations with a
brief discussion of the classical Hamilton's principle adjusted for use in field the
ory. In fact , the following discussion can be regarded as a natural generalization
of the Hamiltonian principle describing the behavior of a holonomic dynamical
system with a finite number of degrees of freedom with the given boundary
conditions, as considered in a previous section of the monograph.

Let the Hamiltonian action integral be formulated as

l
t l l ( au au au au)1= L t ,XI, X2, X3, u, -;::;--, -;::;--, -;::;--,~ dV dt,

to v VXI VX2 VX2 V.

where L denotes a given Lagrangian function depending on the time t , on
the spatial orthogonal coordinates XI , X2, X3, and also on the field function
u = U(t,xI ,X2,X3), characterizing the physical field in question and its par
tial derivatives. We suppose that the time interval (to, t l ) is specified and also
that the volume V over which the physical process is taking place is fixed. This
volume is bounded by a given surface S.

We introduce a small arbitrary increment 8u of the field function tz (t, x) ,
x = (XI, X2 ,X3) , without any changes in the independent variables t and x by
writing

u(t,x) = u(t,x) +8u == u(t ,x) +ch(t,x) . (5.5.2)

We call eh.(t, x) the variation of the field function. Here [e] « 1 is a small
constant and h (t ,x) is a continuous function with continuous derivatives in
(to, t l ) X V. Considering the variation as a differential operator we postulate
commutativity properties of the Lagrangian variation 8 with the partial deriva
tives

a a a a
<:>t 8 (.) - 8 "" (-) = 0, -8(·) - 8- (-) = 0, i = 1,2,3,
v v. aXi aXi

and with the operator of integration

8i (·)dV - i 8( ·)dV = O.

(5.5.3)

(5.5.4)

With these rules in mind, we can easily calculate the variation of the action
integral (5.5.1) for unchangeable and given boundaries

I(u)-I(u)

t l r [aL a ( 8L )
Jto Jv au - fJt a (au/at)

3 a ( et. )]-8 aXi a (aU/aXi) 8udVdt

+1:1 i [~ (a(:u~fJt)8U)
3 a (8L )]

+~aXi a(au/ax;}8u dVdt . (5.5.5)
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The condition for stationarity of the action integral is defined by the varia
tional equation

8I= O. (5.5.6)

This condition can be analyzed in a variety of ways, dep ending on the boundary
conditions of the physic al problem in question. Here, we will focus our attention
on the simplest boundary conditions . Namely, let us suppose th at the function
u (t ,x) is fully specified at the inst ants of time to and t 1, which is equivalent to
the equations

DU(t ,X)

DU (to, x)

0, on the boundary S of V for every t ,

DU(tl , x) = 0, everywhere in V including boundary S.

(5.5.7)

For this case, it is easy to verify, by applying the divergence theorem (see [49]),
that the last two terms in (5.5.5) vanish. Hence, we have

r r [8L _~ ( 8L ) _ ~~ ( 8L )] av.us« - 0ito iv 8u 8t 8 (8u /8t) ~ 8Xi 8 (8u /8x;) - .

(5.5.8)

However , since DU is arbitrary, away from boundaries, this equation can be
satisfied only when

8L _ ~ ( 8L ) _ 3 s.( 8L ) _0
8u 8t 8 (8u /8t ) t; 8Xi 8 (8u /8xi) - .

(5.5.9)

This is the Euler-Lagrangian equat ion for the field ii = u (t , XI, X2, X3 ) that
makes the act ion integral (5.5.1) stat ionary. It represents a partial differential
equation with the partial derivatives of the second ord er , and the vari ational
problem is reduced to the problem of finding a solution of this equation with
given boundary and initial condit ions.

For the sake of simplicity, let us suppose th at the Lagrangian funct ion is of
the form

(
8u DU)

L = L t , X , u , Dt ' 8x . (5.5.10)

It is easy to verify that the explicit form of the Euler-Lagrangian equat ion
(5.5.9) is

82L 82u 82L 82u
-::--7-::---:-=-:-=-.,....,....--'-"--,- -- + 2 --
8 (8u /8t) 8 (8u /8t) 8t 2 8 (8u /8t) 8 (8u /8x) 8tOx

82L 82u [P L 8u D2L 8u
+ + + 7"'"'-::--7-::--:-:--:-

8 (8u /8x) 8 (8u /8x) 8x 2 8u8 (8u/8t) 8t 8u8 (8u /8x) 8x

82L 82 L 8L+ <:l + - - = O. (5.5.11)
ut8(8u/8t) 8x8(8u/8x) 8u
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In a similar way we can analyze the case in which the Lagrangian function
depends upon the partial derivatives of the second and higher orders.

For example, it is easy to verify that for the Lagrangian function of the form

(
ou ou 02u 02u 02u)

L = L x ,y,u, ox' oy ' ox2 ' oxoy ' oy2 '

the Euler-Lagrangian equation is of the form

si. 0 et. 0 et. 02 et.- - - -- +
OU ox 0 (Ou/ox) oy 0 (EJu/oy) ox2 0 (02u/ox2)

02 et. 02 oL
+-- 2 + -2 (2 2) = 0, (5.5.13)oxoy 0(0 u/oxoy) oy 0 0 u/oy

which is a partial differential equation with partial derivatives up to the fourth
order.

Example 5.4.1. Heat conduction with finite wave speed. Consider the gener
alized heat conduction equation given as

02T OT
T ot 2 + 7ft = a"ij2T,

where T = T (t ,Xl , X2. X3) is a nonstationary temperature field in a solid body,
a denotes th e constant thermal diffusivity, T represents the material thermal
relaxation time (that we assume to be constant), and "ij2 is the Laplace differ
ential operator defined as "ij2 (-) = 02/ oxy (-) + 02/OX~ (-) + 02/OX~ (-). Such
an equation is hyperbolic in nature and has a finite speed C of propagation of
thermal disturbance, equal to

C=f;. (5.5.15)

If T --+ 0, we have the classical Fourier parabolic differential equation of heat
transfer

OT 27ft = a"ij T , (5.5.16)

which has the physically inconsistent property that the effects of a thermal dis
turbance are instantaneously manifested at a distance infinitely far from the
thermal disturbance, that is, C --+ 00. For example, if one end of an infinitely
long rod is touched by a hot body, all points of the rod are effected instanta
neously, although by very small amounts, at large distances from the place of
the disturbance.

It is easy to verify that the Euler-Lagrangian equation (5.5.9) for the La
grangian function of the form (see [122] and the references cited therein)

L= ['!- (OT)2 _~t (OT)2] etl'r
2 ot 2 i = l ox,

(5.5.17)
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will generate the equat ion

(
a2T aT _ M2T) t t r = 0

T 8t 2 + at a v e . (5.5.18)

Since for the hyp erbolic equat ion, et / T -1 0, we arrive at the equation (5.5.14) .
However , it was undoubtedly proved by numerous authors that the parabolic

heat conduct ion equ ation (5.5.16) , together with the given boundary and initial
conditions, do not permit the variational description in the strict sense of the
Hamiltonian variational principle.

For the heat conduct ion equation (5.5.14) we can construct a time invariant
by using the results of section 1.8 (see (1.8.36)) . The details of the procedure
are given in [10]. The main result is crucially dependent on th e orthogonality
property of certain eigenfunctions. As an application for the construc tion of the
time invar iant , consider a rod of length l in which heat conduction is taking
place according to the equation (5.5.14). Suppose that boundary and initial
conditions are speci fied , so that the pro cess is described by the following system
of equations (the one-dimensional var iant of (5.5.14)) :

a2T er
T at2 + fit

aT (0,t)
ax

T (x ,0)

a2T
a ax2 ' 0 < x < l , t > 0,

0, T(l ,t) = 0,

h(x) , aT(x ,O) = h (x ),
at

(5.5.19)

(5.5.20)

where h (x) and h (x) are given funct ions. We assum e the solution of (5.5.19)
in the form T = X (x) U (t) . By subst it uting this into (5.5.19) we obtain

d2U dU ~X

T dt 2 + ill a dx 2 2
U = ----x-- = cons t . = -w .

The temporal evolution U (t) is governed by the solution of the system of equa
tions

(5.5.21)

where w;' ,n = 1,2, ... , are eigenvalues determined from

subject to

dX
dx (0) = 0, X (l ) = O.

(5.5.22)

(5.5.23)



(5.5.24)
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Equation (5.5.21) is of th e type considered earli er (see (1.8.23)) . We found that
(see (1.8.36) with liT = 2k, alT = w2 )

1 tiT [(dU) 2 aU2 lU(dU)] _C- e T - + - + - - - n ,
2 dt T T dt

where en, n = 1,2 , ..., are constants.
Since (5.5.22), (5.5.23) generates the set of orthogonal functions X n

Dn cos e~,I7TX) with Dn = const . J~ XnXmdx = 0, if n =1= m the expression
(5.5.24) leads to the following time invariant (see [10]):

B (t) =! t etlT [T (8T)2 + ~ (aT)2 + ~T (aT)] dx .
2 lo 8t T 8x T at

It is easy to verify that

dB =0
dt

(5.5.25)

(5.5.26)

0, 0 < x < I , t > 0,

0, (5.5.27)

on the solution of (5.5.19). The property (5.5.26) could serve as a basis for
obtaining approximate solutions to (5.5.19). An example of such an application
is presented in [10].

Example 5.4.2. Generalized wave equation. Consider a partial differential
equa t ion of the form

82u 8u 82u 8u
T at2 + 8t - k 8x2 + k1 8x

8u (0,t) = 0 8u(l ,t)
8x '8x

and suppose that certain initial conditions are specified. Equation (5.5.27h
arises in the wave theory [128]. It can be verified by applying (5.4.9) that
(5.5.27) is the Euler-Lagrangian equation of the following functional :

t' t .!.-.!'..L
x

[ (8)2 (8 )2]
I = lo lo T T 8~ -k 8: dxdt , (5.5.28)

so that 6I = 0 reproduces (5.5.27). By applying the pro cedure as presented
in [10] (separation of variables method) or by using the Noether-type theory
developed in [11], one can show that the following functional is a time invariant
for the system (5.5.27):

B = l e~ ~~x [T (~r + k (~:r +u~~] dx .

Thus, for (5.5.29) , we have

dB =0
dt .

(5.5.29)

(5.5.30)
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Exampl e 5.4.3. Axially loaded elastic rod with external friction. Consider
now the system of equ ations describing the lateral mot ion of an elastic rod that
is simply supported at both ends and axially loaded by a constant force. We
assume also that there is external damping linearl y proportional to th e velocity
(see [65, p. 158]). The differential equat ion of motion reads

84u 82u 8u 82u
El 8x4 + ,\8x2 + (3 8t + P8t 2 = 0, 0 < x < I, t > 0, (5.5.31)

with the following boundary condit ions, corresponding to simply supported
ends:

u(O,t)

82u
8x2 (0, t)

0,

0,

u(l ,t) = 0,

82u
8x2 (I, t) = O. (5.5.32)

In (5.5.31), El is the bending rigidity of th e rod, ,\ is th e axial force, p is the line
density, and f3 is th e viscous friction coefficient . All quantities are assumed to
be constant. The syst em (5.5.31), (5.5.32) could be derived from the stat ionary
conditions of th e functional

(5.5.33)

Again, we may construc t a time invariant for the system (5.5.31), (5.5.32). We
shall use the procedure presented in [10]. Thus, we assume solut ion of (5.5.31),
(5.5 .32) in the form u = X (x) T (t ), so that

d4 X dX 2 dT d2T
El dx4 + ,\ dx2 f3 dj; + Pdi,2 2

X T = W , (5.5.34)

where w 2 is a separation consta nt th at is determined from

d4X dX 2
2

E l dx4 + ,\ dx 2 - W X,

subjec t to

(5.5.35)

(5.5.36)

x (0) 0; X (I) = 0,

d
2 X (0) O' ~X (I) = 0
~ , dx 2 .

The temporal part T (t ) has a conservation law of the form (1.8.36) and since
(5.5 .35) , (5.5.36) generates an ort hogona l set of function s, we conclude that

B = ~ t e; t [El ( 8
2
u) 2 _ ~ ( 8u) 2 + ( 8u) 2 + I!-u ( 8U)] dx . (5.5.37)

2 J0 P ax2 P ax at p at
It can be eas ily shown by direct calculation tha t dB /dt = O.



Chapter 6

Variable End Points,
Natural Boundary
Conditions, Bolza Problems

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we discuss some generalizations of the Hamiltonian variational
principle concern ing the var ious that that can arise in applications. We shall
cons ider in particular the cases in which the initi al or terminal configur ations
(or both) are not specified . Also, it may happen that t he time interval in
which the evolut iona ry process is t aking place is not given . For these cases
the Hamiltonian principle usually produces characteristic information about the
boundary conditions and the tr ansversality conditions. In order to express a
physical pr ocess corr ect ly, we sometimes must add some terms outs ide the sign
of the action int egr al , and these types of optimization problems are usu ally
referred to as the pr oblems of Bolza.

6.2 Time Interval (to ,t1) Specified, qi (to) ,qi (t1)

Free

It can frequent ly happen that the time interval (to,tl) in which the dynamical
pro cess is t aking place is specified, but the initial or terminal position, (config
uration A and B or both) denoted by (5.2.1) are not given. For these cases we
shall dem onstrate t ha t the Hamiltonian variational principle will automatically
produce the necessary boundary condit ions, which are usually named natuml
boundary conditions .

(a) Consider first t he case for which

qi (to) = Ai , A i given constants qi (t1) are not specified. (6.2.1)

B. D. Vujanovic, et al., An Introduction to 
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It is clear from the genera l expression (5.2.8) th at Sq; (to) = 0, but Oqi (t 1 ) i= °
and is not specified . Thus, in order to satisfy the st ationary condition Of = 0,
besides the Euler-Lagrangian equati ons (5.2.9), we must also have

aLI = 0, i = 1, ..., n .
ain t=ti

(6.2.2)

This is a necessary set of natural boundary condi tions that must be satisfied. It
serves for finding th e constants of integration during the process of solution of
the Eul er-Lagrangian equations (5.2.9). Let us stress, as we mentioned already,
that all types of boundary conditions considered in this chapter will never change
the form of the Euler-Lagrangian differential equations.

(b) Similarly, if

qi (to) are not specified, q; (t1 ) = Bi , B, given constants,

the natural boundary condit ions are

(6.2.3)

aLla:- = 0,
qi t =tu

i = 1, oo .,n. (6.2.4)

(c) Finally, if the initial and terminal configurat ions A and B are not speci
fied , th e 2n natural boundary condit ions are

aLl =0
aqi t= t" '

aLl =0, i = l , ...,n .
aqi t= t ,

(6.2.5)

Combinations of these cases are depicted in Figure 6.2.1.

aL=O

'n=t
o ~ ~ t

(b)

8L=0 aL=O

q i aq aq

bq>'. EL.
o ~ ~ t

(c)

Figure 6.2.1
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If the Hamiltonian principle is expressed in terms of canonical variables qi (t),
Pi (t), we find from Mean = 0, given by (5.2.12) , that the natural boundary
conditions for the cases discussed above are , respectively,

(a) Pi (to)

(b) Pi (t])

(c) p;{to)

0,

0,

0, p;{t)) =0. (6.2.6)

Example 6.2.1. The cylindrical brachistochrone. Let us consider the problem
of finding a curve on a vertical circular cylinder , a curve that evolves from a
given point A and terminates on th e vertical line that is the generator of the
cylinder. Under the influence of gravity, a particle should move on this curve in
the least time. We shall assume that the particle starts from rest, that friction
force between the particle and the cylinder is negligible, and that the terminal
vertical line is located by a given angle B1 , as shown in Figure 6.2.2.

mg

D
z

terminal line

Figure 6.2.2

(6.2.7)

Since the particle has two degrees of freedom we shall select the cylindrical
coordinates q1 = B,q2 = z . As in Example 5.2.1 the total energy of the particle
is equal to zero , namely ,

E = ~ (r 28
2
+ Z2) - mgz = 0,

where r is the radius of the cylinder. Taking the angle B as an independent

variable, we find dt = (Jr2+ (ZI)2)/( /'IiZ) , where 0' = 10 (.) . Therefore,
the problem is reduced to find th e minimum tmin = min T of the following

z
functional :

10
1

1 1°1T = L (8, Z, zl) de = f');;

o v 2g 0

r2 + (zl)2
----'--'-dB.

z
(6.2.8)

We shall suppose that th e location of th e terminal line CD is specified by the
angle B1 , while the position of the point B on this line is not given. Thus, a
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boundary condition is missing , although both boundaries in the integral (6.2.8)
are specified. From this , it follows that the missing boundary condition is given
by th e case (a) ; that is, with equation (6.2.2)

(6.2.9)
z,

-,====== = 0,

namely, we find the following natuml boundary condition:

z'(Bd = O. (6.2.10)

Since the Lagrangian L defined by (6.2.8) does not depend upon the independent
variable B, we employ the Jacobi conservation law (8L/8z') z'-L = const. which
leads to the relation

2 2 K
r + (z') = 2 ' K = const . (6.2.11)

We can easily integrate this differential equation in parametric form. Let

, dz ,X
z = dB = r cot '2 ' (6.2.12)

where ,X is a new parameter. From (6.2.11) we find that

K
z = 2r2 (1 - cos X), (6.2.13)

and from this , we have dz = (K/2r2 ) sin'xd'x. Substituting this into (6.2 .12) it
follows that rdB = tan ('x/2) dz = (K/2r2 ) (1- cos A) d); Integrating, we arrive
at .

rB= :'2 (,X - sin X) + K I , (6.2.14)

where K I is a new constant.
Let us select ,X in such a way that ,X= 0 when B= O. Therefore, the constant

K I = O. In order to determine K we apply the natural boundary condition
(6.2.10) from which we easily find K = 2r 3Br/7r. Therefore, the brachistochrone
on the vertical cylinder is found to be

rBIz = - (1- cod ),
7r

B= ~ (,X - sin A) .
rr

(6.2.15)

Example 6.2.2. Transversal vibrations of a beam [68] , [130] . Let us consider
a straight uniform beam having a length l whose mass per unit length (the line
density) is m (kg/m). A cross-sect ional moment of inert ia is I x , and a modulus
of elasticity is E . The beam performs small transverse bending vibr ations in the
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•
X

vertical plane x Ay. Using the Hamil ton ian principle we sha ll find the differential
equation of motion and the corresponding boundary condit ions. Let y (t , x ) be
the transversal displ acement of the beam . Th e kinetic energy of th e beam is

1 t ( 0) 2T = 2 io m o~ dx , (6.2.16)

where t is the time and x is an independent vari able oriented along the axis of
the rod, that is, x E [0, l] (see Figure 6.2.3).

1
A~-.... - - .~_-.

.........................

Figure 6.2.3

It is well known from the elasticity tha t th e potential energy of bending is

IT = ~ l ~: dx = ~ l et; (~:;) 2 dx, (6.2.17)

where M is the bending moment of th e beam , and M = El; (02yjox2). Not e
that the influence of the shear forces on t he deformation of the beam is neglected.
Thus (6.2.17) corr esponds to the Bernoulli-Euler beam th eory.

The action integra l now becomes

I =1:1 {l [~m ( ~~)2_~Elx (::;)2] dX} dt .

Performing a vari ation of I , we find

(6.2.18)

l
t 1

([ (ov) (OY) ( 02
y

) ( 02
y)]

8I = to io m ot 8 ot - El; ox2 8 ox2 dxdt. (6.2.19)

Using th e commutativity rules 8 (oyjot ) = (ojot ) 8y and 8 (02yjox2) = (02jox 2)

8y, we have

l
t 1 t oy 0 ([ 0 ] It1 l t 1 t [j2

to iom ot ot (8y) dxdt = io m o~ 8y to dx - to io m ot; (8y) dxdt.

(6.2.20)

Next we integrate the second ter m in (6.2.19) by parts twice, as follows:

1~ ' l E l (~:;) ::2 (8y)dxdt

1:1[El ~:; 8 ( ~~) - El ~:; 8Y] I~ dt + 11:' l El ~:~ 8ydxdt.

(6.2.21)
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Therefore, the stationary condition 61 = 0 becomes

Since by the definition of the varied path, 8y (x, to) = 8y (X,tl) = 0, the first
expression on the right-hand side of (6.2.22) is equal to zero. Similarly, since
8y (x, t) is arbitrary, we conclude that the third expression on the right-hand
side vanishes if

(6.2.23)

This equation is at the same time the Euler-Lagrangian equation for the Hamil
tonian principle, whose action integral is defined by (6.2.18).

Therefore, equation (6.2.22) becomes

(6.2.24)

Naturally, since this expression should be satisfied for every t E [to , t l ], we have

for x = 0 and x = l . (6.2.25)

These two equations will serve for analyzing the boundary conditions, which
can be prescribed in accordance to the various end conditions of the beam.

It is useful to note that by applying the end conditions the following relations
can be employed with respect to the geometric variable x.

• The deflection is equal to y and is zero at any rigid support.

• The slope is equal to 8y/8x and is zero at any clamped end .

• The moment is proportional to 82y/8x2 and is zero at any simply sup
ported end .

• The shear force is proportional to 83y/ 8x3 and is zero at any free end.

Since the Euler-Lagrangian equation (6.2.23) is a fourth-order differential
equation, four boundary conditions must be specified for a correctly formulated
problem of transversal vibrations of the beam.

(a) Simply supported ends. This case is shown in Figure 6.2.3, and it is
obvious that the imposed conditions are

y (0, t) = 0, Y (l , t) = O. (6.2.26)
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Since the variations 8 (ayjax) are arbitrary, t hen vanishing of (6.2.25) requires
two addit ional boundary conditions

(6.2.27)

(b) Clamped ends. The boundary condit ions imp osed on the beam are

y (0, t ) = 0, Y (1 , t) = 0, ay (0, t) = O:
ax '

ay (1 , t) = O.
ax

(6.2.28)

Therefore all of the boundary condit ions are specified, and no natural bound
ary condit ions have to be added. Note that (6.2.25) is identically satisfied;
namely, from (6.2.28) we have 8y (0, t) = 8y (I, t) = 0 and 8 (ay (0, t) jax) =
8(ay (I, t) jax) = O.

(c) Left end built in; right end free. Let the beam be clamped at the point
x = 0 and free at the x = I. The boundary condit ions are

y (0, t) = 0, ay (0, t) = 0
ax '

(6.2.29)

while y (l , t ) and ay (l , t ) jax are not specified. In order to have (6.2.25) sat isfied
we must have

(6.2.30)

The condit ions (6.2.30) have the impor tant mechanical interpret ation . Since

M (l, t) = El; a2%£~,t) t he condit ion (6.2.30h impli es M (I, t) = O. Also, the
a""I!.t1t ransversal force is given as (see [14]) FT (I, t ) = Elx ----i1r .Therefore, (6.2.30h

implies FT (1, t ) = O. The condit ions M (l, t ) = 0 and FT (l , t ) = 0 define a free
end of a beam.

6.3 The Problem of Bolza

In sect ion 1.4 we have seen that a given Lagrangian function L (t ,q , q) can
always be rep laced by a new Lagrangian L * in the following way:

(6.3.1)

where to given L is added a tot al t ime derivative of an arbit ra ry function \It
depending on time t and generalized coordina tes qi , without changing the form
of the Euler- Lagrangian equa tions formed by means of Lagr angian function L ,
namely,

i = l , ...,n . (6.3.2)
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Let us form the action integral I = It~,1 L*dt. Integrating (6.3.1) we have

(6.3.3)

(6.3.4)

(6.3.5)

(6.3.6)

This form of the action integral is usually named the Hamiltonian principle in
Bolza form. It is clear that the first term of this functional contributes to the
variation of the action integral at the end points and will therefore influence the
boundary conditions only.

Performing the variation of (6.3.3) and using (5.2.8) for the variation of

It:' Ldt, one has

6I = (OW + O~) 8qiltl +t (OL _!!: O~) 8qidt .
Oqi Oqi to to Oqi dt Oqi

Thus, the stationary condition 6I = 0 generates the Euler-Lagrangian equations
(6.3.2) and

(
OW OL)
Oqi + oiL; 8qi = 0 at t = to,

If the dynamical problem is formulated in such a way that the initial and ter
minal configurations A and B are given in the form (5.2.1), then the expression
(6.3.5) vanishes since the variations Sq; (to) and Sq; (tl) are equal to zero (see
(5.2.3)).

If, however, the initial and terminal configurations are not given we have for
the specified time interval (to, tl) the following 2n natural boundary conditions:

aW et.
-0 + -a' = 0 at t = to, and t = tl, i = I , ..., n.

qi qi

It can frequently happen that the Bolza problem should be formulated in a
slightly different form. For example,

l
t l

1= WI (to, q (to)) + W2 (t l, q (tt}) + L (t, q, q) dt
to

or

For these more complex cases the essential features remain unchanged.

(6.3.7)

(6.3.8)

Example 6.3.1. Sturm-Liouuille problem. As an illustration we shall demon
strate that the Sturrn-Liouville equation

d [ dX]- dt It (t) dt + fo (t) x = >..go (t) x , (6.3.9)
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together with the Sturm boundary conditions (see [29])

C1X(to) + C2X (to) = 0, cax (t1) + C4X (td = 0

223

(6.3.10)

can be represented as the extremal problem of Hamilton's variational principle.
Here, the time interval (to, t1) is specified, >. is a constant, h (t), fa (t), and
go (t) are given functions of time, and Cl , . .. , c4 are given constants.

Before forming the corresponding action integral, we note that the Sturm
Liouville differential equation (6.3.9) can be derived as an Eule r-Lagrangian
equation of the functional whose Lagrangian function is

x2 1 2
L = 2"h (t) + 2 [>.gO (t) - fa (t)]x ,

which is easy to verify.
Let us consider the following action integral in the Bolza form :

(6.3.11)

I =

(6.3.12)

Since the functions fa,go, and h are given functions of time, they are not
affected by the process of vari ation of (6.3.12). Thus, the variation of (6.3.12)
leads to

6I = l t l

{h (t) x8x + [>'90 (t) - fa (t)]x8x} dt - h (to) (c
2)

x (to) 8x (to)
~ ~

+h(t1) G:) x(t1)8x(td . (6.3.13)

Using the commutativity relation 8x = (8x)" and noting th at h (t) x!t8x =
it [h (t) x8xJ - [h (t) x+ h (t) xl 8x, we have

6I = 1:'{-~ [h (t) ~~] - x [>.gO (t) - fa (t)l} 8xdt

+h (t1) [cax (t1) + C4X(t1)]8x (t1)
ea

h (to) .
--- [C1 X(to) + C2X (to)]8x (to) . (6.3.14)

Cl

The requirement for stationary I , that is, 6I = 0, gives
(a) the differential equation (6.3.9), since the variation 8x is arbitrary in the

interval (to, t1) ;
(b) the Sturm boundary conditions (6.3.10) , since 8x (to) and 8x (td are not

specified at the boundaries and h (t1)ICa and h (to) IC1 are different from zero.

Example 6.3.2 . Elastic vibration of a string. Consider as a second example
the problem of vibrating string. We take the problem of a uniform and slightly
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elastic string, stretched at a large tension P between its two points The end
points of the string, by means of two massless smooth rings A and B, are forced
to move along two vertical rods, as shown in Figure 6.3.1a.

1 lJy/a=o'it '\ B
YA.

A I In
0

(b) x

A Y A.

0

k ~J0 ' !i~

(a)
x

(c)

Figure 6.3.1

The rings are connected with two elastic springs having the spring constants
Cl and C2, respectively. The length of the stretched string is I and the springs
are not deformed when the string is horizontal and rings A and B are situated
at the horizontal axis Ox. The string is assumed to be perfectly flexible, and
it performs small transverse oscillations in the vertical plane xOy. We suppose
that the tension P is permanently constant throughout the motion.

The string is a continuous system and the displacement of an arbitrary point
of the string is a function of time t and the horizontal coordinate x, which are
taken as independent variables.

Let the mass per unit length of the string be p. Then, if y (x, t) is the
displacement of a generic point, the kinetic energy of the string is

1t (8)2
T = "2 la p 8~ dx, (6.3.15)

while the potential energy, under the condition that the transversal displacement
of the string is small, reads (see [84, p. 39])

(6.3.16)

The potential energy of elastic springs at the end points (0,0) and (0, I) is

(6.3.17)

The Lagrangian function of the system consisting of string and two springs is
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t herefore L = T - ITs - ITo' and the action integral becomes

225

I =

(6.3.18)

where the tim e int erval (to, t d is specified. Further , we suppose that variation
of the initial and terminal configuration is equal to zero; that is, Dy (x, to) =
Dy (x, t d = O.

Calculating the first variation of I given by (6.3.18), we have

{jJ = t l r [pBy D(BY) _ pBy D(BY)] dxdt
l-; la Bt at ax ax

l
t l t- Cl Y (0, t) Dy (0, t) dt - C2 Y (I, t) Dy (I, t) dt

tu to
(6.3.19)

Employing the commutativity rules (5.4.3) and noting that

(6.3.20)

we have by integration and grouping terms with the same vari ations

where

J1 t p ( ~; Dvl - ~; Dyl ) dx ,./0 t1 t o

l
t l

[ ay (0, t)]h C1Y (0, t) - P----a;;-- Dy (0, t) dt ,
to

l
t 1

[ aY(I ,t)]h = C2Y (I,t) + P-a;;- Dy (I,t ) dt.
t n

(6.3.21)

(6.3 .22)

Since Dy (x ,to) = by (x , td = 0, if follows t hat J I = O.
Taking int o account that t he variation by (x , t) = 0 is arbitrary inside the

int ervals of independent vari ables, t hat is, for 0 < x < l and to < t < t1 and
at the places A and B where t he rings are connected with t he string, we con
clude that the vari ations Dy (0, t) and Dy (l , t ) are also ar bitra ry. Therefore, the
condit ion for st at iona ry I , t ha t is, {jJ = 0 which follows from (6.3.21) gener ates
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(i) the Euler-Lagrangian equation of the vibration of the string

(6.3.23)

(ii) the following two natural boundary conditions:

Cl Y(O , t) _ pBy~~,t) =0,
By(l,t)

C2Y (l ,t) + P---a;- = O. (6.3.24)

The partial differential equation (6.3.23) is of hyperbolic type and is known
as t he wave equation. Writing the boundary conditions (6.3.24 ) in the form [49,
p. 1581

ay (0, t) + By~~' t)

Cl
a = - P ' (3

0, (3y(l ,t) + By~;t) =0,

C2
p ' (6.3.25)

severa l special cases are in order.
(a) If the springs are removed (Cl = C2 = 0) and the rings are able to move

freely along the vertical rods x = 0 and x = l , the boundary condit ions become

8y(0, t) = 0,
Bx

By (l, t) = O.
Bx '

(6.3.26)

that is , t he t angents at t he points A and B to t he st ring are during the whole
mot ion normal to the rods at x = 0 and x = l .

(b ) If t he ends of the string are held fixed at x = 0 and x = l , then putting
Cl --+ 00, and C2 --+ 00, and dividing (6.3.24h.2 by a and (3, we arrive at the
boundary condit ions

y (0, t) = 0, y (l , t) = o. (6.3 .27)

The cases (a) and (b) are shown in Figures 6.3.1b and 6.3.1c.
Let us note that the wave equation (6.3.23) besides the transverse vibration

of a taut st ring cons idered in this section has the same mathematical form in the
st udy of longitudinal vibration of a bar, the longitudinal vibration of a helical
spring, and the torsional vibration of a shaft. It has also been indicated that the
gravitational waves traveling along an open channel are governed by the same
equation. In each of these cases, the constant k represents the velocity of wave
propagation in the direct ion of the coordinate x ,

6.4 Unspecified Initial and Terminal Time,
Variable End Points

In deriving cond it ions for the st at ionary I , we have thus far assumed t hat the
time interval (to, tl) in which the physical pro cess is taking place is completely
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specified. \Ve now consider a genera lizat ion of the variationa l pr inciples formu
lated above, in which the boundaries of the act ion integral ,

(6.4.1)

are permitted to change freely.
In sea rch of t he optimal t rajectory of the Hamilton principle (6.4.1), we

must suppose th at the time should be varied together with the variat ion of
the generalized coordinates and generalized velocities. Consequently, we must
introduce th e generalized or nonsimul taneous variations, which have already
been introduced in sect ion 3.2 of this monograph.

We have seen in sect ion 3.2 that the relation between the genera lized (non
simultaneous) variations ~ and Lagrangi an (simultaneous) variations 6 of the
genera lized coordinates are of the form (see equations (3.2.5) and Figur e 3.2.1)

(6.4.2)

However , here we will suppose that ~qi and ~t are conti nuous, infinitesimal
arbit rary functions of time, th at is,

f:J. qi = eFi (t ), ~t = e] (t) . (6.4.3)

In fact , the funct ional st ruct ure of variations 6q , f:J.q, and ~t can vary depending
up on th e purpose for which we use them.

As pointed out in section 3.2 the relation (6.4.2) can serve as a useful pat 
te rn for findin g the nonsimul taneous variations of any scalar, vector, or tensor
quantity. T his formal analogy will be used here. Thus, if we put instead of qi
in (6.4 .2), the int egral (6.4.1), we sha ll have

l
t1 l tlf:J.I=f:J. L(t, q ,q)dt= 6 L(t , q, qJ dt+ L(t, q, q) ~t l:~ .

to . to

(6.4.4)

Not e tha t thi s expression is identical to equation (3.2.15). The Lagrangian
vari ation of the int egral on the right-hand side of this equation means that we
should vary this int egral considering the to and tl as given constants . Therefore,
from (5.2.7) and (5.2.8), we have

I t , et. It 1 l t 1
(OL d OL)6 L (t, q , qJ dt = tr:6qi + 7J. - dtr: 6qidt .

to q, to to q, t q,
(6.4.5)

Substitut ing Sq, = ~qi - qi ~t into th e first term on the right-hand side of
this equat ion, and entering with (6.4.5) into (6.4.4), we have after collect ing
terms the following basic formula of the nonsimultaneous variation of the act ion
integral (6.4 .1) whose end points are not specified:

et. It I ( OL ) It I l t l
( OL dOL )f:J.I = -. f:J.q; + L --. qi f:J. t + ----. 6qidt .

Oqi to Oqi to to Oqi dt Oqi
(6.4.6)
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Note that the integral term represents the partial variation of I caused by
the Lagrangian (simultaneous) variation Sq; inside the interval (to,tl) and the
rest of the terms in (6.4.6) are the partial variation caused by the deferences in
the end points. Together, these partial variations make up the general (nonsi
multaneous) variation of the action integral I .

In order for the motion of the dynamical system defined by the action inte
gral (6.4.1) with unspecified initial and terminal time to represent an extremal
process, the integral term in (6.4.6) must be equal to zero which leads to the
Euler-Lagrangian equations

aL _ !!:. aL = 0,
a i = 1, ...,n .

qi dt agi
(6.4.7)

Therefore, the boundary conditions at the initial and terminal time are specified
by the relationship

et. It I ( aL) It1

AI = [pAqi + L - [Pgi At = 0.
q, to q, to

(6.4.8)

Equations (6.4.7) and (6.4.8) are the key equations, since they summarize nec
essary conditions that must be satisfied by an extremal curve.

It is of interest to note that the equation (6.4.8) can be conveniently written
in the canonical form , that is, expressed in terms of the canonical variables
ql , ...)qn,PIt ...,Pn· Namely, since the generalized momenta Pi are defined by
equation (1.8.1) as Pi = aLjagi and the Hamiltonian function is given in the
form (1.8.4), H = :t gi - L, equation (6.4.8) becomes

(6.4.9)

The boundary conditions can be obtained by making the appropriate sub
stitution in (6.4.8) or (6.4.9).

We will now discuss the following examples of these substitutions for de
termination of natural boundary conditions. For the sake of simplicity we will
suppose that the initial time to and initial position qi (to) = Ai are specified,
where Ai is a set of n given constants.

1. The terminal position is specified and the terminal time is unspecified.
For this case , we obviously have that Aqi (to) = Aqi (tt) =°and At (to) = 0,
but At (tl) is arbitrary. Substituting this into (6.4.8) we have 2n prescribed
boundary conditions

and

qi(to)=Ai, qi(tI)=Bi, Ai,Bigivenconstants,i=I, ..., n ,

L - a{)~ gi = 0, for t = tl ,
qi

(6.4.10)

(6.4.11)
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or

H = 0 for t = tl .
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(6.4.12)

Therefore, (6.4.10) and (6.4.11) , or (6.4.12) constitute the system of (2n + 1)
equations to determine 2n constants of integration of the Euler-Lagrangian
equations (6.4.7) and unknown terminal time tl '

2. The terminal time and terminal position are not specified and are inde
pendent. For this case we have

qi (to) = Ai, i = 1, ... , n, (6.4.13)

and Dot (to) = 0, but Dot (t 1 ) i= 0 and Doqi (t 1 ) i= 0 are independent of one
another and arbitrary, hence their coefficients must each be zero. From (6.4.8)
we therefore have

8L
-8' = 0, i = 1, ... , n, for t = tl

qi

and

L - 88~ qi = 0 for t = t1 .
qi

However, the last two equations imply that

(6.4.14)

(6.4.15)

(6.4.16)

Thus, equations (6.4.13), (6.4.14), and (6.4.16) constitute a system of (2n + 1)
equations to determine 2n constants of integration of the Euler-Lagrangian
equations (6.4.7) and unknown terminal time tl.

3. The terminal time and terminal position are functionally related in a
prescribed way. Let us consider the case where the initial time to and initial
position are given:

qi (to) = Ai , i = 1, ..., n, (6.4.17)

but the terminal time t 1 and the terminal position qi (t1 ) are not independent,
though they are constrained to satisfy the following relation:

qi(tt}=(}i(t1 ) , i=I, ...,n . (6.4.18)

In other words, the problem is to find the optimal trajectory of the dynamical
system qi (t) , i = 1, ..., n, which minimi zes the action integral (6.4.1), where to
and qi (to) are known and t 1 is the first time for which the optimal trajectory
intersects the "target set" (}i = (}i (tl) .

Applying the generalized variation to (6.4.18), we have

(6.4.19)
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Substituting (6.4.19) into (6.4.8) and taking into account that Ilqi (to) = 0,
Ilt (to) = 0, we obtain , aft er collect ing terms,

~~ (t I,q (tl) ,q(tI)) [d(l~t(:I ) - q;Ct l) ] + L (tI, q (t l), q (t l )) =0. (6.4.20)

Therefore, equations (6.4.17) , (6.4.18), and (6.4.20) const itute the system of (2n
+1) equat ions to determine 2n constants of integration of the Euler-Lagrangian
equat ions (6.4.7) and unknown terminal time t l .

Example 6.4.1. Motion of a two-degree-of-freedom system. Find th e motion
of a dynamical system whose action integral is

(6.4.21)

and determine the relationship required to evaluate the constants of integration.
The boundary conditions are specified as

ql (0) = 0, ql (td = 1, q2 (0) = -4, q2(td = 12,

and tl is not specified.
From (6.4.7) the Euler-Lagrangian equations are found to be

iiI - 1 = 0, ih - t = O.

(6.4.22)

(6.4.23)

The general solution of these equations are

t2 t3

ql = "2 + Clt + C2, q2 = 6" + C3t + C4 · (6.4 .24)

Substituting (6.4.22) into (6.4.24) we find Cl = (ljtl) - (tJ!2) , C2 = 0, C3 =
(12j t d - (ti/6) + (4jtd , C4 = -4. Thus,

t
3

(12 tf 4)qz = - + - - - + - t - 4.
6 tl 6 tl

(6.4.25)

Since the initial and terminal configurations are specified , the natural boundary
condit ion (6.4.11) is of the form L - (8Lj8ql) ql - (8Lj8q2) q2 = 0 for t = tl.
Therefore,

tlql (td + q2 (t l) - ql (td q2(tl) = O.

Substituting (6.4.25) into (6.4.26), we have

tr - 4t~ - 24ti + 96 = O.

(6.4.26)

(6.4 .27)

The positive root of (6.4.27) is tl = 2. Therefore , the motion of the dynamical
system is described by the equa tions

t3 22
q2 = - + - t- 4.

6 3
(6.4.28)
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Exampl e 6.4.2. A system with one degree of freedom. We consider th e prob
lem of determining th e curve that is extremal for th e functional

(6.4.29)

if q (0) = 0, and the terminal position is neither specified nor free but con
strained, so that it satisfies the following relation:

wher e

B(t) = (2_t)I /3 .

(6.4.30)

(6.4.31)

From (6.4.7) the Euler-Lagrangian equation is ij +q = 0, whose solution, which
sat isfied the condit ion q (0) = 0, is

q=C sint , (6.4.32)

wher e C is a const ant.
Since q (t l) and tl are not specified, but they are connected with the given

relationship (6.4.30), we must apply t he condition (6.4.20), namely,

8L [dB .]8q dt - q + L = 0 for t = t l ,

whence

From thi s relation, we find

C = -~ (2 - t l)-2/3cos tl ,

and the equation (6.4.32) becomes

(6.4.33)

(6.4.34)

(6.4.35)

(6.4.36)2 (2 )- 2/3 .q= - 3 - t l cos t j sin z.

To find the terminal tim e t l , we must find the point of intersection of the
extremal (6.4.36) and the "target set " (6.4.31); that is, t he equation (6.4.30)
gives after simple calculat ion

sin 2t 1 = 3t l - 6. (6.4.37)

A numerical solution of thi s equation gives t l = 1.83. Thus C = 0.557 and the
equation of th e extremal is q = 0.557 sin t.
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6.5 Jacobi's Form of the Variational Principle
Describing the Paths of Conservative
Dynamical Systems

In this section, we shall demonstrate that Hamilton's principle can be trans
formed into a form suitable for studying the paths (orbits) of a dynamical sys
tem, independent of the motion of the system. The considerations that follow
rest upon the supposition that the dynamical system is holonomic and conser
vati ve, th at is, that the total mechanical energy is conserved:

T + IT = E = const ., (6.5.1)

where T denotes the kinetic energy given by (1.4.15), T = ~a;jq;qj , and IT =
IT (q] , ..., qn) is the potential energy. The main idea underlying our study is
the elimina tion of tim e as the independent variable by means of generalized
coordinates, say q]. This is known as the Jacobi method.

Taking into account the struc ture of kinetic energy, the conservation law
(6.5.1) can be represented in the form

2T (dt)2 = a;j (q], ... , qn) dq;dqj = 2 (E - IT) (dt) 2 ,

whence

(6.5.2)

dt = aijdqidqj

2 (E - IT)"
(6.5.3)

Taking qi as the independent , we can write (6.5.3) in th e form

JE ~ ITdq] = dt ,

where

(6.5.4)

s,j = 2,3 , ...,n, (6.5.5)

and -dd ( .) = (.)' . By combining Ham ilton's action integral,
9 '

I
t ,

I = (T - IT) dt,
to

with (6.5.1), we can write it as

t1 = 2Tdt - E (t] - to) .
to

Now, by means of (6.5.1) and (6.5.4), we have

1
9d td .r: t:W = 2T EIidq] = 2 JC( E - IT)dq],

9 \ (0 ) - 9\ (0 )

(6.5.6)

(6.5.7)

(6.5.8)
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(6.5.9)

where W = 1+ E (t l - to ) and 'l : (0) and ql (tl) are the initial and terminal
values of the independent vari able ql .

The integral (6.5.8) is usually called th e Lagrangian action and Jacobi 's form
of th e principle of least (sta ti onary) acti on. It states that the integral

t:W = VRdq l
q , (0)

is st at ionary (i.e., 5W = 0) for the actual path , as compared wit h the neighbor
ing paths joining the same two end points in the ql , ... , q" space . The integrand
in (6.5 .9) is given as

R = 4G (E - IT) = 2 (E - IT) [all + 2al s (qs)1 + asj (qs)1(qj) /] . (6.5.10)

Therefore, the problem of finding t he paths (orbits) of a holonomic conser
vative dynamical syste m is reduced to the problem of finding the extremals
of Lagr angi an integral (6.5.9). In addition, t he derivation of t he differential
equations of extremals is not necessary, since it is possible to use the following
ana logy in th e notation : the role of t he Lagrangian L in Hamilton's principle
is replaced by the function "fR,while the independent vari able t is replaced by
ql . In this way we arrive at the different ial equations for the paths in the form
of J acobi :

~ a"fR _ a"fR = 0
dq, a(qs)1 Bq, .

F inally, we can determine th e time by using th e energy integral (6.5.3)

(6.5.11)

(6.5.12)l
q, (t tl "fR

t l - tu = 2 (E _ IT)dq«.
q, (0)

The general solut ion to the problem cont ains 2n constants: tu, E , and 2n - 2
arbit rary constants, ari sing as the result of integration of (6.5.11) .

Example 6.5.1. Motion of a heavy particle in a vert ical plane. Consider
the motion of a heavy particle of mass m in a vertical plane x Oy, with x axis
positioned at the ground and z axis oriented vertically upward. By applying
the Jacobi form of the variational principle, we wish to find the path of motion
of a particle joining two points (xo, zo) and (Xl> Zl).

The particle ha'> two degrees of freedom, and we take for the generalized
coordina te s ql = X, qz = z. The tot al energy of the particles

m ( .2 .2)"2 X + z + mgz = E = const., (6.5.13)

where 9 is the accelerat ion of gravity. Taking z as an independent variable, the

fun ction R defined by (6.5.10) becomes R = 2m (E - m gz) [(x l )2 + 1] , where

x' = dx / dz . Therefore

(6.5.14)
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Since the coordinate x is an ignorable coordinate (l.e., x does not figure in VR),
we have the cyclic conservation law (see (1.4.40)) 8VR/8x' = C = const. Hence

E-mgz, C--...;:...,.x-
1 + (x,)2 - .

(6.5.15)

By squaring and separating variables we have dx = dz / J-7!!f z + (g2 - 1).

Integrating, one has z + D = -~:J-7!!f z + (g2- 1) , where D is a constant

of integration. Squaring again and calculating z = f (x), we have that the path
of a particle is of the form

mg 2 mgD mgD2 E ~z=---x ---x---+---.
4C2 2C2 4C2 mg mg

(6.5.16)

(6.5.17)

Since -mg/4C2 < 0, we see that the path is a parabola, which is open down
ward.

To find two constants of integration C and D , we first suppose for simplicity
that x (0) = 0 and z (0) = O. Then, from (6.5.16), we have

E C2 mgD2

------=0
mg mg 4C2 '

and the path is reduced to the form

mg 2 mgD
z = - 4C2 x - 2C2 X . (6.5.18)

At this point it is convenient to introduce the initial elevation angle a be
tween the horizontal axis Ox and initial velocity vector vo . Thus, tan o =
(dz/dx)x=o . Differentiating (6.5.18) with respect to x we get z' = - (mg/2C2) x
- (mgD/2C2

) • Now by evaluating this expression at Xo = ZO = 0, we obtain

tan o = -mgD/2C2, that is, D = _2';;-; tan o . Entering with this into (6.5.17)

we find C = yE cos a , so that

D
2E .

= -- smacosa.
mg

Therefore, the path (6.5.18) becomes

my 2
z=xtana- E 2 x .

4 cos a

(6.5.19)

(6.5.20)

This parabola has to pass through the point (Xl, Zl) , and we can write the last
equation in the form

2 4E 4Ezltan a- --tana+ --2 + 1 = O.
mg xl m gx l

(6.5.21)
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The selection of terminal poin t A ( Xl , Zl ) is not arbitrary if th e total energy E
is given . Solving (6.5.21) with respect to tan a we can find the elevat ion angle
a for which the path is going to pass through A:

2E
tana = --±

m gx I

4E2 4EzI----- -1
m2g2xy mg xy .

(6.5.22)

This solution dep ends up on th e discriminant b. = ~E: 2 - 4EZ b - 1. Namely,
m g Xl mgx 1

if b. > 0 it follows t hat the terminal point A (Xl, Zl ) is the poin t of intersection
of two parabol as 1 and 2 dep icted in Figure 6.5.1. From b. > 0 it follows that
4E (E - m gzl) > m 2g2xI ' and from this we obtain the upper bound

E
Zl < -.

mg
(6.5.23)

However, if b. = 0, we have two identical roots, and it follows that for this case
a parabolic curve

xi = 4E (.!!.... - Zl) ,
mg mg

(6.5.24)

which represents the envelope of all poss ible parabolas emergin g from the point
O . Thus, the point A (Xl , zI) for th e equal roots lays at th e envelope.

The least-action path in Figure 6.5.1 is parabola 2, since the time needed to
traverse from 0 to A is less th an that needed to travel along parabola 1. This
confirms the fact , stated earlier, th at the long trajectories need not minimize
Hamilton's act ion int egral. It is obvious that a particle shot upward from the
origin with an initial inclinat ion a = tt / 2 cannot cross th e envelope TB . A
point on an extremal through 0 that touches the envelope (like the point B on
parabola 1) is said to be conjugate to 0 or to be a kinetic focus. On the ot her
hand, accor ding to J acobi 's necessary condition (see, for example, [83, p. 118]),
a minimizing arc OA cannot contain a point conjugat e to O. Therefore, since
the point B on parabola 1 is a conjugate point, the path OBA is not a minimal
arc .

-.
E/mg j

I

B

Figure 6.5.1

envelope
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6.6 Piecewise Continuous Extremals. The
Weierstrass-Erdmann Corner Conditions

Thus far in our development of Hamilton's variational pr inciple we have con
sidered only the so-called smooth extremals for which the qi (t) and qi (t) are
cont inuous in the whole time interval (to, td . However, frequently we may be
confronted with the situation in which the extremal trajectory qi (t) is continu
ous while the generalized velocity vector qi (t) can be only piecewise cont inuous,
that is, it may consist of segments of trajectories joined at points called corners
at which qi (t) is discontinuous. In this section we shall summarize the condi
tions that should hold at these corners. These conditions are usually referred
to as the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions. For the sake of simplicity we
will consider the case with one generalized coordinate q (t) only.

Let us consider the action integral with corresponding boundary conditions

1

q (to)
t L (t, q,q)dt,

to

A, q(t l ) = B. (6.6.1)

Let us suppose that the extremal of this problem has a discontinuous derivative
at the time 7 as depicted in Figure 6.6.1. Note that 7 is not fixed, nor it is
usually known in advance.

B
q(t) ...

A

Figure 6.6.1

It is obvious that for t E [to ,7) and t E [7,tll the extremal must satisfy the
Euler-Lagrangian equation

fJL _:!:.- fJL = 0
fJq dt fJq . (6.6.2)

Let us now express the action integral (6.6.1) as a sum of two action integrals,

l
T ltl1= L(t,q,q)dt+ L(t ,q,q)dt=h+h

tu 'T

(6.6.3)

Since the time 7 is not fixed in calculating the variation of (6.6.3) we must apply
the nonsimultaneous variations of the action integrals It and 12. Therefore , on
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t he basis of (6.6.4) we have f:,.[ = f:,.h + f:,.[2, where

237

8L IT

- ( 8L) IT - 1T

- (8L d 8L)Ff:,.q + L - F q f:,.t + a - dt F 8qdt ,
q tu q tu to q q

8L ItI ( 8L ) ItI lt l
(8L d 8L)-. f:,.q + L - - . q f:,.t + - - --. Sqdt,

8q T + 8q T\- T + 8q dt 8q

(6.6.4)

where T _ = T - 0 and T + = T + O. Since the Euler-Lagrangian equations are
satisfied for both time intervals, the extrema lity condition f:,.[ = 0 becomes

for T = T_ ,

for T = T +. (6.6.5)

From (6.6.5) we conclude that the ext remal solution must sa tis fy

and

(6.6.6)

(6.6.7)

The last two equat ions const it ute the Weierstrass-Erdmann condit ions. As al
ready mentioned , the Euler-Lagrangi an equat ions must be satisfied at each part
of the extremals between (to,T) and (T,t}) . Since these equa tions are second
order differential equations, t heir solution contains four constants of int egration.
These constants should be determined from the given bo undary condit ions

q (to) = A = const. , q (t} ) = B = const. , (6.6.8)

and two Weierstrass-Erdmann condit ions (6.6.6) , (6.6.7) , which require that ~~

and L - ~~ q must be cont inuous across t he corner.
Note that if we use the canonical variables q and P, then the Weierstrass

Erdmann condit ions are PT- = PT+ and HT- = HT\-'

Example 6.6.1. Newton's problem . In t his example we consider Newton's
famous problem of findin g t he optimal shap e of a solid body of revolution, which
moves t hrough a resisting medium in the direction of it s ax is of revolution with
t he least possible resist ance. T he problem was set up and solved by Newton in
late 1685. However, this pro blem happens to be relevant in modern times since
its results agree very well with experimental data at hypersonic speeds (see [26]
and [73]).
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We sha ll consider the case when the solid is at rest in a steady stream. The
pressure drag of a body of revo lution at zero angle of attack in hypersonic flow
is given by the expression

Drag force = 27rQ11

c, (0) ydy , (6.6.9)

where Q denotes the dy namical pressure, y = y (x) is the radius of the body,
dy / dx = tan 0, and the pressure coefficie nt Gp(0) is given by

. 2 2 (y,)2
Gp (0) = 2sm 0 = 2 '

1 + (y')
(6.6.10)

where 0 is the angl e between the tangent at the point (x ,y) and the x axis (see
Figure 6.6.2) .

Y
Flow

-+
-+
-+
-+ A
-+
-+ y(O)

-+
0

Figure 6.6.2
c

y(l)=R

z

We sha ll suppose that the body has a blunt tip whose radius at x = 0 is denoted
by y (0). Note that this radius in not given, and the problem is to determine
y (0) and t he form of the Newton curve AB for which t he resistance is minimal.
We suppose that the length l and the maximal radius R of the body of revolution
are given .

The act ion integral of this problem is found to be

Drag force = I = y2 (0) + t L (y , y' ) dx ,
27rQ la

where the Lagrangian function is

L ( ' ) = 2y (y, )3
u,Y 1 + (y,)2'

(6.6.11)

(6.6.12)

Since t he radius y (0) is not given , bu t its place x = 0 is given , we see t hat the
solution curve GAB has a corner at A ; t hat is, it has a discontinuous slop e.
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(6.6.13)

Since the Lagrangian function does not dep end upon the independent vari
ab le x , we have the J acobi conservat ion law

aL y' _ L = 4y (y,)3 2 = consi ,

ay' (1 + (y,)2)

Let us now apply the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner condit ion at the corner A,
where the slope of the ext remal curve is discontinuous. Thus, by applying (6.6.6)
we have

whence,

aL l aLl
ay' x =O = ay' x=O+ '

(6.6.14)

6y (0) 2 (0)
(y' (0))2 + Y

1 2--. + +1
(y' (0))4 (y' (0))2

6y (0+) + 2y (0+)
(y' (0+))2
1 2----,- + + 1

(y' (0+))4 (y' (0+))2

(6.6.15)

(6.6.17)

This expression will be satisfied for y (0) = Y (0+ ) and y' (0) -> 00, y' (0+) = 1.
We see from this th at at the corner a a minimizing curve must cut the

vertical line OA at an angle of 45 degrees.
Note that we can draw th e same conclusion by calculating the variation of

the action integral (6.6.11). Namely, since the Euler-Lagrangian equation has
the conservat ion law (6.6.13) and the bound aries of the action integral (0, l) in
(6.6.11) are fixed, the first variation of (6.6.11) reads

8I = [a~ I + 2y (0)] 6y (0) = 2y (0) [y' (0+) - ~ 6y (0+ ) = O. (6.6.16)
ay x=o [1 + (y' (0+)2)]

Since y (0) is not given, 6y (0) is arbitrary, and we have, aga in, that y' (0+) = 1.
Therefore, from (6.6.13) we conclude that the arbitrary const ant is equal to

y (0) . By using thi s in (6.6.13) we obtain the radius of the body in terms of the
slope q = dy /dx = tanB as

y (q) = y ~O) (1 :3
q2)2

, q (0) = 1.

To find x in terms of q, we note th at dx = Idy (q) , that is,
q

Integrat ing, we find

y (0) (3 1 )
x(q) = -4- 4q4 + q2 + ln q +D,

(6.6.18)

(6.6.19)
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(6.6.20)

where D = const. Since for x = 0 we have q = 1, the constant D is found to be
D = -7y (0) /16. Hence, the equation (6.6.17) and the equation

x(q)= y(O) (~+2-+lnq-~)
44q4 q2 4

represent the parametric equations for the optimal shape in terms of the slope
q.

It is convenient to introduce a new parameter P = 1/q = dx / dy = cot B so
that th e optimal shape of the body is expressed in the following way:

() y (0) (2 3 4 7)
x P = -4- P +:1P - In P -:1 ' (6.6.21)

Finally, the tip radius y (0) and the slope PI at x = l are obtained by solving
the following system of transcendental equations, for specified land R :

R (1+pf)2

Y (0) = PI
(6.6.22)

(6.6.23)

(6.6.24)

(6.6.25)

For example, let us suppose that R = l . From the last two equations we have

23 4 7 (1+pf)2
(PI) +:1 (PI) -lnpI - :1 = PI '

whose solution is found to be PI = 1.917. Thus, the parameter P = l/q = dx/dy
changes from 1 to 1.917. From the first equation of the system (6.6.22) it follows
that y (0) = 0.352R, and with this the optimal profile is completely specified.

The minimum-drag coefficient can be easily calculated from (6.6.11) and
(6.6.12) :

Drag force = 2y2 (0) + r 4y (y')3
2

dx.
7rQ lo 1 + (y')

Remembering that y' = q and substituting (6.6.17) and (6.6.18) into the last
equation, we obtain

Drag force _ 2 2 (0) y (0)2 jq/(3 5 1 ) d-....:::....,,,....--- y +-- ---- --+q q,
7rQ 4 1 q5 q3 q

where ql denotes the slope at x = l . From (6.6.17), evaluated at x = l , it follows

that y (0) = 4Rqr / (1 + qf)2 . Entering with this into the last equation and
integrating, we obtain the minimum drag coefficient as

C _ Drag force
D - 7rQR2

2
ql 4 (17qt + 3 + lOqf - 4qt lnql + 2q~) . (6.6.26)

(1+ qf)

For example, if R = l ,ql = l/PI = 0.522, the minimum drag coefficient is
CD = 0.7494.



Chapter 7

Constrained Problems

7.1 Introduction

In the previous sections we considered Hamilton's vari ation al principle in t erms
of independent generalized coordinates qi, i = 1, ..., n , where ti is the number of
degrees of freedom of a dynam ical system . In t his chapter we will consider
several import ant sit uations in which the generalized coordinates are not in
dependent but are rest ricted by given auxi liary condit ions. Namely, it is not
un common in th e analysis of applied variat ional problems to be faced with t he
t ask of finding an extremal dy namical t rajectory within th e framework of a
cer tain number of restrictions that have physical origin

7.2 Isoperimetric Constraints

An isop erim etricl ' problem is the one in which one seeks the extremal of the
given action int egral

(7.2.1)

for t he class of tr aj ectories for which the auxiliary condit ions occur as a set of
definite integrals whi ch must have specified constant values Ok, k = 1, ..., r, with

<r ;; n, namely,

Ok are given constants . (7.2.2)

As indicated before, we might have an arbit ra ry number of condit ions (7.2.2)
prescribed as auxiliary condit ions.

13T he term isoperime tric comes from one of the oldest problems of variational calculus for
which one has to find a simpl e closed cu rve of given len gt h which closes t he largest area.

B. D. Vujanovic, et al., An Introduction to 
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To find the extremal of isoperimetric variational problems, we shall employ
the method of Lagrangian undetermined multipliers, or the so-called Euler rule.
Namely, the constraints (7.2.2) are accounted for by introducing r unknown
constant Lagmngian multipliers Ak' k = 1, ..., r, and defining the augmented
functional

It. It.
Iau g . = La u g . (t, q, q, oX) dt == [L(t, q, q)+ AkGk (t, q, q)J dt,

to to

where q = (ql' ·..,qn),q = (Ilt, ...,qn), and oX = (Ab ....x.) .
Calculating the first variation of the expression (7.2.3), we obtain

(7.2 .3)

oIau g. t ' [(8L 8Gk) (8L 8Gk).]lto 8qi + Ak 8qi Oqi + 8qi + Ak 8qi Oqi dt,

1, ..., n, k = 1, ... , r . (7.2.4)

Employing the commutativity rule Oqi = (djdt) Oqi and integrating the second
group of terms by parts, we arrive at

(7.2.5)

oIau g . = (
8L 8Gk) It I lt l

[(8L 8Gk)-. + Ak-.- Sq; + - + Ak--
8qi 8qi to to 8qi 8qi i

d (8L 8Gk)]+dt 8qi + Ak 8qi Oqi dt .

Let us suppose that the boundary conditions are given in the form of (5.2.1);
that is, q; (to) = A; = const., qi (tl) = B, = const., and the time interval (to, td
is prescribed. The condition for extremal I, that is, OIau g . = 0, leads to the
Euler-Lagrangian equations

(7.2.6)8Lau g . _ !!:.. 8La u g. = 0, i = 1, ...,n ,
Bq, dt 8qi

which together with the boundary conditions and isoperimetric constraints char
acterized the solution.

Example 7.2.1. One-degree-of-/reedom isoperimetric problem. Find the ex
tremal of the action integral

(7.2.7)

subject to the isoperimetric constraint

["/2

lo qsintdt = 1, (7.2.8)

if the boundary conditions are

q(O)=O, q(1l"j2) =0. (7.2.9)
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Let us introd uce the const ant Lagrangian multiplier >. and form the aug
mented Lagrangian La u g . = (q2- q2) +>.qsin t . T he Euler-Lagrangian equat ion
(7.2.6) is

.. >. .
q + q = 2 sm t . (7.2.10)

The genera l solution of this nonhomogeneous differential equa tion is found to be
q = Cl cos t + C2sin t - (>.t/4) , where Cl and C2 are arbitra ry constants. Ap
plying the boundary conditions (7.2.9) we find q = - (>.t / 4) cos t. Sub stituting
this int o (7.2.8) we find

32>. = -4
10"/2 t sin t cos tdt

Therefore, the extremal function is q = (8t /1r)cost.

(7.2.11)

Example 7.2.2. Equilibrium configuration of a .flexib le rope. To illustrat e the
pro ceeding discussion , let us determine th e configuration (the form) in which a
perfectly flexible, uniform rope that is fixed at both ends will hang in a uniform
gravitat ional field , in equilibrium. The rope has a uniform mass per unit length
(constant line density) denoted by p. We propose th at the rope will hang in such
a way th at its potential energy is in minimum, subj ect to the constraint that
t. he length of the rop e remain constant (inextensibility condition). T he potential
energy of a rope, t aking y = 0 as the zero energy level, is IT = 1rg I X! yds, where

Xo
g is the acceleration of gravity and x o, X l are coordina tes of the points A and B
where the rope is hanged on the horizont al axis x (see Figure 7.2.1) and is the
s arc length of the rope axis.

Cl
._....._•.._~

X

Figure 7.2.1

To simplify calculat ions, we intro duce the action integra l in the form

IT l X'1 = - = yds .
pg Xo

The isoperimetric constra int is of the form

(7.2.12)

l
X,

ds = L ,
Xo

given the length of the rope. (7.2.13)
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Here 9 denotes the acceleration of gravity and ds = J1 + (y,)2dx is the ele

mentary arc length of the rope. Here (-)' = d~ ( .) . The augmented Lagrangian
function (7.2.3) is

(7.2.14)

where A is a constant Lagrangian multiplier.
Instead of writing the Euler-Lagrangian equation in accordance with (7.2.6),

we notice that the augmented Lagrangian function (7.2.14) does not depend
explicitly upon variable x . Thus, according to (1.4.44), there exists the Jacobi
conservation law La u g . - (8L a u g./8y') y' = Cl = const ., which yields

whence

(7.2.15)

y'= (7.2.16)

Separating variables and integrating, we find that

where C2 is a new constant of integration. Therefore,

y - A J(Y - A)2 (7f?)--+ -- -l=e 1 •

Cl Cl

The reciprocal of this expression leads to

y- A J(y - A)2 _ (-7f?)--- -- -l-e ' .
Cl Cl

Combining, the last two expressions, we have

(7.2.17)

(7.2.18)

(7.2.19)

(7.2.20)

Three const ants Cl, C2 , and A should be determined from the following three
conditions: (1) the curve must pass through the point A (xo, Yo) ; (2) the curve
must pass through the point B (Xl, YI) ; and (3) the length of the curve as
computed by equation (7.2.13) must have prescribed value L .
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At this point the following two remarks are in order. First , by introducing
the coordina te transformation

x = x, fj = Y - >. , - I 1
Y = Y , (7.2.21)

(7.2.22)

the cur ve (7.2.20) is repr esent ed in the form

«:c;
fj = Cl cosh ----c;- '

The axis fj is depicted in Figure 7.2.1 and it passes through the lowest point M
of the curve. The constants Cl and Cz are also depicted. The constant Cl is
referred to as the direct riss, and the shape of the rope is called a catenary.

Second , it is easy to calculate th e arc length of the cate nary st arting from

the lowest position , t ha t is, from the point M. Since ds = VI + (yl)zdx we

find from (7.2.13) that ds = Cl cosh ( xc:" ) d (xc:"),where we have used the

relation cosh'' x - sinh'' x = 1. Integrating from the lowest point M , we have

(
X - Cz )s = Cl sinh ----c;- . (7.2.23)

In order to determine the constants Cl, Cz, and >., we shall suppose that YI > Yo
and XI > xo, as shown in Figure 7.2.1. Now we have from (7.2 .23) that

L = Cl [sinh ( XI~ICz ) _ sinh ( Xo~ICz ) ]

2C . I XI - Xo I XI + Xo - 2Cz
I sml~ cosl 2C

I
' (7.2.24)

and from (7.2.20) one has

(7.2.25)

YI - Yo (
XI - Cz Xo - Cz )

Cl cosh -----c;- - cosh Cl

2C . h XI - Xo . h XI + Xo - 2Cz
Ism --C- sm C '

2 I I

where we used the well-known relations sinh X - sinh Y = 2 sinh ~ (X + Y) x
cosh ~ (X - Y) and cosh X - cosh Y = 2 sinh ~ (X + Y) sinh ~ (X - Y) . Com
bining (7.2.24) and (7.2.25)' we have

(7.2.26)I
Xl + Xo - 2Cz YI - Yo

tan I Cl = --L- '

Since th e right-hand side of this transcendental equation is known, we can find
a unique solu tion of it in the form

XI + Xo - 2Cz e
-----'-,--~ = = const .

Cl
(7.2.27)
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From (7.2.24) and (7.2.25) we have
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V 2 · X l - Xo£ 2 - (Yl - YO) = 2Clsmh~.

Dividing both sides of this equation by

</> = X I
2

; IXO ,

we have the second transcendental equation

sin e J£2 - (YI - YO)2
-;:- = = k (k > 1),

'I ' Xl - Xo

(7.2.28)

(7.2.29)

(7.2 .30)

where k is a given number. 14 Therefore, by determining </> from the transcen
dental equat ion

sinh e = k</> , (7.2.31)

we can easily find the constants Cl and C2 from two algebraic equat ions (7.2.27)
and (7.2.29):

(7.2.32)

Finally, the Lagr angian multiplier A can be easily det ermined from t he equation
(7.2.20).

7.3 Algebraic (Holonomic) Constraints

Let us determine a set of necessary conditions for the actual motion of a dy
nami cal system whose traj ectory is q = (qI (t) , ...,qn (t )) to be an extremal for
the functional of the form

in th e presence of the algebraic constraints

I s (t, ql , ... , qn) = 0, s = 1, .. ., k, k < n.

(7.3.1)

(7.3.2)

We suppose that th e time interval (to , t I ) is given. It is clear that the appeara nce
of these k const ra int relations means that only (n - k ) of n components of q
are independent.

14For pr oof that k > 1, the reader can co ns ult (61. Determ inati on of C l , C2, and A in (83J,
which we follow, t akes t his fact for granted.
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Generally, it would be difficult or frequently impossible to calculate k de
pendent coordinates, say ql , ..., qk, from (7.3.2) in terms of (n - k) independent
coordinates qk+l, ..., qn and to use these equations to eliminate k dependent
coordinate s from f .

As a better approach we can use the Lagrangian multiplier method. First ,
we form the augmented functional by adjoining the constraint relations to L,
and thus we have

i
t 1

f aug. = [L (t ,q , q) + As (t) f s (t ,q)] dt ,
to

s = 1, ...,k. (7.3.3)

Note that for the case when auxiliary equat ions (7.3.2) are sat isfied, f aug. = I
for all unknown Lagrangian multipliers As (t ), s = 1, ..., k.

Calculating the first varia t ion in the usual manner (7.3.3) , that is, introduc
ing variations in the functions q , q , and As, we find

(7.3.4)

ofaug.

i
t l [(OL Ofs) et. : ]8Iaug. = a.+ As~ Oqi + ~Oqi + t.s>; dt .

to q; q, q;

Employing the commutat ivity rule Oqi = (dldt) Oqi, integrating by parts, and
retaining only the terms inside th e integra l (supp osing that the boundary con
ditions qi (to) = Ai,qi (tl) = B, hold) , we obtain

i
t l

[( et. dot. Ofs) ]a.- dt~ + As~ Sq, + f soAs dt ,
~ ~ ~ ~

1, ... ,n . (7.3.5)

On an extremal, the vari ation 8Iaug. = O. Also, the auxiliary equ ati ons (7.3.2)
must be satisfied by an ext remal, that is, fs (t ,q) = 0, s = 1, ... , k. Since the
holonomic constra ints are satisfied, we can select k Lagr angian multipliers A
arbit ra rily. Let us select A's in such a way th at the coefficients of k comp onents
of Oqi, say i = 1, ..., k , are zero over th e whole t ime interval (to, td . The remain
ing n - k , components of oq, tha t is, Oqi , i = k - 1, ..., n , are then independent.
Thus, the coefficients of these comp onents of oq must be equal to zero. The
final result is that in addition to k auxiliary equations (7.3.2), the equations

!!:. ~L _ ~L = Asofs , i = 1, ... , n j s = 1, ..., k , (7.3.6)
dt uqi oq, Oqi

must be satisfi ed.
Therefore, n Euler-Lagrangian equat ions (7.3.6) and k algebra ic constra ined

equations (7.3.2) const it ute a syste m of n + k equat ions for determining n + k
unknown generalized coordina tes qi = qi (t) and k Lagrangian multipliers As (t) .

Note that th e Euler-Lagrangian system can be written in a more concise
way if we introduce the augmented Lagrangian function

i = 1, ... , n .

Laug. (t ,q , q) = L (t ,q, q) + As (t) f s (t, q) .

Then, the syste m (7.3.6) can be written as

d oLaug. oLaug. _ 0
dt~ -aq:- - ,

(7.3.7)

(7.3.8)
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7.4 Differential Equations Constraints

In thi s section we examine the following constrained problem: Find the ex
t rema ls of the action integral

(7.4 .1)

subject to constraints in the form of k < n differential equa tions!"

hs(t ,ql , ..., qn, ti! , ...,qn) =0, s=I , ..., k . (7.4 .2)

It can be shown that the solution procedure of this constrained problem proceeds
along the same lines as the procedure for the problems considered in the previous
section. Namely, we can use the method of Lagrangian multipliers.

Let us form the augmented action integral

I
t ,

Ia u g . = [L (t ,q , it) + As (t) li , (t ,q, q)] dt,
to

(7.4.3)

where A. (t) are unknown Lagrangian multipliers and q = (Ql , ..., qn) ' Perform
ing the variation of q , q, and .x, we find that the variation of I au g . is given
as

(7.4.4)

8Iau g . It , [8L 8L .
-a: 8Qi + {)-":8qi

to q. q.

(
Bh, 8h. . ) <:]

+A. 8qi 8qi + 8qi 8qi + h. uAs dt.

Employing the commutativity rul e 8qi = 1t (8qi) and integrating by parts, we
find

(7.4 .5)

8Ia u g. (
8L 8h.) It' It. [(8L d 8L-+A - 8q· + ----
8qi s 8qi • to to Bq, dt 8qi

8 h. . 8 h. d 8hs) ]
+ AS -

8
- As-

8
· - AS -

d
-8' Sq, + hs8As dt .

Qi qi t qi

On an extremal, the variation should be equal to zero, that is, 8Ia u g . = 0, and
the differential equation of constraint s (7.4.2) must also be satisfied. Therefore,
t he coefficients of Sq, and 8As in (7.4 .5) must be equal to zero .

Repeating the same reasoning as in the previous section (see discussion after
(7.3 .5)), the final result is that th e expression under the integral sign in (7.4.5)
must be equal to zero , which can be written in the form

a d a
-8 (L + Ashs) - -d -8 ' (L + Ashs) = 0, i = 1, ...,n .

qi t q;
(7.4.6)

lSNote t hat di ffer en t ial equat ions (7.4.2) are not supplemented by Hert z-Holder conditions
(1.5.12) or (1.5. 13).
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The rest of the equa t.ion (7.4.5) becomes

(7.4.7)i = I , ..., n.(OL Ohs) It1

8Ia u y . = Er + ASy Sq; = 0,
q, q, to

In conclusion we can state the following.

(a) The n Euler-Lagrangian differential equations of extrema ls (7.4.6), which
are equations of the second order, together with k differential equa tions of con
straint (7.4 .2) , form a set of k + n differential equations for finding the n gen
eralized coordinates (extremals) qj , ..., qn and k Lagrangian multipliers A.,(t),
s = 1, ..., k .

(b) The expression (7.4.7) obviously serves as the sour ce for finding the
boundary conditions of th e variational problem (7.4.1), (7.4.2) .

(i) If the initial and terminal configurat ions A and B are given in the form
of (5.2 .1), that is, if the boundary condit. ions are pres crib ed in advance, then
we have that Sq, (to) = Sq, (t j ) = 0 and 8Ia u g . = O. Thus, the constants of
integration will be det ermined from the 2n given conditions (5.2.1).

(ii) However , if the both configurations A and B , are not spec ified , or A or
B are not spe cified, then from (7.4.7) we obtain t he following natural boundary
condit ions:

(OL Ohs )1Er + Asyq, q, to
o if the initial configuration A

is not. specified,

(aL A ahs)1- . + s -.
Oqi Oqi to

(aL ahs) It'
Oqi + As 8qi Sq,

o if the final configuratio n B

is not. specified ,

o if both configurat ions A and B

o are not spec ified. (7.4.8)

Example 7.4.1. Particle moving freely in a plane. The particle of unit mass
is moving in the plane Oxy freely. By means of an elect ronic control system the
velocity of the particle in the x dir ection is constrained to be proportional to
the position of the part.icle in th e y dir ection, that is,

li (t ,z ,y,X, y) = x+ Y = 0, (7.4 .9)

where we assumed that the pr opor tionality factor is equal to -1. Assuming that
the position of the particle is specified at the end points and t he time interval
(0,T ) is given , find the ext rema l of the motion, t aking as the bas ic functional
(criteria of optimality)

(7.4 .10)
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Since the particle is moving freely, its Lagrangian consists of kinetic energy only.
This was used in writing (7.4.10).

Introducing the augmented action integral, we have

Ia u g . = iT [~ (±2 + il) +,\ (± + Y)] dt .

The Euler-Lagrangian equations (7.3.6) in our case are

x+ >. = 0, ii - ,\= O.

(7.4.11)

(7.4.12)

These two equations together with the equation (7.4.9) form a system of three
differential equations for finding the extremal x (t) , y (t) and Lagrangian multi
plier ,\ (t) . Since the initial and terminal configurations are specified , say,

(7.4.13)

it is evident that the expression (7.3.7) is satisfied, that is, that there are no
natural boundary conditions.

The integration of (7.4.12) and (7.4.9) is simple and yields the solution

x -Clt - C2 sin t - C3 cos t - C4 ,

C2 cos t + C3sin t,
Y = Cl - C2 cost - C3 sin t ,

(7.4.14)

where Cl , ..., C4 are constants of integration that can be easily determined from
the given boundary conditions (7.4.13).

7.5 The Simplest Form of Hamilton's Variational
Principle as a Problem of Optimal Control
Theory

The problem of finding the extremals of an action integral in the presence of a
certain number of differential equations as constraints, considered in the previ
ous section, can be easily translated into th e language of optimal control theory
since this contemporary part of applied mathematics, physics , and engineering is
in its principal part based upon the applied variational calculus and Hamilton's
variational principle.

In this section we shall demonstrate that the simplest form of the Hamilto
nian variational principle considered in section 5.2 can be interpreted in terms
of optimal control theory.

Let us consider the action integral

(7.5.1)

where the time interval (to, t l) is specified. Let us also assume that the initial
and terminal configurations A and B are specified , that is, qi (to) = Ai =
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const ., q; (tl ) = B; = cons t., i = 1, ..., n . We shall now reformulat e Hami lton's
principle 8I = 0 in the following way.

Consider the fun ctional (crite rion of optima lity, objec t ive functiona l, perfor
mance measure, etc.) 16

rl= I.,( t ,ql , .. ., qn, Ul , .. ., un) dt,
to

(7.5.2)

subject to the differential constra ints

(7.5.3)

Here, the generalized coordinates qi , i = 1, ..., n in accordance to the usua l
te rminology of t he optimal control t heory are nam ed t he state variables, and
t he u, are called t he control variables.

Accor ding to equation (7.4.3) let us int roduce t he augment ed integral

rl au g . = [I., (t ,ql , .. ., qn, U I , .. . , un) + A; (1L; - Ij;)] dt .
to

(7.5.4)

Calculating the first variatio n of (7.5.4), using the commutat ivity ru le, and
performing the partial integrat ion , we find

8 l a u g. -A;(t) 8qd:~ + [ ' [( :~ + A;) 8u;

+ ( ~~ + ~;) bq; + 8Ai (Ui - Ij;)] dt . (7.5.5)

Since Sq, (to) = Sq; (td = 0, t he ext rema lity condit ion 8lau g. = 0 generated the
following syste m of equations:

DI.,
A; = - -8 '

1l;
(7.5.6)

Differentiating equat ion (7.5.6lJ wit h respect to time t and combining it with
(7.5.6h and (7.5.6h, the condit ion 8la u g. = 0 leads to t he Eu ler-Lagrangian
equat ions

(7.5.7)i = 1, ...,n .8 I., _ 51: DI., = 0
Dqi dt 8qi '

We show next that the augme nted action integral can be transformed in such a
way that it generates the Hamil tonian canonical equat ions .

Let us introduce t he Hamiltonian function as

FI (t ,q , A, u) = I., (t ,ql , ..., qn, 1l1 , .. . , un) + A;U; , (7.5.8)

16Since t he te rmi no logy in the t heory of optimal control is not qui te un ified, we have par
ent hetically noted several frequently used names for t he integr al {7.5.2} usually em ployed in
the lit er at ur e.
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thus the action integral (7.5.4) becomes
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l
t l

laug. = [H (t ,q,..\, u) - Aiq;] dt.
to

(7.5 .9)

Performing now the variation of this action integral, using the commutativity
rule and integration by parts, we find

t t' [(BH .)-x, (t)oq;!t:, + Jto Bqi + Ai Sq,

+ (~~ +qi) aAi + ~~ aUi] dt .

The condition alaug. = 0 generates the following system of equations:

(7.5.10)

and

. BH
A'--

t - Bq, '
. BH
qi = 8Ai ' i = l, ...,n, (7.5.11)

(7.5 .12)BH =0.
8Ui

It is clear that with the identification Ai == Pi, where Pi are generalized momenta,
2n differential equations (7.5.11) are identical with the Hamiltonian canonical
equations (1.8.14) . Not e that in analyt ical mechanics Hamilton's function, ac
cording to equation (1.8.4) , is defined as H = -L+Piqi, and here, in the theory
of optimal control, the Hamiltonian is traditionally defined by equation (7.5.8).

Thus, the optimal control approach yields the necessary conditions for the
simplest of Hamilton's principle problems

It is easy to demonstrate that the Hamiltonian function H is a conservat ion
law on the optimal trajectory, that is, oH/ OUi = 0, if the Lagrangian function
L is not an explicit function of time t

H = const. on the optimal trajectory.

The proof of this statement is the same as in section 1.8.

7.6 Continuous Optimal Control Problems

(7.5.13)

In this section we will apply the Hamiltonian principle with differential equa
tions as constra ints, considered previously, to optimal control problems. We
shall confine ourselves to the cases in which the components of the control vec
tor u = (u}, ..., un) are not restricted, which means that the variation au is
completely arbitmry in th e space of admissible controls and in the whole time
interval (to ,t l ) in which the physical process is taking place .

We note that the problem posed in this section can be considered as a special
case of the Pontryagin maximum principle [49], [87], [26] .
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Consider the dynamica l system described by the following system of differ
ent ial equa t ions:

qi = f i (t ,q,u) , to ~ t ~ t l , i = 1, ...,n, (7.6.1)

where q = (ql , ..., qn) , 11 = (u I, . . . , urn ) . We shall assum e that the functions f;
have cont inuous partial deriva tives with respect to q and u .

Consider also the following functional (criterion of optimality) in the Bolza
form :

I
t !

I ='lt [t l ,q(tdl + L(t ,q,u)dt ,
t o

(7.6.2)

where 'It and L possess cont inuous partial derivatives with respect to q and u.
In what follows, we shall suppose that t he time interval (to, t l ) is specified,

and also, the initial position of the system is given, that is,

qi (to) = Ai = const ., (7.6.3)

so that Sq;(to) = O. However, the terminal position of the system is not specified,
thus

(7.6.4)

(7.6.5)

(7.6.6)

(7.6.7)

that is, Sq, (tl) is compl etely arbitrary. The problem is to find an optimal control
vector u = (UI (t) , ...,Urn (t)) which induces the system of equa tions (7.6.1) to
follow an optimal tr aje ctory q = (ql (t ) , ...,qn (t)) t hat min imizes (or maximizes)
the functional (7.6.2).

Let us adjoin th e differential equations (7.6.1) to th e functional I by intro
ducing the unknown Lagrangian multipliers, which we are going to denote by
PI (t) , ...,Pn (t) :

I
t !

Ia u g . = 'It [t l ,q (t l )] + {L (t ,q , u) + pd/; (t ,q , u) - qi]} dt .
to

As suggested by equat ion (7.5.8), for the sake of simplicity, we can introduce
the Hamiltonian function as follows:

H (t ,q,p,u) = L (t ,q,u) + pdi (t ,q,u) ,

and the function al (7.6.5) becomes

l
t l

I au g . = 'It [tI,q (t l )]+ [H (t ,q , p, u) - Piqil dt.
to

Calculating the first var iati on of (7.6.7) , recalling th at -pi8qi = - (dldt) (Pi8qi)
+Pi8qi, and performing part ial integration , we obtain

8Iau g . ( ~'lt _ Pi) 8qil + Pi8qi!t=to
q, t=t)

I t ) [( OH ) (OH ) OH ]+ - . +Pi 8qi + - . - qi 8Pi+ - 8us dt .
to oq, Op, OUs

(7.6.8)
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A necessary condit ion for th e extremality is that the first vari ati on of I a u g .

vanishes for arbit rary 5qi, 5Pi , and 5Ui. Hence the coefficients of these varia
tions inside the integral sign must vanish. Thus we obtain t he following Euler
Lagrangian equa tion in canonical form :

and

oH
°Pi
oH
Oqi

or qi = /; (t ,q,u) ,

. oL o!i
or Pi = -- -Pj- ,

Bq, Oqi
i , j = 1, ... ,n, (7.6 .9)

oH
-=0 or
Bu;

st. ot.
n--+Pin-- =O, i=I, ..., n , s = I, ..,m .
UUs UU s

(7.6.10)

Equation (7.6.8) now becomes

5Iau g . = (~ip -Pi) 5qil + Pi5qilt=tu,
q. t=t,

(7.6.11)

(7.6.12)

whence, taking into account (7.6.3) and (7.6.4) , we find th e following n natural
boundary condit ions:

oip
Pi=- for t =tt ; i = I, ..., n.

Oqi

Therefore: in order that functional I given in equation (7.6.2) may be a
maximum (or minimum) for a dynamical process described by equations (7.6.1),
with the initial conditions at t = to given by (7.6.3) it is necessary that there
exist a nonzero continuous vector function p = (Pt, ... ,Pn ) satisfying equati ons
(7.6.9h and (7.6.12) and that the control vector function u = (Ut (t ) , ..., U rn (t))
is so selected that the Hamiltonian function H (t , q, p , u) is a m aximum (or a
minimum) for every t, to ::; t ::; tt .

This st ate ment actually summarizes, the famous Pontryagin maximum prin
ciple.

Note that the optimal control vector Us (t) , s = 1, ..., m is selected from the
set of algebraic equations (7.6.10), that is, oH/ous = O,s = 1, ...,m. However,
th ese equations are valid only und er supposition that the components of u are
not subject to any restrictions. If, however, the control vector is subjected to
some kind of restriction, so that it belongs to a certain set of functions u EU,
th en the condition oH/ous = 0 is not valid . The condition (7.6.10) is, in this
case, replaced by a more general statement:

minH (t ,q , p, u) .
uE U

(7.6.13)

To det ermine optimal cont rol u = u " E U from (7.6 .13) , one often has to have
informat ion about q and p , and this makes the process of opti mization more
complex. The values of u = u " minimi zing H (t, q , p , u) are located on the
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bo undary of t he set U. T he inte rior and boundary solutions are illust rated in
Figure 7.6.1.

We note that the rigorous proof of Pontryagins maximum principle is given
in [87] and will not be presented here. T his princi ple "represents , in a sense ,
the culmination of t he efforts of mathematicians, for considerably more than a
centur y, to rectify t he Lagrangian multiplier rule" [131, p. 230j.

H Int erior solution

U

8H =0
8 1.1

1.1

H

Hop,

Boundary solution

min H(t,q ,p ,u)
UEU

1.1
o L-_..J...---r-....L-~

(7.6.15 )

U
Figure 7.6.1

As in the previous section , it is easy to verify that if H (or L and f;) is not
an explicit function of tim e t , we have that H is a conservation law of t he
boundary value problem describi ng t he minimization procedure. Namely, since
H (t ,q , p , u }, t he total derivative of t his funct ion with respect to t ime read s

dH 8H . 8H. 8H . 8H
di = 8qi qi + 8Pi Pi + 8u

s
U s + at· (7.6.14)

Using the equa tions of motion (7.6.8) and (7.6.9) and collect ing te rms, we obtain

dH ( 8H . ) 8H . 8Hdi = 8qi + Pi f; (t, q , u) + 8u
s

U s + 7ft .

Along the optimal traj ectory, the first te rm vanishes because of the differential
equa tions (7.6.9) . The second term vanishes because of (7.6.10). Thus, along
t he optima l traject ory,

dH 8 H
dt 7ft . (7.6.16)

Therefore, if the problem is scleronomic (autonomous) in both L and f; t hen
t he Hamiltonian is constant over ti me

H = cons t . (7.6.17)
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Example 7.6.1. Optimal control of a two-degrees-of-freedom system. As an
illustration, let us consider the dynamical system whose behavior is described
by the system of equations

(/I = Ut , (12 = qt + U2 , 0 ::; t ::; 1,

with the initial conditions

qt (0) = 0, q2 (0) = O.

(7.6.18)

(7.6.19)

The problem is to determine the state variables (generalized coordinates) qi (t)
and qz (t) and the optimal control variables UI (t) and U2 (t) that minimize the
functional

(7.6.20)

where a and b are given positive constants.
The Hamiltonian of this problem, according to (7.6.6), is H = u?+u~ +ql +

PI UI + P2 (ql + U2) . The second pair of the canonical equations (7.6.9) reads

PI = - 8H = -1 - P2 , 'h = - 8H = 0, (7.6.21)
8ql 8q2

while th e optimal selection of the components of the control vector follows from
the equations (7.6.10), namely,

8H 8H
-8 = 2uI +PI = 0, - = 2U2 + P2 = O. (7.6 .22)

UI 8u2

In our case the Bolza term '1J (ql (t l ) ,q2(tl)) = aq, (1) + bq2 (1) , so that the
natural boundary conditions are , according to (7.6.12),

PI (1) = 88'1J I = a, P2 (1) = 88'1J I = b.
ql (=1 q2 (=1

Integrating (7.6.21) and applying (7.6.23), we find that

pt{t)= -(I+b)t+a+b+l , P2(t)=b.

The components of the optimal control vector are therefore

(7.6.23)

(7,6 .24)

PI 1
ut{t) = -2" = 2" [(1+b)t+a+b+ 1], (7.6.25)

Entering with this into (7.6.18), integrating, and determining the integration
constants from the initial conditions (7.6.19) , we find that

14 [(1 - b)e- 2 (1 + a + b) t] ,

1
12 [(1 + b)3 - 3 (1 + a + b) t 2

- 6bt] . (7.6.26)
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7.7 Optimal Control Problems with
Unspecified Terminal Time

257

In the cont inuous problems of optimal cont rol theory for which the final time
tl is not specified, several situations may occur . For various cases see [61, pp.
192-198]. Here we are going to limit ourselves to the case whose optimality
criterion is given in the Bolza form

t 'f = W[tl , q(t})] + .ftu L (t, q , u) dt, (7.7.1)

where q = (ql , ..., qn) , u = (u} , ..., urn) . The behavior of the dynamical system
is described by the system of differential equati ons

qi=f;(t ,q,u) , i = l , ..., n . (7.7.2)

We shall suppose that the initial t ime to is specified and that , also, the initial
position of the system is prescribed, so that

qi (to) = A i = const . (7.7.3)

The terminal time t l is not given and the terminal configuration qi (tl) can be
given or not given.

To include the differential equat ions constraints (7.7.2) , we form the aug
mented functional

l
t l

f a u g . = W[tl , q (tl)] + {L (t ,q , u) + Pi [f; (t ,q , u) - qi]} dt.
tu

As in the previous section we introduce the Hamiltonian

H (t , q, u, p) = L(t ,q, u) + piJi (t,q, U)

and write (7.7.4) in the form

tf u u g . = W[tl,q (tl)] + {H (t,q ,u , p) - p;ij;}dt .
tu

(7.7.4)

(7.7.5)

(7.7.6)

Since the terminal time t l is not specified , we shall use here the generalized
(nonsimultaneous) variations. Recalling the equation (6.4.4), which states that
the generalized variation of a functional

is given in the form

l
t l

I = L (00 ') dt
to

(7.7.7)

(7.7.8)
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the variation of (7.7.6) becomes
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(7.7.9)6..I au g . (
EN! 8il!)1-6..qi + -6..t
8qi 8t I,

1
11

+6 {H (t,q, u ,p) - Piqil dt + (H (t,q, u,p) - Piqi) 6..tlll '
10

where we have taken into account that the initial time to and initial position
are specified, so that 6..to = 6to = 0 and 6..qi (to) = Sq, (to) = O.

Performing the variation of the integral term in (7.7.9) and noting that
-pi6qi = - (dldt) (Pi6qi) + Pi6qi, after partial integration, we arrive at

6 t
l

[H - Piqi] dt = -Pi6qilllt;

+II [(~~ + Pi) Sq, + (~: - qi) 6pi + ~~ 6Us ] dt,

1, ..., n , s = 1, ..., m . (7.7.10)

Employing the relation Sq, = 6..qi -qi6..t (see (3.2.5)) and entering with (7.7.10)
into (7.7.9), we obtain the following expression:

6..Ia u g . = {(~: - Pi) 6..qi + (~~ + H) 6..t}!It
+1:1

[(~~ + Pi) 6qi + (~: - qi) 6Pi + ~~ 6U.] dt.

(7.7.11)

We use the same arguments as in the previous section and conclude that the
optimal behavior of a dynamical system is described by the following Euler
Lagrangian equations, in the canonical form

8H
8us

Hence, (7.7.11) becomes

8H
-8 = jdt,q , u),

Pi
8H 8£ et,-- = -- -Pj- , i = 1, ...,n,
8qi Bq, Bq;

8£ 8j;
-8 +Pi-

8
' s = 1, ...,rn.

U s Us
(7.7.12)

(7.7.13)

The condition for optimality 6..Iau g . = 0 will provide the necessary natural
boundary conditions. Let us consider the following two cases which frequently
arise in practical situations.
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(a) Th e final position is given; the final time t 1 is not specified. Let qi (to) =
Ai = cons t ., qi (t1) = B, = const ., and the term inal time not be specified.
Therefore, llqi (t 1) = 0 and llt1 is arbitrary, so that we have as th e natural
boundary condit ion the following scalar equation:

0'1'm + H = 0 for t = t1·

If the Bolza term is equa l to zero, that is, 'I' = 0, we obtain

H = 0 for t = t1.

This case , for n = 1, is depicted in Figure 7.7.1.

q+
qrt) = BI7 -' I- -

I '
I I I

q(lu}=Ak_~_ ~_ ~~? : - ±~rJ - - - - -~
Figure 7.7.1

(7.7.14)

(7.7.15)

(b) Th e final con fiquraiion qi (td and the fin al time t1 are not given and are
independent. Since llqi (td and llt1 are ar bit ra ry, from (7.7.13) the requirement
for extremality llIa u g , = 0 generates the following natural boundary condit ions:

0'1' I ' i = 1, ..., n ,
Bq, t=t ,

0'1' H £m+ = 0 or t =t1 .

If the Bolza term is equa l to zero, that is, 'I' = 0, we have

0, i= 1, ...,n,
o for t = t 1 •

(7.7.16)

(7.7.17)

Not e that th ere exist a var iety of special cases for which finding the natural
boundary condit ions is a matter of making the appropri ate substit ut ions into
equation (7.7.13). Note also th at the natural boundary condition (7.7.15) and
(7.7.16h for the case when th e Hamiltonian is not an explicit funct ion of time
is equal to zero or is constant, respectively, for the whole time interval (to , t 1,) .

Exampl e 7.7.1. The brachisiochrone problem as the problem of optimal con
trol theory. Let us consider again the problem of brachistochrone discussed in
Example 5.2.1 .
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First we note that in accordance with {5.2.27}, the differential equations of
the motion of a heavy particle are

:i; = J29Y cos U, if = J29Y sin u, (7.7.18)

where u (the angle between the tangent at the curve and the x axis) plays the
role of the control variable. The minimum-time curve (brachistochrone) can be
determined by minimizing the functional

I = LT 1dt .

We shall suppose that the initial conditions are

x (O) = 0, y (O) = 0,

and

x (T) = x (B) = l ,

(7.7.19)

(7.7.20)

(7.7.21)

where l is a given constant and y {T} = y {B} is not specified, hence the position
of the point B is not known.

Since L = I, the Hamiltonian of the problem is, in accordance with (7.7.5),

The second pair of canonical equations {7.7.12h is

(7.7.22)

Px=-~~ =0,
. oH 1 ( . )Pu = - -;:;- = - f7);:;;; Pxg cos u +Pyg sin U ,

uy v~gy

(7.7.23)

while the condition {7.7.12h gives

-Px J29Y sin u + py J29Y cos u = O. {7.7.24}

The expression (7.7.13) for IJt = 0, with a slight change in notation, becomes

b.lau g . - Px (T) b.x (T) - Py {T} b.y (T) + H b.T = O. (7.7.25)

Since b.x (T) = 0 and y (T) and b.T are not specified, it follows that we have
the following two natural boundary conditions:

Py (T) = 0, H = 0, 0:::; t :::; T. {7.7.26}

Integrating {7.7.23h we find that px = C = const ., and from (7.7.24) it follows
that

Py = Ctanu. {7.7.27}
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(7.7.28)

Entering with this into (7.7.5), since H = 0, we obtain 1 + PiY/ cos u = 0,
that is,

1 2
Y = 2C2g cos u .

Differentiating (7.7.27) with respect to time and entering with the result into
(7.7.23}z, one has

. CiL 1 (C C in u)py = --2- = - fI'l::::'. gcosu+ tanu SIIlU .
cos u y2gy

Combining t his and (7.7.27), it follows that

. du C
u = - = 9 = cons t .,

dt

or

U = Cgt+ D,

where D is a const ant.
From (7.7.18h we have

dx = dx du = fiiiY cosu = _ cos
2

U = _ (1 + cos2u).
dt du dt C 2C.

Separating variables and integrating, we find

u sin 2u
x = K - 2C 2g - 4C2g '

(7.7.29)

(7.7.30)

(7.7.31)

(7.7.32)

(7.7.33)

where K is a constant.
Since y (0) = 0, it follows from (7.7.28) th at u (0) = Jr / 2. From (7.7.26h

and (7.7.27) it follows that u (T ) = 0, and therefore D = °and C = -Jr/ 2gT.
Finally, from x (T) = I , it follows th at K = I . We obtain from x (0) = °th e
minimum tim e of travel of th e particle:

whence

0 =1- Jr

( 2)'4g 4;Z T 2

(7.7.34)

(7.7.35)

Example 7.7.2. Linear system with one-degree-of-freedom system. Consider
a linear dynamical syste m described by

:i:= A X + uu, X (0) = 0. (7.7.36)
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It is desired to minimize

I = AT + Bx (T) + LT ~u2dt, (7.7 .37)

where T and x (T) are not specified, and oX, u;A, and B are given constant
parameters.

The Hamiltonian function in this case is
1

H = 2u2 + p(oXx + pu). (7.7.38)

Now we have

p= _ 8H = -oXp,
8x

and from the equation 8H/8u = 0, it follows that

U= -pp.

Integrating (7.7.39), one has

(7.7.39)

(7.7.40)

(7.7.41)

where Cl is a constant. Entering with this into (7.7.36), after integration we
obtain x (t) = (p2C I/2oX) e- At +C2eAt, where C2 is another constant . Matching
this with the boundary condition x (0) = 0, we obtain

p 2CI At -At p2 .
x (t) = -~ (e - e ) = --:\CI sinh Xr. (7.7.42)

Since the terminal time T and the terminal position x (T) are not specified,
according to (7.7.16) we obtain the following two natural boundary conditions
p (T) = (81J1 /8x)lt=T and (81J1 /8t)l t=T+ Hlt=T = 0, where IJ1 = AT +Bx (T) .
Thus, we find Cl = BeAT, from which it follows that

2
x(t) = _!!:.-BeAT sin Az (7.7.43)x

and

p(t) = BeATe-At. (7.7.44)

Combining (7.7 .40) and (7.7.38) we have H = - (1/2) p2p2 + oXpx. From the
second natural boundary condition given above, we have

A - p2~ (T) + oXp (T) x (T) = 0,

whence

AT . A 1
e sinh XI' = p2B2 - 2'

or, noting that sinh AF = (1/2) (eAT - e-AT) , the terminal time T is

1 (2A)
T = 20X In p2 B2 .

(7.7.45)

(7.7.46)

(7.7.47)



Chapter 8

Variational Principles for
Elastic Rods and Columns

8.1 Introduction

In this section we sha ll use t he results presented so far to formul ate several
variational principles for the equa tions describing deformations and the optimal
shape of elastic columns. We shall use the classical (Bernoulli-Euler) rod the
ory as well as generalized rod theories. The variati onal principles that we will
formul ate will be used to

(a) est imate the crit ical (bu ckling) load of a column,
(b) determine post critical shape of the column using Ritz method ,
(c) determine the optimal shape of the column, that is, t he shape of the col

umn having smallest volume and being stable against buckling. This constitutes
the so-called Lagrange problem formul at ed in 1773 (see [31], [100]).

In formul ating the variational principles for rods we shall first derive the
corresponding differential equations and then find the vari ational principle for
those equations. Variational principles are important because they may help
develop deeper understanding of the problem und er consideration. As Anthony
[4] stated: "In theoretic al physics a theory is often considered to be complete
only if its vari ational principle in the sense of Hamilton is known. "

Earlier, we noted th at finding a Lagrangian for a given set of equa tions con
st it utes the so-called inverse Lagrangian problem (see discussion aft er (1.4.25)) .
Its solution (the Lagr angian th at is found) is not unique. Sometimes the equa
tions of the problem must be written in a special form in order to find a La
grangian function for which the Euler-Lagrangian equa tions are equivalent to
the given system of equations. One such situ ation was treat ed in section 1.8,
where it was shown tha t the differenti al equati on

(8.1.1)

B. D. Vujanovic, et al., An Introduction to 

Modern Variational Techniques in Mechanics and Engineering

© Birkhäuser Boston 2004
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(8.1.2)

has a Lagrangian

L = ~ (42
_ w2q2 ) e2k t

.

Note that the Euler-Lagrangian equation for (8.1.2) is e2k t (ij + 2kq+ w2q) = O.
Thus (8.1.1), as such, does not have a Lagrangian. However, when multiplied
with a (nonzero) function e2k t , it has a Lagrangian given by (8.1.2). Another
example of this type was given in [27]. Namely, the equation

x- ox= 0, 0 = const.

as it stands does not have a Lagrangian, but the equation

1 ( .. . ) 0- x - ox = ,
x

equivalent to (8.1.3) if x "# 0, has a Lagrangian function

L = Xln Ixl + ox.

(8.1.3)

(8.1.4)

(8.1.5)

Thus, the Lagrangians that we formulate in this chapter are by no means the
only possible variational formulation of the corresponding differential equations.

8.2 The Column with Concentrated Force at the
End

The equation describing the shape of an elastic column loaded with the concen
trated force at its end (see Figure 8.2.1) is

1

P
(8.2.1)

where p is the radius of curvature of the central line of the column, F is the
compressive force, El is the bending rigidity, and y is the displacement of an
arbitrary point on the column axis. In what follows we shall formulate three
different variational principles for the equation (8.2.1) for three possible choices
of dependent and independent variables. All variational principles will be for
mulated for the column shown in Figure 8.2.1

F

Figure 8.2.1
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Case 1. Suppose that t he coordina te x is t aken as an independ ent vari able.
The lateral displacement of an arbit rary point on the column axis we denote by
y (x) . Then, the curvature of t he column axis 1/ p can be expressed as

1

P

so t hat equation (8.2 .1) becomes

(8.2.2)

(8.2.3)

where k2 = F / E l. The boundary condit ions corresponding to the column shown
in Figure 8.2.1 read

y (0) = 0,
dy
- (X= XB) =O.
dx

(8.2.4 )

Here we consider x B as given . W ith x B given, t he leng th of the column is
L = f;n(I + (~?)1 /2dx. Equation (8.2 .3) with the boundar y condit ions (8.2 .4)
is equivalent to the stat iona rity condit ion oh = 0 for the functional

(8.2.5)

Since in the case of varying cross section, I is a function of S (not x), the
fun ctional (8.2.5) is suitable for the columns with constant cross section.

Case 2. We take S, t he arc length of the column ax is, measured from t he
point 0 as an indep end ent variable and the angle () between the tangent to
the column axis and t he x axis of t he coordinate system x Oy as the dependent
variable. The curvature is t hen given as 1/ p = ~~ and (see [14])

dy . e- = sIn
dS '

dx
dS = cos e', (8.2.6)

By differentiating (8.2.1) with respect to S and by using (8.2.6h, we obtain

d ( de )dS E l dS + F sine = O. (8.2.7)

Boundary condit ions cor responding to the column shown in Figure 8.2.1 are

de
dS(S= O) , e (S= L )= O. (8.2.8)
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The trivial configur atio n in which the rod axis remains straight is descr ibed by

eo= o. (8.2.9)

The boundary value problem (8.2.7), (8.2.8) is equivalent to the stationarity
conditio ns 512 = 0, where

12 = l L

[~EI (B) (:;) 2 + F cose] ss. (8.2.10)

Cas e 3. We take B as an independ ent variable. By using (8.2.6) we can write
th e curvature as

1

p

Thus, (8.2.1) becomes

(8.2.11)

with the boundary condit ions

(8.2.12)

y (0) = 0,
dy
dB (L ) = 0, (8.2.13)

and L given. The coordinate X B is determ ined as XB = JoL cas e (B) dB. The
bou ndary value problem (8.2.12), (8.2.13) is equivalent to the stationarity con
ditions 513 = 0, where

(8.2.14)

(8.2.15)

Since th e Lagrangians of all variational principles stated in Cases 1-3 do not de
pend explicit ly on an independent coordinate if El = const. , they could be used
to obtain first integrals (Jacobi conservat ion law) of corresponding differential
equat ions by using (1.4.44). Thus we have

-1 k2 2
-----71/=2 + -y = cons t .

(1 + (~) 2) 2
as a conservat ion law for (8.2.3). For the case (8.2.7) we have

1 (d8) 2 F- - - - cos e = const
2 dB El . (8.2.16)
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as a conservation law, and finally

(
2)1/2 2dy k 2

- 1 - (dS) +?:y = const .

267

(8.2.17)

(8.2.18)

as a conservat ion law for (8.2.12). The conservat ion law (8.2.16) is the st arting
point for obtaining the exac t solution of (8.2.7) by the separation of variables
method.

In what follows we show an application of the principle 6h (y) = O. Namely,
from (8.2.14) we have

6I3 = 11

[6y' arcsin y' - Py6y] dt = 0,

- ..
where we introduced dimensionless arc length t = SIL and parameter k2 = ~ .
Also, 1; (.) = 0' · Note that from (8.2.13) and (8.2.8) we have

6y (0) = 0, 6y' (1) = O. (8.2.19)

Since (8.2.18) is valid for any 6y sat isfying (8.2.19) it holds for 6y = y, where y
is the solution of (8.2.12). Thus, we have

(8.2.20)

Relation (20) holds on an exact!" solut ion of (8.2.12). We shall analyze the first
deformat ion mode only. Thus we assume th at

Y (t) ;::: 0; y' (t) ;::: O.

Next we est imate the t erm arcsin y' . From [12] and [74] we have18

arcsin y' ;::: y' + ~ (y')3 .

With (8.2.22) equation (8.2.20) becomes

11
[(y')2 + ~ (y')4] dt :::; 11

P y2dt.

We distinguish now the following three cases.
Case i. Suppose tha t 1(;2 (t) is a decreasing function.

(8.2.21)

(8.2.22)

(8.2.23)

17Basically we int erpre t t he first varia tion (8.2.18) as a weak for m of t he Euler - Lagrangia n
equat ions (see [81, p . 33]) . . , ,

18We consi de r t he function Z (t ) == MOSt:,},- Y . It is easy to see th at Z is a decreas ing

fun ction (y' 2 0, y" ::; 0) so t hat mi n tE [O.! ] Z (t ) == Z (0) = 1/6 . From t his the estimate
(8.2.22) follows.
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In this case we can use the Tchebychef inequality (P (t) is a decreasing and
y2 is an increasing function), so that [74]

(8.2.24)

(8.2.25)

Also, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, applied to (y,)2 , gives

lIy'1I2= LI

(y,)2 dt ~ [LI

(y,)4 dt] 1/2 ,

where IIzl1 = (Jol z2 (t)) 1/2 denotes the L 2 norm of z. Therefore, (8.2.24) be
comes

Finally, we need the inequality

7T
lIy'lI ~ illYII,

(8.2.26)

(8.2.27)

which is (see [74]) a consequence of the boundary conditions (8.2.13). With
(8.2.27) the inequality (8.2.26) leads to

(8.2.28)

The boundary condition y (0) = 0 implies that y (t) = J~ y' (~) d~, so that by
applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have

t ( t )1/2 (t )1/2
y(t) =Ly' (~)~ ~ Ld~ L(y' (~))2 ~ lIy'lI· (8.2.29)

From (8.2.28), (8.2.29) we get the following estimate of maximal deflection:

f = sup Y (t) ~ {6 [(~)21IkI12_1] }1/2
tE[O,I) 7T

(8.2.30)

We can also estimate the maximal value of the angle O. From (8.2.1) we have

so that

dO -2
dB = -k y, (8.2.31)
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where T chebychef and Ca uchy- Schwartz inequalities have been used . From
(8.2.32) , (8.2.27) , and (8.2.28) we obtain

sup 8(t) = 8(0):::; 1(1~1)2 {6 [(~) 21IkI12 -1]}1/2
t E[a ,l] _ 1r

2

(8.2.33)

Case ii. Suppose that P = const . In this case, instead of (8.2.24), we have

Following the same pro cedure as in Case i we obtain

f = sup y (t):::; {6 [(~)2 P-1]}1/2
tE la,I ) 1r

(8.2.34)

(8.2 .35)

S· ( 2)2k-2 FL"4 F 'h F 1r" E 1 b' I El b kli cmce" = El 1r" = Fe.. ' wit er = 4£2 emg t le u er uc mg torce
for the column, equa t ion (8.2.35) may be written as

f = sup Y(t) :::; {6 [FP _1] }1/2
tEla ,I] er

If P = con st . the estimate (8.2.33) becomes

,;~:/(t) B(O)'; (~)Hm'.' -1]r
= i~r {6[(~rp -1]r/2

(8.2.36)

(8.2.37)

Case iii. Suppose that P (t) is an increasing function. In this case, (8.2.23) ,
after the use of Cauchy-Schwar tz inequality, becomes

(8.2.38)

To transform (8.2.38) we need an inequality for concave funct ions. In [12] such
an inequ ality was derived . In [22] an improvement of this inequality is pr esented
that we shall use here. Thus, from [22] we have

(8.2.39)
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lIy'II2+ ~ lIy'II 4
:S IWI1 5:/2 lIy112.

Now, (8.2.40), (8.2.27), and (8.2.29) lead to

f = sup y(t):S {6 [ :/2 (~)21IPIl_1] }1/2
tE[O,I) 5 1f

and

(8.2.40)

(8.2.41)

(8.2.42)sup 0 (t) = B (0) :S 1(1~1)2 {6 [ :/2 (~)2I1PII_ 1] }1/2
tEIO,I) _ 5 1f

2

Now we apply the results obtained in this section to the important problem
of estimating the critical force for a column with variable cross section. We use
the inequality (8.2.30), from which we conclude that for the case when P (S) is
a decreasing function the buckling will take place (i.e., f ~ 0) if

or

2 r FL2 (1f)2Ilkll = 10 El (t)dt ~ 2 .

Suppose that (see [102])

(8.2.43)

(8.2.44)

(8.2.45)

(8.2.46)

where n is a given constant. By substituting (8.2.45) into (8.2.44) we obtain
that for buckling to take place, we must have

F > E101f2 (1 _ e-n ) .!..
- 4£2 n

Note that in the limit when n -+ 0 expression (8.2.46) reduces to the classical
Euler buckling force. In [102] several approximate expressions for the critical
force are presented that agree with (8.2.46) . The advantage of the expression
(8.2.46) is that it gives an upper bound for the buckling force.

8.3 Rod with Compressible Axis and
the Influence of Shear Stresses on the
Deformation

In this part we consider the so-called Haringx's model of an elastic rod . The
constitutive equation for such a rod takes into account both compressibility of
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the rod axis and the fact that the cross sections in the deformed state are not
normal to the rod axis due to the deformations caused by shear stresses. It
could be shown that the relevant equation describing the rod (see [14, p. 129]
and [40]) for the case of a rod with constant cross section reads

,," F.A, F2(1 k).A, A, 0
'v + El Silly' - El EA - GA Sill 'v cos -r = , (8.3.1)

where F is the axial force in the rod, cP is the angle of rotation of the cross
section, El is the bending rigidity of the rod, EA is the extensional rigidity of
the rod, GA is the shear rigidity of the rod, k is the Timoshenko shear correction
factor (-)' = d (-) [d.S, where S E [0, L] is the arc length of the rod axis in the
undeformed state, and L is the length of the rod axis in the undeformed state.
For the rod welded at the end S = L and free at the end S = 0 (see Figure
8.2.1) the boundary conditions read

cP'(O) =0, cP(L) =0.

Introducing the dimensionless quantities

(8.3.2)

F
a: = EA '

S
t = L' (8.3.3)

the system (8.3.2) , (8.3.3) becomes

~ +.x [1 -.x (0: -,8) cos o]sincP= 0,

subject to

~ (O) = 0, cP(l) = 0,

(8.3.4)

(8.3.5)

where (.) = d (-) Idt. Note that for the case of inextensible, unshearable rod
0: = ,8 = 0 with constant cross section, that is, El = const., equation (8.3.5)
reduces to (8.2.7) . It is easy to see that (8.3.4), (8.3.5) is derivable from the
condition 51 = 0, where

(8.3.6)

Since the Lagrangian does not depend on t we have a first integral of (8.3.4) in
the form

The trivial configuration of the rod is described as

cPo = O.

(8.3.7)

(8.3.8)
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Accord ing to the energy stability crite ria (see [86]), the trivial configurat ion is
stable if the functi onal I given by (8.3.6) is in weak local minimum'? at 4>0' We
shall determine the value of the force, th at is, A, for which 4>0 = 0 is not a stable
configura tion.

Firs t we calculate the second variati on of (8.3.6) at 4>0 = 0 as

(8.3.9)

The configuration 4>0 = 0 is stable if I (4)0) is in minimum. To examine the
sign of the second variation (8.3.9) we proceed as follows. Note that (8.3.5)
implies 8~ (0) = 81> (1) = O. This enables us to get the following estimate ([74J
or (8.2.27» :

11

(8~f dt ? :21
1

(84))2 dt.

By using (8.3.10) in (8.3.9) we obtain

82I (4)0 ' 84» ?11
{:2 - A [1 - A (a -.B)]} (8if»2 dt.

(8.3.10)

(8.3.11)

From (8.3.11) we conclude that the trivial configuration is stable, that is, (8.3.6)
has a local minimum at 4>0 = 0, if

1T2
- - A[1 - A(a - .B)]> O.
4

(8.3.12)

According to the st ability definition, the condition 82I (4)0 ' 84» = 0 determines
the stability boundary [86J. Thus, we conclude from (8.3.12) that the critical
value of the dimens ionless force A = ACT is determined from

(8.3.13)

The result (8.3.13) is in agreement with the stability boundary obtained by
th e Euler method [14] . We note that the sign of 82I given by (8.3.9) may be
analyzed by the method used in [62].

8.4 Rotating Rod

8.4.1 Bernoulli--Euler Theory

Consider an elastic rod BC of length L , fixed at end B and free at the other end.
Suppose that the rod has circular cross section, that its axis is straight, and that

19 T he fun ctional 1 has a weak local minimum at r/>o if the co ndition 62 1 (<1>0' 6r/» ~ c 116r/>lh
is satisfied for c > 0, and for 6</> be lon ging to a s mall (in no rm 11 .11 1) ne ighborho od of </>0'

where 116<1>Ih = [SUP tEIO.lI 16<1> (t)1+SUPtEIo.11164>(t)1] 1/2 (see section 5.2).
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it rotat es with the constant angular velocity w about its axis. Let x-B -y be th e
rectangular Cartesian coordina te system with th e axis x oriented along the rod
axis in the undeformed state. Let IT be a plane defined by the system x - B - Y
that rotates with the angular velocity w about x axis. At a certain velocity the
rod loses st ability so that it could be bent und er th e action of centrifugal forces.
If the rod is bent it will assume a relative (with respect to the rotating plane
IT) equilibrium configur ation (see Figure 8.4.1) . Note, however, that during the
motion between two relative equilibrium configurations (one corresponding to
the initial state in which the rod axis is straight and one in which the rod axis
is bent) the axis of the rod is, in general, not a plane curve. The problem
of determining the crit ical rot ation speed and the post critical behavior of the
rod described has been th e subject of many investigations. For a review of
generalized rod theories used in stability analysis of rotating rods, see [5] and
[14] .

n

Figure 8.4.1

Suppose that the angular velocity with which the rod rotat es, w = Wo = const.,
and length of the rod L are given. Let S be the arc length of the rod axis, so
that S E [0,L] . The equilibrium, geometrical, and constitutive equat ions for the
rotating rod are

H' 0, V ' = -Pow2y,

M ' - V cos 0 + H sin B,

cos B, y' = sin B,
, M

B = El ' (8.4.1)

where H and V are components of th e contact force in an arbit rary cross section,
M is the bending moment , Bis th e angle between the axis of rotation and tangent
to the rod ax is, and x and fj are coordinates of an arbitrary point with respect
to the rotating Car tesian frame x-B - y . Also in (8.4.1) we use Po to denote the
line density of the rod (mass per unit length of t he rod ax is), E is the modulus
of elasticity, I is the second moment of the cross-sectional area of the rod, and
0' = dO /dS . Note th at Po = pA , where p is the density of the rod (mass per
unit volum e). Vve assum e that th e cross section of the rod is circul ar, so that

(8.4.2)
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(8.4.3)

where A is th e cross-sect ional area and 0 = (1/411" ). With this not ation, the
volume of th e rod is

w = foL A(S)dS.

To the system (8.4.1) we adjoin the following boundary condit ions corresponding
to the rod shown in Figure 8.4.1:

H(L) = 0, V (L) = 0, x(o) = 0, y(o) = 0, M(L) = 0. (8.4.4)

Suppose first that the rod cross section is constant, I = const . By using the
dimensionless variables and par ameters

S Y ML
L' Y= L' m= El '
VL2 x 2 pw2L4

V
El' x=L' A = oEA (8.4.5)

and a new dependent variable

we obtain from (8.4.1)

iJ. = AY, m= AUcos B, if = sinB, x= cosB, 0= m ,

(8.4.6)

(8.4 .7)

where (.) = 11 (.).The boundary conditions corresponding to the rod shown in
Figure 8.4.1 are

u( l) = 0, m(l) = 0, Y(O) = 0, x (0) = 0, B(O) = 0. (8.4.8)

The system (8.4.7) , (8.4.8) possesses a trivial solution in which the axis of the
rod remains straight for any value of the dimensionless rotation speed A. This
solution is

Uo = 0, mo = 0, Yo = 0, Bo = 0. (8.4.9)

The system (8.4.7) can be transformed to a system of two second-order equations
by differentiating (8.4.7)1 and (8.4.7)s , so that

U = AsinB, B= AucosB,

with th e boundary conditions

iJ. (0) = 0, U (1) = 0, B(0) = 0, 0(1) = O.

(8.4.10)

(8.4.11)

It is easy to see th at (8.4.10) are th e Euler-Lagrangian equat ions of th e func
tional

rl ['2 0
2

]10 = Jo U2 + 2" + Au sinB dt . (8.4.12)
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In [28) an analysis is presented which shows that (8.4.12) attains a local min
imum on the solution of (8.4.10), (8.4.11). We note that the Lagrangian in
(8.4.12) does not contain time explicit ly, so that a J acobi-type first int egral
exis ts :

li2 il2 + 2 - ..\u sin O= const . (8.4.13)

Consider the second variation of 10 at the t rivial solut ion Wo = (uo,Oo) =
(0,0) and for :\ = ..\ + 6..\ , with 0 < 6..\ « 1. From (8.4.12) we obtain

82Io(uo,00,..\+ 6..\, Su,80) =11

[(8u)2+ (88) 2 + 2(..\+ 6..\) (8u) (80)] dt.

(8.4.14)

We shall calculate 8210 for specially chosen (8u,80) . Namely, consider a lin
earization of the syst em (8.4.10):

ii= ..\O, e= ..\u , (8.4.15)

subjec t to (8.4.11). Eigenvalues of (8.4.15), (8.4.11) are solut ions ofthe following
equa t ions:

1 + cos ..\1/2cosh ..\1 /2 = o. (8.4.16)

The smallest solut ion to (8.4.16) is ..\min = 3.516. It is easy to see that all
solut ions of (8.4.16) are posit ive and that t here are countably many of th em.
Let ..\1 = ..\mi n be the smallest solut ion of (8.4.16) and U1 ,01 corres ponding
eigenfunct ions, that is,

(8.4.17)

(8.4.18)

Note that by multiplying (8.4.17h by U1 and (8.4.17h by 81 , integrating and
using boundary condit ions, we obtain

(I 2 · 2
io {UI + 01 + "\12ulOddt = O.

Taking 8u = CUI , 80 = EOI , with E« 1 and A = Al in (8.4.14) , we obtain

82Io(uo,00,..\+ 6A,8u, 80)

= E2 1 1 [(ud + (81) 2 +2(A1+6A )U10I] dt

= 2E26A11

ulOldt . (8.4.19)

From (8.4.15) it is easy to see that UI (t) and 01 (t ) are of different sign:

U I (t) ::; 0, 01(t) 2: 0, (8.4.20)
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so that20 J; UlB1dt < O. Thus, we conclude that the functional (8.4.12) is not
in a minimum at (uo = 0, Bo = 0) if A > A1> where Al is the smallest solution
of (8.4.16) . This implies that the configuration (uo = 0, Bo = 0) is not stable if
A>AI.

We show now how the functional (8.4.12) could be used to obtain an approx
imate solution to (8.4.10), (8.4.11) via the Ritz method. Namely, we assume an
approximate solution to (8.4.10), (8.4.11) in the form

e = At (2 - t), U = B (1 - t2) , (8.4.21)

where A and B are constants to be determined. The functions El and U sat
isfy the boundary conditions (8.4.11). Let us choose A2 = 14. By substituting
(8.4.21) into (8.4.12) we obtain

10 (A,B) = 11

{2B2t2 + ~ [A (2 - t) - At]2

+B (14)1/2 (1 - t2 ) sin [At (2 - t)1 dt} . (8.4.22)

Minimization of (8.4.22) with respect to A and B, that is, 810 (A ,B) 18A = 0,
810 (A , B) 18B = 0, leads to

A = 0.4824, B = 0.5. (8.4.23)

The simple approximate solution (8.4.23) agrees well with the numerical solution
of the nonlinear boundary value problem (8.4.10) , (8.4.11) presented, as a special
case, in [131.

As a generalization of the problem (8.4.10) , (8.4.11), consider the rod with
extensible axis. In this case, instead of (8.4.1) we have (see [13))

, , 2-
H 0, V = -PoW y ,

M' -V (1 + /3Vsin B) cosB+ H (1 + /3Vsin B) sinB,
" , M

i; cosB, y=(I+/3VsinB)sinB, B=EI' (8.4.24)

where /3 = Ell (EAL2
) , with EA being the extensional rigidity of the rod.

Proceeding as in the previous case we obtain

and

..
U= A[sinB- Au/3 sin2 B], B= Au[1 - AU/3 sin B] cos B, (8.4.25)

I, ~ l' {~ + ': +" ["'ine -";'pmn' eJ} dt , (8426)

It can be easily verified th at the conditions for 62h > 0 are the same as those
formulated for 621

0 > O. Thus, the extensibility of the rod axis does not influence
the crit ical value of A.

20T hat f ol uIOldt < 0 co u ld be seen from (8 .4.18) di rectly.
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8.4.2 Rotating Rod with Shear and Compressibility:
A Director Theory

277

Now consider again an elastic rod, as shown in Figure 8.4.1, whose axis in the
undeformed state is a nonintersecting curve C lying in a plane IT. We assume
that the points on the curve C, in the coordinate system x - B - y, could be
represented as

x = X(S), Y = Y(S), (8.4.27)

where S is the arc length of C and X(S) ,Y(S) are smooth functions. We further
assume that S E [0,L], where L is the length of the rod in the undeformed state.
Since C is nonintersecting it has a well-defined tangent at each point. Let el
and e2 be the unit vectors along the x and y axes , respectively. Then, if T(S)
is the unit tangent vector at the point (X ,Y), the relations

cos8(S) = T· el, sin8(S) = T· e2 (8.4.28)

determine a unique 8(S) . We assume that the rod is fixed in such a way that
8(0) = O. With 8(S) so determined, the curvature of C is Ko = d8/dS. The
natural configuration of the rod is defined by two vector functions R(S) =
Xel + Ye2 and B(S) characterizing the points on the rod axis and orientation
of the cross section, respectively. B(S) is assumed to be of unit length and
lying in IT. The natural configuration is stress free, so that the vector B(S)
(also called the director) is orthogonal to T(S) . In this case

B(S) = - sin 8(S)el + cos 8(S)e2 ' (8.4.29)

The equilibrium and geometrical equations in the system x - B - y are
, 2

0, V = -pw y ,

V(I + E) cos '19 - H(I + E) sin '19 ,

(1 +E)cos'l9, fi' = (1 +E)sin'l9. (8.4.30)

where we used quantities already introduced, and E is the axial strain; that
is, if r = xel + fie2 is the position vector of an arbitrary point on the rod
axis in the deformed state, then 1 + E = Idr/dSI . To (8.4.30) we adjoin the
boundary conditions (8.4.4). The deformed configuration is specified when two
vector functions , that is, the position vector of an arbitrary point on the rod
axis r(S) and the director b(S) (a unit vector orthogonal to the cross section
in the deformed state), are specified. Let ip be the rotation angle of the cross
section. Then, b(S) becomes

b(S) = - sin(8 + <p)el + cos(8 + <p)e2 '

Let eg = el x e2. We define a = b x cg, so that

a(S) = cos(8 + <p)el + sin(8 + <p)e2 '

(8.4.31)

(8.4.32)
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The strains are taken to be the derivative of the rotation angle rp' and two
functions ~(S) and 7/(S) defined by

t = r' = [1 + ~(S)la+7/(S)b. (8.4.33)

Introducing the shear angle 'Y as the angle between a(S) and t, we obtain the
following relation:

'Y = ('l9 - 8) - rp .

With (8.4.34) the strains ~(S) and 7/(S) become [67]

(8.4.34)

~ = (1 + E) cos-y, 7/ = (1 + E) sin 'Y. (8.4.35)

Let the internal (also called contact) force F and the resultant couple M in an
arbitrary cross section of the rod be represented as F = Qb+Na and M = Me3.
Then we assume that (see [67))

N = EA[(1 + e) cos-j - 1], Q = GA(1 +E) sin-v, M = -et«, (8.4.36)

where EA, GA, and El are extensional, shear, and bending rigidities, respec
tively. They are all taken to be positive constants. From the definitions of Q
and N , we have

Q = -H sin(8 + rp) + V cos(8 + rp), N = H cos(8 + rp) + V sin(8 + rp) .
(8.4.37)

Thus H and V could be expressed in terms of ~ and 7/. In our case (8.4.37)
simplifies, since from (8.4.30h, (8.4.4h we get H(S) = O. Then, introducing a
new variable 'l/J = 8 + 'P in (8.4.30), we obtain

V" 2 [ . (Sin
2'l/J

cos
2
'l/J)]-pw sm'l/J+V EA + GA '

- :1 [1 + V (;A - dA) Sin'l/J] cos'l/J + K~. (8.4.38)

Finally, we introduce the nondimensional quantities (8.4.5) and additionally

El
;3= EAP'

El
fJ-= GAL2'

, 2
12 =KoL. (8.4.39)

Also, let 1L = - W / A be the new dependent variable, so that the system (8.4.38)
transforms to [151

1L A[sin'l/J - Au(;3sin2 'l/J + fJ-COS2 'l/J)] - ~ ,

Au[1 - Au(;3 - JL) sin 'l/J] cos 'l/J + h . (8.4.40)
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The boundary conditions corresponding to (8.4.40) are

u(O) = 0, u(l) = 0, 1/1 (0) = 0, 1/1(1) = 0,

279

(8.4.41)

where () = 1t (.). In writ ing (8.4.41h we assume d that the rod is "welded" at
t = O. We call t he rod described by (8.4.40), (8.4.41) the imperfect rod and we
call th e init ially st raight rod th at is not loaded by external load , tha t is, h = 0,
the perfect rod. In the case of the perfect rod system, (8.4.40) becomes

Au[l - AU({3 - IL) sin 1/1] cos 1/1. (8.4.42)

The functions UQ = 1/10 = 0 are solut ions to (8.4.42) , (8.4.41) for all values of A.
We call this solution th e trivial solution for th e perfect rod .

Consider now the functionals I 1 and 12 defined by

and

{

2 . 2 }1 -iL 1/1 . Au2 •
Iz= 1 2 +2 +A[u Slll 1/1 --2-({3S1112 1/1 + ILCos

2
1/1)] dt . (8.4.44)

The funct ionals h and Iz represent the total potential energy of outer forces
(loads) and inner forces for rotat ing rod and perfect rotating rod, respect ively.

Note th at from (8.4.44) we conclude that (8.4.42) possesses the following
first integral of Jacobi ty pe (see sect ion 1.4):

(8.4.45)

. 2
From the boundary conditions it follows tha t I< = U (1) / 2. Using this value
and (see definition of U given after (8.4.39) and (8.4.30h)

we get

1L = -t y(p)dp, (8.4.46)

(8.4.47)
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For the perfect rod without the influence of shear and extensibility (0 = 1.£ = 0),
the system (8.4.40) reduces to

..
u= Xsin 1/>, 1/> = >.ucos1/>, (8.4.48)

a problem that was treated earlier in this chapter (see (8.4.10)) . In this case
the first integral (8.4.47) becomes

(8.4.49)

We treat the problem of determining the stability boundary for the perfect
rod described by (8.4.42) , (8.4.41) by the use of 12 given by (8.4.44) . The second
variation of 12 calculated at Uo = 0, 1/>0 = 0, >. + .6.>' reads

0212 (uo, 1/>0 ' >. + .6.>',bu,01/»

11

{(Oit)2 + (0~)2 +2(>'+.6.>')

x [ouo1/> -1.£(>' + .6.>') (ou)2]} dt.

Again, we consider the linearized problem (8.4.42), that is,

(8.4.50)

u= >.(1/> - >'/Lu) ,
..

1/> = >.u, (8.4.51)

subject to (8.4.41). Eigenvalues of (8.4.51) , (8.4.41) are solutions of the following
equation:

(8.4.52)

Equation (8.4.52) has a countable number of positive solutions. To see this,
note that (8.4.52) could be written as F1 (>.) = F2(>.), where

F1(>' ) = >.2 ,
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Since F1 (>.) is increasing and F2 (>') is oscillating with increasing amplitude,
that is, larger than the value of F1(>.), it follows that (8.4.52) has a countable
increasing sequence of eigenvalues. The eigenfunctions Un and 'l/Jn corresponding
to >'n are

Un = {
sfn - >'~8 [ S2nCn cos Slnt + cosh S2nt + . .
s~n + >'~8 SIn sinh S2n - S2n sm SIn

(S~n + >'~8) cos SIn + (sfn - >'~8) coshS 2 ]
X 3 2

S2n + >',,8

X [sin Slnt - sIn sinh S2n t]} ,
S2n

'l/Jn = (8.4.54)

(8.4.56)

In (8.4.54) we used the following notation:

1/2

_ [->'~8 + J>'~8 + 4>'~]
S2n - 2

(8.4.55)

Let>. = >'ll where >'1 is the smallest solution of (8.4.52). Note that (8.4.51)
leads to

t ·2 .
2

22
Jo {U1+ 'l/J1+ >'I!2Ul'l/J1 -tt>'l udldt = O.

Taking 8u = CUI, 8'l/J = c:'l/Jl with E; « 1, in (8.4.50) we obtain

8212(uo,'l/Jo, >. = >'1 + t:.>. ,81L, 8'l/J)

= c:2 /::,., >. 1
1
{[2Ul'l/J1 - 2tt>'1ui - tt>'1 ui

-tt (>'1 + /::,.,>.)2 ui]) dt . (8.4 .57)

Since in the first mode, that is, for>. = >'1 , we have Ul (t) :s; O,'l/Jl (t) 2: 0,
we conclude that 82Iz < 0 if /::,.,>. > O. Therefore, when >. > >'1, where >'1 is
the smallest root of (8.4.53) the functional (8.4.44) is not in a minimum at
Uo = 'l/Jo = 0, and we have instability.
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8.5 Rod Loaded by a Force and a Torque

The problem of det ermining the stability boundary of a twisted and axially
compressed rod is indeed an old one. In this section we shall formulate a vari
ational principle for such a rod and derive an equation that will be used for
optimizat ion of the rod shape .

Suppose tha t th e rod is loaded by a compressive force of intensity P and a
torsiona l couple of intensity Mt , as shown in Figure 8.5.1. In our analysis we
shall follow [19J.

T

p

The compressive force P = -PelO is of constant intensity P = const . and ori
ented along the XlO axis of a fixed rectangular Cartesian coordinate system
X lo, X2 0 , and X 30 with uni t vectors elO, e20, and e30, resp ectively. The couple
(torque) is given as T = Mte lO with M, = cons t . The end 0 1 of the rod is fixed
to an unmovable rigid plate, laying in the X 20 - X 30 coordinate plane , so that
t he cross sect ion of the rod that is in contact with the rigid plate does not have
any rot ation (welded end). At the end 02 , the rod is welded to a movabl e rigid
plate th at can move freely but must remain parallel to the coordinate plane
X 20 - X30 . Let S be t he arc length of the rod axis in the undeformed state, so
that S E [0, £1, where L is the length of the rod . We specify the configuration
of the rod by one vector function r (S) , specifying the position of a point on
the rod axis and by orientation of th e Cartesian coordinate system with axes
Xl! X2 , X3 oriented along the normal to the cross section (tangent to the rod
axis) and along the principal directions of the rod cross section at an ar bit rary
point 0 of t he rod axis, respectively. Thus we have

(8.5.1)

We denote by el ,eZ,e3 the unit vectors along th e Xl!XZ,X3 , respecti vely. The
orientat ion of th e system el, e2, e3 with respect to the unit vectors par allel with
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elO , e20 , e 30 and passing through point 0 is given by three Euler-type angles.
We take ship angles (see [68]) th at brin g e i o , e 20, e 30 to ej , e2 , e3 by the sequence
of the following three rotations. The first is rotat ion of the amount Bj abou t
the X IO axis. The next rotat ion is about the ( axis for an amount 83 (see Figur e
8.5.2).

()2

e3 fL-:L~i--::~
J.-~:::e~30 :~ t;~

1

Figure 8.5.2

The last rot ation is of the amount B2 about the axis X2 . All rotat ions are per
formed counterclockwise. Th e vector w ("the angular velocity vecto r" ) is defined
as

(8.5.2)

where, as usual , 0 ' = d/dS(·) and I-t is th e uni t vector along th e (axis. From
(8.5.2) we obtain the components of w in the local coordina te system ej , e 2, e3.

Thus, w =Wje j +W2e2 + W3 e3 wit h

Note that

B~ - B~ sin B3 ,

B~ cos B3 sin B2 + B~ cos B2 • (8.5.3)

(8.5.4)

The three quantities (Wj ,W2,W3) are strains in the classical Bernoulli-Euler rod
theory that we use (see [5]). The equilibrium equations for the rod can be
writ ten as

F ' = 0, M ' = - r' x F , (8.5.5)
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where F =Fj ej + F2e2 + F aea is the contact force, M =M j ej + M2e2 + Maea
is the contact couple, and we assume that there are no distributed forces. The
constitut ive equation for the contact couple is taken in the form

(8.5.6)

where All , A22, Aa3 are constants. All is called torsi onal , while A22 and Aaaare
bending rigidities. In standard engineering notation we have All = Glo,An =
EI22, Aa3 = Elaa, where G is th e shear modulus, E is the elasticity modulus,
10 the polar moment of inertia of the cross section, and 122 and h a are axial
moments of inertia of th e cross section for the axes X2 and X3, respectively. By
using (8.5.6) in (8.5.3), (8.5.5) and by solving (8.5.3) for 8~, 8; , 8~ we obtain

, M2 M a
F j +Fa- -F2- = 0,

A22 Aa3
, Ma M,

F2 + F j - - Fa- = 0,
Aaa All

r M, M2
F3 +F2- -Fj - = 0,

An A22

M; + (_1 1_) M2Ma 0,
A22 Aaa

M; + (_1 1_) M jM3 Fa ,
A3a All

M~ + (_1 1_) M j M2 - F2,
All A22

t C2 M, 82 M3
81 --+--

C3 An Ca Aa3'
t C28a u, M2 828a Ma

82 --+-+--,
ca An A22 Ca A33

, M l M a r

Ba - 82- + C2-, XJO = C2Ca,
All A3a ,

x20 = Cj C28a + 8182, Xao = C28 18a - C182 , (8.5.7)

where Cl = cos 81 , 8 1 = sin 8j , .. . ,83 = sin Ba , and the last three equations follow
from (8.5.4) . Note also that in writing (8.5.7) we assumed that C3 =I 0. The
boundary conditions corresponding to the rod shown in Figure 8.5.1 are

r. (L ) -P, F2(L) =0, F3 (L) = 0,

u, (L ) u; B2(L)=0, 8a(L) = 0,

81 (0) 0, 82 (0) = 0, 8a (0) = 0,

XJO (0) 0, X20 (0) = 0, X30 (0) = O. (8.5.8)

In the analysis th at follows, we assume that the rod has axial symmetry, so that
A22 = Aa3. The system (8.5.7) , (8.5.8) has two first integrals:
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F]M] + F2M2+ F3M3 = - PMt , F? + Fi + F.:t = p 2. (8.5.9)

The first integral (8.5.9h is the scalar product of vectors F and M , while the
second expresses the fact th at th e intensity of contact force in an arbitrary cross
sect ion is const ant. By using the axial symmetry in (8.5.7), we obtain

, 1
F] + -A (F3M2 - F2M3) = 0,

22

, M 3 M 1F2+F1- -F3 - = 0,
A22 All

, M 2 M 1F3 - F1 - +F2- = 0,
An All

, ,
X20 = CIC2 83 + 8]82 , X30 = C28 1S3 - C j S2,

(8.5.10)

subjected to (8.5.8) . Note th at (8.5.10)4 together with (8.5.8)4 leads to

Iv! ] = Mt . (8.5.11)

Thus, th e component of a moment at every cross sect ion in th e direction of the
tangent to the rod axis is equal to the applied torque. For furth er analysis we
shall need t he syste m (8.5.10), in a slightly different form .

After the use of (8.5.11), (8.5.10) becomes

, 1
F1 + -A(F3 M 2 - F2M 3 ) = 0,

22

, M3 M,
F2 + F] - - F3 - =0,

A22 All

, M 2 M,
F3 - F]- + F2- = 0,

A22 All
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M~ =0,

I t

x20 = C1 C28a + 8182, Xao = C28l8a - C182 ·

(8.5.12)

Also, by use of (8.5.11) the first integrals (8.5.9) become

F1Mt + F2M2 + FaMa = -PMt , Fr + Fi + F; = p 2. (8.5.13)

We introduce next the variables

X2 = M? + M;, Xa = F2M2 + FaMa, X4 = F2Ma - FaM2.

By differentiating (8.5.13h and using (8.5.12) we get

(8.5.14)

, X4
F1 = - ·

A22

Further, by differentiating (8.5.14) and using (8.5.12) we obtain

(8.5.15)

(8.5.16)X~

x; I M,
-2X4 , X a = --AX 4 ,

22

F1 u, (2 2)--X2+-Xa+ (Fl ) -P .
A22 A22

It can be seen that the system (8.5.15), (8.5.16) has the following first integrals:

(8.5.17)

From system (8.5.15)-(8.5.17) we derive the following second-order equation:

[(A22F~)'] (p2 - (Fr)2) + A22(F~fFl

+~2 (P+Fl)2 + (p2 _ (Fl)2f = O. (8.5.18)
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The boundary conditions corresponding to (8.5.18) follow from (8.5.8) and the
condit ion of global equilibrium of forces in the XlO direction. Thus, we have

Fd O) = - P, FdL) = -P. (8.5.19)

Let B be the Euler angle of nutation , that is, the angle between el and elO·
Then,

Fl = - Pcos B.

With (8.5.20) , equat ion (8.5.18) becomes

p 3sin3B [(A22 B' ) ' + M? sinB 2 +PsinB] =0.
An (1 + cos B)

If IBI < 71" , from (8.5.21) we obt ain

(8.5.20)

(8.5.21)

(8.5.22)(
' )' M? sinB .A22B + - 2 + PsmB = O.

A22 (1+ cos B)

Note that in writing (8.5.22) we assumed PolO. The boundary condit ions
corresponding to (8.5.22) are obtained from (8.5.19) and (8.5.20) so th at

B(O) = O, B(L )=O. (8.5.23)

The system (8.5.22), (8.5.23) will be th e basis for our optimization problem .
For the case P = 0, that implies Fl = F2 = F3 = 0, from (8.5.12h,6,8 ,9, with

(8.5.24)

we obtain

(cos B) '

x~ (8.5.25)

The variable X 2 in (8.5.25) is given by (8.5.14h and cos B= C2C3 . By using the
same procedure as in th e case Pl'O we obtain

3 [( ' )' M? sinB ]sin B A22B + -A 2 = O.
22 (1 + cos B)

From (8.5.26) it follows that

(
') ' . M? sin B 0A220 + - 2 = .

A22 (1 + cos B)

Thus, equati on (8.5.22) is valid fOT all values of P.

(8.5.26)

(8.5.27)
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Equations (8.5.22), (8.5.23) are Euler-Lagrange equations of the following
variational problem: determine the minimum of the functional I given as

(
( ,)2 )

1
£ A22 e M2

1= - t + pcose d.S (8.5.28)
o 2 A22(1+cose)

for e E C2 (0, L) and satisfying (8.5.23). The necessary condition for the mini
mum of I, that is,

8I (B, 8B) = 0, (8.5.29)

(8.5.30)

(8.5.33)

is satisfied on the solution of (8.5.22).
Note that the integrand in functional (8.5.28) does not depend on t if A22=

const. (i.e., the rod has constant cross section). Then, there is a Jacobi-type
first integral of the Euler-Lagrange equations (8.5.22) that reads

A22 (B'f Mr _
2 + A ( B) - PcosB - const.22 1 + cos

Also, the stability condition for the rod with constant cross section can be
obtained from the second variation of (8.5.28). Calculating 82I (Bo = 0, 8B) , we
obtain

82I (Bo = 0, 8B) = 1£ [A22 (89,)2 - (~~ + p) (8B)2] as. (8.5.31)

From (8.5.23) we conclude that 8B (0) = 8B (L) = 0 so that (see [74])

(i)21£ (89)2ss s 1£ (8B') 2as. (8.5.32)

By using (8.5.32), (8.5.31) we obtain that 821(Bo = 0, 8B) ;::: 0, if the condition

A22(fl 2: ((M;r/An) + p) is satisfied. Thus the critical load parameters
MCT> Pcr are determined from

A22(if = (~!; +Pcr) .

The stability boundary (8.5.33) agrees with the stability boundary obtained
by other methods [23] . Next we use (8.5.28) with A22 = const. to obtain an
approximate solution to (8.5.22), (8.5.23). Let

t =~, >'1 = ~:~, >'2 = :~:. (8.5.34)

Then, (8.5.22), (8.5.23) become

.. 2 sinB .
B+>'1 2+>'2smB=0, B(O)=O(l)=O,

(1 + cos B)
(8.5.35)
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where ( ) = d(·)/dt . The functi onal (8.5.28) with I = JL2/A22 reads

1(.2 )- B 2 1
I = r - ->'1 ( ) + >'2 cos B dt .la 2 1 +cosB

Let us assume an approxima te solut ion (8.5.35) in the form

e = Clt4 + C2t3 + C3t2 + C4t + Os.
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(8.5.36)

(8.5.37)

T he boundary conditions imply that Cs = 0, C4 = - (Cl + C2+ C3) . Thus, t he
function (8.5.36) becomes

(8.5.38)

We determine Cl, C2 , and C3 by the Ritz met hod . Let >'1 = 1, >'2 = 10. By sub
stit uti ng (8.5.38) into (8.5.36) and using the conditions ettoc, = 0, aI/aC2 =
0, we obtain

Cl = 1.946, C2 = -3.892, C3 = 0.151.

With these values t he approximate solution to (8.5.35) reads

e = 1.946t4
- 3.892t3 + 0.15lt2 + 1.795t .

(8.5.39)

(8.5.40)

In Table 8.5 .1 we compare the num erical solution B to (8.5.35) with the approx
imate solution e given by (8.5.40).

Table 8.5.1

t 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
B 0 0.337 0.544 0.544 0.337 0
e 0 0.337 0.543 0.543 0.337 0

8.6 Optimal Shape of a Simply Supported Rod
(Lagrange 's Problem)

T he problem of det erm ining th e shap e of the rod of grea tes t efficiency (a rod
having minimum volume for given buckling load) was, for the case of a simply
supported rod loaded by concentrated forces at its ends, formulated by Lagrangc
in 1773. The solution of the problem was obtained by many authors. Here we
shall present a solution to Lagrange's problem obtained by use of the Pontryagin
principle. Consider a rod shown in Figure 8.6.1.

L

8 )
y T =8

Figure 8.6.1
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The differential equation determining the rod axis reads (see (8.2.7))

d~ (EI:~) +FsinB=O. (8.6.1)

The boundary conditions corresponding to the rod shown in Figure 8.6.1 are

dB
d5 (5 = 0),

dB
-(5=L)=0.
dS

(8.6.2)

We assume that I = aA2 (5) , where a = const ., so that (8.6.2) becomes

(aA 2 (5) B')' + FsinB = O.

The trivial solution to (8.6.3), (8.6.2) is

Bo = O.

(8.6.3)

(8.6.4)

Let B = Bo+ AB. By substituting this into (8.6.3) we obtain (after linearization)

(8.6.5)

where we omitted A in front of AB. Introducing dimensionless parameters

in (8.6.5) we obtain

S
t= L'

F
A = aEL2'

A
a= L2 (8.6.6)

subject to

( a20)'+ AB = 0,

0(0) = 0, 0(1) = 0,

(8.6.7)

(8.6.8)

where ft (-) = (-)' . The dimensionless volume of the rod is

w=l l a
(t )dt . (8.6.9)

The Lagrange problem reads : determine the cross sectional area a (t) 2: 0, t E
(0,1) ,such that for given w the smallest eigenvalue in (8.6.7), (8.6.8) is maximal.
Alternatively, we may assume that A is given and reformulate the Lagrange
problem as: for given A find a (t) 2: 0, t E (0,1), such that A is the smallest
eigenvalue of (8.6.7) , (8.6.8) and w given by (8.6.9) is minimal.

We solve the second form of the Lagrange problem by using the Pontryagin
maximum principle. We introduce new variables

Xl = B,
2 •

X 2 = aB, (8.6.10)
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so that (8.6.7) becomes

• X2 . \
XI = a Z ' X z = - AXI,

subject to

XZ(O) = O, xz (l ) = O.
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(8.6.11)

(8.6.12)

Then, we formulate an optimizati on problem as: find a (t ) 2: 0 such tha t

(8.6.13)

is minimal, subject to differential constraints (8.6.11). We form a Hamiltonian
(see 7.6.6) as

From (7.6.9) we obtain

X z
H = a + PI 2" - PzAXI.

a
(8.6.14)

. 8H \
PI = - - = APZ,

8xI

subject to (see (7.6.11))

. DH PI
Pz = - - = - -,

8xz aZ
(8.6.15)

PI (0) = 0, PI (1) = O.

The condition (7.6.10) reads

DH X z- = 1 - 2p I - = o.
81L a3

It can be seen that the solut ion of (8.6.15)' (8.6.16) is given as

(8.6.16)

(8.6.17)

(8.6.18)

There is a possibili ty to take PI = xz/2,pz = -xJ!2, but this choice would not
provide a (t) 2: O. With (8.6.18) the condition (8.6.17) gives

a = (x~)1 /3 .

Ret urn ing to t he system (8.6.11) we use (8.6.19) to obtain (m = xz)

.. A 0
m+ m l / 3 = ,

subject to

m (O) = 0, m (l ) = O.

(8.6.19)

(8.6.20)

(8.6.21)
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Note that the optimality condition (8.6.19) reads

in agreement with [59] . By using m. = ~:rh in (8.6.20) we get

1 . 2 3 2/32(m) + 2>.m = C = const.

(8.6.22)

(8.6.23)

We take the constant in (8.6.23) as C = (3/2) >'C~/3, where Co is another
constant. By using the symmetry of the problem, that is, rh (t = 1/2) = 0, we
conclude that Co = m (t = 1/2) = mo oThen, (8.6.23) leads to

. 2 [ ( ) 2/3](~) = ~>. (mo)2/3 1 - ~ .

Introducing a new variable

and separating variables in (8.6.24) we obtain

(8.6.24)

(8.6.25)

f3 1 [ () 1/3 ( ) 1/3V>: (mo)2/3 2 arcsin :::0 - :::0 (
m )2/3

1- 
mo

(8.6.26)

where Cl is another constant. Applying the boundary conditions rh (t = 1/2)
= 0 and m (1) = 0 we obtain

f3 2/37l" 1
Cl = V>: (mo) 4" - 2'

Therefore (8.6.26) becomes

1 [ . (m) 1/3 ( m ) 1/3- arcsm - --
tt mo mo )

2/3

1 - (:::0 = t.

(8.6.27)

(8.6.28)

The constant mo is determined from the constraint. Thus by using (8.6.25) and
(8.6.22) in (8.6.9) we get

11 1 2v2 3
W = 2 aov2

- .;1="V2dv = -ao ,
o 7l" 1-v2 4

where ao = a (t = 1/2) . Also, from (8.6.29) we obtain

4
ao = :lw,

(8.6.29)

(8.6.30)
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so that mo = (4wj3)3/2. Now by observing (8.6.22) we write (8.6.28) as

~ [arcsin (:0) 1/2 _(~:)1/2 J1 - (:J]= t = %. (8.6.31)

(8.6.33)~ sin2 0,

4 2
311" .

a

Finally, (8.6.26) , when subst it uted in (8.6.20) , leads to

3 2 24 22A= 411" (ao) = 311" W . (8.6.32)

Thus, for given A we determine ao from (8.6.32) and the opt ima l shape of the
rod from (8.6.31). Oft en the solution is written in parametric form as follows.
Take m = mo sin3 () and w = 1. Then (8.6.22) and (8.6.28) become [59]

1 .() - 2sm 20 = 11"t , 0 :::; t :::; 1,

The method used here is st rongly dependent on the fact that A is a simple
eigenvalue of the problem (8.6.7), (8.6.8) or (8.6.11) , (8.6.12) . For the case
when A is not a simple eigenvalue, the optimality condit ion (8.6.22) is different.
We refer to [31], [99], and [101] for this case .

8.7 Optimal Shape of a Rod Loaded by
Distributed Follower Force

In this sect ion we study the problem of determining a Pftiiger rod of greatest
efficiency. A Pfliiger rod is a simply supported rod loaded by a uniformly dis
t ributed follower-type load (see [86]). The uniformly distributed follower load
is a nonconservative load . It is interest ing, however, th at th e Pfliiger rod loses
stability by divergence, so that the stability analysis could be based on st atic
(Euler) method. We shall formulat e an opt imizat ion problem to determine the
necessary condi tions for th e minimum of volume and determine the optimal
distribution of the material along the rod axis. We follow the presentation of
[16].

Consider a rod shown in Figure 8.7.1. The rod is simply supported at both
ends with end C movable. The axis of the rod is initially straight and the rod
is loaded by a uniforml y distributed follower-type load of const ant inte nsity qo.

We sha ll assume that the rod axis has length L and th at it is inextensible.

B C x

~
' ..~-~

dS '
I
Yy

Figure 8.7.1
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(8.7.1)

Let x - B - y be a Cartesian coordinate system with the origin at the point B
and with the x axis oriented along the rod axis in the undeformed state. The
equilibrium equations are (see [14])

~~ = -qx , ~~ = -qy, ~~ = -Vcos8+HsinO,

where H and V are components of the contact force along the x and y axis,
respectively, M is the bending moment, and 8 is the angle between the tangent
to the rod axis and the x axis. Also, in (8.7.1), qx and qy are components of
the distributed forces along the x and y axis, respectively. Since the distributed
force is tangent to the rod axis we have

To the system (8.7.1) we adjoin the following geometrical relations:

(8.7.2)

and constitutive relation

dx
dS = cos 0,

dy . Ll
- =Slnu
dS '

(8.7.3)

dO M
dS= Er

(8.7.4)

In (8.7.3) and (8.7.4) we use x and y to denote coordinates of an arbitrary point
of the rod axis and El to denote the bending rigidity. The boundary conditions
corresponding to the rod shown in Figure 8.7.1 are

x(O)

y(L)
0, y(O) = 0,

0, M(L) = 0,

M(O) = 0,

H(L) = 0. (8.7.5)

The system (8.7.1)-(8.7.5) possesses a trivial solution:

-qo(L - S) , VO(S) = 0, MO(S) = 0,

S, yO(S) = 0, OO(S) = 0. (8.7.6)

In order to formulate the minimum volume problem for the rod, we take the
cross-sectional area A(S) and the second moment of inertia I(S) of the cross
section in the form

A(S) = Aoa(S) , I(S) = Ioa2(S), (8.7.7)

where Ao and 10 are constants (having dimensions of area and second moment
of inertia, respectively) . For the case of a rod with circular cross section we have
the connection between Ao and 10 given by 10 = (lj47l")Aij. Let b.H, ..., b.0 be
the perturbations of H, ..., 0 defined by

H

x

V = VO + b.V, M = MO + b.M,
y = yO + b.y, 0 = 0° + b.0. (8.7.8)
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Then, by introducing t he following dimensionless quantities
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t:.HL2 t:.V L2 t:.ML
h

EIo
, v = - - -, m = EIo 'EIo

~
t:.x t:.y S A _ qoL3

(8.7.9)
L ' r/=L ' t= L' - E Io'

and by substituting (8.7.7) in (8.7.1)-(8.7.5) we arrive at the following nonlinear
system of equations describing nontrivial configuration of the rod :

h

m

- A(I - cosO), v= AsinO,

- v cos O+ [- A(1 - t) + h]sinO,
. m

1 - cos 0, .;, = sin 0; 0 - -./ - a2 '
(8.7.10)

where (-) = d(-)/dt. The boundary conditions corresponding to (8.7.10) are

~(O)

'1)(1 )

0, '1)(0) = 0,

0, m(l) = 0,

m(O) = 0,

h(l) = O. (8.7.11)

Note that t he system (8.7.10)-(8.7.11) has the solution h(t) = 0, ...,O(t) = 0 for
all values of A. Next we linearize (8.7.10) to obtain

h 0, v= AO , m= -v - A(1 - t)O ,

1] = 0,
. m

~ 0, 0=2" 'a
(8.7.12)

By using boundary conditions (8.7.11) in (8.7.12) we conclude that het) = ~(t) =
0, and t he rest of equations (8.7.12) could be reduced to

subject to

" A ( )m+2" I-t m =O,
a

m(O) = m(l) = O.

(8.7.13)

(8.7.14)

The sys tem (8.7.13)-(8.7.14) constitutes a linear spectral problem. For t he case
when 0 < a(t) < 00, t E (0, 1) the eigenvalues 0 < Al < A2 < Ai < 00, are simple
and the only accumulation point is at infinity. The theorem of Krasnoselskii.e!
when applied to our problem (see [89]), states that eigenvalues of the linear
spectral problem (8.7.13)-(8.7.14) determine the bifurcation points of the non
linear system (8.7.10)-(8.7.11). Thus the bifurcation points of (8.7.13)-(8.7.14)
are of t he form (0, An), where An are eigenvalues of the system (8.7.13)-(8. 7.14).

21 If the eigenvalues of the linearized problem are of odd algebraic multiplicity, then they
determine the bifurcation points of the nonlinear problem. In our case, eige nvalues of t he
linearized problem are simple (algebraic and geometric mu ltiplicities are equal to 1), and t he
conditions of KrasnoseIskii theorem are satisfied.
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Therefore, the rod of greatest efficiency is the one that has minimal volume for
fixed lowest eigenvalue )'1 of (8.7.13)-(8.7.14). Thus, for the rod of the greatest
efficiency we have to minimize

subject to

Vo =11

a(t)dt, (8.7.15)

(8.7.16)

with boundary conditions (8.7.14). In (8.7.16) we consider ),1 to be known . Vo
in (8.7.15) denotes the dimensionless volume of the rod.

To determine a(t) such that Vo is minimal, we shall again use the Pontryagin
maximum principle. Let us rewrite optimization problem (8.7.15)-(8.7.16) as
follows.

Find the control u(t) such that 0 < u(t) < 00, t E (0,1), for which the
optimality criterion

Vo =11

u(t)dt ,

attains minimum value . The governing differential equations are

(8.7.17)

XI

(8.7.18)

subject to

XI(O) =0, xI(1)=0.

For the system (8.7.17)-(8.7.18) the Hamiltonian (see (7.6.6» reads

),1
H = u +PIX2 - P22'(1 - t)x],

u

(8.7.19)

(8.7.20)

(8.7.21)

where the variables PI and P2 have to satisfy the following system of differential
equations (see (7.6.9» :

. oH),1 ( ) . oH
PI = -- = - 1 - t P2 , P2 = -- = -PI,

OXI u2 8X2

subject to

P2(0) = 0, P2(1) = o.

The optimality condition (7.6.10) or (7.6.13) leads to

eu 2),1
--;:;- = 1 + -3(1 - t)XIP2 = O.
vU U

(8.7.22)

(8.7.23)
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By solving (8.7.23) for u we obtain
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(8.7.24)

Comparison of the boundary value problems (8.7.18)-(8.7.19) and (8.7.21)
(8.7.22) lead to the conclusion t hat

T herefore, the control variable u(t) given by (8.7.24) becomes

[
2]1/31L= 2>'1(1- t)x I .

(8.7.25)

(8.7.26)

Note t hat by using (8.7.25) in (8.7.20) we have (f}2H/8u2 ) > 0 so that the
necessary condition for a minimum of H is satisfied. By subst ituting (8.7.26)
into (8.7.18) we arrive at a single differential equation

subject to

x(O) = 0, x(l ) = O.

(8.7.27)

(8.7.28)

In (8.7.27) and (8.7.28) we used x(t ) = XI(t), ;\ = (>'d4)1/3. Note that the end
points t = 0 and t = 1 are singular points of the problem (8.7.27)-(8.7.28). To
examine the local behavior of the solution near end points, we first transform
t he independent variable t to ( = 1 - t . Then (8.7.27) becomes

subject to

x(O) = 0, x(l) = O.

(8.7.29)

(8.7.30)

In (8.7.29) we agai n used (.) = dO/de. Suppose that t he solution x(() of
(8.7.29)-(8.7.30) in t he vicinity of ( = 0 behaves as

x(() C(CX [1+ al( + a2(2 + a3(3 + a4(4 + .. .] ,
( -> 0, (8.7.31)

where C, et, and cu , i = 1,2 , ..., are constants. By subs tituting (8.7.31) in (8.7.29)
we conclude t hat

et 1, a l = _ ~ ;\C-4/3. _ 1 ;\2C - 8/3
2 ' a2 - - 36 '

7 - 3 - 4 _ _ ~;\4C-16/3 (8.7.32)a3 -1296>' C , a4 - 15552 .
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In (8.7.32) the constant C remains undetermined. It is related to the first
derivative of x at (= 0, namely, C = X(O). Note that from (8.7.29) and (8.7.32)
it follows that

limi(() = -C;/3'
(-0

(8.7.33)

To solve (8.7.29) numerically we shall write the first-order system of differential
equations

X· I = X2, x· \ ('1/3x- 1/3
2 = -/I." 1 . (8.7.34)

Then, we choose X2(0) = C and solve (8.7.34) as an initial value problem. The
boundary condition XI (1) = 0 will be satisfied by the shooting method. In
the first integration step, the right hand-side of (8.7.34h will be equated with
(8.7.33) .

We shall now formulate two variational principles for the boundary value
problem (8.7.27)-(8.7.28). Let X be the following function space :

X = {X(t) : X(t) E C2(0, l) jX(O) = X(I) = O}, (8.7.35)

(8.7.36)

where C2(0, 1) is the space of cont inuous functions mapping (0,1) into real R,
having continuous first and second derivatives. Next we consider the variational
problem

minI(X) = t [~X2 _ ~X(1 _ t)1/3 X 2/3] dt
XEX Jo 2 2

for X(t) E X . It is easy to see that the minimizing element of (8.7.36), if it
exists, satisfies (8.7.27)-(8.7.28). Therefore,

8I(x,6x) = O. (8.7.37)

Hamilton's variational principle (8.7.37) is also called the primal variational
principle (see [8]). Calculating the second variation of (8.7.36) we obtain

62I(x,6x) =11

[(6x)2 + ~X(I- t)1/3x-4/3 (6x)2] dt.

From (8.7.38) it follows that

(8.7.38)

(8.7.39)

where 116xllL2 = U; (6x)2dt)I/2. By combining (8.7.37) and (8.7.39) we con
clude that on the solution x(t) of the boundary value problem (8.7.27) -(8.7.28)
the functional (8.7.36) attains a minimum (see discussion after (5.2.13)):

minI(X) = I(x) .
XEX

(8.7.40)
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Now we proceed to const ruct the dual varia tiona l princ iple (see [8]). Let us de

note by F(t, X, X) the Lagrangian function of the variational principle (8.7.37) ,
that is,

(8.7.41)

(8.7.42)

We get the canonical form of (8.7.27)- (8.7.28) by introducing the variable P as
(see (1.8.1 ))

P= 8~ =X,
8X

and the function Ho(t , X , P) , also called th e Ham iltonian, connected with F by
the Legendre transformation (see (1.8.6))

Ho(t , X , P) = PX - F = ~p2 + ~>'(1 _ t)I /3X 2/3.

The system (8.7.27)-(8.7.28) then becomes

X = 8K = P P= _ 8K = - >'(1 _ t) I /3X- I /3
8P' 8X .

(8.7.43)

(8.7.44)

(8.7.45)

In order to obtain the du al variational principle we first have to solve (8.7.43)

for F . Then , in th e expression so obtained , we substitute X in terms of P from
(8.7.44h and use the resulting expression in (8.7.36). After partial integration
and application of boundary conditions, we obtain

G(P) = I(P, X (P)) = _ rl

[~p2 + ~>.31:- t] dt .la 2 2 p 2

Let x (t ) and p(t) be th e solution of canonical syst em (8.7.44). Then it is easy
to show th at the following dual variationa l pr inciple holds :

8G(p,8p) = 0, (8.7.46)

where th e vari ati on 8p is 8p = P - p and P is an admissible function, that is,
I ,2

PE Y={P : P E C I (O, I );Ja [(I - t )/ P ]dt < oo}. Note also that I( x) =
G (p). The elements of Y need not satisfy any boundary condit ion . However , in

practical applications P is usually expressed as P = X, where X(t) EX. Also,
from (8.7.45) it follows that

82G(p, 8p) = -11

[(8P)2+ 3>.3 1; t (8P)2] dt ~ -11 8PII ~2 ' (8.7.47)

By combining (8.7.46) and (8.7.47) we conclude th at on p(t) the functional
(8.7.45) at tains a maximum:

maxG(P) = G(p).
P EY

(8.7.48)
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From the results (8.7.37), (8.7.39), (8.7.46) , (8.7.47) the following chain of in
equalities could be derived :

G(P) ~ G(p) = I(x) ~ I(X) . (8.7.49)

We shall use (8.7.36) and (8.7.45) to obtain an error estimate of an approximate
solution of (8.7.27), (8.7.28). This is achieved by using the inequality

11 8:i:IIL118xllLoo = sup 18x(t)1 ~ rr; 1 I

tE(O ,I) y2
(8.7.50)

valid for any 8x(t) satisfying 8x(0) = 8x(1) = O. From (8.7.49) and (8.7.50) we
obtain

118xllLoo ~ [I(X) - G(p)JI/2 . (8.7.51)

We present results of numerical integration of the system (8.7.18), (8.7.19). The
value of >'1 was taken as the lowest eigenvalue of the rod with constant cross
section having unit volume . Precisely, we take a(t) = 1, Ao = 7l"m, 10 = 7l"RfJ/4
in (8.7.7) , where Ho is the radius of the cross-section that we assume to be
circular. Then, from (8.7.15) we conclude that Vo = 1. With these values >'1
becomes Al = 18.956266 (see [14]).

1.5

-0.5

-1.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

t
Figure 8.7.2

The numerical solution of (8.7.18), (8.7.19) is shown in Figure 8.7.2. Note that
in accordance with (8.7.24) the cross section of the rod (in our notation u) is
zero at both ends of the rod. By assuming that the optimal rod is also of circular
cross section with the radius r(t) we can take u(t) = A(t)/Ao = (r(t)/Ho)2. The
radius r(t) of the optimal rod as a function of dimensionless arc length is shown
in Figure 8.7.3.

When the volume of the optimal rod is calculated from (8.7.17) we obtain

Vopt =11

u(t)dt = 0.81051. (8.7.52)
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It is interest ing to compare the cr itical force of the rod with constant cross
section having th e same volume as the opt imal rod. The radius of the cross
section of this rod is r o = 0.90028Ro. Th e corresponding dimensionl ess crit ical
load is '\0 = 12.452807.

We now use dual variati onal prin ciples, described in the previous sect ion,
together with th e Ritz method, to determ ine an ana lyt ical approximate solution
of (8.7.27)- (8.7.28) for '\ 1 = 18.956266, already used in numerical treatment.
We assume the solut ion of the proble m in the following form :

(8.7.53)

where Cl ,C2 , and C3 are constants to be determined .

1.00.80.2
0.0

0.0
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1l.4 t 0.6

Figure 8.7.3

Since x(t ) in (8.7.27) repr esent s t he dimensionless moment (see (8.7.13)) we
used this in writing (8.7.53). The index attached to m indicates the number of
free constants that are to be determined. Note that X (t ) given by (8.7.53) is
an admissible function since it satisfies the boundary conditions for all values of
constants Cl, C2 , and C3 . By substituting (8.7.53) into (8.7.36) and minimizing
with respect to Cj, C2, and C3 we obta in Cl = 1.3036, C2 = - 0.4563, C3 =
0.2293 so th at (8.7.53) and the corresponding value of functional I become

m3(t) = 1.3036t(1 - t)( l - 0.4563t + O.2293t2), I( m 3) = -0.4052. (8.7.54)

For the function al G given by (8.7.45) we take the admissible function P(t) in
the form

(8.7.55)

Substituting (8.7.55) in (8.7.45) and maximizing with respect to D I , D2 , and
D3 , we obtain

P(D ,o-,D2, t)

DI

G(P)

D(l + 2Dlt + 3D2t2
) - Dt (2 + 3Dl t + 4D2t2) ,

1.3128, D2 = - 0.4646, D3 = 0.2353,

- 0.4088. (8.7.56)
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From (8.7.55), (8.7.56), and (8.7.51) we obtain the estimate of the error of the
solution (8.7.54) as

116x11L<X> S [I(X) - G(p)]1/2 = 0.06. (8.7.57)

In Figure 8.7.4. we show the numerical (m(t)) and two approximate solutions
m3(t) (given by (8.7.54)) and m2(t) , obtained by minimization of the functional
I for the trial function with two unknown constants, that is, m2(t) = Clt (1 
t)(1 + C2t }. As could be seen from Figure 8.7.4 by increasing the number of
constants in the trial function from two to three, we obtained convergence of
approximate solutions to the exact one. Once we know the approximate solution
m3(t) we can determine the approximate cross-sectional area of the rod from
(8.7.26).

0.3

0.25 /:.~

0.2 /",It) ...o
0.15 :'!tj =O

0.1

0.05 /

0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0

Figure 8.7.4

A generalization of the problem presented here was given in [20], where it was
assumed that a compressive force F is acting at the moving end of the Pfliiger
rod . The resulting equation is (compare with (8.7.27})

x+ [XI (1 - t) + X2]1/3x- l / 3 = 0, (8.7.58)

subject to

x(O) = x(1) = O. (8.7.59)

In (8.7.58) and (8.7.59) we used XI = (~/4) , X2 = (~~: /4) . The case treated
by Keller [59] and in section 8.6 corresponds to Xl = 0, X2 i= O. If the solution of
(8.7.58) and (8.7.59) is known, the cross section of the rod is determined form

a = {2 [4XI(1 - t) + 4).2] x 2 } 1/3. (8.7.60)

Equation (8.7.58) is the Euler-Lagrangian equation of the variational problem
6h = 0, where

t' {I .2 3[- -]1/3 2/3}h(X)= lo 2X -2 AI(1-t)+A2 X dt , (8.7.61)
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and X belongs to the space X defined by (8.7.35). The pro cedure of solving
(8.7.58), (8.7.59) and after that determining th e shape of the optimal rod (op
timal cross section) according to (8.7.60) is similar to the previous case, and is
omitted.

8.8 Optimal Shape of the Rotating Rod

Our intent ion in this sectio n is to formu late an optimization problem for the
rotating rod (see [17]). We start from the equations (8.4.1), (8.4.2), but we use
different dimens ionless quant ities . T hus we introduce

m

S A jj W
L' a = £ 2 ' Y = L' W = £ 3 '

M V ),,2 = pw2£2
E O'£3' v = E O'£2' EO' '

and a new dependent variable

v
u = - );.

From (8.4.1 ), (8.4 .2) and (8.8.1), (8.8.2) we obtain

(8.8.1)

(8.8.2)

u = >.ay, 1n = - >.u cos B, iJ = sin B, (8.8.3)

The boundary condit ions corresponding to the rod shown in Figure 8.4.1 are

u(l) = 0, m(l) = 0, y(O) = 0, B(O) = O. (8.8.4)

The syste m (8.8.3), (8.8.4) possesses a t rivia l solut ion, in which th e axis of the
rod remains st raight for any value of the dimensionless rot ation speed >., in th e
form

1LO = 0, mo = 0, Yo = 0, Ba = O. (8.8.5)

To exa mine stability of the equilibrium configuration (8.8.5) we use the Euler
method. Thus, we assume that

u = Uo + llu , m = mo + llm , ..., B= Ba + llB, (8.8.6)

where llu , ..., llB, denote perturbations of the corresponding variables. Then ,
by subst it uting (8.8.6) int o (8.8.3) and lineari zing th e resulting expressions, we
obtain (omit ting II in front of perturbed variables)

subject to

(8.8.7)

u( l ) = 0, u(O) = 0, B(O) = 0, B(1)a2(1) = 0, y(O) = O. (8.8.8)
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For the bifurcation it is enough to consider

subject to

(8.8.9)

u(l) = 0, u(O) = 0, 8(0) = 0, (8.8.10)

By introducing new variables u = Wl, U = W2, 8 = wa, 9= W4 and the vector
W = [Wl ' W2, Wa, W4J, the system (8.8.9), (8.8.10) can be written in compact form
as22

where A and B are given as

(8.8.11)

[

0 u« 0 0]o 0 0 0
A= 0 0 0 0 '

o 0 0 a2 [

0 0 1 0 ]o 0 0 0
B= 0 0 0 0 .

1 0 0 0

(8.8.12)

Note that the boundary condition (8.8.10)4 that corresponds to m(l) = 0 is
equivalent to 9(1) = 0 if a(l) =I O. However, if a(l) = 0 (as it will be in our
analysis) the condition m(l) = 0 can be satisfied with 9(1) =I O. For fixed A the
existence of a nontrivial solution of (8.8.9), (8.8.10) is a necessary condition for
the loss of stability. The dimensionless volume of the rod is given as

W = 11

a(t)dt . (8.8.13)

We now state the following optimization problem.
For given Adetermine a(t) > 0 for t E (0,1), so that Ais the smallest eigen

value of (8.8.9), (8.8.10) and at the same time W given by (8.8.13) is minimal.
We call the rod with such a(t) the optimal rotating rod. Thus, the optimal

rotating rod is so shaped that any other rod with smaller volume W will buckle
at a rotation speed that is smaller than A. We note that A must be an isolated
eigenvalue in order for nonlinear equilibrium equations to have bifurcation points
at A, and we assume this to be true. Cox and McCarthy [32J pointed out that
the assumption about isolated eigenvalues may be violated if the cross-sectional
area a (t) vanishes too severely when t -+ 1. Thus, in principle, our assumption
may be checked by the method similar to one presented in [32] . This rather
delicate analysis is outside the scope of our presentation.

22The system (8 .8.9) could also be writen as (a2 y)00 - ),2ay = O.
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Let Xl , ..., X4 be a set of dependent variab les defined by
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U= XI, (8.8.14)

Then , th e system (8.8.9) , (8.8.1O) becomes

(8.8.15)

subject to

(8.8.16)

(8.8.17)

The problem of determining the shape a(t} of the optimal rod may be stated
as: determine the fun ction a(t} > 0, t E (0, 1), that minimizes the functional

1=11

a(t }dt,

when th e syste m is describ ed by (8.8.15), (8.8.16). To solve the optimization
problem we use the Pontryagin maximum principle. For syste m (8.8.15) the
Hamiltonian functi on H is

where the variables PI , ..., P4 satisfy

(8.8.18)

. 8H
P2 = -- = - PIa ,

8X2
. 8H P3

P4=-- = --
8X4 a2 '

(8.8.19)

subject to

PI(O) = 0, P2(1} = 0, P3(1} = 0, P4(0) = O.

The optimality cond it ion (see (7.6.1O) or (7.6.13)) leads to

8H X4
-8 = 1 + PIX2 - 2P33" = O.a a

(8.8.20)

(8.8.21)

(8.8.22)

By solving (8.8.21) for a we obtain

{
2P3X4 }I/3

a = 1 + PIX2

Again we note that the solution of the boundary value problem (8.8.15), (8.8.16)
leads to a solution of the boundary value problem (8.8.19), (8.8.20) if we make
the following identificat ion:

(8.8.23)
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There is one more possibility to connect the solutions of (8.8.15), (8.8.16) and
(8.8.19), (8.8.20). This is given by the following identification of dependent
variables: PI = -X2, P2 = X}, P3 = -X4, P4 = X3 . However, this identification is
not of interest since it does not provide a(t} ~ 0 in (8.8.22) and ({j2H/8a2 ) >
o with H given by (8.8.18). Note that here we assumed that A is a simple
eigenvalue of (8.8.15), (8.8.16), so that there exist a single eigenvector with
components (Xl (t) , " ' , X4 (t)). By using (8.8.23) the cross-sectional area a(t)
given by (8.8.22) becomes

(8.8.24)

Note also that with (8.8.23) substituted in (8.8.18) we have (82H/8a2 ) > 0 so
that the necessary condition for the minimum of H is satisfied. From (8.8.24)
and the boundary condition (8.8.16}4, we conclude that

a(l) = O. (8.8.25)

Thus the optimal rod is tapered so that it has zero cross-sectional area and zero
moment of inertia at its free end. Also, when the original variables (see (8.8.14)}
are used in (8.8.24) we obtain

By using the boundary condition (8.8.10) in (8.8.26) we get

· 2 1
a(O}B (O) = "2'

We now transform (8.8.24). First we write it in the form

(8.8.26)

(8.8.27)

(8.8.28)

(8.8.29)

From (8.8.28) we conclude that a (t) =f0 for t E (0, I) . Next, by differentiating
(8.8.28) and by using (8.8.14), (8.8.15) we get

(aiJ\ = AB"!!:.
a

as the optimality condition. Now we transform the system (8.8.7) as follows.
Integrate (8.8.7h to obtain

(~) = Al B(~)~, (8.8.30)
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where we used the fact that U(O) = 0 and a(O) =1= 0 (see (8.8.8h and (8.8.26)) .
Substituting (8.8.30) into (8.8.29), integrating, and using (8.8.27), we obtain

(8.8.31)

Since y = () (see (8.8.7h), the equation (8.8.31) that represents the condition of
optimality may be written as

(8.8.32)

Finally, by differentiating (8.8.7h and using (8.8.30) , we have

(8.8.33)

Therefore, the optimal shape a(t) of the rotating rod is determined from the
solution of the system (8.8.32), (8.8.33) :

(.. 2) " \2ya = /\ ay,

subject to

(8.8.34)

y(O) = 0, y(O) = 0, lim {[ii(t)a2(t))"} = O. (8.8.35)
t-I

We next analyze system (8.8.34), (8.8.35). First, we formulate three different
variational principles corresponding to the system (8.8.34), (8.8.35). Also, we
construct a conservation law corresponding to (8.8.34), (8.8.35).

(a) The variational principle with two arguments. Let W I be the linear
function space defined as

{w =(y ,a) : y E C4(0,1),

a E C2(0 ,1),

Consider the functional

y(O) = y(O) = 0,

a~O , a(I)=O} . (8.8.36)

with the Lagrangian function

(8.8.37)

(8.8.38)

Suppose further that we want to determine the minimum of h on W 1 . We claim
that h is stationary on the solution of (8.8.34), (8.8.35). To prove this, note
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(8.8.39)(.. 2) " ,2ya = A ay,

that the condition of stationarity of h, that is, vanishing of the first variation
oh, leads to the following Euler-Lagrangian equations:

,,2 ).2 2 1 0
ay - 2 Y - 2 = ,

and natural boundary conditions

(8.8.40)

The system (8.8.39), (8.8.40) is equivalent to (8.8.34), (8.8.35).

(b) The variational principle with one argument. We can write system
(8.8.34) , (8.8.35) as a single differential equation of fourth order if we deter
mine a from (8.8.34h and then substitute the result in (8.8.34h . Thus we
obtain

(8.8.41)

subject to

y(O) = 0, y(O) = 0,

1 [ 2 2 ]2
4iP(1) 1 + >. y (1) = 0, (8.8.42)

Consider the space

(8.8.43)

and the functional

(8.8.44)

with Lagrangian function

(8.8.45)
(1 + ).2 y2)

2

F2 = " 2
Y

Then the Euler-Lagrangian equation corresponding to 812 = 0 is equivalent to
(8.8.41) . Note that the natural boundary conditions for the minimization of 12
on the set (8.8.43) are identical to (8.8.42).

(c) The canonical formalism. The variational principle 812 = 0 could be
used to write (8.8.39), (8.8.40) in canonical form. We define a variable (a "mo
mentum") pas

(8.8.46)
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Then, the Hamiltonian (see [107]) function is

.. 3 2/3 ( 2 2)2 /3
H2 = PY - F2 = - 22/3P 1 +). Y .

With (8.8.47) the canonical equations

.. 8H2 .. 8H2
Y= 8p' P= 8y

become
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(8.8.47)

(8.8.48)

[

2 ] 1/ 3
.. _ 4/ 3 2 P
P - -2 ). y (1 + ).2 y2) , tE(O,l).

(8.8.49)

From (8.8.35) and (8.8.46) we obtain the boundary condit ions corresponding to
the system (8.8.49) as

y(O) = 0, y(O) = 0, p(l) = 0, p(l) = 0.

Consider the space W 3 :

W 3= {w = (y,P) : Y E C2(0,1) , y(O) = 0, y(O) = 0,

pE C2(0,1), p(l) = 0, p(l) = O}

and the problem of dete rmining the minimum on W 3 of the functional

with

(8.8.50)

(8.8.51)

(8.8.52)

(8.8.53)

It is easy to see that the condition 5h = °reproduces th e system (8.8.49).
Since F3 does not depend explicitly on t we have a Jacobi-type first integral for
(8.8.49) in the form

. . 3 2/ 3 ( 2 2) 2/3yp + 22 / 3 P 1 +). Y = consi . (8.8.54)

(8.8.55)

We now determine the constant in (8.8.54). By using the boundary conditions
(8.8.50) it follows that

. . 3 2/3 ( 2 2) 2/3 3 [ )]2/ 3
YP+ 22/3P 1 +). Y = C = 22/ 3 p(O .
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We shall use (8.8.55) to check numerical integration of the system (8.8.49).
Namely, we shall, in each step of numerical integration, calculate the left-hand
side of (8.8.55) and compare the value so obtained with the constant on the
right-hand side .

Finally, we note that with (y,p) known, the cross-sectional area a(t) is de
termined from th e equations (8.8.32) and (8.8.46) so that

[
2 ] 1/3

a-at - P
- () - 25(1 + >,2y2) (8.8.56)

For the optimal rod we now derive another important relation. To this end
we multiply (8.8.49h by p and integrate to obtain

or

[

2] 1/3

11 .• 11 (1 + >,2y2)
ypdt=- 2 dt

o 0 P
(8.8.57)

(8.8.58)11

irpdt = 21/ 311
p2/3 (1 + )..2 y2)2/3 dt .

Similarly, by multiplying (8.8.49h by y, integrating, and using (8.8.58), we
obtain

1 1 ( 2 2)2/3r irpdt = 24 / 3 r 1 +).. Y dt = 8w,
~ ~ pl /3

(8.8.59)

where we used (8.8.56) and (8.8.13). Now we use (8.8.58) and (8.8.59) in (8.8.55)
to obtain

[P (0)]2/3 = 2022/3w.
3

By substituting (8.8.60) in (8.8.56) we finally get

3
w = lOa (0) .

(8.8.60)

(8.8.61)

The equation (8.8.60) is used to check the (overall) accuracy of numerical in
tegration of the system (8.8.49), (8.8.50). It also shows that by choosing w we
can determine p (0) from (8.8.60), or if a (0) is prescribed then the volume of
the optimal rod can be determined from (8.8.61) as a (0) = (10/3) w .

The system (8.8.49), (8.8.50) is integrated using the Runge-Kutta double
precision procedure. Note that the point t = 1 is a singular point for the system
(8.8.49), so that the equation (8.8.49h cannot be satisfied at t = 1. Thus we
proceed as follows: we constructed a sequence of numerical solutions (Yn,Pn) ,
n = 1,2, ..., with Yn(O) = Yn(O) = 0 and Yn(t) > O,Yn(t) > O,Pn(t) < O,Pn(t) >
ofor t E (0,1) and Pn(l) = - en,p(l ) = Dn with the constants en > 0, Dn > O.
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For each solution tu«,Pn) the values of variables Pn(0) and Pn(0) and the cross
sectional area an = an(cn, Dn) are determined (an is determined according to
(8.8.56)) . Then, the optimal cross-sectional area a(t) and corresponding initial
values p(O) and p(O) are obtained as lim an, Iim Pn(0) , and lim Pn(0), when f: n ......
0, Dn ...... 0, respectively.

We performed the calculati ons for >. = ..;iD and obtained the following
values p(O) = -0.195054200962 ,p(0) = 0.37907. With these values at t = 1
we obtained p(l) = - 3.744 x 1O-4 ,p (1) = 4.649 x 10-4 . The accuracy of
integration was controlled by evaluation of the first integral (8.8.55) in each
step of integration. The left-hand side in (8.8.55) was constant and equal to

3 [2J1/3 -72m 0.195054 = 0.6356 up to 10 .
From (8.8.56) we obtain a(O) = (p2 (0)/ 25 ) 1/ 3 = 0.10595. The dimensionless

volume w of the optimal rod is determined using (8.8.13) and (8.8.56). For
>. = ..;iD we have

w =11

a(t)dt = 0.037111. (8.8.62)

The condition (8.8.61) gives W smooth = loa (0) = 0.031781. This value corre
sponds to the case when the condit ions p(l) = p(l) = 0 are satisfied exactly.
It also shows that one should further increase the accuracy of numerical inte
gration.

We note that in the neighb orhood of t he point t = 1 t he functions Y (t) and
a (t) can be expanded in a series. Thus, suppose that

Y (t) = b (1 - t )-C, (8.8.63)

where band c are constants . By substitut ing (8.8 .63) into (8.8.34h we obtain

For positive c the equation (8.8.64) leads to

>.2
a = (1 - t)4

2c2(c + 1)2 .

(8.8.64)

(8.8.65)

(8.8.66)

By using (8.8.65) in (8.8.40) we conclude that 0 < c < 5. Numerical experiments
show that c = 2, so that (8.8.65) leads to

>.2
a = 72 (1 - t)4 .

In numerical experiments we concluded that due to singularity at t = 1, the
boundary condit ions p (l) = p(l) = 0 is difficult to sat isfy with high accuracy
(for arbitrary X) with the sm ooth solutions of (8.8.49) , (8.8.50). Thus, we ex
amine the possibility of the existence of broken extremals with t he discontinuity
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(8.8.67)

in p(t). To do this, we write the functional (8.8.52) as

14 =11

F4dt,

where F4 = yji + 2,3/3p2/3 (1 + >,.2y2)2/3 . Broken extremals of (8.8.67) must
satisfy the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions at the points of discontinuity.
For the functional (8.8.52) those conditions are given in section 6.6. For the
functional (8.8.67) those conditions read (see [108, p. 231])

[8~4L =0, [
8F4 _ !!:.. 8F4 ] =0
8p dt 8ji t. '

(8.8.68)

where [Ilt. = (/)t.+o - (/)t.-o denotes the jump of f at t = t*. In our case
(8.8.68) becomes

[y (t)]t=t. = 0, [y(t)]t=t. = O. (8.8.69)

Thus, if y (t) and y (y) are continuous, (8.8.69) is satisfied. The same conditions
follow from (6.6.6) , which is equal to (8.8.69h, while (8.8.69h is assumed in
deriving (6.6.6). Since p(t) represents transversal force, it can have value zero
only at the end point t = t* = 1, and the condition [F4]t.=1 = 0 is automatically
satisfied since t* = 1,6t* = O. Thus the broken extremal is characterized by the
solution of

tE(O,I) ,

(8.8.70)

subject to the boundary conditions

y (0) = 0, y (0) = 0, !im v(t)=O,
t--l-cr

lim p(t)#O, p(I)=O. (8.8.71)
t---+l-0

We performed numerical calculations with the same parameters as in the case of
smooth solutions. Thus with oX = JIO,we obtained the following values : p (0) =
-0.195054200962,p(0)= 0.3791 giving p(l) = -6.56 x 1O-13 ,limt_l_0P(t) =
5.69 x 10-3 . The volume in this case is Wbrocken = 0.037088. This is the volume of
the optimal rod for broken extremals since the possibility of the optimal solution
with p (t) discontinuous, that is, solution of (8.8.70) with y (0) = 0, y (0) =
0,limt_l_0P(t) =I O,p(l) = O,limt---+l_op(t) = 0, leads to W = 0.371133,
which is larger than the value obtained when p(1) is discontinuous.

Thus, the volume of the rod with a(O) = 0.10595 corresponding to a smooth
extremal determined by the solution of (8.8.49), (8.8.50) has the value W smooth =
foa(O) = 0.031781, which is smaller than the volume corresponding to broken
extremals and smooth extremalleads to the optimal rod . A cross section of the
optimal rod a(t) , calculated according to (8.8.56) , is shown in Figure 8.8.1.
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Figure 8.8.1

We show next that with the solut ion of (8.8.49), (8.8.50) for single>. we
can determine the solut ion for any A. Let (y ,p) be the solution of the problem
(8.8.49), (8.8.50) and let a(t) be the corresponding cross-sect ional area deter
mined for the specified value of the dimensionless rotation >. . Let (y,p) and a(t)
be the corresponding functions determined for the dimensionless rot ation speed
A = {3>', with the constant {3 given. By using (8.8.49) , (8.8.50), and (8.8.56) it
is easy to see that the following relations hold:

(8.8.72)

Thus, with the solution for single >. , we have t he solut ion for any A.
We now compare the volume of the optimal rod and the rod with cons tant

circular cross section if both are stable up to the same angular velocity w .

Suppose that both rods are made of the same material, that is, that E ,pare
the same. Also, we assume that both rods lose st ability at the sam e angular
velocity w. For the rod with constant circular cross sect ion we have (see (8.4.5)
and [14])

2 A 2L4 2L4

~ = P w =~ = 12362
El aEA .,

where I = aA2 with A = cousi , From (8.8.1) we have

2 2
>.2 = pw L = 10.

Ea

With (8.8.73), (8.8.74) we obtain

>.2 A
-:::2 = £2 = a (0) .
x

(8.8.73)

(8.8.74)

(8.8.75)

A rod with constant cross sect ion A has t he volum e W eanst. = AL, while the
volume of the optimal rod is W uptimal = w L 3 . By using (8.8.74) we obtain

(8.8.76)
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W
,2

optimal 1\ 0 04589= , 2 W = . .
Weonst . 1\

(8.8.77)

Therefore, the volume of the optimal rotating rod , in the example treated here,
is just 4.59% of the volume of the rod that has same length and constant cross
section! However, if we choose the same cross-sectional area at t = 0, then from
(8.8.61) we conclude that the ratio ~:~:7:" = fa. Note also that from (8.8.75)
the dimensionless cross-sectional area of the rod with constant cross section
becomes aeonst . = 0.80893£2. Therefore, for the circular cross section, the ratio
of the radius of the optimal rod for t = 0, that is, r(O), and the radius of the
rod with constant cross section R is (r(O)/R) = 0.362. In Figure 8.8.2 we show
the radius of the optimal rod and the rod of the constant cross section that lose
stability at the same angular speed .

0.5

R

o

-0.5 ===::::J=====:::j
o 0.5

Figure 8.8.2

Rod with cOfIStant
rosa section

Optima/rod

Finally, we analyze the functional (8.8.52) by the Ritz method. Suppose
that the approximate solution is taken in the form

(8.8.78)

The functional (8.8.52) then becomes

13 (Cl , C2 ) = 11

F3dt

11

{3C1t
23C2(1 - t)2 - 2:/3 (Cd/

3

x (1 - t)2 (1 + >.2 (Cd 2t6 / /
3

} dt . (8.8.79)
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We plotted h as a function of Cl and C2 in Figur e 8.8.3. It shows saddle-type
behavior (characteristi c of a functional that is bilinear in generalized velocities) .
Min imization of (8.8.79) with respect to Cl and C2 leads to Cl = 3.6, C2 = 0.21.

To show that h is a saddle-type functional we write it as (see (8.8.52),
(8.8.53))

(8.8.80)

where we used (8.8.50).

o
- 0.1

- 0.2

- 0.3

50

Figure 8.8.3

The functional (8.8.80) is of the type considered in [98, p. 219]. We write
the function und er the integral sign in (8.8.80) as - yp - R, where R (y, p) =

'5frrp2/3 (1 + A2 y 2) 2/3 . Note that - R is convex in p (i.e., 82RI 8p2 > 0) and con
cave in y (i.e., 82 R I 8y2 < 0). Thus, we conclude that 13 is a saddle functional.
The Ritz-type of app roximate solut ion shown in Figure 8.8.3, qualit atively, rep
resents the functional corr ect ly.

A possible generalization of the problem consists in introducing a const ant
axial force at t he end of the rod. This load configuration is shown in the Figure
8.8.4. To th e equilibrium and constitut ive equatio ns (8.4.1), (8.4.2) we adjoin
the following boundary condit ions

x(O)=O, y(O)=O, V(L ) =O , H (L) = -Fo, M (L) =O . (8.8.81)

By using the dimensionless variables and parameters (8.8.1),

and a new depend ent variable

(8.8 .82)

v
U = - 

AI '
(8.8.83)
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u= )'l ay, rh = ->' I U cos B+ >'2 sin B, if = sin B,

subject to

. m
B=-

a2 (8.8.84)

u(l) = 0, m( l ) = 0, y(O) = 0, B(O) = O. (8.8.85)

The system (8.8.84), (8.8.85) possesses a trivial solution, in which the axis of
the rod remains straight for any value of the dimensionless rotation speed >'1
and all values of the dimensionless compressive force >'2 in th e form

Uo = 0, mo = 0, yo = 0, Bo = O.

The linearization of (8.8.84) about trivial solution (8.8.86) leads to

(8.8.86)

iJ = B, (8.8.87)

subject to (8.8.8). The dimensionless volume of the rod is, again, given by
(8.8.13). If a(t) in (8.8.87) is given , then the values of (>'1 ,>'2) E R 2 for which
(8.8.87), (8.8.8) have nontrivial solution define a set of curves Cn , n = 1,2, ..
(see [5]) , called the interaction curves. Let (>.~ , >.~ ) be a point on the lowest
interaction curve Cl (i.e., a curve corresponding to th e first buckling mode).
Then a st raight line connecti ng the point (0,0) with the point ( >. ~, >.~ ) does not
intersect any ot her interaction curve.

Figure 8.8.4

Suppose now that (>'1, >'2) are given. We define the lightest compressed rotating
rod as the rod so shaped th at any other rod of th e same length and smaller
volume will buckle under th e given load characterized by (>'1, >'2)' Thus, the
problem of determining th e shape of th e lightest compressed rot atin g rod could
be stated as follows.

Given (>'1,>'2), find a(t) E U , where U is the space of cont inuous functions,
having continuous first derivat ive on the interval [0, L] , such that , the boundary
value problem, consisting of differenti al equations

(8.8.88)
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subject to

317

u(l)

0(0)

0,

0,

u(O) = 0,

limB(t)a2(t) = 0,
t~1

(8.8.89)

has (AI, A2) as a point on the lowest interaction curve Cl and that at the same
time, the integral

Vo =11

a(t)dt (8.8.90)

is minimal.
Let XI , . . . , X4 be a set of dependent variables defined by (8.8.14). Then, the

system (8.8.88), (8.8.89) becomes

(8.8.91)

subject to

(8.8.92)

Proceeding as in the previous case, we form the Hamiltonian function H as

where the variables PI, ...,P4 satisfy

- oH = -AIP4 , P2 = _ oH = -Pia,
OXI OX2
oH . oH P3

-- = -AIP2 + A2P4 , P4 = - - = - -
OX3 OX4 a2'

subject to

PI(O) = 0, P2(1) = 0, P3(1) = 0, P4(0) = o.
The optimality condition min aH(t ,xI ,X2,p1>P2 ,a) leads to

aH X4
" = 1 + PIX2 - 2P33' = O.oa a

(8.8.93)

(8.8.94)

(8.8.95)

(8.8.96)

(8.8.97)

By solving (8.8.96) for a we obtain

{
2P3X4 }1/3

a = 1 + PIX2

A further pro cedure follows th e anal ysis present ed before in this chapter, but
with small differences. For example, instead of (8.8.34), (8.8.35) we obtain

(8.8.98)
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subject to

y(O) = 0, y(O) = 0, lim {[ii(t)a2(t)]'} = -'x2Y(1) .
t-1

(8.8.99)

Note that we can eliminate a from (8.8.98) to obtain the single equation

(8.8.100)

with the boundary conditions

0, y(O) = 0,

0, ~ {[ (1+:!"l'l} ~ -A,,;(l)

(8.8.101)

We can construct a variational principle for (8.8.100), (8.8.101) . Thus we con
sider the space

W s= {y : y E C4(0 ,1), y(O) = y(O) = O}

and the functional

with Lagrangian

(8.8.102)

(8.8.103)

(8.8.104)
(

2 2)2
P, = 1+'x1Y +4>' y2.

s ii2 2

Then the Euler-Lagrangian equation corresponding to Ms = 0 is equivalent to
(8.8.100). Note that the natural boundary conditions for the minimization of /s
on the set (8.8.102) are identical to (8.8.101) . The variational principle Ms = 0
could be used to write (8.8.100) in canonical form. We define a variable (a
"hypermoment nm"; see [107]) r as

The "modified" momentum now becomes

2 2 2 '
= aFs _ dr = 8,X ' (2(1 +'x1Y) )

P ay dt 2Y+ ii3 '

(8.8.105)

(8.8.106)
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so that the Hamiltonian function (see [107, p. 237]) is

(

( 2 2 2)' ( 2 2)2H .. . F, . 2 1 + AIY ) 3 1 + AIY 4A ·2
= py + yr - 5 = Y iP - iP - 2Y·

Since F5 does not depend on t explicitly, we have

H = const .

With (8.8.105), equation (8.8.100) becomes

319

(8.8.107)

(8.8.108)

ii

(8.8.109)

and

y(O) =0; y(O) =0; r(l)=O; 8A2y(1) -1'(1) =0.

Consider the space W 6 ,

(8.8.110)

W 6 = {w=(y ,r ) : y E C2(0, 1), y(O) = y(O) = 0,

r e C2(0, 1), r(1) = 0, 8A2Y (1) - 1'(1) = O} , (8.8.111)

and the problem of det ermining the minimum on W 6 of the functional

with

F: - . . _ _3_ 2/ 3 ( ,22)2/ 3_ 4,,26 - yr 22/ 3 r 1 + "IY "2Y .

(8.8.112)

(8.8.113)

(8.8.114)

It is easy to see that the condition 6h = 0 reproduces the system (8.8.109).
Again, since F6 does not depend explicitly on t, we have the Jacobi-type first
integral for (8.8.109) in the form

. . 3 2/ 3 (1 ,2 2)2/3 4' · 2yr + 22 / 3 r + "IY - "2Y = const .,

which is equivalent to (8.8.108). We now determine the constant in (8.8.114).
By using the boundary conditions it follows that

. . · 2 3 2/3 ( 2 2)2/ 3 _ 3 [( )]2/ :3
YP - 4A2Y + 22 / 3 r 1 + AIY = C - 22 / 3 r 0 . (8.8.115)
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We shall use (8.8 .115) to check numerical integration of the system (8.8.109) .
Finally, we note that with (y, r) known, the cross-sectional area a(t) is de

termined from the equations (8.8.98) and (8.8.105), so that

[

2 ] 1/3
a-at- p

- () - 25(1 + )..zy2) (8.8.116)

The optimal shape of the rod is shown in Figure 8.8.5 for a specific choice of
parameters AI = A2 = M. The initial values of the variable r are r (0) =
-11.882130,r(0) = 5.490713. With these values the boundary conditions at t =
1 are satisfied as r (1) = -6.339397 x 10-14 , 8A2Y (1) - r(l) = 1.243450 x 10-13 .

As is seen in Figure 8.8.5, the optimal rod is "cigar shaped" at the top. This
shape is characteristic for the optimal rod loaded with the concentrated force
only (see [59]). The optimal shape of the rotating rod without compressive force
at the end has a thin end (see Figure 8.8.2). The dimensionless volume of the
optimal rod is W optimal = 1.085. We compare this value with the volume of the
rod of constant circular cross section that is stable under the same compressive
force and angular velocity. Thus in [14, p. 236] it is shown that the critical load
parameters Xl = eA~;L1 , X2 = F'Ef satisfy

(8.8.117)

- 2 1. - :.!
In the expressions for AI = eA~/Land A2 = F'J;;7 the moment of inertia must
be expressed as I = aA2 • Using this and (8.8.82) we obtain

(8.8.118)

where Weonst is the dimensionless volume of the rod with constant cross section.
Using (8.8.118) with Al = A2 = v'W in (8.8.117), we obtain Wconst = 1.585.
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Thus W optim at!W eon st = 1.085/1.585 = 0.684. We note t hat for the classical
case (see [91], [59]) , that is, )'l = 0, A2 = 10, we obtain W opti m al = 1.743455,
whil e the solution of (8.8.117) yields Weonst = 2.012. Thus, Wopt imal/Wcons t =
1.743/2.012 = 0.866 = V3/2 , as is known (see [91, p. 106]). Thus, in the
special case of a rod loaded by compressive force only (AI = 0, A2 =I 0) , our
results reduce to t hose obtain ed before ana lytically. Numerical solut ion for the
case Al = v'W,A 2 = 0 confirms our results obtained in the first part of this
sect ion with one important difference. Nam ely, t he case Al = v'W,A2 = 0 has
lim t_1 Cl = 0 while for the case Al = v'W,A2 ---> 0 we have limt_1 Cl = - 00 ,

that is, the rod is "cigar shap ed" as in the case presented in sect ion 8.6.

0.5 ir-- - - - 
,

o

,
0.5 L..!__-----

I LI -'-- --'

o 0.5

t
Figure 8.8.5

8.9 Optimal Shape of a Rod Loaded by a Force
and a Torque

Next we determine t he optimal shape of t he compressed and twisted rod ana
lyzed in sect ion 8.5. We shall follow the presentat ion of [50].

Let B= Bo+ !::lB. By subst it ut ing this into (8.5.22) and neglecting the higher
order terms, we obtain

subject to

!::lB (O) =0, !::lB(L) =0.

(8.9.1)

(8.9.2)

The existe nce of a non trivial solut ion to (8.9.1), (8.9.2) is a necessary condition
for the existence of a nontrivi al solution to (8.5.22), (8.5.23). If the eigenvalues
of the boundary value problem (8.9.1), (8.9.2) are simple, then this condition is
also sufficient. The eigenvalues of (8.9.1), (8.9.2) are simple if A22 (5) =I 0 and

A~~tS) + P =I 0 for 5 E (0, L) . Thus A22 (5) > 0 guarantees that the cigenvalues
of (8.9.1) , (8.9.2) are simple.

Let us assume that A 22 (5) (the bending stiffness) is given as

A22 (5) = o:EA2 (5) , (8.9.3)
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(8.9.4)

where a = const. , E is the modulus of elasticity, and A (8) is the cross-sectional
area. With (8.9.3), equation (8.9.1) becomes

( 2 ')' 1 [ M'f ]A 6.8 + aE aEA2 + P 6.8 = O.

The volume of the rod is given as V = Jo£ A (8) d8. If A(S) in (8.9.4) is given,
then the values of (Ml, P) E R2 for which (8.9.4),(8.9.2) has nontrivial solution
define a set of interaction curves. Let ((Mlh , (Ph) be a point on the lowest
interaction curve so that a straight line connecting the point (0,0) with the
point ((Mh , (P)d does not intersect any other interaction curve.

Suppose now that (Ml, P) is given. As before , we define the lightest rod as
the rod having the shape that any other rod of the same length (in our case,
equal to L) and smaller volume will buckle under a given load characterized by
(Ml ,P) . Thus, the problem of determining the shape of the lightest rod could
be stated as follows.

Given (Ml, P), find A(8) E U such that

subject to

6.8(0) = 0, 6.8(L) = 0

(8.9.5)

(8.9.6)

has (Ml, P) as a point on the lowest interaction curve GI and such that at the
same time, the integral

V = 1L

A(8)d8 (8.9.7)

is minimal.
The set U consists of admissible cross-sectional area functions. We assume

that it is the space of continuous functions, having continuous first derivative on
the interval [0, Lj , that is, U = GI[O, L]. Thus, we do not impose any restriction
on the minimal admissible cross section.

Introducing the dimensionless quantities

A
a= L2'

V
v = L3 '

8
t= 

L'
(8.9.8)

in (8.9.5), (8.9.6) we obtain

. [>..2 ](a2u) + a~+>"2 u=O

subject to

u (0) = 0, u (1) = 0,

(8.9.9)

(8.9.10)
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where fJ.(J = u, (.) ' = 1t (.) .The dimensionless volume now reads

323

(8.9.11)

Now we state the optimization problem as follows. Find the cross-sectional area
a(t) so that 0 < a(t) < 00, t E (0,1) , for which the optimality criterion

v = 11

a(t)dt (8.9.12)

attains minimum value and the constraints are given in the form (8.9.9), (8.9.10).
With new variables

Xl = u, 2 ·
X2 = a u , (8.9.13)

the governing differential equations become

(8.9.14)

subject to

(8.9.15)

For the system (8.9.12)-(8.9.14) th e Hamiltonian function H could be easily
constructed as

where the generalized momenta PI and P2 have to satisfy

(8.9.16)

subject to

. en [Ai ]PI = -- = P2 - + A2 ,
OXl a2

. oH PI
P2=--=-- ,

OX2 a2 (8.9.17)

P2(0) = P2(1) = O.

The optimality condition leads to

Solving (8.9.19) for a3 , we obtain

(8.9.18)

(8.9.19)

(8.9.20)
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The solution P1>P2 of the system (8.9.17), (8.9.18) could be obtained from the
solution Xl , x 2 of the system (8.9.14), (8.9.15) if we set

With (8.9.21), equation (8.9.20) becomes

a3 = 2 [x~ + Aixi] .

(8.9.21)

(8.9.22)

By using (8.9.21), the second derivative of H with respect to a becomes

(8.9.23)

Thus, H attains a minimum. Differentiating (8.9.22) using (8.9.14) and inte
grating, we obtain

(8.9.24)

where C is an arbitrary constant. By observing (8.9.15h we obtain C = a (0).
With this value substituted in (8.9.24), it follows that

(8.9.25)

(8.9.26)

Substituting (8.9.25) into (8.9.22) and solving the result for A2X~, we get

a3 3A2

A2X~ = A22" - T [a (0) - c].

Note that (8.9.25) implies a (0) ~ a (t) . We shall analyze the symmetric defor
mation mode , so that it (1/2) = O. This condition implies

X2 (1/2) = O.

By substituting (8.9.27) into (8.9.26) calculated at t = 1/2, we obtain

3~i a (0) = 3~i a (1/2) + ~2 a3 (1/2) .

Finally, by using (8.9.28) in (8.9.26), we have

Now, from (8.9.29), we conclude that a ~ a (1/2) . Therefore,

a (1/2) S; a (t) S; a (0) .

(8.9.27)

(8.9.28)

(8.9.29)

(8.9.30)
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Now we make an importan t assum ption. Namely, in the ana lysis that follows,
we assume that the coup le M, 1= 0, so that

)q > O. (8.9.31)

Next we show that a (t) > 0, t E [0, 1/2]. Suppose a (t l ) = 0 for t l E [0, 1/ 2].
From (8.9.I3h we conclude that X 2 (td = O. By using this in (8.9.26) we have
t hat a (0) = O. T his, together wit h (8.9.30) imp lies a (t) = 0, t E [0, 1/ 2], which
contra dicts (8.9.22). Combining this with t he symmetry assumption, we con
clude that a (t) > 0, t E [0, 1]. T herefore, t he boundary value problem (8.9.9),
(8.9.10) has simple eigenvalues. We determine now t he cross-sectional area of
t he optimal rod.

(a ) Suppose that A2 = O. From (8.9.25) we obtain

a (t ) = a (0) = const ,

Using this in (8.9.9) , (8.9.10) we have

.. Ai 0
u + a4 (0)U = ,

subjec t to

U (0) = 0, U (1) = O.

Thus

a(O) = (:r/2
(b) Suppose that A2 > O. By differentiating (8.9.25), we obtain

2A' 3.
2 XI X I = - "2 a.

(8.9.32)

(8.9.33)

(8.9.34)

(8.9.35)

(8.9.36)

In (8.9.36) we substit ute XI from (8.9.14)1, and in the resul tin g expression we
substit ute XI, X 2 from (8.9.25) , (8.9.26), respectively. The result is

a = - a2~v[a (0) - a] {A2a3 - 3Ai [a (0) - al} . (8.9.37)

In writing (8.9.37) we choose t he minu s sign for a in accordance with (8.9.30).
The connection between a (0) and a (1/2) follows from (8.9.28) and reads

a( O) = a(I / 2) [1 + A22U2 (1/2)] .
3A I

By separating varia bles in (8.9.37) we obtain, after integration,

a( O)

1 -J3 J a
2da

"2 = 2"a(I / 2) v[a (0) - a] {A2a3 - 3Ai [a (0) _ al}'

(8.9.38)

(8.9.39)
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where a (0) is given by (8.9.38). For given >'1, >'2 we determine a (1/2) and a (0)
from (8.9.38), (8.9.39) and then with a (0) known, we separate variables and
integrate (8.9.37) to obtain

a

t = - J3 J a
2da

2 a(O) J[a (0) - a] {>'2a3 - 3>'i [a (0) - an .
(8.9.40)

Finally, from (8.9.40) we determine the shape of the optimal rod .

1
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o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

t
Figure 8.9.1

Now we present the results obtained by numerical integration of correspond
ing equations. First, we choose >'1 = rr and then determine a (0) and a (1/2)
for a few values of >'2 by solving the system (8.9.38), (8.9.39). The results are
shown in Table 8.9.1. It is evident from Figure 8.9.1 and Table 8.9.1 that the
rod has the smallest cross section in the middle .

Table 8.9.1

(>'1 ,>'2) (rr,l) (rr,5) (rr, io) (rr,40) (rr,400)
a (0) 1.042 1.213 1.419 2.400 7.357
a (1/2) 1.008 1.029 1.040 1.010 0.786

This cross section is different from zero, and that guarantees that the eigenvalues
of (8.9.9), (8.9.lD) are simple . The shape of the optimal rod, that is, a (t) for
t E (0,1) , follows from (8.9.40). The cross section of the optimal rod, shown
in Figure 8.9.1, is given for >'1 = 1r and for four values of >'2 . Namely, >'2 takes
values >'2 = 5, >'2 = 10, >'2 = 40, >'2 = 400, and the corresponding curves in
Figure 8.9.1, are denoted as 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively.

The behavior of the optimal rod near the point t = 1/2 is shown in Figure
8.9.2. Note that in accordance with (8.9.37), (8.9.38) the cross section of the
optimal rod satisfies iJ.(0) = 0 and iJ.(1/2) = O. From Figure 8.9.2 and Table
8.9.1 an interesting property of the optimal rod follows. Namely, if we fix >'1
and increase >'2 , the cross section of the optimal rod at the middle point of the
rod (t = 1/2) first increases and then decreases.
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8.10 Variational Principle for Small
Deformation Imposed on Large
Deformation of a Rod

In this sect ion we sha ll formul ate a variational principle for small deform ations
imposed on large ones for elasti c rod s. In the context of three-dimensional
elast icity for th e theory of sma ll deformations imposed on large ones, see [70] .
The motivation for the principle th at we will formulate is given in [110] , where
mechanical systems with a finit e number of degrees of freedom were treated (see
also section 1.4.3).

Consider the elastic rod shown in Figure 8.2.1. Suppose that the rod has
constant cross sect ion so th at the differential equat ion (8.2.7) becomes

~~ + Asine = 0,

where A = FL2 /EI and t = S /L , subjec t to

(8.10.1)

(8.10.2)~~ (0) = 0, e(1) = O.

Equation (8.10.1) is of the typ e (1.4.78) with a i j = l , i , j = l ,q = e,[jm , i] =
0, Qi = - Asin e = - aIT/aewith IT = 1 - Acos e. Supp ose th at for given A = Ao
t he solution to (8.10.1), (8.10.2) is denoted by eo , so th at

(8.10.3)

We assume tha t eo is small (in bifurcation, theory from trivial configurat ion
Bo = 0; see (8.2.9) and (8.3.8)) . Suppose further that A is perturbed, so that
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>. = >'0 + Do>., and Do>. is small. The solution of (8.1O.1), (8.10.2) for this new
>. we denote by °= 00 + {. The function {(t) represents a perturbation that
measures the addit ional deformation to which the rod is subjected. We call
it an imposed deformation, and we assume that it is small. By substituting
>. = >'0 + Do>. and °= 00+~ in (8.1O.1), (8.1O.2) and neglecting the terms ofthe
order higher than linear in Do>', 00, and ~, we obtain23

subject to

d2f,

dS2 + >'0 (cosOo)~ = 0,

df.dt (O) = 0, f, (I) = O.

(8.10.4)

(8.1O.5)

The system (8.10.4), (8.1O.5) determines the perturbation f,. In [HO] and in sec
tion 1.4.3 a variational principle was formulated that reproduces (in the context
of analytical mechanics of a system with finite number of degrees of freedom)
both equations of basic motion and equations for perturbations. Following this
idea in [18], a variational principle reproducing (8.10.1), (8.10.2) and (8.1O.4),
(8.1O.5) is formulated. It is easy to see that the Euler-Lagrangian equations for
the functional (compare with (1.4.92))

1

IdO,f, ,>.} = J[~~~ ->.f,sino] dt ,
o

where OE X and foE X, with

(8.1O.6)

X= {o:
are

dO(O} = 0
dt '

(8.1O.7)

d20
dt2 + >'sinO = 0,

d2f,
dt2 + >.(cosO)~ = o. (8.10 .8)

Thus, on the solution of (8.1O.1), (8.1O.2), (8.10.4), (8.10.5) , the functional
(8.9 .6) is stationary.

The functional (8.6.10) has a value equal to zero on the solution (8.1O.1),
(8.10.2). To see this, integrate the first term under the integral sign partially
and use boundary conditions to obtain

1

Ir(O,~,>')= J[-~~ ->,sino]f,dt.
o

(8.10.9)

231n the case when Ao > AbifuT> wh ere Abifur is a value of A at the bifurcation point
(Abifu T>(0) equation (8.10 .4) holds for arbitrary 90, since in that case AA = 0, that is , we ask
for different solution for the same value of Ao.
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(8.10.10)

(8.10.12)

Thus, 11 (80 ,~ ,A) = O. Further, we can int erpret h in the context of a weak
solution of the problem (8.10.1) , (8.10.2). Namel y, a weak solut ion of (8.10.1)
is defined as a function 8 E X for which (see [81], [33])

J[~~ ~~ + A~ sin 8] dt = 0
o

for all ~ E Y . Here X are Y linear spaces of functions to which the solution
belongs and linear spaces of test functions (if X is the space of cont inuous
functions satisfying (8.10 .2) having the first and second derivative continuous
in the interval (0,1) , then (8.10.10) defines a classical solution) . Therefore,
t he functional 11 is the functiona l defining the weak solution of (8.10.1). In it
both functions , 8 from the solution set and ~ from the set of test functions, are
subject to variation.

Note also that the Lagrangian in (8.10.6) does not depend explicitly in time,
so that the following J acob i-type first integral exists (see (1.4.45)) :

d8d~
dt dt + A~ sin 8 = const . (8.10.11)

The vari ational principle (8.10.6) could be used to study the bifurcation of the
trivial solution of (8.10.1), (8.10.2) . In that case 80 = O,.6.A =f 0, and the
procedure is pr esented in [18].

For the problem (8.3.4) , (8.3.5) we have

d2~ [A ]dt2 +A sinif> - 2' (Q-)3) sin 2~ =0,

subject to

We consider the functional

d~(O) = 0
dt '

d~(l) = O.
dt

(8.10.13)

h=J{~~~~ -A~ [sin ~-~(Q-J3) Sin2~]}dt .
o

It is easy to see that the Euler-Lagrangian equations for (8.10.14) are

(8.10.14)

d2~ [A ]dt2 + ..\ sin ~ - 2' (Q - )3) sin 2~

d2~
dt2 + A[COS~ - A(Q - J3) cos 2~1~

with boundary conditions for ~:

0,

0, (8.10.15)

d~(O) = 0
dt '

d~(l) = 0
dt . (8.10.16)
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The first integral for (8.10.15) is

and we have

/

1 {dc/>dE.. [ . A . ] }h= dt dt - >.~ sm 4> - "2 (o - .8)sin 24> dt = 0
o

(8.10.17)

(8.10.18)

on the solution of (8.10.12).
Finally, we consider the rotating rod problem described by (8.4.10), (8.4.11):

subject to

cPu
- - AsinB = 0
dt 2 '

cPB
-2 - >.ucosB= 0,
dt

(8.10.19)

du(O)
d1 = 0, u(l) = 0, B(O) = 0, dB(I) = O.

dt
(8.10.20)

Let 1] and € be the perturbations of u and B, respect ively. Then the equations
for (~, 1]) read

and satisfy

d2~
-2 - A[1J cos '19 - u~sin'19] = 0
dt

(8.10.21)

d:~O) = 0, 1](1) = 0, ~(O) = 0;

Consider the functional

d~(1) = 0
dt . (8.10.22)

1

/ [
d'19 dE.. du d1] ]h= -d -d +--+A1]sin'19+Au~cos'19dt .

t t dt dt
o

The Euler-Lagrangian equations for the functional (8.10.23) read

(8.10.23)

cPu \ . B--Asm
dt2

J2€ .
dt2 - A[1] cos B- u~ sin B]

0,

0,

dB
dt2 - AU cos B= 0,

J21]
dt2 - A~ cos B= O. (8.10.24)

Thus, we reproduce both (8.10.19) and (8.10.21). Finally, the system (8.10.24)
possesses a first integral of the type

dB d~ du d1] .
-- + -- - A1]smB - A~ cosB = const .
dt dt dt dt

(8.10.25)
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Also, the relation
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(8.10.26)

holds on t he solut ion of the boundary value problems defined by (8.10.19),
(8.10.20) and (8.10.21), (8.10.22).
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